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Thank you tor purchasing DIV Games Studio. The product is the result ot over two years ot
continuous hard «rork by a team ot people who have done their best to make their dream
come true.

Programming has a bad reputation ot being a complicated and dark field, even more so
when it comes to games. The reason for such an image is the lack of information and the

secrecy of the alleged geniuses who have the knowledge. We are not geniuses. We make
games because we like them and we would like lo share with you the information we have
about our hobby.

One day someone Imagined a tool to create computer video games which would
contain all the necessary utilities.

Everything started with the idea ot inventing a new programming language, the first
specifically designed tor the development of video games. Many options were considered,
and all existing programming languages were thoroughly studied with the aim of coming up
with a new concept. A language which could be accessible to beginners and at the same
time powerful enough to achieve professional developments.
The result ot that search is the DIV programming language: a compromise between

several options. The main problem was to determine which particular features video games
had in common which are not shared by the rest ot the programs. This was essential in

order to design a language which would make video games development easier.
Video games are probably the only type ot computer programs that share less things in
common with one another. Therefore the first decision had to t>e about the type of video

games that the language was to include since only a general purpose language would be
able to include every imaginable game.

Did this challenge have any sense f/ien? Well, it seems that it did. The constant features
of video games are the use of graphics on the screen and the programming of movement,
animation, sound and so on. DIV is focused towards these common features.

However, DIV Games Studio is much more than a programming language. It is a graphics
environment where you can start developing a game and finish it without ever exiting DIV.
We have tried to put everything into it that our imagination could conceive, and we almost
did. I say almost because quite a tew ideas have had to be left out. The only consolation we
have is that perhaps tomorrow, in a new version, those ideas could be added.
But that's something that right now is out ot our hands. Now it is up to you. It's up to you lo
become captivated by DIV Games Studio, and to really enjoy and utilise our work. That was
the hope that encouraged us to make it all the way here.
Our aim was lo develop a simple tool to use, so that it only requires the user to have a
passion tor video games.
We have put everything we have into DIV and the product is intended to be easy to use.
professionally finished and at a very competitive price.
We think that DIV is the best way to learn how to program and at the same time the most
entertaining one.
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If there isn't a creator in you, we won't be able to make you develop incredible graphics and
programs which could become amazing games. But if there is that creator in you, we will
provide you with everything you need to make it come out.
You may be surprised by the great number of sample games that are included with DIV
Games Studio. The reason why we have included all these games is that we feel that the
only way to really learn something is to see It working. Those of us that have been working
in programming for some time now are addicted to it and all of us have learned by watching
others.

The games that we included are not very complex - they are just examples of some of the
things you can do with DIV. None of these games use even 20 % of the real possibilities
DIV provides. We have tried to represent most of the typical styles of video games and you
can learn a lot from them. Although the truth is that we have so much fun developing them
that the only reason we haven't made more is because we weren't allowed to (budgets, you
know).

What can I expect to get from DIV Games Studio? That's a good question. Well, we think
that at first you should just take it as a game, an adventure, you should investigate whatever
you feel like, try plenty of things and if eventually you decide to make some kind of serious
work, even professional, you can be sure that DIV will not disappoint you.
Perhaps you'll be responsible for the next successful hit. That's up to you now. We will be
waiting for you.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
This (ifsi chapter will give you directions on how to install the program onto your computer
and how to configure it so that it works optimally. The chapter also presents the basic
concepts that will allow you to get to gnps with the program from the very Degmning.

1.1 Installation of DIV Games Studio

To lunction correctly this program needs the following minimum system requirements.
Program technical reaulreirienls

• 40$ processor or higher iPeniium recommended).

• MS DOS or Windows'" 95/98 operatng system
• 0 MB RAM memory (16 MB recommended).

• 30 MB tree space in the hard disk (146 MB recommendod)
• 2X CD-ROM or higher.

• Microscll'" eompatiblB mouse.
• SVGA Graphics card.

• Recommended: a sound card compatible with Sound Blaster'" or Gravis
Ultrasound'".
The program could possibly be installed in PC's wiih lower processors (from a 386 with 4
f/B memory), but Ihe results will cehainty be unsatisfactory.
This is a program of development and therefore you must always have additional space in
the hard disk for the developments. You will need it to create, compile and run the
programs. We recommend not lo use the program if Ihe free space in the hard disk (once
the program has been installed) Is less than 4 MB. Otherwise some options of the program
may not work or run incorrectly.

Inslallallon

Inslalling DIV is very simple. All you need is to
execute the program 1NSTALL.EXE from the CDROM and indicate the drive, directory and type of
installation you wish to do.

d j
STU.OtQ;

%
46J«
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MS-DOS users

First enteritie drive unit which corresponds to your CD ROM drive, lor instance, II your CDROM unit Is D. then type:
0 ; .

Then, press Enter, and alter that execute the installation program using the loliowlrtg
stalomeni:
INSTALL

Next, you press Enter again and the screen ol the installation program presentation will be
displayed.

Windows 9Sr98 Users

You can execute the program In diflerent ways, lor example, Dy clicking on the Icon MY
COMPUTER, and then choosing the CO-ROM where DIV Games Studio should be showing
(both times by a double click on the left side ol the mouse).
The program INSTALL.EXE will appear In the content Ol the CD-ROM unit. Double click on

that program and the screen of the Installation program presentation will be displayed.

Once trie installation onxiram has tieen executed (all users!

This installation program is controlled through the
mouse. Click anywhere on screen with the mouse or
press a key and the installation main screen will be
displayed.

The screen will be shown divided in several parts:
the hard disk chosen to Install the program, the
name of the target directory (or the folder for the
program), the selection of ihstailed components and
the program options.

mm

•$!*

mm

•

Follow these steps to Install the program:

mm

•

Insrailalion screen

• If your PC has got more than one hard disk. ctKXise one to install Ihe program. To do
this, you have to click on its' icon with the mouse.
• Alter that, it you do not want the program to be Installed In a directory (folder) called DIV.

enter the name ol the directory in the center box text of the window (whore the blinking
cursor appears). II it doesn't matter to you which directory the progiam is Installed, you
can leave it In the directory DIV. which is the programs default.
• Alter selecting the components which are going to be Installed in your computer, you

must keep in mind that the space tfiese components take (shown In the lower right side
of the screen as TOTAL) must bo less than the free space on the hard disk you have
selected (shown underneath the hard drives' icon).
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C fi o o s i n o t h e i n s i a l l a l i o n

The program archives are grojped Into live categories: System. Examples. Fonts.
Artwork and Sound

All of Ihcm have three small buttons that indicate the type ol installation lhal can be
performed, install all the archives of these category (Max), Install a good combination
bolwoon performance and space taken (Med) or install the minlrnum possible number ol
archives (MIn). 6y default, the program will suggest the maximum installation tor all the
catogorlos

For nil Itieso calogones the space required lor the Installation chosen is expressed In MB
(mogabytes ol hard disk space). These five categories retor to the Icllowing groups of
archives:

System: it refers to the DIV main and generic archives. Most of them are included in the
minimum Instaliailon since they are essential lo run the program. The
installaiions Medium and Maximum include, apart from these, a higher number
of extras, such as wallpapers and colour palettes.

Examples, here are the game examples which can be installed in the Games directory.
They cannot be run directty from the CD-ROM and you will only be able to see
those you install.

Since the games lake a tot ol space, you can click
on the EXAMPLES to gel a window where you can
specify which particular games you would like to
install. If you don'l install all Ihe games at this time,
y o u m a y I n s t a l l t h e m l a t e r. We r e c o m m e n d t h e
Installation of at least the tutorial ones which will be

very useful to learn how to use OIV language.
In case you would like more Information about Ihe
games lor the purposes of Installation, you can find

a description of the mam games at Ihe end of this
S&lecllon of parnes oxamples

chapter.

Fonts: In this category are the ditterent kinds of fonts available to write text wlthm the

games. The Minimum installation wilt Install a small selecllon of fonts while the
Maximum will install all available types.

Artwork: those archives Include Ihe graphics for games, some of DIV's own games
examples and many other new graphics thai you can use in your games without
the need to draw them.

Sounds, this last category refers to archives containing sound effects ready to be used in
tho games. II you don't have a sound card, it will be belter lor you not lo Install
them (thus choosing the Minimum installation) because you will be able to instal)
them in the future if you decide to purchase a sound card (which we strongly
encourage).
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Recommended inslallalton

If you fiave a big bard disk wilfi a lot of free space, we recommend Ifie Maximum
insiatiallor) (complete installatiorr of tfie program).

If the space In your disk is more limited, we recommend the following installation:
Syilem Select the maximum installation lor this category.
Example*, pick the ones you like best (but include the tutorials).
Font*. Artwork and Sound: Select the minimum installation.

Whenever you would like to access the letter fonts, the graphics or the scurtds for the
games, you can read them directly from the CD-ROfifl of DIV Games Studio, selecting the
eorrespondirtg unit and directory (DATA\IFS lor fonts, DATA \ MAP for artwoili and

DATA\PCM for sound).

• Once all these elements have been selected, click on INSTALL to i>egln the program's
installation. This operation will take a lew minutes, depending on your PC and of the type
of Installation chosen.

• Finally, the program will indicate that the installation has been completed: then click
ACCEPT to exit the Installation program.
Note: You can always install the program agun whenever you wish to add new
elements (such as sample games that were not originally Installed). To do that you
need to follow this same process. You will not lose any work already performed in
DIV, with tt>e exception of the example programs which will resume to their ohginal
Slate (if you install them again) and therefore you could lose all changes you have
made to them.

OIV Games Studio Execution

The program is already installed In your computer. All you have to do now is to execute it.
For that, please follow the instructions below:

Users of MS-DOS

• Go to the hard disk wtiere you installed the program. For Instance, II it is C, you can do it
by typing C: and pressing Enter.
• Go to the directory where the program was installed. For example, it It is OIV type CO
DIV and press Enter.

• Now execute the program Oy typing D and pressing Enter.
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Note lor advanced users: if you include the directory ot the program in the
environment variable PATH (in the lite autoexec.bat), you can execute DIV Games
Studio from any directory. When you exit the program, it will be back again to the
original directory.

Users of Windows QSrSS

First 0) all. close the window ol the program ol insinuation, which you don't need now, and
do as loiiows:

From the icon MY COMPUTER access the unit and folder where you installed the program
(as you did wlien you executed the installation progiam). Once you are in the program
tolder, click twice on D.EXE to execute the program.

In the program folder you will also see an icon that can be dragged onto your desktop to
create a shortcut. This will save you time In opening up DlV Games Studio.

Note: we recommend not to use ALT+TAB to go to another application from DIV.
because somelimes, Windows will not restore the screen correctly when you return to
the program later. In this case, press ALT+X and then Enter to exit the program and

then execute it again {this way you will not lose the Information when performing this
operation).

Ingtallatlon llkelv problems

You should not find have any problems in installing the program if you correctly toliow the
steps atmve.

Should you have any problems, please check the minimum requirements for the program
stated earlier, if you nave any doubts about any ol the elements, please contact your
computer technical service or supplier,
II you are using Windows and you have any doubts atroul the installation process, we
strongly advice to took at Windows Help to solve any doubts you may have.

Important: you may have some problem reading the CO-ROM with the reader unH. If
this happens, just wipe the OIV Games Studio CO surface using a dean and dry cloth
and try Insiatling the program again.
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It you were not able to install the program ana you have plenty ot tree space in your hard
disk (enougn lor the program Maximum inslal!ailon|. you could try a manual Irtsiailallon ol
Iho program. Follow these steps:
MS-DOS users

Go 10 the CD-ROM unit using (if your CD-ROM unit is D):
D:

AND press Enter. Then type the following commands (if your hard disk unit is C):
X C O P Y D ATA r. - C : \ D I V \ * . * I S
C:
CD DIV
D E L I N S TA L L

You must press Enter after each one ol those commands. If you have enough free space
available the program will be installed with no problem. To run It. introduce the following
command:
D /SAFE

For fuiuro oxocuiions ol the program, just follow the rogulnr Instructions.

Users ol Windows 95

Open a session of MS-DOS (either by clickihg twice on iis Icon or from the menu start \
programs \ MS-DOS) and lollow the instructions for MS-DOS users. For future executions,

you may follow the instructions of your operating system, taking into account that the
program will be installed in the folder DIV of your hard disk.

Note: if you are not able to Install the program after trying all of these opflons. please
contact the FastTrak Technical Support Line on 01923 495497 from Monday to
Friday between 9:00 am and 5.30 pm focal time. Or e-mail technic^ support at
w w w. d i v - a r e n a . c o m .

Important: no questions about the programming language will be answered by this
service. For intonnalion and tips on programming refer to this book, the built in tielp (Ft)
and the resource centre provided at www.dlv-arena.com.
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Problems with the mouse

If your mouse jumps on the screen instead of moving smoothiy. you are using an obsoiete
or incorrect kind of mouse (a mouse driver which is not updated). You can solve this
problem by doing one of the following:

• Contact your equipment supplier in order to get an updated mouse driver.
• Replace the program resolution with another one where this problem doesn't occur (item
1.3 of this book explains how to do this).

• (k/IS-DOS, only for advanced users). Comment the line of the autoexec.bat file where
you load the mouse driver. You can do this from DIV itself. Load this file (placed in the
root directory of your starting hard disk) with F4 and add the word REM at the beginning
of the line which loads the mouse driver (this line generally ends with ...mouse.com).
Then press F2 to save the file again, close it (by clicking on the upper left Icon of the text
window), exit DIV (ALT+X) and restart the system. If you had any problems with any
other program that needs this device, please edit the same file again and delete the word
REM you added.

Normally the audio system of DIV Games Studio is automatically configured and the user
doesn't need to introduce any parameters.
If you have a 16 Bit sound card and you cannot hear the sound effects of the sample games

when running them, you can try to configure your sound card by proceeding as follows:
First make sure the sound system is not activated; for that use option Open sound... from
the sound menu, and ioad a PCM archive (from the LIBRARY directory or from any of the

sample games). The sound effect will appear represented in a smali window Inside DIV. If
you click on it. you should be able to hear the effect. If you don't hear it, check the voiume
level, the speakers and the wires of your system.
In case of unsuccessful configuration:

• Press F4 to open a program and load the archive SETLIP.PRG which is in the DIV
directory SETUP\ (ciick on the directory .. (2 dots) to go up a level and then select this
directory).

• Once the program has been loaded, a new text window where it will be contained will
appear, Now press F10 to execute it. The sound setup will be displayed,
• Enter your card parameters and click on the button Save & Exit and you will get right
back to DIV environment. Then close the window with the program SETUP.PRG and try
the sound system again.

If even after doing that, you were not able to hear the sound effects of the program, the
reason could be that your sound card is not a 100% compatible with the Sound Blaster or
Gravis Ultrasound family, in that case, please contact your equipment supplier.
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13. Introduction to the graphic environment

Bnslc Concepts

This lirsl seclion briefly shows tho basic functioning of Iho windows environment as well as
many of the terms that will be used later on to describe more advanced functions. Wo

recommend you to read it even if you are an expert user of other types of environments.
Every lime you enter OIV Games Studio a dialog
box will appear. From then on. the program can be
controlled with the mouse.

About Box
Mouse Pointers

The mouse can be Icimd on the screen thanks to a graphic called tho mouse pointer which
shows different lomis depending on the action to be done by clicking on the left button of
Iho mouse.

Normal Pointer: the mouse standard pointer, it's used to activate menu

□
□

options, buttons, boxes and so on.
Hand Pointer: rt tells us when we are passing over a special object,

0

internal process or calculation. It tells us that no action can be done with

c c

generally over a movable object, which can be taken to aivither potion on
the screen.

Hourglass Pointer: It appears when the system is executing some kind of

the program until such a process or calculation Is finished.
Minus sign Pointer: it Indicates the possibilily of minimising a wirtdow, I.e.
of temporarily reducing its size In order to leave open space in the desk.
Cross Pointer: it allows us to close a window. Depending on the kind of

window the system may ask for confirmation before closing It.
Plus sign Pointer: it Indicates the possibility to maximise a window: this is

c c

IP
c s

the iwposite action to minimise and allows to return a window which was
reduced to its original size.
Up Pointer: when the mouse is over certain controls, this pointer IrKlicales

the possibility 10 display or to access to the previous elements In a list. It
also indicates the possibility of brfnging a window to tlie front.
Dragging pointer: Ihis graphic will appear when an object is being
dragged; the pointer must be moved to the place of destination (to the
wallpaper, the dustbin, a map, a file, etc.) and then tho loft button of the

mouse must bo released in order to leave the object thoio.
Down Pointer: opposite to the up pointer, this one indicates when we are
passing over a control which allows us to display cr to gain access to the
following elements In a list.

c u

Higttt Pointer: (I indicalcs that there is a control to move a display zone,
such as a text window, to the right.
Left Pointer: II will be displayed over the controls to move a display zone
to the left.

Diagonal Arrow Pointer: it indicates the existence of a button to change
t h e s i z e o f a w i n d o w.

CO

Horizontal Arrow Pointer: this graphic Indicates the possibility of moving a
display window to the sides.
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Vertical Arrow Pointer: this graphic will appear over the vertical slide
bars, generally relating to a list of elements; when you click on these
controls, the elements in the list will slide.

Window Pointer: it appears on the controls that permit to enlarge a
window unto its maximum size. When the window has already been

enlarged to that size, this pointer shows the possibility of putting them back
to their former size.

Forbidden Pointer: this graphic indicates that the menu option is
deactivated, generally because it Interacts with a certain object which is not
loaded or selected in the program.

Click on the button "Accept" by placing the mouse pointer over it and by clicking with the left
button of the mouse. Any time a dialog box appears, the following keys can be used:

ESC - To cancel the dialogue.
TAB - To choose the selected control
Enter - To activate the control that has treen selected.

The controls that can be selected in a dialog twx are the buttons and the text boxes.

Moving

windows

The dialog boxes, like the rest of the windows, can be moved to any position on the screen
by clicking on the title bar and dragging it to the new position.

Title bar. It Is the upper side of the windows and shows the name of the window in white
against a blue background.

Dragging. This term is used in the graphics environment when we click on an object with
the left side of the mouse, we move it to a new position and then we release the mouse
button.

When a new window is created, the system will place it in the part of the screen where it is
considered that it hides the least information. The dialog txjxes are an exception: they

always appear in the middle of the screen because they require direct attention from the
If we would like the system to place a window automatically, we need to click twice on

the title bar of the window, if the system finds a better position for the window, it will move it
there.

Tvoes of windows

Windows can be classified according to different criteria: depending on their state, they
can be grouped in:

Foreground: they show the title bar and information and they are highlighted (those
windows which are not covered totally or partially by others). These are the only
windows on which actions can be performed. They can also be divided in two
groups:
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Active windows: unless the colour conliguraiion has been changed, they have
ihe title bar highlighted with white letters aganst a blue background.
Inactive windows: Their lille bar is in black letters on a dark gray background.
To activate one of these windows, all you need is to click on them.
Background same as the foreground winctows. except that these ones are darkened
because they are at least partially covered l>y other windows. To interact with these
windows it's necessary to bring them to the foreground by clicking on them. These
background windows can also be active or Inactive depending on the colour of lis
title bar (which is now darkened).
Icons: icons are windows that have been minimised, i.e. reduced temporarily. They do
not display any drawing, only a plus sign and the window title. They will nol be
darkened when they go to a background.
Windows can also be classified according to its function:
Dialog boxes they appear in the middle of the scieen. They cannot be minimised (i.e.
they cannot turn into an icon). They put the rest o1 the windows in a background (even
if they are not covered). There are three kinds ol dialog boxes.

Information windows: boxes like the one you Imd when you enter DIV Games
Studio, with only one button, accept, used to continue the execution once Iho
message has been read

Interactive Dialogues, used to ask the user tor information. There is a groat
variety of them and they will be seen in their respective options. They usually
have at least two buttons, one to accept and the other to cancel.
Error Boxes same as the information windows, except that me title bar Is

displayed m white against red They mlorm about any problem that has
occurred

Conventionel windows: they onfy feave in the background those windows Ihey
cover. They can be minimised at any time and they can be displayed anywhere on ihe

screen. The mam types of windows are shown below (the rest will be seen later):
Options menus: a list ol options
that take to other menus, windows or

j

EDIT

Menu

crrf

dialogues when clicking on them. All
menus start from the mam menu.

Some menus have sorre options
deactivated (in this case a forbidden
pointer appears when the mouse is
over them) because they interact with

a specilic type ot window and no
window of this kino is active (it will be

necessary to create one or to load it).
Chapter 2 shows all tods mat can be
accessed through me options menus.

R e p l a c e . . . ; _ M U Tr - J U i
Opihyts Menus
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Programs we create the programs in
these windows. They are text editor

windows. In order to edit a program Its'
window must be activated (only one of the
programs loaded can be activated). The
text editor is very similar to other text
editors. Appendix 0 offers a summary of
the editing commands that are available.
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These windows are controlled from the

programs menu and the edit menu. To
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gel help about a word of the language
in a program the blinking cursor (not the
mouse pointer) must be placed over that
word and then press F1. The size of these

windows can be changed by clicking on
their lower right button and dragging
them with the mouse.
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A Program tVintfow

Maps or graphlcst these windows

contain a map (bitmap) or a graphic
(a drawing used m a game). They are
controlled through the Map menu.
They can be loaded from a MAP
archive (own format), or imported
from a PCX or BMP archive, or they
can be saved in any ol (hose

formats. To edit graphics, we must
double elicit on these Windows with

the mouse lelt button, thus entering
in the graphic editor (described In

A Map or Graphic

chapter 3). These graphics can be
dragged to the wallpaper (to make a copy), to another graphic (to insert them),
to a tile of graphics (to Include them) or to Iho dustbin (to delete thorn), Ivlaps
can have any kind ol size, the only limit is the available memory:

Flies of graphtcs: these windows
always correspond to a PPG file in
the disk. They are libraries or
graphics collections used in the

games. They are useful becauso that
way you don't have to load a great
humtter ol maps separately In a

e?l Heiicoptero
e?2 Kellooptero
0 7 9 ff e i l o o p t e r o
07<1 Heilcopt«ro
e7S Heiipoptero
0 7 6 H e fi c o p t e r o
077 Heltcoptero

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

game. They have two basic modes of
functioning which are activated
through boxes in their lower part. The

A Graphics File

first mode Is Tag/Drag and Is used
either to tag and untag a scrios of graphics on which we woukf like an operation
to be done or to drag graphics out of the life (to the wallpaper, to other files,
maps or to the dustbin). The second mode is Info, and is the mode where you
can edit the codes of the graphics and their descriptions or simply display its
contents. The graphics files are controlled through the Files Menu,
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Fonts: the fonts or types of letters are small windows
that represent a certairr style ol writing. If you click on
them you will be able to see a sample of the font.

CRE0II5.FHT

FT

Nun Cap Sni s>jnExt

They correspond to FNT (own formal) and are
controlled through the font menu from which the fonts generator can be
accessed. This is the tool used to create new tetter fonts. The fonts are used to

write text in the drawing programs and in the games.

Sound effects they appear on the screen as PCM's
(pu/se code modulaiion) in small windows. They are

controlled through the Sounds Menu and they can be
imported from WAV archives. In the DIV directory you

wiil a library with almost ttXX) sound effects all ready
lor use in the games. To near a sound effect you
need a 16 Bit sound card which is correctly configured
and then you need to click oti one ot Ihese windows.

A S o u n d E ff e c t

Help windows they are controlled
mainly by the mouse but you can
also use the cursors, the page

down and page up keys and
Backspace to return to the
previous page (Ihrs key rs the one
we use to delete and is situated

nghl above the Enter or Return
key) The help wrndows show the

A Help Windotr

text Ih three colours; Iho mam text

in black, the highlighiod toxt (in bold type) in light gray and the texts which refer
to other help pages in while. To access those pages you mirst click on the
references. The help windows ^so strow examples which can be accessed by
clicking on them and executed by pressing FIO or aborted by pressing ALT-t-X.
(') the dustbin window must be activated first from the menu system using the relevant
option.

Windows Basic Controls
The main controls used in the windows are:

Minimise Button. First button in the (rile bar ot the conventional
boxes don't have this button. II is used to minimise the windows,
an Icon. Windows are minimised when free space is needed on the
alternative is to close those windows without losing the information they

windows. The dialog
i.e. to luin them into
desktop window. An
conlaln.

a Marestoring
xm
i si e Bituttoonits. O
nyl prose
nin
ifrom
thethe
ci onicon.
s. It siTheuswindows
ed to mwiil
axm
igosiback
e thetow
i doriginal
ows,
oomplete
Size
itsn
position unless they cover another window there arxl tree space is available somewhere
else on the desktop. Icons can be moved to anywhere on the screen by clicking on Its name

and then dragging. A double dick on the icon name will make the system find the best
possible position lor the icon in the desk.
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Close button. Used to close ine mndows. I.e. to eliminate them. It is piesent in alt

windows and dialog boxes but not in the icons since these ones must be manmiscd
to be closed. In the windows which contain intormation that can be lost, contirmalion will bo

asked belore closing them. For the rest ol the windows, such as menus, this contirmalion
will not be asked, since they can be created again any time.

q] Enlarge Button It Is displayed in the program winoows and used to adjust the size ol
■■J the window to its maximum. To put an enlarged window to its originat size you have to
click on this same button This action can also be performed by pressing Control.fZ. in
which case, il there were several windows ot the program, the one among them which is
QctivQ will bo enlarged (or minimised if already enlarged). To activate a window, all you need
is to click on it wilh the mouse.

□ RcsIscaused
ling Btoutochange
n. Thistheplain
buoftona iswindow
displaymanually.
ed in theClick
progronamit with
andthe
helpleftwside
indow
It
size
ofs.
the
button and, without releasing It. move the mouse until the window has the size you wish.
The help windows can only be rescaled vertically (to add or to suppress lines but noi
columns). Tho program windows will never be over the limit of 80 columns per 50 linos.
I«l ll»l Slide bar. This bar is always associated to a display window, such as a list
of elements, and indicates the possibility of movmg or sliding the contents
o l t h a t w i n d o w. I n b o t h o f i t s e n d s t h e r e a r e t w o d i r e c t i o n b u t t o n s u s e d t o s l i d e t h e l i s t o l

elements little by little. A movable rectangular indicator placed Petween t>oih buttons shows
the part ot the list being displayed. By clicking on me bar me list will gulckly slide until it gets
to the chosen position.

Text Button. This button Is displayed In the dialogue boxes and its function
depends on the text written on the button. The most common ones are the
buttons Accept, to validate the action of the dia'og box and Cancel, to cancel the action.

Very otien this button will be the same as me button for closing me box described above
and displayed in the upper right comer, if you wish to see me tunction of a specific text
button, you must access the explanation of Its dialog box. Ikfost ot them are Oesonbed m

chapter 2 of this book. Any text button can be selected by pressing once or twice on TAB.
and can be activated with Enter (me button will t>e shown with a dark edge when seiecied).
Switch. The switches are options of the program which can be activated or
deactivated. The text at the side of the switch refers to the option or feature of

tho program whose stale can be established. Such features will be activated when inside
the switch there Is a black point. To aciivale or deactivate these options all you need is to
click on the switch or on the text, it is not possible to modify a switch through the keyboard
commands.

I. .i.iL.'n'^ Text box. Used to ask for any kind of numeric or aiphabolicai information, but
thoy can also be selected by using TAB. Once (hey are soioctod. a dark sdgo
will be shown In the box and you will be able to start wiiiiiig directly or
olliorwise press Enter to go to edit mode. Once the text has been edited, tho koy Enter will
validato the now toxt and the key ESC will cancel me edition making the text box recover Its
previous conteni. A box can t>o edited by clicking on it; the first click will activate the box

keeping the previous text, the second click will delete it.
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Tho Menu Syslem

The Menu System is a group of wjndows wilh options that derive from the window called
Main Menu. Once it has been activated, a menu will remain on the screen until it is closed

or minimised. Any menu can be created again from the main menu when we need it.

l i fi i M

rr

Program
P a l e t t e
t i a p
F i l e
F o n t

When you refer to an oplion, you must indicate the name of the menu
and then that of the option with an inverted bar between them. For

instance, the option Programs \ New., relers to the first option of the
menu of programs, used to create a new program
Some menu options can be reacned through shortcuts, i.e.
combinations of keys that permit to do the action directly, even if you
have not opened Iho menu. In these cases, the key combination is

s o u n d

always shown In the menu itself, next to the text of the option.

System

To exit the environment, press ALT^-X and a confirmation box will

Help

[Fill

appear. To exit quickly without having to confirm, press ESCi-Control.

Tne Klan Menu Windows users must be careful with the Order in which they use this
combination: first, they have to press ESC and. vwlhout releasing it.

then piess Control, if they use this combination the other way around (i.e. Control«ESC), it
wit! take them to the start menu of the Windows system.
The contents of DIV Games Studio's desktop will be restored in the next execution of the
program exactly as you ieft it when you exiled, and therefore informallon wilt never be
lost wtien you exit the environment.
Here IS a summary of the functions of the most imporfant menus you can access from the
main menu. Chapter 2 gives a detailed description of the functions of these menus.

Programs. This menu allows lo load programs, to execute them, to debug them or to create
new programs. Programs are shown in the edit windows From this menu we access the

Edit menu, where the basic commands of text editing are shown (cut, paste, searching,
replacements, etc).

Palettes The colour palette is the whole 256 colours used by Ihe game. From thrs menu
you can load palettes (from multiple archive formats), record, edit (lo create new palettes),

give ihem an order, fuse them. etc. All graphics used simultaneously in a game (in the same
screen or phase) must have been created with the same colour palotie. When there is a

graphic in the desktop window and you would like to load another one with a differeni
palette, the system will make you adapt one of Ihem lo the palette of Iho other one. Chapter
a gives a detailed explanation about the use ol palettes.

Maps Maps or graphics/sprites are the backbone ol me games. This menu allows to work
with archives MAP, PCX or BMP. 10 Create both the graphics/sprites ol the characters and
the .scenery ol the games. Graphics of ihose files can pe loudsd, recorded, edited, copied

and so on. To edit them you can use tnc option Edit map or double click with the mouse.
From this menu you can also access the Explosion Generator.

Files, The FPG liles are files that contain libraries or complete collections of graphics. They
are used in the games to load many graphics in one go. In order to put graphics into a file,

the map windows have to be dragged onto the File window. This menu gives access to the
basic options of the Files.
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Fonts. The letter fonts refer to the FNT archives which contain game fonts, ready to be

used in the games. This menu allows you to perform the basic options with these archives,
among them, to access the font generator which is used to create new fonts. The last
options of this menu allows you to export fonts to graphic maps to retouch them manually in
the graphic editor and Ihom to import them back again into a font archive.
Sountfs This menu allows you to load sound effects from PCM archives and to hear thorn
so that you can identify tho suitable sound effects for a specific game among fhe ones in the
DIV Games Studio sound library. These effects can also be imported from WAV archives,
which IS the windows standard format.

Sysfam. The system menu gives access to the generic tools of the environment and to the
configuraiioh options. From this menu the colours, fonts and video mode used in the
environment can be defined. The conliguration opiions are described next.

1.3 Confffluratlon of the environment
Setting a vtdeomode

The option System \ Vtdeomode... gives access to a dialog box that allows us to modify the
resolution used by the DIV Games Studio's graphic environment.
Set

(lortp

video

" T: : - : *

Csnati font'

rnode...

329x289

r

r

329x248 m

329x489 ■

oeig font

369X249

[fKcept

V iciitu,:

Vi d e o m o d o S e l e c t i o n B o x

r

The video resolution is indicated as the number of

pixels (horizontally and vertically measured) existing

on screen in that mode. They vary between 320x200
(low resolution) and 1024x768 (highest resolution). It
is necessary to click on the list appeanng in the box
and then, on the button Accept in order to select a
new resolution.

imponant. Some of these videomodes can mcorrectiy be displayed in some computers, in
these cases, the first thing to do is lo exit the environment by pressing fhe ESC+Con(rol
combination and then, re-enter DIV In the fail-safe mode. For that, the following command
must be executed trom the commands line ol MSOOS and in the directory (folder) in which
the program has been installed :
O.EXE /SAFE

Thus, the environment will be entered In low resolution (in 320x200. fhe most compatible

mode). To position in the program's directory from the commands line, the following
staiemeni must be executed (supposing that fhe program has been installed in unit C. in the
directory DIV):
C :
CD\OIV

In those computers in which tho videomode is not compatible with the standard VESA, a
vesa driver must bo used. For lhat purpose, you must contact the supplier or the after-sales

service of your hardware equipment (a driver is a shon program that must be installed In
the computer to give support to some devices such as. in ihis case, the monitor).
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Due to problems ot incompatibilily ol the mouse driver, il Is possible lhal in some
eompulers. Ihe mouse pointer jumps. Inibese cases. i1 is necessary to update Wat driver or

use anoitier videomoOe tor tfie environment, otherwise it won't t>e possible to correctly work
in the graphic editor.
Two switches allow us to select the font used by Ihe system:

Small font. In this mode, all the windows, menus and boxes will be seen In a smaller
Size, being appropriate for low resolution .

Big font. This mode can only be activated In SVGA resolutions (Irom 640x480)
and It is Ihe appropnale for these icsolutions In t4 inch monitors.

The torn used In programs and help wndows is delined in the conliguration window later
described.

ConllQurlno the wallpaper

To establish the desktop's wallpaper, it is necessary to access the option System \
Background..,, which will Invoke the following dialog box:
First, the button '...' indicating 'Source' must be
clicked to select an archive MAP with the graphic
aimed to be used as background. 11 the aim is to use
an archive PCX or BMP as a background, il must t>e
first loaded with Ihe option Maps \ Open map... and
then, saved (Maps V Save as,,.) indicating an archive
n a m e w i t h t h e e x t e n s i o n . M A P.

The appearance of this graphic will be indicated
through the following switches:
Mosaic. II this switch is actlvaied. the game will be
displayed In its original size, not re-scaled, and II it Is IVat'paper cortfigurarion
smaller lhan ihe screen, the picture will be repealed

until the screen background Is filled with it. When it is disabled. Ihe picture will be re-scaled
(expanded or reduced) to 111 the screen size.

Colour / Monochrome. Out ol these two switches, only one can be activated. The first one
indicalos that the picture will be taken in colour, adapting to the colour palette active in the
environment (it normally implies a loss ol quality lor the picture). If the second switch Is
activated, the picture will be adapted to a colour range ol the palette, which vjjii be defined
with three components: Red, Green and Blue
Those components, ranging Irom 0 to 9. will bo modified wiih the buttons '•' and'+'. They will
only bo applied when the switch indicating Monochrome is activated, and they define the
lighter colour ol the range. Some examples ol combinations of these values and the
lesulling colour are now shown:

• Red=9. Gieen=g and Blue=9 will define Ihe white colour as the lightest one in the range
(the wallpaper will be shown in black and while).

• RedsO. Green=0 and Blue=9 will define the pure blue The wallpaper will be shown in
ditiorent blue shades.

• Red^4, Green=0 and Blue^ wil) define ifie dark red colour as the lighter one of the

range. Thai is to say. the wallpaper will be seen in dark red shades.
• Re0=9. Gieen=9 and Blue=0 wril define the colour yellow (red»green). Than, the

background will be seen as a colours range defined between the black and yellow
colours.

The resulting ranges must be adapted to the colours available in the palette, some of these
ranges look better than the rest. Consequently, before finding a colour range compatible
wilh the palette, several tests must mrmally be carried out.

The changes made in the wallpaper won't be visible until the dialog is finished by clicking on
the button Accept

T h e c o n fl d u r a l l o n s y s t e m

Through the option System \ Conllguration.... a
dialog box will be accessed. From it. many aspects
of tho graphic environment can be defirted.
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This dialog is split into several sections, shown
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colours used by me environment. The background,
ink and bar colours may be changed. In order fo
change one of fhese colours, it is necessary to dick
on the box wilh the colour, and a dialog box will
appear that will show all the colours available in the
active paloile. The curientiy selected colour will tK
s h o w n i n s i d e i h i s b o x w i i n a m a r k . To s e l e c t
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another colour, it is necessary to dick on it first,
and on ihe button Accept later. The system doesn't

&o» To Cooftgufs The Eovimnmonr

only use Ihose three colours tHjt. from them, it
generates other mtermedrate colours lor texts,
cursors, buttons, etc.

Program editor. The appearance of the programs edit window is established irt this section.
The three basic colours (windows background, characters ink and cursor colours), as well
as the edit font (the letter type's size) can be selected from 6x8 pixels to 9xt6 pixels. All the
edit fonts are fixed spacing. To select another fixit. the buttons ot the scrolling bar must be
used. The text blocks tagged inside Ihe editor will be seen with ihe ink and background
colours exchanged.

Painting program. In Ihis section, it is possible to define Ihe quantity of memory reserved to
undo options In Ihe graphic editor and the mouse pointer used In the edit. The amount of
memory Is spocitiad in Kbytes; by default, if equals 1088Kb (a little bit more than one lifB).
II is not necessary to modity this value, unless a task can not be performed in the graphic
editor because there is not enough undo memory (in that case. Ihe program will report it).
The bigger the undo memory's reserved space is. the smaller the memory space available
In the system vail be tor the rest ol tasks. It is possible to select among three dilfererit
pointer sets by clicking on the pointer graphic shown in Ihis box.
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Global options. Three switches appear In the last section When they are activated, they
will define the following charactenslics:
Exploding windows Indicates that all ihe windows' offsets must be displayed on
opening, closing, minimising, etc II this option is disabled, the environment will lose

eltectiveness. but It will answer moie quickly.
Move complete windows. Indicates that, on dragging the windows to a new position,
the final result must be seen all the time. The windows thai arc progressively
uncovered will pass to the loreground and those Hint are hidden will pass to the
background. It may bo advisable to disable this option in slower computers.

Save session always, indicates that, on exiting OIV Games Studio, the state of the
desktop and all its objects (programs, maps, sounds, etc.) must be saved. If this
option IS disabled, the user will enter and exit the environment more quickly. However,
the user risks losing works thai have not been saved on exiling the environment.
II the conliguration window is closed or Ihe ESC key is pressed, all the changes made In il
will be lost, restoring the values ol the previous eonfiguration.

1.4 Execution of the sample games

General instructions

This section will explain how to execute Ihe sample games of DIV Games Studio and will
also give you the instructions lor all of thorn.
All these games are simple examples and theretore even though they are complete games
most ol them are very easy or very short. The reason for this is that we have tned to show

the techniques they use and Ihe way the programs are made and not to give endless lists
where the user would get lost. Nevertheless we have put a lot of enthusiasm into these
games and we hope you find them enjoyable |we like them very much...).

To execute any of the examples, first you have to load the program by using the option
Programs \ Open program.... which will make a window appear containing the list of the
program loaded.

We encourage the user to examine the programs and to try to make changes in ihem. .. this
is one of the best ways to iearn. When you are over any reserved word, conslaril,
variable, function, etc. ol Iho language, you can press F1 to see a help page about that
item. II the help about the item doesn't appear (and what appears is the gonoral index), it
means that the item is not a name typical of the OIV language but a constant, variable or
exclusive process ol the game (processes are like functions which direct the performance of

the graphs or of the 'spnies', m the games).
We recommend td start with a simple game, like STEROID.PRG {Steroid, a version of Ihe
famous Asteroids) which although it is not lochrlcally very advanced or graphically very
spectacular, it's one ol the easiest ones to understand. Later on we can go to more complex
ones such as MALVAOO.PRG {The castle ol Dr. Malvado. plallorms) or FOSTIATO.PRG
{Foslialor. a lighting arcade game in the traditional style). These will teach you many mere
things
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Texis starting with the symbol // (cJouWe bar) are explanation comments, they are not part ot
the program but clarilying notes about the running ol the program. These comments are
usually vital to be able to understand how the programs work since they can be placed
anywhere in the program.

In order to go to one ol the program processes (one ol the blocks containing programs to
control a graph or a spnie ol the game) you have to press FS and select the name of that
process by using the mouse.

To execute one ol the loaded games, you have to click on its window with the mouse and
them press F10 (you can also do this using the opbon Programs \ Execute.
Instructions tor these games vary from one to another, but most ol them allow to exit by
pressing ESC and are mainly run with the cursors keys and with Control.
The Pause key can be used in all the games to stop its running momentarily.
All programs can be aborted at any point just by pressing the key combination ALT-t-X
The most curious ol minds can go into the games
by pressing F12 (from the game ilsell. when this is
being executed) This key allo'ws to access the
program debugger, which is a tool designed to

tvtj

-

oxocule the games step by step. This way you can
watch all processes and modily its variables (If you
find the appropriate variable, you can change all
i h e g a m e p a r a m e t e r s , t h e p h a s e n u m b e r, t h e

lives, .). Of course ai this point we don't guarantee
the results you get

Program DeOugger

Let's play!...
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EXAMPLE GAMES
STEROID vl.O

Tne galactic spaceship Caesar-Jjiius
(the blue triangle) has got lost in a
lieib tull ot immense fusion asteroids

(the dravinngs ot yellow lines) and it
must make its way through them by
destroying them with Its neo-

electrons laser-phaser. There have
been more versions ot this traditional

game than what anyone can
r e m e m b e r.

To start the game you have to press any key and to exit it the
key ESC. You have three lives to try and reach the highest
possible level (it's really dillicult to go fudher than the fourth
level and even to get to this one).
It is controlled by the following keys:
Right: Clockwise rotation,
Left: Counter-clockwise rolallcn,

Up: Accelerating (to brake you have to accelerate In the other sense and this is more dillicult
than it should be).

Space: Neo-elecirons laser-phaser shot.
H: Hyperspace (it takes the spaceship to another position In the screen when coUisKin with
an asteroid is imminent).

THE CASTLE OF DOCTOR MALVADO

The hero of this colourful plalform adventure
is Jack, a chubtty boy who lor some reason
is very mad at the wicked Doctor Malvado.

Jack has to get to him trough multiple
obstacles and through beautiful landscapes
lo guench his thirst for revenge.
The game is divided into three pans. First.

Jack has to go through the woods and get
inside the castle to battle the son ol the Doctor, who. by
the way, is even latter than him. Then, he has to climb

one of the castle towers avoiding spiders, haunted
pumpkins and other hair-raising objects. And, finally
Jack has to light Malvado and find the devious way lo
beat him. either by playing a lot or by studying the list
of the program to see what he does.
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Jack has only two extra lives to gel to the end and since they are not at all enough, he has
the opportunity of picking up new lives along the way by collecting ten coins from the many
which are available.

II you are fond of platform games, you will find this one a tun and especially difficult
challenge and it you don't like them wo are sure this game will gel on your nerves,
You can play with the joystick or using iho loilowing keys:
Loft and right: to move Jack to both sides.
Space or Control: Jump.

ESC. Abort the game or exit it.
The hero may go up many objects in the map. lor example, the mushrooms: all 1*6 needs is
patience and ability. Enemies can only be killed by jumping on them, same thing for Doctor
Maivado's son. But how do you kill Doctor Malvado himself ?

F O S T I ATO R

This is the ultimate combat belwoen tho best bionic person and super human warriors. It is

a very simple - a typical fighling game but it is great fun and has ampio 'gore' (vory
generous when blood Is concerned). It consists of three round lights Cietween two of the
loilowing warriors:
Alien: A 612 BC Alien warrior who is now

somewhat rusty. He returns to live in 1992 to be
ih the Olympic Games in Barcelona but Ihey
wouldn't allow him to participate and now he is

in a very bad mood. His strength is mediumlow. Out he is very skilled in the use of a ctaw.
Something like good Old Freddy which would
raise even Casper's uncles' hair.

Bishop he is the good guy: a bionic warrior with high tech
parts. More handsome than Barbie's Ken. he participates in
the fights only to get a hard man lace. His strength is
medium-high and his main weapon ttie anvil in his hand,
ready to make the rest of the fighters' faces look hard.
Ripley the only grri in the game. Her Inleliigence is much
higher than thai of the other tightois. She used to be the best gymnast in the planet, though
she also was a waitress (tor two months), taught liille kids, programmed videogames, elc.
She is the least strong one but she is very hard to beat because she uses the sharp Ra
baton - excellently.

Nostromo. one ot the Immortals who has not loughi Christc^ner Lambert yet. He is
certainly immortal but he can be knocked out like the rest. He is rude and he bases all his
strategy in the blows with his double-edged battle axe. He is the strongest one and this
gives him a good chance against the others.
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The game features have to be set in the option selection screen by using the cursors to
select the options and pressing Enter to activate them. Up to bottom, the following options
can be set:

Control of players. You can select who controls the first player and who controls the

second. This way you can select a demo (computer against the computer), a player against
the computer or a game for two players.
Level of difficulty. Three levels of games can be established. Even in the most difficult one
it is possible to beat all the fighters, of course.

Blood Level. You can omit blood (but the game loses much of its attractiveness) or set the
blood level to: normal (which is already a lot of blood) or excessive (you can work it out).
First and second fighter. Any of the four fighters can be selected as the first or second

player. You can choose the same one for the first and second player; in this case you will
see the first one coloured and the second one in black and white.

Game scenery. You can choose between three scenarios for the battle: the castle, the cave
or the desert (this makes the fights more attractive).

The game keys are shown in the control option of the players (the first one). By using these
keys you can advance, go back, jump or gel down; you also have a blow key which
depending on the action will give one blow or another.
Blow while stopped. Punch (or traditional blow).
Advance and kick. Short and quick kick.
Go back and kick. Super rotating kick.
Jump and kick. Kick in the air.

Crouching punch. A punch while crunched (a low blow).

Other blows can be performed...but first you'll have to program them.
Game strategy

This game is not only about hitting. You have to keep in mind that any time you use the
same kick or punch it loses effectiveness, either the other fighter gets it or not. Defense is
as important as attacking and thus all blows have to be used to get the best out of each

lighter ahd also the same blow or kick mustn't be repeated many times (otherwise it won't
do anything to the opponent in the end). Then the best thing Is to try to hit the opponent
every time we use a blow or else our fighter would get tired for nothing and will be
vulnerable.

The easy mode is probably quite easy, but to win in the difficult mode is a much more
interesting challenge and so are the two player games.

G A L A X

The US Presidenl, decorated with a

Medal of honour wtien he was young, has
10 delertd the Earth trorr the ouierspace
invaders. He is on Board a stale of the art

fighter. This is a version of the typical
space invaders game in which a single
aircraft battles hundreds of enemies.

You can press any key to start the game and ESC to exit
10 abort a game. You have three lives to finish with as many
enemies as possible and this Is increasingly difficult. The
lighter-plane can be controlled with the lollowing keys:

Left and Right: Move the aircraft lateralty.
Space: Laser shot.
To increase game difficulty: you cannot shoot again until the previous shot has collided with
an enemy or it gels out of the screen. During the game, the maximum score you have got
will be shown. Wo have not been able to go over the fifth level.

SPEED FOR DUMMIES

Probably It IS not a very realislic simulation, but under its childish appearance the four
ferocious racing cars hide High Horse Power engines.
II Is a hard race where second gets homing (acfuaily

the winner doesn't get much eillier). In the first screen,
you can select, with the cursors and Enter, to start a
game with one or two players (the screen divides into
two), to set the race options and to exit the game.

The race options which can be defined are the
following
Difficulty Level. You can choose between mree levels.

Race scenery. You can choose between a forest or a desert.
Number of laps. It can be 3, 6 or 9 laps to the circuit.
Once in the race, the keys for both players are:
Player 1 - the keys ol the cursors.

Player 2 • R. T to turn and Q. A to speed up.
To abort a game you can use the key ESC. The games with two players will nol linish unll!
b o i h c a r s h a v e c r o s s e d t h e fi n i s h l i n e .
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Both i(ie oplions and the game are controlled with the cursors and the Control key,
Several ambushes have to be overcome, each one harder than the one before, until you gel
to the final enemy, a super giant you will try to beat.

To win in this game, you have to advance slowly and cautiously. It you go too fast, the
enemy's ambushes will accumulate and they will make roast chicken out o1 the poor
commander who will leave t3 lonely alien widows
You have five land to land missiles to complete the mission tlhey are useless against

helicopters). You can shoot the missiles dunng the game by pressing ALT If you really want
to make it all ihe way to the end you better keep the missiles for the tinal enemy. The laser
shots are endless, so the worst thing that carx txappen if you use them too much Is that you
may have to buy another Control key.

PUZZLE -O' MATIC

Solving 35 piece puzsles may be easy even lor Nostromo. But if you don't have much time
to do it. they can be a challenge even lor a videogames programmer.

This game, that gets you addicted like many others, challenges you to solve five puzzles
each in a shorter time than the previous one. In the oplions menu can be used the loliowing
keys;
Ft: To start a game.
ESC: Exit the game.

Once you have staned the first game, you'll have 250 seconds to solve the first puzzle: Ihis
can seem like a long time lor 35 pieces but I bet you won't be able to do it the first time. To
move the pieces, you have to drag them with the left button of ttte mouse and turn tiiem
with the right button.

When a piece is placed in the nght ohenialion and right next to the right position. Ihe
program will take it down to its place. Then you have to worry about the pieces which
haven't been placed yet

Of course Ihe pieces will come in a different orientation and position in each game. For the

second level, you'll have 200 seconds plus the lime left from the first level, in the third level
you'll have 150 seconds and so on.

The game keeps Ihe best limes ot each game and invites you to beat them in the next
games.

Once you are familiar with the shapes and if you concentrate a little bit. it won't be dilticuit to
complete them. If you Ihmk solvirtg puzzles >s try bormg people, mis game will change your
opinion. Try it.
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BUOTEM

UP

Tne bionic warrior BisOop used lo destroy whole groups of enemtes in his space fighter.
When his craft got loo old and he couldn't get a new one, he started to wrestle. Now this

horizontal Space-invaders killer evokes the space odysseys of your youth.
In ihe title screen you have to press key 1 to start a game. During the game, the spaceship
fighter will De controlled with the cursors and shots will be made with the Space key. You
have three lives to advance uniil you beat the filial enemy.

Each time a whole group is eliminated, a capsule with a letter or with a small metal molecule

will appear in the screen. H the word 'BONUS' is completed with Ihe capsules of letters,
you'll got rewarded with an extra life. And each time you lake one of the metal molecules,
the power of tho shot will be increased.

If Ihe fighter collides with a shot or with an enemy it will be destroyed and will lose one ol its
lives. When you get a new hie, a magnetic field will proiect the fighter from Ihe enemies lor
a few seconds and then it will disappear.
If Bishop was able to do it, we are sure It is easy to do it.

PA C C M i l A N

Fatty Paco, 36 years old, It's still afraid of the bad
guys. And II is not surprising, since there are lour
bad guys who have something very personal
against him. II you don't know this game, you
haven't been involved with videogames for very
long because this Is Ihe best known classic
videogame. Paco-man is a conversion of an

arcade videogame which was extremely popular a
few years ago.
This game gets you hooked with the challenge ol
eating as many points as possible and In turn

trying not to gel eaten. These lour iiiite gtrasts will give you trouble along the 10 levels ol
increasing difficulty.

There are not spectacular graphics, or shots or explosions. The only weapon Paco has Is
four magic pills, In the corner ol the screen that for a tew seconds allow him to eat the
ghosts Instead ol being eaten by them.
The ghosts' inieiligence is used to surround Paco and it will increase more and more in each

level. You have two extra lives and two more when you get to 10.000 and 50.000 points.
You learn new tricks as you go on playing, for example that when you eat several ghosts
one alter another you get double score.
You must press Space in the initial screen to start playing and you can control the packman
with the cursors.
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If ii gels too liard. there is a little trick to apply when the ghosts are getting too close; press
the Space key and Paco. gathering all the energy he has left will run faster. Without this
small advantage it would be quite difficutt to sunnve level 10.

WORLD BOTTLE CAPS CHAMPIONSHIP

The good thing 8t»ut having a bottle caps race is that any adult that used to play this game
m the street (with real bottle caps) when he was a kid can enjoy tho game again now and
hot feel embarrassed by it.

What is a bottle caps race? You design a winding circuit on the sand and compete with
other friends to see who takes a bottle cap by hitting it with the finger to the finish fine first.

This world championship will be run on an Olympic sand circuit, designed by the best
graphic artist at Hammer Technologies. The game is an original mi* between a race car
game and a goil game.
From the main menu you can use keys from 1 to 3 10 select one ol the following three
options respectively.

Practice. To be able to be good at controlling the bottle cap and learn the circuit. You won't
get anywhere without practice or effort, just like in real Me.
Compete two players. This is one of the greatest challenges to nave fun with a friend. The
first one that gets to the finish line will be the winner
Compete against the computer, if your fnends think they have better things to do, leave

them. The computer will challenge you to conssiete the circuit before it does it (and the
computer Is specially wicked).
The game control is done with the frtlowing keys:
Lett and Right. Choose the shot artgle for the bottle cap.

Up and Down. To raise the bottle cap. This way you will be able to make faster turns; it Is
hard but once you learn how to do 11 you'll earn plenty ot time since you will be able to
make the turn with a single move.
Space or Enter. To shoot. The more you keep the key pressed the more power the cap

will gel. The power Is indicated by a score keeper traced in the upper right side of the
s c r e e n .

When two caps are playing, one against the other, each one will have a turn. At the
beginning ot the game, who starts tirst will be determined at random.
if in a shot a cap gets out ot the circuit, it wilt have to go back to its onginai position as a
penalty. So you better gel accurate.
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TO TA L B I L U A R E ) S

European billiards wllh an aerial view of the

table. Two players compete and each one
tries to reach a certain number ot cannons

before the other. It is not possible to play
against the computer in this game.
The game is played in a table with no holes
and a cannon Is achieved when the bait

touches the other two. In the original game,
both players use the same while ball,

another plain one and another wrth a point.
Both players rnust try to hit the opponent s ball and the third
ball, the rod one. in whatever order.

This game replaces the while ball with the point by a yellow
ball. The rest remains the same.

In the options menu ol Ihe game, by using the cursors and

Enter, or Ihe mouse, you can select the number of points (cannons) you have to get to win
or you can start the game.

The first turn is always lor ihe white ball. Pressing the left button of the mouse you can
use three modes, all of them necessary to make a shot:

Aiming. This mode can set the shot angle by moving the mouse laterally. A blue circle
gives you some help, showing where Ihe ball will hit lor the first time

Spin. This mode can select, in the lower right side of the screen, where you want to hit
the ball with the cue. To do this you use again Uje mouse and yoo may now move it in

any direction. It you are able to control the spin of the bail you'll be able to gel many
c a n n o n s .

Shot. This last mode is to make the shot. To do that you have to move the mouse
vertically, koepjhg in mind that the program will detect how hard you have hi! according to
the vertical speed of the mouse.

In order to adiusl the parameters correctly, you may access any of these modes as many
times as necessary (pressing the mouse button several times).

You can abort Ihe game by pressing the key ESC. This a game that challenges your logic
and your skill.
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HEUOBALL

Isn't it vi/eird that in the lar fuluro people still find It tun
10 see how two opponents score goals one against the

other The only problem is that they cannot find
anytiody to run up and down a Held: money has
disappeared and the ptolesslonal sportsmen are not
going to play for tree.
l-uckily the multinational company Hammer
Technologies, which in this centum builds high tech
haiCware has solved this problem by constructing
weightless hovercrati machines lor mass sports.
Soccer is called Helioball now and two hovercratts play each other. Now the eleven players
ot each team are Inside their team hovorcrall cabin, watching the game live on a Hammer

panoramic TV (the best one) at the same time they are playing. The novercrafl are
immense, the eleven players are not packed In there, their cabins are something like a small
Cinema and even have sauna (so lhat the players can give the impression ol being tired).

This game allows you to travel to the future and control one ot this lloating monsters which

push a mechanic ball (guess what brand it is?) to the goal. The other hovercraftwill try ol
course to push the ball to the other goal.

In the title screen, you can press any key to go to the options screen (e«cepi ESC, which
e»ls the game).

The mouse selects options as important as who controls each of the hovercraft or the game

lime (depending it you are in a hurry), II both teams are controlled by the computer, the
game will be shown on TV (demo mode) and to switch channels (go back to the menu) you
have to press ESC. You may have two players with the screen divided. To start the game
you have to click over the button start.

The hovercraft control keys for both players are;
Player 1. Cursors keys.
Player 2, Q, A up/down and R, T lefVrlghl.

Everything is legal during the game. The most intelligent hovercraft (the one which scores
more goals) will normally win.
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SOCCER

This game has to be here. It a very simple adaptation
of soccer. There are many rules which are not here;
cards, penalty kicks, walls and so on.

Two learns play agamsi each other in this game. You
can jusl walch the match (selecting the computer as
control ol the lirsi team) or play against the machine

using the foystick or the keyboard. A key (or the
mouse) must be pressed to access the options
screen.

Once in the screen, the program will always be controlled through the mouse. In the screen
you may select the type of control, the team colours, the screen resolution as well as the

possibility of changing the teams and the players names.
To change the type ol control, you have lo click on Ihe icon on the upper left corner. By
default there Is a keyboard. The only other possibilities are Ihe joystick and a demo by Ihe
c o m p u t e r.

To change Ihe team's colour, you have to click over ihat you wani lo change: socks, shorts
or shirt bands.

To modify the screen resolution, you have lo press on ihe bar where the resolulion is

specified and the program will aliernate two possibilities: high resolution (640x480) and low
resolution (320x2()0).

To change Ihe names ol the teams and ot thoir players you will access to another screen
where you may edit them. The game will save the colours and names set-up for future
executions.

There are also two buttons in the lower part, one to each side ol iho screen. TTte left button
is to go back to Ihe introduction screen (from this screen you may exit the game by pressing
ESC) and ttie right button to start a game.
Names editing screen

To change a name you have to click on it. A blinking cursor will appear and you may Ihen
introduce data by clicking with the mouse over the keyboard In the lower part or otherwise
via keyboard. To end you have to dick with the right button of the mouse or press Enter.
To exit this screen, you have to click over the button on the lower left side.
Controls during the game

To control the selected player you use the keyboard or the joystick. The keytxtard controls
are:

Cursors, To move players.
Control. To shoot or tackle another player.
ALT. To pass (witli ball possession).

When you use Ihe joystick, the lirst buttoh will be used to snoot and the second to pass.
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For ihe mrows, goal kicks, comer kicks, or cenicr kicks you can use ihe player you warn 10
pass trie ball by using the usual controls lor moves.

CHECKOUT

Checkout is a ehessboarO game, fun even for those people wtto don't like chessboard

games. It is a new game that has been created lor OIV Games Studio. So nobody has an
advantage when playing.

It is a very simple game which uses artilicial
inielligonce techniques to calculate the moves the

computer makes. This makes it one ol OIV most

advanced examples. So you shouldn'i try this list

until you are experience enough in the creation of
programs.

In a board ol 6x6 squares, two teams of pawns
each starting from one comer have to try to get to
the opposite comer. The games are quite tJynamic
since they are over in a relatively tow number of
m o v e s .

The game is divided into 5 levels, each of them with one more pawn at each side. You have
to go over through these levels unlill you beat the computer in the last level.
You always start Ihe first level with six pawns at each side. Every lime you pass a level you
go to next but if you lose you have fo go back to first level. II you lose in the first level, the
game will be over (this wilt happen at least the first time you play).
The game is always controlled through the mouse. In the first screen you can select start a
game, see the game Instructions (the rules) or exit It.
At the beginning of the game you can choose if you want to play with white or with black.
White always starts the game.

To play you select a piece (by clicking on its square) and then to choose where you want to
move it to. The computer only allows to select the pieces which can be moved and the
moves which are legal according to the rules.

The computer wili never play as it cNd before; it will change its siyle and he never makes
mistakes.

II you like the challenges which require a liiiie bil ol concentration, you'll have greai fun wilh
this game. You must not got frustrated at first, it's absolutety normal to lose in the firsi three
or lour games (or five or six or seven...).
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CHAPTER 2: The Menu Sytem
This chapter will flescnbe all the program's options accessible Irom the main menu, and
separated in their different options menus. This chapter has been des>gned as a text to
consult, lor the user to obtain quick information about the programs options.

2.1 The proflrams menu
This menu controls ail the issues related to the listing of

the programs, their edition and their execution, it allows
us to open and save listings, execute a code or edit it.
The whole list of available keys to edit a program can
be soon in Appendix D. When there is more than one

program window, it will only be possible to edit in the
selected window. To select another one, it is necessary
to click on It.

P R O G R fl M S M e n u T F
M e w. . .

Open progran... IF4]
Close
save
CF21
Saue progren as...
Edit nenu...

Run program EFi0]

Each of the options ot this menu is now descnbod.

Compile
[Fill
Debug program IFlSIi

New...

Create installation...

This option is used to start a new program (to start

writing a listing). The tirst steps are described in Programs Menu
Chapter 5. A dialog box. in which the name of the new

program must be specified, will appear. Thus, the

archive name for the program must be specified (up to

eight characters may be used). The extension PRC will
be automatic^iy added, if an existing archive name is specified, the program will ask you
whether you want to overwrite the program, if you answer Accept, the existing program will
be overwnitcn. Fffialiy. a new empty edit window will appear, ready tor the new program.
Open proaram... IDireel liev: F4t

This option is used to load a program. The name of the archive (with extension PRO)
containing the program must be specified in a dialog box. that may be selected either by
clicking on it or typing its' name. When the program is loaded into the environment, an edit
window will appear with the program's listing. The F10 key may be pressed to execute the
program.
Close

Closes the selected edit window. The program will ask for contirmation. if you have modified
the program and it has not been saved, choose Cancel and press the F2 key to save the
program before closing it, as the program is not automatically saved on closing the window.
Therefore, if a listing is modilied and then closed wilhout having previously been saved, the
changes will be lost.
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Save IDIrect key: F2>

Saves the contents of the selected edit window in the cofresponding archive of extension
PRG or, in others words, in the indicated archive on creating or opening the progtain. The
mouse pointer wil depict an hourglass for a while, to indicate that the faslt is tielng
performed. If the aim is to save the program wilh a different name, in another archive, the
option Save as... of this menu must be used.
Save as...

Saves the selected edit window in another archive (with a different name). A dialog bo* will
be open, specifying the new archive with extension PRG. If the chosen program's name
already exists, the program will ask for confirmation before overwriting the program with the
contents of the edit window. In (act, the extension PRG is not obligatory, but advjsabie.
Edit menu...

This option gives access to a new options menu, ihe programs' edit menu. The options of
this menu are explained in section 2,2 of this book, where the basic commands ol the
program's editor are shown.
Execute fPltect key : FlOf

Compiles and executes the program of the
selected edit wmdow. If the program contains
any error, the system wilt place Ihe edit cursor

on it, reporting a descriptive message in a
dialog with two options:

Compiring A Program

Accept This button must bo clicked on when the error message has been understood,
in order to return to the edit window and correct it.

• Help, When Ihe error message reported by ttio system is noi understood, then this

button Witt create a help window in which the found error will be explained in great detail.
When Accept is clicked on, returning to Ihe program's edit, it is siili possible to obtain
expanded help about the error by pressing the F1 key.
When (he program has no errors, the system will be able to finish its compilation and

execute it. To return from a program, it is always possible to press the ALT+X key
combination.
C o m p i l e ( D i r e c t t c e v : F 111

Compiles the program ot the selected edit window. The program won't be executed: this
option is only used to verify whether a program has any errors. If any error is found, then it
Wilt be reported in the same way as in the previous option, being possible to access the
expanded help atmut it, if necessary,
□e b u n a p r o a f a n t ( D i r e c t k e v : F 1 2 1

Debugs the program of Ihe selected edit window step by step. To debug a program means
to execute it little by little, statement by statement or trame by frame, in order to venfy all
that is being done, how the processes are created, how the variables change their value,
etc.

This option is normally used when a program does not work in the expected way. for any
reason. Thus, it is possible to find Ihe exact point in which the error of a program is found.
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The Debugger of programs, described In section 2.10 of this book, will be accessed with

this option. It is also possible to access it in a program's ordinary run time by pressing the
F12 key. However, in this case, the program will t>e debugged from the point in which it has
been interrupted, and not from the beginning.

The listing ol the executed program will be seen inside the programs debugger, but it won't

be possible to modily it. This is an advanced tool, that shouldn't be used uniil ihe
fundamentals lor DlV programming are correctly understood.

Create Installation...

The last option ot the programs menu is
used to create installation disks of the

games created in DlV Games Studio

automatically. It will be possible to dislnbute
the games with these disks and
independently install them in other
computers, wllltoul requiring DlV Games
Studio for their execution.

InstaUahon ConhguraMn

About rovalllea. Important

It will be possible to distribute the games without restrictions, as Hammer Technologies
and FaslTrak Software have no royalty or copyright In this case. Thus. It Is possible to

use the programs created In OIV Games Studio with any purpose, including the sale ot
their copyrights to distribution enterpnses. direct sale, shareware, freeware, etc.
At the same time, authors ere rtof obliged to indude in their games any meniion either to
DlV Games Studio, to Hammer Technologies or to FaslTrak Software. However if you

choose to you may include the DlV Games Studio logo or a reference to it.
The archive 0IV32RUN.EXE is the only OiV component required In the installations. This

archive contains the dynamic link library with the internal functions used in the programs.
This archive will be always included by Ihe system In Ihe performed installations.
DIV32RUN.EXE is a freeware program, of free disiribuiion. whose lastesi version can
always be found In DlV Games Studio's WEB page ai www.OlV-AHENA.com.
The user is also allowed to create and distnbute ubilties or auxiliary tools lor this program

freely. With this purpose, the formal of the archives used by DlV Games Studio Is shown
In appendix E.

In order to create the installation program, the system must first compile the program to

verity that It does not have any errors and generate the game's executable archive (an
archive with extension EXE).

Once It has been compiled, a dialog box will appear In which it is possible to coniigure the

installation program. Two switches will appear in the upper part ol this dialog Pox. The one
placed to the right allows us to define whether subdirectories must be created in the
installation (otherwise, ail the game's archives will be installed In a single directory). The one
piacefl to the left defines whether a sound system setup program must be included.
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Delete line IDIrecl kev: ContfOl*Vl

Deletes (he program's line on which the eOil cursor Is placed.
Ta p b l o c k I D I r e c l k e v : A L T + A l

Tags the beginning or the end ol a text block. In order lo tag a block, It is necessary to tag
both ends with this command. The order makes no diderence. Tagging blocks o( the
standard EDIT is also allowed, with the shift key and with the cursors.
U n t a n I D I r e c t k e v : A LT + U t

Untags the text block. The blocks selected with the ptowous command are persistent. That
is to say. ihey remain until they are deleted or untagged. The blocxs of the standard EDIT
are untagged by themselves, on moving llie cursor.
C o p y I D I r e c t k e v : A LT ^ C t

Copies the lagged text block from the current position. First, it is necessary to tag the

original block and place the cursor In the position whore it is aim to insert it. A copy ol the
text will be made, remaining lagged just in case the aim is to make more copies.
M o v e I D I r e c t k e v : A LT ' f M )

Moves ttie lagged text block to the current position. This task is similar to the previous one.
with the proviso that the original text will be deloted alter being copied lo the current
position. Tire moved text will also remam lagged. Thus, it is possible to continue to move or
copy It.
D e l e t e I D I f e c t k e v : A LT « D 1

Deletes the tagged text block. It won't be possible to undo this task. Thus. ii must be used
careluiiy II a big block is accidenlally deleted, it is advisable to Open the program again
(without saving the existing copy), lag the deleted block in the new loaded wir>dow, and copy
it to the window >n which it has been accidentally deleted.
Go to... (Direct kev: F5t

Directly goes to one of the program's
processes. Thai is to say, It places
Itie edit cursor of the program's
window at the beginning ol one ol the
processes.

n^nu.opciOAest),

oDjeto2(9Npri
n e n u O ;
n

On using this command, a dialog box
will appear, containing a listing ol the
processes found in the program. It is
possible cither to select one through
the mouse or to press the ESC key to
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remain in Ihe current position.
A switch will allow us to Indicate the

Usl Ol Processes

order in which the list of processes is shown, following either the o'der ol appearance in the
program, or the alphabetical order.
To some extent, processes are similar to the functions of other languages, but in DIV they
are aimed at controlling the games' graphics (also named sprites). Thai is to say, they are
basically blocks ol the program that determine the performance of a graphic, or a kind of
graphics, ol the game.
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S e a r c h . . . t P l r e c t k e v : A LT * n

Searches (or a text sihng in ihe program. This
option will De used to locale a point of the program
or a name inside It. A dialog box with a text will
appear. The sequence of characters tinai Is intended
to be (ound must be inserted in this text.

This dialog contains the two following switches to
define the type of search mat must be periormed.

Find t«xt...

J'Jil-)!.' ■"''•'•fill—
II

r

T

1-

1

S t M . - r - n r. i ' A Te x t S i ' i m i

Whole words, indicates (when activated) that Ihe Inserted siring must be searched for as
a complete word and not as a part of a bigger word (lor Instance, word' must not be
found if you write Vro').
Upper case/lower case letters. Indicates that Ihe text must exactly be found as It has
been written, distinguishing between upper case and lower case letters.
In this box. Accept must be clicked on In order to start the search tor the text. The search

will be always carried out Irom the current position of the edit cursor. Ttrerefore. If the aim Is
to search for the text through the program, tirst the cursor will tiave to be placed at the
beginning of It, In line 1 and column 1 (this can t>e done by piessing ConlroUPg.Up and
then Home).
R e p e a t ( D i r e c t k e v : A LT * N I

Repeals the last search, it searches again for the last text string ttial was searched for, from
the Current position. That Is to say. It searches lor the next match In the program.
When [here are no more matches of the searched text In the rest of the program's lines, the
system will report it.

R e p l a c e . . . I D I r e e t k e v : A LT * R t

Replaces a text string by another one in the
program. This option can be used, for Instance. 10

replace a name (of a vanable. process, etc.) by

Replace text...

TgjTO..

rs'rr

another one.

A dialog similar to the one used to search for a text
will be shown. But m this case, there will be a
second text box m which it is necessary to Indicate

the text that Is going to replace the Indicated text In
t h e fi r s t o n e .

Replace lotl

The two previous switches appear again, lultilling
the same (unction. In order to replace a name by another one. it is advisable to activate the
Whole words switch.

The replacement of the text will Pe carried out Irom the current position of the edit cursor in
the program, ignoring the previous matches When the text to be replaced Is found, before
the replacement, the program will offer the following options in a dialog (highlighting Ihe
found text In ihe program's window):
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Yes. To replace the text In the hrghlighted position and continue to search lor.
No. Not to replace the highlighted match, but continue to search lor.

Wl. To automatically replace the rest ol the matches, including the one that is highlighted
currently.

Cancel. To cancel the text replacement's task (no more replacements will be perlormed).
To press the ESC key or to close this dialog win be interpreted by the program as il the aim
was to linish the replacement task.

2.3 The palettes menu
This menu controls the tasks dealing with the colour

palette that DIV Games Studio is using. It allows us to
load and save palette archives (with extension PAL), edit
It. put it In order, etc.

The essential concepts about the colour palette are
included in chapter 3 In the environment, there is always
only one active colour palette. The last option of this
menu {palettes \ show palette) must be used to display
it. It is QdvlsaPle to havo the active paloilo visible in the

environment to get onontated when It comes to
performing tasks with it.

PA L E T T E S M e n u C C

Save palette... S
lEait "parette::^ 1

Organise palette.J
herge palette...

'Shou palette
Paiotro Menu

It IS advisable to define, at the beginning of a new project (game), what is the colour palette
to bo used as. during iho game, all graphics displayed on ihe same screen must have been
created with the same colour palette. Otherwise, they would be displayed incorrectly.
Open palette...

Loads the colour palette from an archive. On activating it, a dialog box will be opened, in
which il Is necessary to indicate an archive of one of Itio following types: palettes (PAL),
graphics tiles (FPG), bit maps (MAP. PCX or BMP) or letter fonts (FNT). It there are
graphics loaded in the desktop of OiV Games Sfudio, ihe system will ask whether they must
be adapted to the new loaded palette. It the answer is Accept, they can lose quality.
Therefore, the alternative Is to dose them first and reopen them later.
Save paletfe...

This option allows us to save an archive with the current colour. A dialog box will be opened.
Inside it. it is necessary to indicate the archive name in which the palette is gomg to be
saved (for that, archives with the extension PAL will be used). It is not possible to save the
colour palette in graphics tiles, maps or fonts. Moreover, information about the colour rulers
defined inside the graphic editor is stored in the palette archives .
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Edit palene...

On choosing this option, a Qraiog box with
the palette editor will be opened. Inside it. it
is possible either to modify the current
palette of the system or to define a new one.
While the palette is edited, the colours of the

desiriop may appear incorrect. This problem
IS normal and if will be resolved ort exilittg
this dialog box.

Alt the colours ot the active palette appear
occupying the greatest part ol the box. A

small square will tag one of these colours;
this is the colour selected for editing. In
order to select another colour, oliott on it.

The lollowing information about the chosen
colour appears in the right part of the box:

PaieTte Editor

Number of ihe colour's order within the palette. This number appears as a declrttai
between 0 and 255, and as a hexadecimal, between 00 and FF.
The red, green and blue components ot the cofour, which will be numbered from 0 lo
63.

Three vertical scroll bars, lhai can bo used to modify the three components of Ihe
colour. In the same order as in the previous case.
Three switches with the loiiowing function appear in the lower part of Ihe box:
Range, it Is used to Oefine a gradual colours' range. It is necessary to press on the first
colour of the range and define it with the scroll bars. Then, do the same with the last
colour ol the range and finally (with the last chosen colour) select this switch and click

again on the first colour. The system will define Ihe inlormediate colours with a gradual
range.

Copy. To copy a colour lo another poslbon ol the palette, ft is necessary first to choose
the colour, then this switch and, finally, the destination position.

Change: it works ih a similar way to the copy function, with Ihe proviso that it will only
exchange the origin and destination colours, instead of copying the origin colour to the
destination one.

Finally, three buttons allow us, from left to tight, to vaiidato the performed palette edit, undo
the last modification and cancel the edit (undo all the changes made since tlia editor was
entered).
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Arrange palette...

Allows us lo arrange colour paleties. This option
is uselul to edit maps coming from other
graphic or rendering programs, and having a
colour palette out ol order. This tasK will
lacllitata these maps lo work inside the graphic
editor, making it easier to locate the colours. A

dialog box will show lout possible orders of the
palette's colours The order considered more
appropnate must be clicked on. This dialog box
fi n i s h e s w i t h t w o b u t t o n s t h a t a l l o w u s t o
confirm this selection or cancel It.
Meroe palettes...

This is an advanced lask, that allows us to

create one colour palette from two. II must be
used when the aim is to use graphics with
dilfereni palettes simultaneously in a game.
First, one ol ttre palettes must be loaded in the
enviionment and then, this option must be used
10 select an archive with the other one.

Psiene Organiser

The system will create a mixed palelle Irom
both. Alter this task, the best thing to do is save this palette in a palelle archive (PAL) to
have it located and not to lose it. After that, the graphics must be loaded again with the
previous colour palettes, indicating that their palettes must not be loaded, but they must t>e
adapted to the palette of the system. Finally, once it has been veritied thai the graphics ol
both palettes lock good with the new palette, they are saved again In
tfteir respective tiles.
Display palette

Displays the active colour palette In the environment. This option will
create a new wndow In the desktop, where it will be permahently

displayed. Only one active colour palelle can exist at each moment.

Display Palette
2.4 The maps menu
This menu controls the tasks related to the maps. The maps,

also called graphics or bitmaps, are simply trames ol any
si2e that can be used in the games as backgrounds, spntos.

objects, screens, etc. This menu gives nccess lo the loading
and saving ol maps in the disk, as well as to the graphic
editor, which is the tool used to create or modify those
frames. Many maps can be handled, loaded in ihe desktop,

etc. The only limitation Is that all of them must use the same
colour palette, it two maps have to use different palettes, one
ol thorn must be closed before opening the other.

Besides the options ol this menu, it is possible to perform
some other tasks with the maps windows. In order 10 drag
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Maps Menu

them, it Is necessary to click on them with the left moose button and, without releasing it, to
move the mouse to the destination position. These tasks are the lollowing ones:

Make a copy of the map. Drag the window to the desktop's wallpaper (to a screen zone
In which there is no window).

Paste a map on another one. Drag a map window to another one. The graphio editor
will be entered, being then possible to paste the map in the desired position and
conditions.

Close a map. Drag the window to Ihe bin (first, the bin must be activated with the option
system \ bin). The system will close Ihe map without asking for conlirmatioh.
Include a map In a graphics' file. Drag Ihe map window to the file window.
Several options ol this menu only interact with one map, even it there are a lot of them
loaded. The action will bo performed on the map selected among all of them. In order to
select a map. the lelt mouse button must be clicked on it.
New...

Creates a new window with a graphic map. The only
necessary information to create a new map is to know its
width and heighl in pixels, which will be roguesled in a
dialog box. Any size, Irom 1x1, is valid wiih the only
limitation of the available memory in the sysiem. After
having selected Iho size and clicked on Accept, a new
map window will appear empty (in black) in the desktop,
in order to edit the contents ot this window, it is possible
to double-click on it with the left mouse button.

Now Mnii

Open map...

Loads a map from a disk archive. The archives ol extension MAP are the own format ol DIV
lor the maps but, with this option, other archives with extension PCX and 8MP can be
imported, providing thai they are frames in 256 colours
Close

Closes a window with a map. The syslem will ask lor confirmation bolero closing a window
with a map. If the aim is to save the contonts ol the window, the Save... option must

previously be used In order to update Iho disk archive that contains the frame. Onco a map

has been closoO. tho only way to recover it Is to load the archive again fit il has been savod
previously).
Close all

This option closes all the map windows loaded in the desktop, except those that have
been minimised. Previously, the system will ask lor conlirmalion. This option is useful
when the desktop Is filled with maps thai have been included in a graphics tile, or maps ol

the generator ol explosions, to prevent thorn Irom having to bo closed individually.
Save

Saves Ihe current contents of the selected map In its archive. The mouse pointer will
momentaneously depict a hourglass, to indicate that the task is being performed. If Ihe map
had no previous archive, the system will show a dialog box in which, a name for Ihe new
archive must be specilied. The Save as,,, option of this menu musf be used to save a map
in another archive.
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Save as...

This option allows us to save the contents of the seleciecl map window in a new disk
archive. A dialog box. in which the archive name must be speoiied. will appear. Archives

MAP, PCX or BMP can be saved, depending on the extension given to the archive name.
By default, archives MAP. the own format of D1V. wilt be saved. Only this format can be
used in the programs created in DIV and it is not possible to load frames of archives PCX or
BMP in them.

(te-scaie nap

Re-scale...

Re-scales the selected map to a new size.
That is to say. increases or reduces the

J

frame's size. The new size must be included

_f

in a dialog box that will appear with two

J

switches:

[=1

Re-Scalo A Map

Percentages By default, the new size will be specified in pixels. But it can be indicated in

percentage, as a integer, if this switch is activated. For Instance, 100 is the original size,

50 is hall and 200 is double.

Ranges of gray. The new copy of the map will be created in colour by default. However,
this switch may be activated to create it in black and white.

The reseating data for the horizontal and vortical axes must Do included in the toxis boxes
iWldth and Hefght. Accept must bo clicked on after the indication of these values, and the
system will create the new map.

EdltjTiaB

Edits the selected map. The user will directly enter the graphic editor. Thts task can also be
perfomted by double-clicking on the map window with the left mouse button. The right
mouse Dullon or the ESC key must be pressed to exit this editor.

Explosions oeneralor

This option gives access to a dialog box to
automatically generate a series ol frames for an
explosion. Each of Ihe frames will bo created in an
independent map. The maps will pe created with
the colour palette active in the environment. Later,

Explosions Generator

if the aim is not to preserve the created maps, it
can be advisable to use the Close all option to
eliminate them.

Two text boxes appear In the upper part of the
dialog. The Width and Height ol Ihe maps to be
generated must be included in pixels m both

boxes. The greater these maps are. the longer the Generates Exptosrons
generator will take to complete the sequence of
frames producing (he explosion.

By clicking on the boxes appearing below the text Colour a dialog will be displayed wilh the

colour paieiie, and thus, It will be possible to select ihe iniiiai (the darkest one), intermediate

and final (Ihe lightest one) colours of Ihe explosion, respecliveiy. The generator will use as
many intermediate colours as arc found in Ihe active palelte.
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Three switches namefl Type A, Type B and Type C allow us to choose among three
different algorithms (o generate the explosion, In order of complexity: the first type is the
easiest and more homogeneous one, and the last typo is the most complex one.
Next to these switches, two other text troxes appear. The number ol frames that the
complete sequence ol the explosion must comprise, have to be included m the first one,

named Frames. The second text box delmes the ollcct ol Bump (Granulation) applied to
iho explosion. The higher this value Is, the louder ihe "noise" or "vibration" ol the explosion
will be

Each lime an exptosioh is generated. It will be difforohl, even if exactly the same parameters

are included in this dialog box. For that reason, it is advisable to carry out several tests until
Ihe definitive sequence is obtained.
The possibilities ol animation of the graphic odltor can be used to display Ihe animated
explos.on. For that, it will be necessary to arrange the windows containing the explosion
frames (placing them one on each other. In order), editing the first one (doubie-cliclung on it)
and, once the editor tias been entered, use tna TAB and Shift +TAB keys to see the

animation. The Z key can be used to vary Ihe scale at which the animation is displayed and
ESC to exit the graphic editor.

Add maps to a file. This can be done by dragging the maps windows to the file's
window.

Copy maps from a file to another one. For that, they must be dragged from Ihe list ot a
file to the list of Ihe other one.

Flies are not loaded m the computer's memory, as they normaliy occupy a lot ol space. On
Iho contrary, their information always remains In the archives with extension FPG of the
disk that coniain ihem. Therefore, there Is no option lo save Ihe files, as they are always

stored, that is to say. what is displayed on scroen is exactly the same as what is stored in
Ihe archive of the disk.

Important: All the maps ot a file musi use the same colour palane. Those maps using

a different palette must be adapted to the palette of the file, in order to be includ^ in It,
New.,,

Creates a new file FPG on the disk lo store graphics maps with the active palette in Ihe
environment- The archive name must be spocilled in a dialog box. The system will

automatically add the extension FPG to It. If the name of an existing file Is specified, It will
be asked whether the aim is to overwrite it. If the answer Is yes. all the maps previously
s t o r e d I n t h e fi l e w i l l b e d e l e t e d .
O p e n fi l e . . .

Opens a new window from a FPG file. The name of an archive with extension FPG must be
selected In the dialog box of archives managing. If the file has a palette different from the

one that Is active In the environment at that moment, as options the system will offer either
to load the new palette or to close the file. It Is also possible to open the file without loading
its palette but It Is not recommended, unless you are an expert user.
Close

Closes the selected file window. As the contents of the files Is always stored on disk, their
information (the maps) won't ever be lost. For that reason, the system won't ask for
confirmation In order to close a file, as it can always be recovered by opening it again.
Save as...

This option allows us to save the selected file with a different name (in another archive
FPG). That is to say, a copy of the file with a new name will be made. A dialog box will
appear. The name of the new archive FPG must be Included in this dialog box. Once again.
If the name of an existing archive Is indicated, its contents will be replaced by the contents
o f t h e fi l e s e l e c t e d i n t h e e n v i r o n m e n t .
Load tags

Loads the maps tagged in the selected file In the desktop. On using this option, the switch
Tag/Drag of the window's file must be tagged, being thus possible to previously tag the
maps Intended to be loaded (opened) from the list Included In the file (by clicking on them
with the mouse). It Is possible to untag maps by clicking on them again. As many maps
windows as tagged in the file will be created. This option Is useful to modify these maps In
the graphic editor and then, to drag them again to the file.
In order to load maps individually, one by one, they can directly be dragged from the file
window to the desktop.

Deletes the tagged maps In the selected file. This option is used to eliminate maps from a
file when they are not necessary any longer. The maps have to be tagged previously,
exactly the same as In the previous option. Once these maps have been deleted, it won't be
possible to recover them.

To individually delete maps, they can be dragged from the file window to the system bin
(which is shown through the option system \ bin).
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2^ Ttte font* nwnu

This menu allows us to perform actions related to trie letter

FONTS Menu

fonts of the games (or letter types), including the access to
the generator ot fonts used to create new fonts. The letter

fonts are used inside the graphic editor and in the games,
to write texts.
At the same time, the fonts are shown in small windows

that indicate the set ot characters they have defined. The

characters are dithded into the following groups: numeric
digits, upper case letters, lower case letters, symbols and
expanded characters.
Fonts

Menu

To visualise a sample of the characters contained in a font.

It is necessary to click on its window with the left mouse button.
The fonts are saved in the archives disk FNT and adapted to the palette ot the enwronment
when it is loaded arKi when the active palette is chnnged. In order to see a font with its
original palette, the palettes \ open... option must be used, indicating tne name ot the
a r c h i v e F N T.

The fonts wndows always correspond with a FNT archive. Therelore. there is no option to
save tne fonts, as they ate always saved. That is to say. what is shown on screen is exactly
what is saved in the disk archive
Generate font—

This option will create a new window with the
generator of letters fonts. New typos ot letter for
the game can easily and quickly bo created with
this tool. The lollowing steps must Pe followed to

generate a new font:

f onts generator

t o . f o n r. r m

tKKttinL.IFS ^

• First, select the new archive FNT in which the
created letter font must be saved. For thai. It

IS necessary to click on New font, in the

□ B

button marked ellipsis. A dialog box wll
appear to include the archive name. By
default, the font will be generated in the
archive NEWFNT.FNT valid to carry out tests.
Second, choose the source font. A dialog will
be displayed by clicking on Source, m order Font Generator
to seiect the font type. One ot the archives

wth extension IPS of the list must be selected. A sample can be seen in the dialog iiseit
by clicking on any of them. Once the desired type has been found, the Accept button
must be clicked on.

• In the upper right part ot the box. two input text boxes allow us to define the size of the
font characters. Their Width and Height must be defined as any number ranging from
16 to 128. For sizes smaller than 16x16, only the numbers shown in tfie adjoining list
(8x8. 10x10. 12x12 or 14x14) can be used. They can be selected on clicking on the list.
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For fonts bigger than 16x16, two different values for width and height can be indicated,
becoming distorted the original appearance.
• In the section Font (left central) either to select the ink colour for the font by clicking on
the colour box or to drag a map with the texture to this box. If a texture is in this way

defined as a filling of the letters font, it will be possible to select in the Mosaic switch
whether this texture must cyclically be repeated. By default (without the switch activated)
the texture will be re-scaled to the size of the font characters. That is to say. in order to

use a texture in a font, it is first necessary to open or create the map with the texture and
then, to drag it to the fonts generator.
• In the section Outline (middle central) it is necessary to define whether an outline must

be created in the fonts characters. If the answer is yes, the outline's width in pixels must
first be specified, by using the buttons - and +. Next, the direction of the outline's lighting
can be specified where a X appears between other two buttons - and + (the symbol X

indicates that the outline is not going to be lighted). Finally, the colour or texture of the
outline will be specified in the same way as in the previous section.
• In the section Shadow (right central), the shadow of the characters is defined. First, It Is

necessary to indicate its horizontal shift (in pixels), keeping in mind that the positive
numbers are to the right, and then the vertical shift (now, the positive numbers are in the
lower part). If both shifts are left at zero, no shadow will be created. Later, it is necessary
to choose the colour or texture for the shadows again. A dark colour is normally
specified as the filling of the shadows, but not the first colour of the palette, as this Is
the transparent colour and consequently, it is not displayed.
• With the button called Test, it is possible to see a sample of the font at any moment.
Thus, the previous parameters can be adjusted better. The text for the demonstration
can be input in the text box next to this button.
• Finally, the Generate button must be clicked for the system to create the new characters

font in colour in the indicated archive FNT. Then, a confirmation dialog will appear. In it,
it is necessary to indicate which are the five sets of characters that must be inctuded in
the font, activating the corresponding switches. All the switches must be activated to

create a complete font. For instance, if only the numeric digits of the font are going to be
used, it is better to create it only with these characters, as the archive FNT will thus

occupy less space on the disk and in the computer's memory.
Once the process has finished, a new font window will appear in the environment's desktop
The font generator remains in the desktop until its window is closed.
The button Close located in its lower right comer can be clicked to close the generator or
cancel the process to create a font. However, if the aim is to use it later, it will be better to

minimise the generator's window. Thus, the information inserted in it up to then won't be
lost.
Open font...

This option allows us to open a FNT archive with a characters font previously created to
perform some tasks with it or to use it in the graphic editor, A dialog box to manage archives
will allow us to select the archive. Then, a new font window will be created in the desktop. A
sample of the font may t>e displayed by clicking on this window.

Close

Closes ine selecied tont window. Conhfmailon won't be asked for, as the contents of these
windows is always updated in the disk. Therefore, the font can always be recovered by

loading the FNT archive again. Inside the graphic editor, in the option labeled write text, the
font of the programs editor will be used when there is riot any font in tfie desktop of the
environment.
Write text...

Creates a new map with a text written with

the selected font. A dialog box will appear.
The text that must contain the graphic map

has to be inserted in this dialog. The system
will create a new map window with this ~

wrillen text. This option won't bo available If W"'e Text
there Is no selected fort window in the desktop. This opiion is useful when the aim is to use

a characters' torn m a game only to display one or two messages, as the graphics with
these texts will occupy less space than the complete characters font.
Export map

The options of exporting and importing a loni from a map will allow us to manualty retouch
the fonts created with the generator in the graphic editor. This option will create a new map
window with all the ct«raclers of the selected font. Then, to edit the characters of the font, it

is necessary to double-ciick on the map window with the left mouse button, entering the
editor, it is very important to respect the external margins of ihe characters. That Is to say.
each character can be retouched, but respecting its limits. The characters not included in
Ihe foi^t kvill be represented in this map with a pixel of colour 0 (the first colour of the palette,
that Is to say. Itie transparent colour).
Import map

This option allows us to obtain agam the archive FNT from the map with the characters. It
the map Is nol a font with all its characters. Ihls option won't be able to obtain the archive
FNT from it.

The maps with fonts have a format that must be respected, with a colour defining the
external margins (any colour not used in the font may be chosen) and 256 squared boxes
with the characters defined in the lonl. arranged according to their ASCII cods, indicating
the undefined characters as 1 by 1 pixel boxes.
II. during the characters' edit in the graphic editor their margins have been moditied. this
option won't be able to obtain the font agam. The system verifies that there is an external
colour In this map. and inside it. 256 boxes arranged Irom left to right, with a margin
between them of at least one pixel (of the external colour).

11 these rules are obsen/ed, even letter lonis may bo cronlod from zero In the graphic editor
in order to import them later with Ihls option.
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a.TTbe Bounds menu

This menu allows us lo control Iho sound eftects' windows and

perform (he essential tasks with them, such as loading eflects.

saving them with a different name or listening to them.
The sound windows always correspond with an archive PCM of
the disk. Therefore, there is no option lo save the sounds, as

they are always saved. That is to say, wnat is shown on screen
is exactly what Is stored in the disk archive.
Open sound...

Loads a sound effect from a disk archive. A dialog box will allow us to indicate the name of
an archive with extension PCM or WAV. However, when an archive WAV is loaded, the
system will automatically create another archive with iho same name but with extension

(and formal) PCM. as it is the only allowed format for the sound windows. Then, the new
sound window showing Iho contents of the archive PCM. to which it represents, will be
created.
Close

Closes the selected sound effocl. Confirmation won't be asked (or, as the contents of the
window is always updated in the disk archive (the sound olfects can not bo edited in this first

version of the program). Per that reason, this window can always be recovered by reopening
the disk archive
Save as...

Saves the selected sound effect In another archive, with another name A new dialog C>ox. in
which the name of the new archive PCM must bo input, will appear. It won't be possible to

export sounds as WAV files. If (he name of an existing archive is specified, the system will
ask for confirmation before overwriting the contents of this archive.
Te s t s o u n d

Emits the sound effect through the computers' audio system. Then, the sound elfecl
selected in the desktop will De heard. This action can also be performed Py clicking on the
s o u n d w i n d o w.

Actions dealing with DIV's windows' environmonl are
controlled from this menu. Thus, ii is possible from this
menu to coniigure their appearance (videomode, fonts,
colours, wallpaper, etc.). access auxiliary utilities, ask for

information about the system or exit it.

^rem Menu
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CDiv Player

This option will show the CD-Audio Player on
screen. The reproduction ol music CDs in
the computer's CD-ROM driver can he

coiM Player
■ »

T R A C K

controlled with this tool. Intormation about

the selected song and the time is shown in
the upper part of the CD Player's window.
The control buttons, from lelt to right, allow CDn/Playei

us: to skip back the previous song, rewind,
slop, play, last forward and jump ahead to the rtexi song.
The reproduction of a song will go on until ifie end of the CD. If the CD Player window is
closed, ohce the reproduction has started, it won't slc^. However, the CD Player can also be
minimised.
Clock

Clock
Bin

This option will show the bin window in the desktop. The bin is used to delete maps windows
or files windows' maps dragged to it. Confirmation won't be asked before delating the maps
dragged to the window.
V l d e o m o d e . . . / W a l l o a p e r . . . / C e n fl Q u r a l i o n

These three options allow us to conligure Ifte appearance ol the windows' graphic
environment, and they are explained in section 1.3 of the first chapter in this book.
Svetem intormation

This option will show information about the
resources available in the system in a dialog

sysien

infornation

C

box. This information will be related to the

availabts tree memory and the occupted

memory by the loaded map windows. It will
also indicate, in percentage of resources, how
many objects, maps and windows of any kind Inlormalion About The System
are loaded in the desktop out of the total that
can be loaded.
About...

This option shows the introductory dialog box containing the information about the current
version of the program.
S h e l l M S - D O S f P i r e c t k e v : A LT * S t

Executes a session ol the MS-DOS operative system, without exiting DIV. It will be possible
to use commands of this system and programs that only require base memory. EXIT must
be keyed to finish the session of this system.
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E » l l O r v ( D i r e c t k e y : A LT * X )

Exit ihe DIV Games Studio's environment. The system will
ask for confirmation before exiting definitively. By default,
the system will save the contents of the desktop for
following executions of the environment. Therefore,
information that has not been saved before exiting won't

Exit

1

from

DIV?

C

1

III

Exit Screen

be lost.

2.9 Help option

The Index of this help hypertext of the enviionment can be accessed from the main menu by
selecting the last option
The help windows are controlled with the mouse, by using the verticat scrolling bar placed to
Its right to move through each of the help pages. For that, the following keys can also be
used:

Up / down cursor. To shift the text one line up or down.
Pg.Up / Pg.Dn. To shift the help text page by page.
Backspace To go to (he previous help page (this key is used to delete Ihe previous
character).
The text Is shown In the help windows in throe colours:

Black. This is Ihe mam part of the help. Most of ihe text Is shown In black In Ihe help
pages.

Gray. Those texts aimed to be enhanced as they contain specially Important Information
(such as the bold typed text of a book) will appear In gray colour.

White. The texts or words referred lo concepts or terms explained In another help page

will appear In this colour. To access this page, it Is possible to click on them, and then, to
use the Backspace key to return to the previous page's point In which the reading was
stopped.

Besides texts, frames or examples may appear In the help windows. The examples are
programs starting with a blank line and containing dark blue texts. To extract the examples

trom the help windows. It Is necessary to click on their Initial blank line. Then, they can be
compiled and executed by pressing the FIO key and to abort their execution. It is necessary
to press ALT«X.
A plain button appears in the lower nghl comer of Ihe help window. This button can be used

to expand or reduce Ihe window's size, by clicking on It and dragging It up or down.
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2.10 Programs debugger

T h e p r o g r a r r i s ( f e b u g g e r I s a n a d v a n c e d t o o l , w h o s e u s e fi r s t r e q u i r e s a c o r r e c t

understanding of all the programming concepts explained from chapter number 5 of this
Ijook.

The debugger is a dialog box that can be
activated in programs' run time for one of the
following reasons:

2'39
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• The program was entered with the option
programs \ debug program.

• The F12 key was pressed in a program's
run time.
•

An

error

of

execution

arose

in

the

program.

• A debug statement was found in the

c o u n t w t * « ;
c n o
Rftums

uw

boriu*ei

to

if*

pf9C4%

executed program.

This tool allows us to execute the program programs Debugger
Statement by statement, verifying the value
taken by the different program's data when necessary. It is useful because, on checking the
program's execution step by step, it can find the mistakes eventually made by the programs.
As It IS a dialog with a great deal of information, each of its sections are now described
separately.

Upper Information line

Two messages are reported in the upper pan of the window. To Ihe left, there is one
indicating the number of processes active In the program out of the total ttial can be
created. For instance. If it repons 23/3201, it means that there are 23 processes active In

the program and that up to 3201 could be created belore using up the available memory for
processes.

The maximum numt>er of processes vary from some programs to others, depending on Ihe
number of their local and private variables.

The ldenilfylT>g code of the process selected in iho list, as well as its current stale (twrmai.
killed, asleep or frozen) are indicated to Ihe right.
List of active processes

This list appears m the upper loll pan of the debugger with a scrolling bar to its right. All the
active processes m the program are shown in it. Active processes are all those processes
that have been created and mat siiil have not been disappeared. The following inlormaiion
appears lor each process:
The process name in the program.

Its identifying code in brackets (occasionally, ihero is no space to put it ontireiy).

A letter indicating its state (A-Normal. K-Kilied, S-Asleep and F-Frozen).
The percentage of accomplished execution lor the following frame.
The scrolling bar must be used to move through the processes' list.
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Important: One ol the processes appears wilh a while tip arrow pointing out its name.
This is (he process that is being executed In the program currently. Theretora, the next
statement of the program will beiong to this process.

Orto ot the processes appears tagged wilh a biack barid. This rs the process about which
information is shown in tho right part of the window (ciose to this iist of processes). This
process may be selected with the mouse, by clicking on the list.
it IS very important to distinguish between tho process in execution and the process about
which the information is shown, as they don't have to be equal necessarily. For information

about the process in execution to be shown, It is necessary to select it (tnat ot the while
arrow) by clicking on the list wilh the ielt mouse button.
Information l>ox about the indicated process

To the nght ol the previous iist, Inlormation at>out the program lagged with a Clack band In
the list (not the process In execution) is shown Its identifying code and its state was shown
in the uppermost line.

The complete process name is shown in a dark background's box. Below it there Is another
box with the graphic of this process (when it is bigger, it wiii be reduced to fit this box).
The button See data appears to the right ol the graphic. This button allows us to access
another dialog box in which all the data ol the process can be consulted and modified, it will

be later explained In the section inspecting data
The (x,y) coordinates ot the process, the system of coordinates used by it (referred to the
screen, to a scroll or to a mode 7) and the mirrors or transparencies applied to the graphic
of the process are always shown following this button.
Finally, lour Puttons allow us to access the father process (the process that called the
selected one), the son process (last process called by the selected one), the younger

brother (smaiibro, the last one called by the father before rt) and the elder brother (bigbro,
the following one called by the father after it). If these buttons don't lead to any other
process, that Is becauso there Is no process with that relationship.
Partial execution controls

Two buttons called Exec.Process and Nexl FRAME below the previous inlormation box
allow us to execute the program partially.
Execution of the process. This first butlon allows the program to continue |u$l to the end
ot the process currenlly under execution (the one pointed with the white arrow in the list). All

Its statements will be executed until it roaches the next FRAME (until the process is ready
lor the rtexl frame ol the game).

Next FRAME The second button will execute the program to its next frame, first executing
all tne pending processes and displaying the next frame of the game (In the debugger's
background). The debugger will stop in the first statement ol the first process to be
executed in the new frame. It is possible to displace tne dialog box with the debugger (by

dragging its title bar) in order to contemplate the result of the previous frame of ihs game.
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DebuaainQ bo» of Itia program's listing

The code of Ihe progiam is shown in the lower part of the OeOugger. The Identifying code of
the process urvder eiecuiion (again, the one pointed with Ihe white arrow In the itsi) appears
in the left upper comer. Below it. there are three buttons and. to its right, the code window.
tn the code window, another white arrow indicates the tine including the nexf statement to
be executed by the process. It can be noticed how the statement also appears highlighlod in
while from the rest of the code.

This window's contents can be displaced with the cursors keys. The program's lines can bo
lagged with a black band. Nevenheless, it is not possible to modify the program from the
debugger, indeed, to modify Ihe program it is necessary to finish its execution (which can be

done by pressing ALT'fX) and return to Ihe editor of the environment.
The first button called Process allows us to go in tne code window to one of the processes
of the program directly. A list containing ail Ihe processes found in the program will appear,
being necessary to select the desired process with the mouse. IHowever. it won't change the
process currently under execution, which will continue to be the same.

The second button allows us to establish a Breakpoint in the program. For that, it is first
necessary to tag Ihe line of Ihe listing with Ihe black band. On reaching this line (with the
cursor), the program must stop. Then, this button must be activated making the ilrte appear
in red.

Breakpoints can not be established in all the lines of the program, but only in tfiose for which

the executable code has been generated (In which any action is performed).
Many breakpoints can be established in Ihe program. To execute the program until if
reaches one of these points, suffice will be to close the debugger or press Ihe ESC key.
To disable a breakpoint, it is necessary to select the line and click on the same button
again.

The last button. Debug, is Ihe one that really allows us to debug the program statement by
statement. Every time it Is clicked on, one of the program's statements will be executed.
When a process finishes its execution, or completes a frame, you will pass to the first
statement to be executed of the next process.
insi>ecting data

By clicking on the button inspect of the

msptcx

programs' detnjgger it is possible to access

this other dialog box, m which the values of
the program's data can be consulted (and
even modified) in itve point in which It has

sioppeO. normally with ihe aim of carrYlng

r

(7»7)

rDC0ri5t
controi.t^peso
Hf3 LOCAL
inc.zae

liMM*

out tests in it.

V

Most ot this box IS occupied by the data i<si.
Each ot them is shown with its name and

IMMMn

numenc value. This list always appears in
alphabetical order.

Dialog Box To See The Daia

The data set appearing in tnis list can be seiecied through a series of switches. The two
upper switches deline Ihe two toiiowing sols.
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Predefined. When this switch is activated, all the data predefined in the language will be
included in the list. Thus, it will be possible to access the predefined local data (such as x. y,
angle, size...), the predefined global data and the predefined constants.
Defined by the user. This switch selects all the new data defined in the program. These are
the specific constants, variables, tables and structures of every program.
Besides selecting the data depending on whether they are predefined or new. they can be
selected according to the context In which they have been declared, with the following
switches.

CONST. This switch is used to include the constants in the list, even if the constants are

not data, but synonymous of a numeric value. Therefore, they can not be modified.
GLOBAL. On activating this switch, all the global data (accessible by ail the processes)
will tie included in the list.

LOCAL. When this switch is activated, the local data (that is to say, the data that ail the
processes of the program have) will be included in the list.

PRIVATE. This switch selects the specific data of the process lagged in the debugger
window to include them in the list. These data are exclusively for the program's internal

The list of data can be displaced with the vertical scrolling bar or with the cursors and
Pg.Up / Pg.Dn keys.
The button Change allows us to modify the value of the selected data; only the constants
can not be modified. A new dialog will appear with a text box in which the new value of the
datum must be input. Any datum ot the list can be selected with the cursors or clicking on it.

Below this button, there are other two buttons with the symtxois - and +. They are used to
modify the index of tables and structures, which can also be done with the right cursor
and left cursor keys. The table or structure whose index is intended to change must
previously be selected in the list. This Is the way to observe or modify any element of a table
or structure

Finally, a series of buttons appears in the lower part of this dialog. These buttons,
mentioned below, allow us to display the value of a datum in a specific way:

Angle. This button allows us to display the datum as an angle. The angles are specified
intemaliy (in the programs) in degree thousandths. The value of the datum will be
displayed as an angle in degrees and radians.

Process. If the datum is the identifying code of a process, on selecting this display
filter, the name of this process will appear In the list as a value of the datum.

Text. When the datum is a text or a pointer oriented to a text (to a literal o( the
program), that text will be displayed In the list by clicking on this button.

Boolean. If a datum contains a logical value, on applying this filter to it. In the upper list
will be shown whether it is false or true. In the language, on evaluating them as logical
conditions, the odd numbers are considered true, and the even numbers are considered
false.

Once the display filter of a datum has been established, It will remain during the rest of the
program's execution. The same button must be double-clicked to display again the contents
of the datum as a numeric value.

CHAPTER 3: The Graphic Editor. Rrst Steps
3.1 General Conc^>t8

The graphic editor is descnoed in chapters 3 and 4. This toot is used to creale the graphics
of the games. The first chapter offers a program's generic view and e«Riains all the
concepts and lerms necessary to understand how it works

The graphic editor is the tool used to paint the graphics of the games. Any picture may be
created with the mouse, the colours of a palette and a little skill. Painting with the computer

is quite difterenl from painting on a sheet ol paper. Less accuracy and skili, but more
patience aie required

The editor only v/orks with maps windows
(those that any kind of graphic contains),
and the easiest way to enter it is by
doubio-ciicking on a desktop's map wilh
the loft mouse button. Once the editor has
been entered, the picture is expanded,
the mouse pomier will change and a
hoiizonial tool bar will appear with several
icons and colours. The editor can be

exited in ditfcieni ways, by closing the
tool bar. by pressing the ESC key or with
the right mouse button.

This graphic editor is a very
comprehensive loot. However, it can not Grapnics £dr(of
replace many of the commercial programs

speeificdiiy designed to create graphics. For that reason, it is possible lo import maps in
PCX or BMP formats {that are widely spread among the graphic utilities). Thus, those who
want to use other tools to create graphics are allowed to use the frames created with other
programs in DiV Games Studio.

Despite that, a is advisable to read these chapters Oh the graphic editor, as many tasks will
be easier and faster from DIV Games Studio than tiom other programs.

If you do not have other programs to create frames, do not worry, as DlV's graphic editor
contains many powerful paint tools The features shared by many of them are belter than
those ol specific paint programs Thus, it won't be necessary to use any other program lo
create the games' frames and graphics.

Before accessing this chapter, which descnbes the basic painting concepts and terms, it is
necessary to know the use ol maps and maps files described in sections 2.4 and 2.5.
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II you answer Accept and Ihe new palette is
activated, the system will ask you whether you wish to
adapt the maps previously loaded to the new palette.

II you do not want to do so, then close the loaded

maps, without saving Ihem previously (as they would

he incorrectly saved, with a colour palette dillereni
Irom theirs). In short;

D'SlogBor

■ in order to adapt Ihe open map to Ihe active palette In Ihe environment, answer
Cancel to ihe question activate the new palette. II you are not saiislied with Ihe
performed adaptation, close the new map without saving It.
. In order to adapt the loaded maps to the palette ot the open map, answer Accept to

the question activate Ihe new palette and Accept to the question adapt the loaded
maps. II you are not sairsiied wllh the performed adaptation, close the previous maps
without saving ttiem.

• In order not to adapt any map to another palette. Iirst save and close Ihe loaded
maps in the desktop and then, open the new one. answering Accept to the question
activate the new palette.

Once you start a proiact, you must decide which colour palette you are going to use tor ii. II
II makes no dillerorice, then by defauli use the palette ol DIV Games Studio (div.pal).
Otherwise, you must use the palettes editor (palettes \ edit palette,,.). Once you have
created a new palette, it is advisable to save it in a disk's archive, as it can be recovered
Irom this archive il the palette is later modiliod or accidentally changed.
DIV Games Sludio contains a library wilh many graphics ready to create new games.

However, keep In mind lhai many of those graphics use dillereni palettes. Therefore, you
will have to adapt some of ihem to the palette ol others, m order to pui them together in a

game. The best option is, once your own palollo has been delined, to adapt the graphics ol
the library (the graphics that you wish to use in ilio game) to this palollo.

Ttie option palettes \ merge palettes... allows you lo create one palello Irom two, Including
Ihe mosi characteristic colours of both palelios in the resultant one. This is a very good

option to use graphics with several palettes, to create a mixed palette and then to adapt all
the graphics to it. It Is also possible to create a palolie from more than two, merging them in
pairs unlit only one is left

The palettes menu that allows us to access these and other options has been descnbed in
section 2.3 ol this book.

3.3 Ttansparent colour

From now on, many relerences will be made to the transparent colour. This is the first
colour of the palette. The colours In Ihe palette are always shown in order, in 16 lines, from
the uppermost line wilh colours ranging from 0 (left) lo IS (right), lo the lowest line wilh the

colours ranging Irom 240 to 255, Thus, the transparent colour is the upper lell Ohe in the
palette.

This colour is normally black and It Is the colour lhat all the pixels ol a map nave when they
are created. This tonality can be moditiad (in the palettes editor), but at Iirst, it is not
advisable to do so.
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Control through keyboard is performed pixel by pixel. To move faster, It Is necessary to
press the Shift key simultaneously. If the Num. Lock key of the keypad Is activated, the
cursors will move the pointer 8 by 8 pixels. To move rt one by one pixel, this key must be
disabled.

In most bars. It is possible to take a colour from the picture If the Shift key Is held

pressed while the spacebar Is pressed or the left mouse button Is clicked on a pixel of the
edited map.

Besides the mouse, the W / S keys may be used to choose a lighter or darker colour of the

selected range. Iktoreover, If the Shift key is held pressed, then the range appearing In the
bar (Instead of the colour) will be chosen. These tasks can also be performed If Control Is
held pressed while the cursors are used, selecting the colour of the range with the left or
right arrow keys and the range, with the up or down arrow keys.
To select the transparent colour momentaneously. It Is possible to press the 0 (zero) key.
II later this key Is pressed again, the previous colour will be restored. It can also be done by
clicking on the black rectangle placed just before the colours range of the bar (to its left).
To undo actions, we have already mentioned the Backspace key, which Is used together
with Shift to redo the undone actions. The undo Icon appears as an arrow to the left, next
to the magnifier Icon (the edit zoom).

The use of the Z key to vary the zoom percentage was also mentioned (It Is necessary to
point the zone to be expanded with the mouse when this key Is pressed). When the
maps are edited expanded, they won't fit on screen on many occasions. To move through
the complete map, it is simply necessary to move the mouse towards the edge of the
s c r e e n .

The screen's shift can be blocked by clicking on the coordinates of the tool bar. They will

change their light gray colour for a dark gray, blocking the shift of the expanded zone. To
unblock the shift. It Is necessary to click on the coordinates again.

The dialog boxes displayed from the tool bars can be exited In many ways:
t
•
•
•
•

By closing the txjx (with Its upper left button).
By pressing the ESC key.
By pressing the left mouse button.
By selecting the Icon that activated It again.
By clicking on the edited map.

A summary with all the available keys In the graphic editor can be found In Appendix 0 of
this book.

3.5 Generic icons

As il has been already mentioned, the lirsi icon ol all the tool bars is that indicating the
painting mode. Each bar corresponds with a painting mode and Ihorefore, has its own initial
icon. The bars are individually descnbed in chapter 4. To access these tsars, together with
clicking on the first icon, the lunction lieys can also be used. The list ol keys, as weil as a
summary of the tool bars lunction is now shown.

F2: Pen. lor hand drawing sketches and outlines.
F3: Straight lines, to create diagrams and geometric figures.
F4: Muifiiine. variation of the previous bar for strirtged lines.
F5: Bdzler curves, to trace outlines and curved lines.

F6: Multlcurve. vahallon ol Ihe previous bar for stringed curves.
F7: Rectangles, lo create squared or rectangular boxes or frames
F8: Circles, lo create circumferences, circles or ellipses.
F9 Spray, tool for retouching and artistic tinish.

m

F10: Filling, to fill several typos of surfaces.
F11: Blocks edit, tool to manage graphic t^ocks.

\ '

F12: Undo, specific bar to do and undo actions.
Shiltf F1: Text, to write texts mside the edited maps.

ii'

Shllt*F2. Bar to position Control points inside the maps.
Sh1ft*F3: Dotting bar. to edit iiiile graphics accuralety

0

A;
Painting Toots

The Colour sampler is another of the icons shared by many bars, which normally appears
nllor the coipurs range and which, on clicking on it, momontanoously leads to another Mtlc
bar used to select a map colour.
The coordinates, tne magnifioi and trie colour

eee
eeHe

on which Ihe mouse pointer is placed in the
map are shown in the sampler bar. This colour

wiii be taken to paint on ciicking on the map. Cokxif Samptef
automalicaiiy returning to the previous bar.
Keep In mind that, lo choose a map colour, it is also possible to click on it by holding the
Shift key pressed at the same time.

A great number of bars show the percentage icon alter the colour sampler. The amount ol
ink added to the piclure on painting is contrt^ied through this icon.
A dialog box with a ruler will appear on clicking on this
icon, it is necessary to click on this luier lo establish

the percentage. A percentage equal to I00°e (the value
of mosi bars, by default) will imply to paint ct in
completely solid colours. That is lo say. they won't mix
up with the previous picture.

Pefcentage Setectkm

Very good results may be obtained if you ieam how lo use this technique properly, as il
allows us to retouch a part of a graphic (for instance, with the pen bar) by adding a small
quantity ol one colour. It is also useful to paint with a low percentage of black colour lo get
parts ol the piclure gradually darker, or with while colour lo get them lighter.

Page 7i

The icons that can appear (oliowirg these two icons in the ditferent tool bars are normaiiy
mode icons, which otter several ways to use this tool. Generally, on using them a new
dialog is displayed with new icons, each of them showing a different way to use this tool.
V/hen a second pair oi coordinates appears In the right part of a bar. they will normally
indicate Ifte width and height o) the object that Is being painted with the tool. Thus. A is
possible to perform precise measurements.

3,6 Colour ranges

To access the dialog box labeled Creation and selection ot colours range described now,
it is necessary to press the C key or to click with the left mouse button on the selected
mouse in the bat (A is the rectangle located jusl alter the undo icon and twiore the rectangle
of the transparent colour), A colours

range is simply a sequence of
colours of the palstte used to paint in
different shades of a colour (a

sequence ol greys, reds, etc.).
A rather big box will appear with
many colours. To return to the
picture, A is necessary either to press

the C key or to click on the selected
colour again. This box is split into
three big zones: the colour palette
(upper left part), the range editor
(lower part) and the list of colour
ranges (upper right part).

Colour Range Selection

The colour palette

This section is simply used to select colours of the paletfe. by clicking on if. Information
about the selected colour or about the colour on which the mouse is placed, if A is inside the
palette, appears to the ngnt.
Information deals with the colour number in decimal, in hexadecimal, a colour sample and

the percentages cf red, green and blue comprising the colour,
from this box It is not possible to modify the palette, as this task can only be performed
from the palettes menu, outside the graphic editor.
The range editor

Up to 16 different cdour ranges may be defined for a palette. The selected range appears in
the too! bar and can be edit with this tool.

Note: The ranges editor does not modify the colours ol the palette, but A only
arranges them again, In order to create with them colours' sequences useful to paint.
An exact copy of the range located in the tool bar appears to the left and three rectangular
buttons that change their value when pressed appear to the nght. having the following
functions:
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CHAPTER 4: The Graphic Editor.
This chapter describes the specific functions of every painting tool bar and some of the
techniques that can be used to make some tasirs easier or to obtain better results with this
graphic editor.
II is advisable to read this chapter with the computer before you. in order to practice the
techniques descnbed m it at the same lime

4.1 Dotting and pen bar*

These are the two basic painting toois to initiate the pictures or to define the small details.

I The dotting bar is used to put and remove pixels in a map. To remove pixels

means to put Ihem in transparent colour again. This mode Is normally used to
create very little details of graphics accurateiy.

Dewng |, jj normally used by controlling iho pointer with ihe keyboard (using one of the

""" two sets ol Keys, cursors or OA,OP). The keyboard Is also used to select colours
(with control and the cursors, or with W,S if the seoono set ol keys Is used) and to put and
remove pixels (space bar). The Shlft«SpBce bar is also normaliy used to lake a colour ol
Ihe picture itself.

This way to paint pixel by pixel allows us to create graphics with great. Precisely lor that
reason. Ihe dotiing bar. instead ol ihe pen bar, is used, as the lirsi one laciiiiaies to remove

a pixel by clicking again on the same posiiion, when the pixel has been put incorrectly or
mistakenly.
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basic Daintmg tool par excellence, and it is used to initiate most ol the pictures or

Pen

Icon

sketches. Better results will bo oblainad II you work with a very high zoom
percentage, as it will be easier to perceive the details in this way.

It is not possible to vary the stroke thickness, which always equals one pixel.
Thicker strokes ol other tools are only useful to paint doodles instead ol pictures, creating
the negative habit of painting quickly and bad.

The Percentage icon, which allows us lo define the ink quantity, appears in this
bar. Good results will easily be obtained with a high zoom percentage, one oixei
stroke and a low ink percentage. The percentage initially equals 100°«. while the
picture is defined, using lower percentages lor the Imal finish.
Perteniage
Icon

There is another utility available Ihrough the pen bar: to smooth. This is retained by holding
the D key pressed while the picture Is painted with the pen. In this mode the user won't
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palm in the selected colour (no matter which one it is), but the map colours will gradually

be modified to mitigate the sudden colour changes and to prevent some pixels from
excessively standing out.
Don't try to start a picture with low ink percentages, smooths, sprays, etc. These artistic
finishes must be left tor the end. At the beginning, the picture's outlines and sections must

be defined with solid and clean strokes, starting with the colouring, bright, etc. once they
have been retouched.

To retouch outlines until they look good, it is normally necessary to make several ailompis,
clearing the inaccurate strokes (by painting wnlh the background colour or using the undo
command), to correct them on time.

4,2 Bars for tines and muttllfnes

These two bars allow us to draw straight lines and they are used to define the most
geometnc parts of the initial sketches or very detailed finishes.
The colour must first be selected, double-clicking later on bolh ends of the line.
When the first end has t>een defined, (he line will be seen in the way it will be
drawn when the second end is defined To cancel the task at that moment, press
the right mouse button. To cancel the line once the two ends have been
Icon

defined, use the undo Icon (or the Backspace Key).

To the right ol these bars, two numenc values appear: the width of the drawn line (higher)
and iis height (lower). These values only appear when the first end of ihe line has been
defined, to help us to measure. The cursors are normally used to position the line ends for
Ihe precise adjustments.

These bars contain all the conventional icons, among them that of percentage which, in this
case, is only used to perform specific touches,
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the former allows us to draw several interwoven lines. Orvce the last end has

been delined. the right mouse button must be pressed to finish Ihe mufliline.

MuU'ltne?
Icon

finally, it is also possible to use smooth with the D key. Smooth can be used lor many effects:
for Instance. 10 paint anti-aliasmg lines, as shown in the following practical exercise:

• Create a new map. Enter the editor, choose the lines tool (F3| and selects the while
c o l o u r.

• Diaw a line irom ine (10.10) coorCinatos to the (66,47) coordinates: use the cursors to
adjust tne coordinates. You will see how the line has an aliasing appearance (iho pixels
are seen a lot).

• Now draw a second line from the (10,9) coordinates to the (66,46) coordinates (one pixel
upper). Gut. on dalining the second end, hold the 0 key pressed.
• Perform the same task one pixel lower than Ihe original line. Vou will see how, on
creating two smoothed lines above and below the original one, you have succeeded in
hiding Its aliasing appearance .
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4 3 Ba rs fo r cu rvst a n d mu l tl cu rve s

The curves bars allow us to accurately do curved strokes in the initial sketches, without
requmng a steady hand (unlike drawing with a pen).
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the former creates bdzler curves instead ol straight lines. The initial and final
ends ol the curve must first bo created (the same as it happens regarding straight

Curves lines). Then, two Other points must be defined The first one, indicating the

rcon steepness ol the curve in the initial end (to which the curve goes up) but the
farther this point goes from the initial end. the sharper will the steepness with
which the curve emerges from this end be. The second one will specify the final end's
steepness in a similar way. The cun/e wili be defined after the left mouse button has been
pressed four times.

The multlcurves bar works in a way slightly different way. It is very useful when
If comes to defining curved outlines of a graphic. A complex curve is defined by
sections, with splines.

The first section will always be defined as a straight line, establishing its initial
and final ends, Then, different points will be defined along the trajectory of the
outline. They will be linked by the computer, automatically creating a continuous
c u r v e .

It is very important to use the + and - keys of the keypad to vary the strength with which
the cun/e emerges from each poml of the trajectory. That is to say. the destination point and
the initial steepness ol the section must bo established lor each new section, if the intensity
is reduced to the minimum, tnis tool will practically work In a way similar to the multilines bar.
These two curves bars also allow us to adjust the ink percentage and use the smooth, as it
happens regarding the previous bars.

4.4 Bars of rectangles and circles

These bars allow us to paint Ihe most basic geometric figures. They can be used as colour
filters, among many other applications.
The rectangles bar is used In a way similar to lha lines bar. selecting the colour
first and dolinmg the two corners ol ihe rectangle by double-clicking the left
mouse button on the map. The width and height in pixels of Ihe rectangle that is
being defined appear to the right of the bar.
flecrangWs
/con

A new icon, placed to the left ol the rectangle's size, allows us lo select two modes
with which this bar pamts rectangles or solid boxes (by default, boxes will be
painted).

To paint squares (or squared boxes), it Is necessary to noid the Control key
pressed while the second end is defined. Thus. Ihe width and height will be forced
lo be equal.
M a x

Selecior iRaciang/es)
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This bar also allows us to establish the ink percentage. When solid boxes are painted with
an mk percentage less than 100% against a Background picture, the eKect ot applying a
colour filter on that picture will be obtained. On defining the box, it is possible to vary the
ink percentage (by clicking on the percentage icon) until the desired etfecl is reached.
The circles bar works in a way similar to the rectangles bar. as it also allows us
to paint circles (tilled) oi circumferences (not tilled), apply fitters with the
percentage, etc. The circles are dolined with two radii (horizontal and vertical,

lespociively), creating kinds ot ellipses that are but flalioned circles. To cioato
perfect circles, with similar radii, it Is necessary to hold the key Control prossod.
as It tiappens regarding the rccianglos.

Besides choosing between circles or circumterences. the mode selector icon
allows us to define them in two ways:

• From corner to corner, detining the upper left cornet and the lower nght corner
of the box that embraces the circle,

• From center lo the radius, defining the circle's conlral poml and then, its radius
length (or its radii length, it Control is not pressed).
The mode selector icons of both bars appear in a little dialog that is displayed from
fhe toot bar, arxl their pictures are self-explanatory.

Vtode Selector tOrcies)

4.S Spray bar

This tool bar afiows us to use the computer version of a paint spray (an aerosol or ditfuser) to
cany out artistic arxl rreguiar finishes. Its use Is almost as easy as ttiai of a reeu spray. It is
necessary to seiea the colour and dick on the map at the same lime that the pointer Is moved,

11 IS essential to use the percentage icon of this bar to adjust the paint quantity
expelled trom the spray. By default, the opacity percentage is adjusted at 25%,
To obtain precise finishes, it is better to use very low percentages (even less than
25%), Thus, it is possible to retouch the picture little by little.
Spray Icon

A new icon appears In the right end of this bar. This icon is used to adjust the
spray's Stroke thickness, which is now necessary. By clicking on this icon, a new
dialog will be displayed, showing the available thickness: select one by clicking on
It.

As usual, bolter results wili bo obtained with a high zoom percentage (x4 or x8)
with a small spray and with a low ink percentage, it is also important to learn how
to use the colour masks (described In section 3,7) together with the spray in order
to keep inside the zones on which the aim is to apply the effect.

The spray has several interesting applications, related to retouching rather than to
painting. For instance, by using the spray on a graphic while the D key is held
pressed, it is possible to smooth the graphic irregularly.

77i«,kn8ss
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Another example: it Is possible to apply irregular bright with the spray on graphics already
painted, by selecting the white or black colour (depending on whether the user wishes light
or shade) and adjusting the ink percentage to the minimum.

This is one ol the most useful bars of the graphic editor if you learn how to use it properly:
thus, It requires practice. Its appearance is similar to that ol the previous bars, but its
application is quite different.

The fllting bar is used to fill the parts of the pictures with colours. It works in tour
ways, that must bo distinguished. They are activated by clicking on the icon
placed to the right of the bar and selecting the filling mode with one of the icons
that are displayed.
rjling Icon
Conventional tllllrtg

The first mode (corresponding with the icon solected by default) Is shared by most of the

graphic tools. One colour is selected and a part of the picture is clicked. With the

selected colour, ihe program will pami ail the pixels of the picture whose colour is
the same as that of ihe pixel that has been clicked on and whicn are attached or
joined to it.
Convenlonal

Filling Icon

Example: A test can be carried out In a new map. painhng an irregular, closed outline
with the pen tool, selecting a tilling colour and clicking within the outline of this filling
mode. It the outline is closed, its Inside will become filled with Ihe selected colour. The

same operation can also be done regarding the external part of the map.

This tool is used to colour sketches. When the filling is going to be used, care must be taken
to keep all Ihe sections to be filled closed since, if there is any hole or fissure in its outline,
the tilling will leave to Ihe external part ol the section.
D i a g o n a l fl l i l n a

■

This mode is similar to Ihe previous one, but with an important dilterence. In the
conventional tilling, when the pixels attached to (he original one (to Ihe pixel m
which the fiiiing starts] are selected, only the pixels irom which it Is possible to
reach the original pixel are taken into account, without passing through a pixel

Diagonal 8 ditlerenl colour, and with individual movemenis in straight line (passing
FHimg Icon from one pixel to the next one by one ol me lour sides)

This tilling mode considers attached pixels those of the same colour united by a diagonal,
as well as those united by one side.

Example: In a new map, paint a square In any colour with Ihe rectangles tool (only the
edge, not filled with colour). In Ihe same colour, paint a circumference (not Mied) inside
the square. Now select another colour with this filling mode and click cn Ihe
circumference's inner part. You will see how the filling has left it by Ihe comers of (he
drcumference (by the diagonals) but not of the square (as it can not be left by any side
or diagonal of any pixel).
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The usefulness of this filling mode iles on the possibility of changing the colour of pixel line
graphics, as they deal with pixels attai^d by sides as well as by diagonals, and the
conventional filling couid not go through them.

Example: In a new map, paint any dootile with the pen tool {in a single colour). Now
select anottier colour ai>d, with this filfing mode, dick on a pixel of the doodle: you will
see how it is filled. You can carry out the same test with the conventional filling mode,
notidng how. in this case, only one of the segments shaping the doodle is iiiled (as the
conventional filling doesn't leave by the diagonals).

Filling to a limit

The third filling mode is the most powerful one. but not il^e most useful one.
Instead of tilling a colour win another one lliXe the two previous modes), it tills
with one colour all the colours it lirrds. until it reaches an edge of the same
c o l o u r.

Filling To A
Umit Icon

Example: In a map with several pictures, select a colour not used by them (purple, light
green, etc.) and. on them, paint a closed outline with the pen. leaving a part of the
pictures Inside the outline and another part outside. Finatly, with the same colour select
this filling mode and click on within the outline. The inner outline will be filled, no matter
the pictures contained In it.

It several graphics are painted against a black background map. this filling mode is selected
(with the black colour of the selected background) arrd one of the graphics is clicked on.
being deleted. It happens because the program has been tilling with the black colour until it
has lound an edge of the same colour (the graphic's exteiior).
Filling with a gradient

It Is the tilling mode most esteemed by the giaphic amst and. at the same lirne.
one ot the most difficult to find in other panting programs. It requires technical
Skill, and ternlic results may ite obtained with it.
Filing Wiin
A Gradieni
Icon

In ihis mode, a section is filled with a colour with a colours' gradient of the
selected range in the tool bar (explanation about how to define and select
these ranges was included In section 3.6) Lighter or darker colours of the
range will be used, depending on the llglttness of the colours delimiting
t h e fi l l e d s e c t i o n .

Example: In a new map, select a umfixm colours' range (tor instance, any of those
defined in the OIV's palette tiy defatdl). Now paint a circumference (and not a filled
circle) with one of the darker colours of the range, about 50 by 50 pixels (not very big)
and. wi^in It. paint a small circle (filled) with the lightest colour of the range. FInaJly,
select this filling mods (with the range of colours in the tool bar) and click on between
the circle and the circumference.
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A new tool bar will appear wnri two icons: a sngle arrow and a double arrow. You must
click on one of tfiese two icons m order to start the gradient The single arrow advances a
step and the doubte one. several. When you are satisfied with the result, press the right
mouse button to go back to the lining bar.
It Is advisable to carry out several tests. liMing in ditterent ways, to observe the results that
can be obtained. Take into account that the gradient allows us to have light and dark colours
In the outline ol the tilled zone. What is realty achieved with this mode is to fill a section with

the average ol the colours delming its outline, taking the average ol its lightness.
The bigger the zone to bo filled is, the longer the etioct will take. Therelore. you must
try to divide Ihe big zones into small ones. il possible.
Not always are better results obtained Ihe longer the gradient is being applied. Indeed, on
many occasions when it is excessively applied, the outlines ol the section stand out too
much Thus, the result looks worse.

There are not many lixed rules to Obtain good results with gradients. To a large extent, good
results depend on unltormlty. numtter ol colours of the range (it is belter to use 32 colour
ranges, il possible) and the section to be tilled. Practicing with this tool is indispensable lo
master it.

Note: The bar of blocks edit descnbed next can also be used to carry out other very
effective types of colour filling.

4.7 Blocks edit bar

This is the main and most important bar of the graphic editor. It Is mainly used to select
zones ol the picture and allows us to access other tool bars lo perform different tasks with
these zones.

It is the graphic tool to cut and paste. But it can be used for other tasks such as
to rotate, scale, lighten, darken, soften, invert, etc.
The first action lo perform will always be lo select the zone wilh which Ihe aim
B l o c k i s t o w o r k . I n I h e r i g h t p a d O f I h e l » r. a h i c o n d e p i c t i n g a d o t t e d s q u a r e .
Edit Icon indicates the mode in which this selection Is going to be performed. By clicking
on this icon, a dialog with six icons will appear m the nght part ol the t>ar. These
Six icons indicate the possible modes to select a zone of a graphic
Learning to select parts ol the maps in these six modes will bo very

ftelplul to gam skill to work with tl>e graphic editor. Therefoie. the
way to select zones in each one of these rnodes will be now
descnbed. The tasks that can be performed with these zones once
selected will be explained later. You can try out a.1 these modes on
a map with some pictures. Once the zone has I>een selected with a
mode, press the ESC key to try out to select with another mode. eiock Selection
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Box seleclion

This is the easiest way to select a zone ol the edited map. It deals with tagging
a simple t)Ox (or rectangle) of the map. To do so, it is necessary to click on two
of Its ends with the left mouse button.

Block Once the initial box has been defined, it can be adjusted by clicking near its
Seleclion corners to place it in a new position, or by clicking near the central point of one
Icon of Its four sides to increase or reduce the box by this side.
Filllna selection
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selecting a set of colours from one or several points. It is necessary either to
click several times on the zone to be selected, or to move the mouse pointer

through it with the left mouse button pressed, until the entire zone is selected.

Filling

Selection
S
election
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In order to understand its performance well, practice is required. Once the zone

of the map has been selected, it is possible to add more colours or zones. This
selection is not always appropriate but, on many occasions, it allows us to

select complex zones quickly. It is very similar to the magic wand of other
painting programs, as they name it.

If, for instance, a yellow pixel is clicked on, all the yellow pixels united to the original one will
be selected. Later, if a red pixel is clicked on, all the yellow or red pixels united to the
original ones (both the original red and yellow) will be selected. And so on.

Polyqonal^selection

The polygonal selection is very common in the painting programs. It deals with

Polygonal
Selection
Icon

selecting the zone by drawing its outline. It can be done in two ways: defining
several points (clicking with the left mouse button) around the zone that the
computer will unite with straight lines, or freehand drawing Its outline (moving
the pointer with the left button pressed).
The selection won't be completed until the outline is entirely closed. This can
also be done in two ways: reaching the initial point of the outline again, or
pressing the right mouse button (or the ESC key) for the computer to unite the
i n i t i a l a n d fi n a l e n d s o f t h e o u t l i n e .

Once the polygonal selection has been closed, it can not be modified. Therefore, if it has
been incorrectly defined, it will be necessary to press the right button (or the ESC key)

again to untag the zone and thus be able to define the selection again.
Several boxes selection

This is another quick mode to select parts of a map. First, a simple box is
defined, like in the first mode. But, once it has been defined, instead of

adjusting it, more boxes may be defined. The union of all the tagged boxes will
comprise the selected zone.
Mullibox

Selection
Icon

It is used to quickly tag pictures that can not be tagged with a simpie box
because a part of another picture that is not intended to be selected would be
included in it. For instance, a "L"-shaped graphic could easily be selected with
two boxes.

Automatic box selection

Ttiis mode of selection and the following one are the quickest modes. They can
only be used to select a picture inside a map with several separate pictures, it is
essential that the map's main background has a transparent colour. That is to

say, that the pixels externa! to the pictures are of the first palette's colour
Automatic

(number 0).

B o x

S e l e c t i o n |f gpy pj^g| q( g picture of the map is clicked on. the minimum box containing
:>eiecnon

it (a rectangular zone containing this graphic) will be instantaneously selected.
The pictures must be separate enough one from other so that it is possible to define a box
which doesn't invade the adjacent graphics.

if, once the selection has been defined, the same picture is clicked on again, the box will
Increase one pixel by its four sides. That is to say, it will include the picture with one pixel
added margin. If it is clicked on once again, it will either recover its origins size, or increase
even more if it has found another part of the graphic near the origihai one.

On the contrary, if another picture of the map different from the one initially selected is
clicked on, the original one will be unselected and the new graphic will be selected.
A u t o m a t i c fi i i i n o s e l e c t i o n

This selection is similar to the previous one, but using filling techniques, instead
of boxes, if is as if, in the previously mentioned filling selection, ail the colours

L M I except the transparent one were preselected. That is to say, on clicking on a
picture's pixel all the pixels united to the original whose colour is not the
Automatic transparent one, will be included.
Fining

Selaction This is a really powerful selection tool, it can make the work with the graphic
editor easier. Moreover, once the initial selection has been defined, other

selections may be added to it. That is to say, as many pictures of the original map as
necessary can be selected.
Controls common to ail the selection modes

• Ail these selections, once defined, may be shifted through the screen if the Control key
is held pressed, clicking at the same time with the left mouse button on a position of
the edited map.

• To cancel any selection (untag It), it is simply necessary to press the right mouse
button or the ESC key. Then, the edit bar will be returned to its original state, being
possible to define the selection again Irom the beginning, change the selection mode,
or exit this tool bar.

• As long as a zone is selected, it is always possible to consult its width and height in the
right end of the edit bar.
• As long as the selection is being defined, it may be useful to vary the zoom percentage
by using the Z key, and thus observing better which are the pixels that are being
included in it.

O n c e t h e s e l e c t i o n h a s b e e n d e fi n e d

Three new icons will appear in the bar when a zone of the map is selected. These are the
move, effects and cut and paste to window icons, from right to left respectively.
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■jTiS^ The cut and paste to window Icon Is the easiest one ol the three. On clicking

on It, a new map window will be created In the desktop and the selected

[HI pasted
In II. Inside the graphic editor, it will be only possible to
notice how the selection will be untagged but. on exiting It. the new map
Icon To Ci/l window will appear in the environment.

This Icon Is really useful, as It provides great floxibllliy in the operations with graphic blocks,
lor insinnco:

• Copy sections from some maps to others. Taking the selection out to a new map and
then, Oragglng it to the map In which It Is Intended to be copleO.
• Edit graphics In bigger maps. For instance, creating a 20 by 20 pixel picture in a map
ol similar seize is not very comfortable. It Is easier to create this picture In a 200 by 200
pixel map thai allows us to have several copies, textures and samples of it. In order lo
take it to the 20 by 20 pixel map, when the picture is finished.
• Take a graphic or texture of a map out. The maps are normally used lo create many
pictures, not only one. Finally. In order to Include these graphics in the game, they will be
selected, cut and paste to individual maps and stored in a file FPG which can be loaded
in tie game.
If the move or effects Icons are clicked on. two new tool bars will be accessed, to move ano

copy the selected zone or to apply graphic effects, respectively. These two new bars are
now described.
Move the selected zone

a

Icon

Once a zone of a map has been selected, by clicking on the move icon
(depicting a hand on a little man), the bar to cut. copy and paste graphic blocks
will be accessed.

To

Move Note: This Is also the bar that appears when a map Is dragged to another
one in the environment's desktop.

In it. the selection will be moved ihrougn the map with the mouse pointer (a hand). To copy
the block to a new position. It Is necessary to press the left mouse button. To hide the
graphic of the mouse pointer (lo see the appearance of the block In a position, without the
hand above it) it is possible to press the H key.

The usual commands, such as the right mouse button, or the ESC key may be used to
r e t u r n I r o m t h i s b a r.

0 ( i r To M o v e

In this bar there are many new icons. The
zoom and undo icons are displayed after the
coordinates, tike in most of the bars,

appearing the following ones to its right:
Opacity / Semlopaque. On clicking on this Icon. Ihero will toggle between two ways to copy

tha graphic: opaque (by default) or semlopaque. The only limit when It comes lo copying the
samlopaque graphic (with an effect ol transparency). Is that not always are the colours
necessary to create the elleci touno in the palette, thus using the closest ones.
Transparent colour This icon must be clicked to prevent the first colour ol the palette Irom
being sliown as transparent. That Is to say. when the aim is lo move the selection like a
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compact rectangular block, witti no nollows. It is used to prevent ttre copied block from being
mixed up with wnat there is in the map's background.

Horizontal flip. The third Icon will horizontally flip (mirror) the block. If it is clicked again, the
block will be reslored to its original position.
Vortical Hip. This icon is complementary to the previous one. On clicking on it, the graphic
will be vertically Hipped.
Angular rotation. On clicking on this Icon, a new bar used to rotate the block will appear, it
works easily. First, it is necessary to place the block in any position of the map and press
the left mouse button. Now. moving the mouse around Itie graphic. Its new angie wiil be
defined. The left mouse button must be pressed again to establish the angle, white ihe
right mouse buttort must be pressed to cancel the rotation.

Block scaled. This is the icon to change the size of the block (increasing or reducing it). It
works practically equal to the rotation icon. A new bar also appears. First, it is necessary to
click on Ihe map's position. Then, moving the mouse, the zoom percentage is selected to
establish it finally, by pressing again with the left Outtort in the map.

Dcloto original selection The last icon will delete the ongmal zone in the map. The colour
selected In the bar of blocks edit will be used to delete Therefore, if the aim is to delete

with the transparent colour, it rnust first be selected (before emenng the move bar). This
icon IS used to move a block. To access this bar. it is first necessary to select the zone, and
ihen, tho move Icon. Then, me block is deleted Irom its original position with this icon and
linatly, It is copied in the new position

All those icons are compatible. That is to soy. il is possible to use all ihe necessary effects
lo obtain the desired result.

II can bo noticed that the icon lo delete the original seleciion can be used as a filling loci,
selocling Ihe colour in the tool bar and the zor^e to be filled (with any of the selection mode)
so that, on clicking this icon, the selection is filled with Ihe chosen colour.
Apply effects to the selectlort

Once a zone of a map has been selected, by clicking on ine effects icon (with
the letter FX) Ihe tool Oar will be accessed to apply effects to the selected block.
The pixel line delimrting the selection will continue lo be seen in this bar. To
return Irom this bar. rt is also possible to use the right mouse button or the
ESC key.

Etecis Bar

New icons also appear in this bar from me undo
con (wtich must be used when, wfth an effect,
me desired lesuti is not obtained). These icons
are now descnbed. from left to nght:

Pass to Ihe selected range. All the colours ol the selected zone will be changed into the
colours ol Ihe range selected In the tool bar (edil bar). For that reason. Ihe colours' range
must bo selected before entering the eflecis bar. The change is made depending on the
levels ot brightness of tne selected pixels and the range's colours.
Reverse colours. Creates the negative of the selected zone, changing the light colours lor
the dark ones, and viceversa.
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Create an edge First, it is necessary to select a graphic with, at least, a margin of one
pixel, and the colour with which tne edge is intended to be created. Then, on selecting this

icon, an edge of that colour will be created through all the graphic's outline.
Lighten Lightens all the selected pixels. That is to say. it slightly increments its lightness.
The only limitation are the available palette's colours.

Oorkon. This operation is opposite to ihe previous otre. it subtracts lightness from all the
pixels of the selected zone. If the zone is excessively lightened or darkened, it is necessary
to use Itio undo icon, and not the opposite operation as. in this case, the colours of the
original piciure would tne more and more impoverished.

Soften The icon located m the nghi end allows us to soften all the pixels of the selected
zone. It must be used lor effects in very specific zones as. if was applied on complete
pictures, they would look blurred. To avoid the excessive aliasing of some graphic's pixels. ii
Is belter to use the tools to soften specific zones (tools such as the pen or spray, by hoidrng
the 0 key pressed).

4.B Undo bar

o n B O

The undo bar, that is accessed through the icon depicting a double arrow or
through the F12 key inside the editor, is used to undo or repeat all the actions
performed in the graphic editor.
The undo task can 5o performed from practically ail the bars, wilh the

U n d o

Backspace Key. and to repeal actions, it is necessary to hold the Shift key

Icon

pressed while the same key is pressed.

Theielore. it is not nonnaily necessary to access this bar. However, it will be more
comfortable to do so when many actions must be undone as there are four buttons to undo
and repeat actions at two different speeds. The icons of this bar are seft-explanaiory: lefi
arrows are used to unOo and right arrows are used to repeal (redo).
Once a picture has been created in a map. it is very
funny to use this bar to undo and repeat the work, as il
Undo

Bii'

if was a video.

The undo memory establishes the limit of actions that can be recovered: it can be defined
in the configuration window (with the option system \ configuration.,.). By Oefault, the limit
IS 1080Kb, which will almost always be enough However, if you are working wilh very big
maps, il can bo advisable to increase this limit.

Important: When you are wotklrtg on several maps, il is vital to know that it will only be
possible to undo the actions dealing with the last map on which you have worked. For
instance, suppose that there are two maps artd you enter the first one to paint a cirtie
and then, the second orte to paint a square. You won't be able to undo the circle, unless

you first undo Ihe scuare. That Is to say, the actions can only be undone in the Inverted
order in which they have tieen done.
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4 . 9 Ta x t b a r

m

Toxl Icon

The te<i Dar is used to write texts m the maps with the lonts ot the archives
FNT, Of with those created with the Fohts geheraior (explained in the fonts
menu, section 2.5 of this ttook).

The appearance of this bat Is practically identical to the rest of tools. Any
activated window of letters font must exist in the environment to write with a

lont (a letter type) (see the foots menu).
If there Isn't any window of this type, it wilt be possible to write with the letters font used

by the programs editor (they can be selected in system \ configuration... among several
lont sizes for the editor). In order to write with the editor font, it is necessary first to select
the colour for the letters and. then, to cfick on any part of the map (with the left button) to
input the text. The ESC key or the right mouse button must be pressed, once the text has
been Input.
If there Is an activated font wirtdow. then rt will be used to write. In this case, the
transparent colour must be selected to wnte a text. If another different colour Is selected,

the font coloured m It will be shown. That Is to say. the first colour of the palette must be
selected to use the natural colours ot the font.

While the text Is Input, the cursor can be positioned by clicking on another different part ot
the map.

When a text js being Input, the previous character may be deleted with the Backspace key.
To go to the following line, press Ihe Enter key.
Note: This bar also has Ihe Ink percentage icon, which can be used to write translucehl
texts. Instead of opaque ones. 'Thus, attractive Idling effects can be obtained, on
writing on diflerent textures.

4.10 Control points bar

The last accessible tool bar rs not a pamiing bar. It Is used to define control
points inside the maps to tie used in the games, in order to locate some
positions of these maps

Conirof There are different applications that can be given to these points Inside the DIV
Points Icon programs.
This control points bar allows us to place up to 1000 dilforont pixels inside a graphic. Each

of ihem will bo idoniilied by a number (from 0 to 999).

Conlrol Poinis Bar

To place one of these pixels, suffice wiit be to select
the pixel number with the left arrow and right arrow
icons and then, to click on the graphic.

To delete (unseiect) a control pomt. it is necessary to click on it In Ihe map once again
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The only conlioi poinl used by the system Is control point numtier 0 (the first one). This
point defines which is the virtual center of the graphic and It has many applications inside
the language.
When control point number 0 is not defined, the system will work as if the virtual center of
the graphic was its real center (a point placed hall the width and height of the graphic).
Note; Once the control points have been defined, lor them to have effect inside a

program, it will tie ttecessary either to save the map (archive MAP) or to Include it again
in the graphic file (archive FPG), by dragging It to this archive (depending on which
graphic Is loaded in trie program).

4 . 11 A n i m a t i o n s e d i t

The DIV graphic editor also allows us to create and edit animation sequences. The frames
sequence will be created In a scries ol maps all of tliem of a similar size In pixels. That is
to say, if the aim is to create an animation of 100 by tOO pixel size and 8 frames, the eight
100 by too pixel maps must first be created in the desktop.
The easiest way lo create several maps of the same size is to create the first one (with the
option maps t new...) and then, to drag it to the wallpaper several limes.
Then, the maps windows must be arranged. This is done
by simply supenmposing the windows on top each other.

The last one is placed In any pah ol ihe deskiop and, on it.
the penultimate, and so on. It is not advisable to put each
window exactly on top tne previous one. Rather, it must be

slightly displaced, for instance, a little to the right and
s o m e w h a t l o w e r.

Important; If there are more maps of the same size in
Ihe desktop (continuing the previous example, another

map of 100 ^ 100 pixels thai must not be a part ol the
animation), tt>eir windows must be minimised lor

the program to know that they must not be Included In
the animation. Once the animation has been edited. It

will be possible lo maximise these maps again. Supenmposed wmrJows
The animairon can be edited once the windows have been pul in order. For that, onty ihe
upper window among those comprising the anlmalion must be edited (that is lo say. the
window that is over the rest) by double-clicking on II. And, once tne graphic editor has been
entered, it will be possible to pass to Ihe following frame by pressing the TAB key. and to
the previous one. with Ihe Shitt+TAB combination.
Practical example

Continuing with the same example, once the eight 100 by tOO pixel maps (all of them
empty, in black) tiave been created, they mil be put in order, as It has been explained (it
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doesn'l matter the order they are put in. as all of them are empty: thus, anyone can be (irsi
second the last one. etc.).

Then, double-click to edit the upper map (the last one that has been placed). Now. select

any colour and the pen tod. Oraw a b<9 t in the map (don't mind about the number's
appearance). Now. press TAB and draw a 2 in the second frame. Press TAB again and
draw a 3.... and so on. up to number B

The animation Is already created. You can use the TAB key (pressing Shift or not) to

display the animation. II you hold this koy pressed, you will see the whole series of the

animation. Use the Z key to vary the zoom percentage In which tho animation is seen. You
can continue to edit any of your frames.

Note: It you exit the graphic editor in a frame Ihiat is not the tirst one, for instance, in

the lourth one. you will see that the windows are put In another order, with the fourth
frame over the rest. Oim't worry, they are still In order. But now, when you want to reedit the anlmetion. click on the uppermost frame, the fourth one, so that they don't
get out of order.

Some pieces of advice aliout animations

Nonnally. the best way to create an animated graphic is first to create a sketch ol the

animation, drawing some lines representing the graphic. When this animation looks good,

edit the tirst frame and paint the delmiuve graphc In detail, on the sketch. Later, use the
same techniques and tools to complete the rest of frames.

When long animations (made up ol many frames) are retouched, occasionally it Is advisable
to focus on a specific part of the animation. For that, minimise me rest of frames
The best way to save the animations in the disk is mrougn a file FPG. II you don't have any

(He yet- create a new one (files \ new...). Then, drag the first frame to the file window, input
a code and descnbe it. Next, do the same wrth the rest. In order (the program will suggest

you consecutive codes tor the rest ol frames). When you wish to work again on this
animation, lag all me frames in the Me window and use me c^iion files \ load tags.
It the animation Is not made up ol many frames, and they are not very long, you can use a
trick to arrange Ihe animation's frames without having to put the maps one on each other,

Thus, pass the mouse pointer over all Ihe maps In Inverted order (iirst over the last one.
then over the penultimate one. etc.) until you reach the first one. Then, enter the graphic

editor by double-clicking and the frames will be similarly arranged. The only problem Is thai

mey will get out ol order if you exit the graphic editor and move the mouse pointer over the
desktop in a disorderly manner.

4.12 Trick* and advanced drawing tachnigues

This lasi section dedicated to the graphic editor deals with me description ol some tricks
and techniques used by Ihe graphic anisis ol Hammer Technologies to obtain better results

In the graphics of Ihe games, obviously adapted to the possibilities of DIV Games Studio's
graphic editor.
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We recommend you to read this section oniy when you have a perfect knowiedge about ali
the possibilities of this editor.
Use of scaled

The first technique deals with painting graphics in double size and then, halve them. Thus,
they will gain quality and definition.
For instance, to create a 100 by 100 pixel picture, it is done first 200 by 200 pixels size and
then, it is re-scaied to its real size (with the option maps \ re-scaie,„).
For instance, try to paint a picture with white strokes, against a black background, split into
little closed sections. Then, colour these sections (with the normal filling tool, in different
colours), delete the white strokes (with the diagonal filling too! and the black colour) and
finally, halve the map.
Another curious technique. In the previous picture, instead of deleting the white strokes,
select them with the block edit tool (with the filling selection, by clicking on these strokes)
and apply the softening effect on them several times (with the effects bar)...
Use of masks to replace colours

Occasionally, the aim is to replace a map's colour by another different one. This can be
d o n e a s s h o w n b e l o w.

For instance, create a map with several doodles by pen in different colours. Now, to replace
one of the colours by another one. seieot the masks dialog (key M), choose the colour to be
changed (for that, you can click on the map) and click the button Invert (to protect against
writing ail the colours, except the one you intend to change). Finally, select the rectangles
tool (filled boxes), choose the new colour and paint a rectangle occupying the entire map
(from corner to corner)... and don't forget to remove the mask to go on working!.
Use of the windows

Rather than a technique, this is a piece of advice. Always use the possibilities of the DiV
environment to back up the work. When you are going to "improve a graphic", it can be
advisable to select it and cut and paste it in a new map window. Thus, it will always be
possible to recover the original graphic "if the improvement doesn't improve". When these
security copies don't exist any longer, close the windows.
Use the keys to adjust blocks

When you are creating a mapped background for a game, that is to say, a decor from basic
blocks that are repeated several times, use the cursors to correctly adjust the blocks, as
they will always be more secure than the mouse as far as movements are concerned.

Remember that the Num. Lock key of the keypad must be disabled for the cursors to move
the block pixel by pixel.
Creating colours ranges

A proper definition of the colours in a game can make the work inside the graphic editor
e a s i e r.

When you need to carry out a transition from a colour to another one in a picture, access
the colours range editor (key C) and select one of the ranges that you are not using to
redefine it. Define a range of 16 or 32 colours, editable every 8 colours. Then, place one
of the colours in one of the ranges positions (by clicking on the little icons with a gray up
arrow) and the other one in the following position (eight colours farther to its right or left).
For you, the program will search for the best possible transition in the palette from one

colour to the other one (the intermediate colours between both). It will be useful to find
transitions between different colours, such us from red to blue, from green to brown, etc.
Always carry out tests by selecting colours from the range and reassigning them to another
position of it (first clicking on a range colour and then, on one of the little gray icons), to
obtain different sequences of colours that can be useful for you.
R e d e fi n e t h e t r a n s p a r e n t c o l o u r t o a v o i d a l i a s i n g

Aliasing implies that the pixels of a graphic's outline stand out too much. If the game Is
going to be developed against a background of a specific colour, or against some specific
shades of coiour. It is possible to create graphics whose outlines are better hidden In the
background with the technique explained here.
For instance, create a new map of 80 by 80 pixels and paint a graphic (e,g., two separated
circles, the first one in white and the other in dark colour). Leave a free margin of one pixel,

at least, around the graphic (empty in black colour). Supposing now that this graphic must
appear against a blue background representing the sky in the game, follow the steps
described beiow:

• Enter the palettes editor (palettes \ edit palette...), select the transparent colour (the
black colour located In the upper left part) and modify it so that it becomes the colour of
the alleged game's background (the blue you prefer, for Instance, 25% of green and
50% of blue will create a sky blue). Now click on Accept and answer Cancel to the
question of whether you wish to adapt the maps.

• Edit the graphic, you will see the graphic against the blue background, with its outline
aliased. In the masks dialog (key M), hide the transparent colour (click on the first
palette's colour, the blue one). Thus, you avoid to modify the exterior of the graphic.

• Now. to solten the aliasing, select the pen. expand the picture (with the magnifier, zoom
by 8) and carefully pass it along the graphic outline with the D key (smooth) pressed.
The colours of the graphic outline will approach the background colour. Continue to
apply the effect as long as necessary.

• Finally, remove the mask (once again clicking on the transparent colour in the masks
dialog), return to the palettes editor, redefine the transparent colour to black, click on
Accept and again, answer Cancel to the questloh so that the maps are not adapted.
The transparent colour can be defined when you want to see the outline of the graphics
against a specific colour. Keep in mind that you can always stress the transparent colour
with the B key inside the graphic editor.
Filling with textures

To fill a graphic with a texture. Instead of with a solid colour, you can move the selections
with the Control key, for instance:

• In a map, put a texture on one side (if you have no texture, you can quickly create one
with the spray bar) and, on the other side, paint a circle of any colour (filled). The texture
must be greater that the circle.
• Now, to fill the circle with the texture, use the block edit bar and select the circle (with the
filling selection mode).

• With the Control key pressed, move the circle selection to the texture, then click on the
move icon and shift the block again to the circle.
Pass oraphlcs from a map to another one with TAB

The possibility given by animations to change the map, inside the graphic editor, by pressing
the TAB key, can be used for many other tasks.

If you have several maps of the same size, with different graphics in each one, you can
select a graphic in one of the maps, click the move icon in the edit bar and then, use the

TAB key to copy tfie graphic to another map.
It can also be used to obtain the filling with textures explained in the previous section,
having the texture in another map. Select the graphic to be filled in one of the maps, press
TAB to pass the selection to the map with the texture, cut in it the block (with the move
icon) and return to the map with the graphic by pressing the same key again.
Summarv

After all we've mentioned plus the possibility of merging palettes, the generator of
explosions, the letters fonts and managing filling with gradient, the blocks operations, the rescaled, the ranges editor you can consider yourself a professional graphic artist,
providing that you are not daltonic, unfortunately.

CHAPTER 5: Creating Programs. Basic Concepts
Tnis chapter describes many of the terms related to programs which are essential to
understand how to create programs. We recommend you to read it even i( you are an expert
in programming or know a lot atxiut it. Even if you are able to recognise the concepts that
are explained here, you should learn the terms which are used to name them in the DIV
language.

If you have never made a program, it could be hard to understand some of the terms that
are explained here, but you must not worry, you II be able to understand them later on once
you see them used in practice.

S.1 Definition of a program

Basically a program is a series ot written orders that the computer must execute one alter
the other so that the expected results are achieved.

Programs are actually the group ol orders, data, graphics and sounds, etc, which produce
the final result, but in DIV programs will be referred as the list ol programs, thai is, what we
must type in the edition windows in order to create the code which governs what the
videogame does,

A DIV piogram consists ol three big parts: one to define the program data, another to define
the game main orders (orders are called statements in the program) and another to define
the orders of the different type of processes.

For processes we understand the diflereni items rnside a game, i.e. the graphics in motion
(also called sprites). For example, in a space-invaders game, the spacecraft dnven by the
player is a process, each enemy is another process, each shot is another process and so is
each explosion, etc.

Appendix A illustrates the generic outline of a program in DIV language.

5.2 DeflnHlon ol data

Data are the key to programming. They are a very easy concept but somehow dilficult to
describe. If you already know the basis ol programming then all you have to know is ihai m
ihe DIV language lor data we understand the programs variables, tables and structures.
II is a generic concept which includes those three.

If you have never created a program, you should know that computers have a memory
where they can store values. Data are references lo specific positions ol the computer
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memory containing a numeric value which is used in a program. These data are given a
name, let's say for Instance we call a datum "counter", and this name is used In the
program to refer to that numeric value.
A program can give a specific value to the datum called "counter". To give the datum the
numeric value 123, the program will use a statement (order) like the one below;
counter = 123;
Programs can also check the value of the data or use them In expressions; for Instance, to

give a datum called "mydatum" the value of the "counter" plus 10, we will used the
following kind of statement:
mydatum = counter + 10;
Before the computer executed this statement, mydatum could have any numeric value but

after the statement was executed, mydatum will have exactly the value that results from
adding 10 to the numeric value the datum "counter" has at that time.
D e fi n i t i o n o f d a t a

Data can be classified as pre-defined or defined In the program.
Pre-defined data are names already reserved In the language to refer to certain numeric
values. For example, all processes (graphic items of the games) have two pre-defined data
called x and y, where Its coordinates (the situation of the drawing of the process on the
screen). Therefore It Is not possible to create more data called x or y, since these two
names refer to the pre-defined data In which the coordinates are stored.
The data defined In the program are the new data used by each program to make

calculations, etc, The part of the programs which declare new data are similar to the
following one:
GLOBAL

newdatumi = 33;

This will mean this program Is reserving a position In the computer memory to contain a
numeric value, which will Initially be 33 and that the program will refer to such position with
the name "newdatumt", Program data names are always names the programmer makes up,
We can define as many different data in a program as necessary.
Tvpes of data

This kind of data, such as "counter", "mydatum" or "newdatumi", are called variables and
are the simplest data, that Is a name associated to a numeric value which Is stored In a
position of the computer memory.
But there are other types of data which are more complex: the tables and the structures.

A table is a list of variables, I.e. It Is a name associated not with a single memory position
but with as many as It Is necessary. To define a table In a program, we make a declaration
like this:
GLOBAL

m y t a b l e 1 [ 3 ] = 0 , 11 , 2 2 , 3 3 ;

In a program, (he above lines will declare 'mytabler as a list of 4 variables. You must take
into account ttiat we always start counting from ttie position 0. and ttiat ttiis table tias up to
position 3. as ttie number between the symbols [ ] (called square brackets and which must
not be taken for brackets) indicates. Four positions of the memory will be reserved for

"mytablel", and these positions will initially (before the program is started) be given the
values 0. 11. 22. and 33.

When one of these memory positions have to be checked or modified In a program, the
name of the table must be indicated and also a numeric value to specify which table position
Is to be checked or modified must be given between the square brackets.

For example, a statement to put value 999 in position 1 of "mytablel" (which had 11 as
original value) would be as follows:
mytable[ 1 ] = 999;

Structures are the most complex data. They are like a file box (thihk of a filing cabinet
containing information about a person in each file) which has a number of notes (like the
name, address, telephone, identity number, of each person) in each file.
Structures are the filing cabinets and each of the files Is called a record, and to each note

within a file is called a field. For example, in a game the following structures could be
defined to keep information atwut the position on the screen of fhree enemies:
GLOBAL

STRUCT position_enemies[ 2 ];
coordinate_x;
coordinate_y;
END = 10,50, 0,0, 90,80;
This file t)ox would be called positlon_enemies, would include 3 files (with the numbers 0.
1 and 2, as the number 2 in square brackets shows), and each file would have two notes,
the horizontal and the vertical coordinate of the enemy.

Technically speaking, positlon_enemles is a structure wilh 3 records, each one wilh 2
fields, that Is coordinate_x and coordlnate_y.

The list of values which goes next will place the first enemy at the coordinates (10, 50), the
second one at (0, 0) and the third one at (90, 80).
For this structure position_enemies, 6 positions will be reserved In the computer memory

(3 records x 2 fields). Later on, when you wish to access one of these numeric values in the
program, you will have to ihdicate the name of the structure, the record number and the
field name. For Instance, to introduce the value 66 In the memory position where the vertical

coordinate (y) of the second enemy Is kept (that is the 1 record, because the first enemy
coordinates are in the 0 record), the following statement would be used:
posltlon_enemies[ 1 ]. coordinate_y = 66;
In fact, it is very similar to tables except that after the record number you have to indicate
the symbol(a dot) and the name ol the field.
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Data scope

Data can still be cfassilled according to another cnleiia; their scope, in this case, we find
Ihree Kinds of data: global, local and private

The global data scope covers the entire program; this means that whenever we define a
global datum, this will be a memory position (or several positions if the datum is a table or
a structure instead of a variable). This memory position can be accessed from any point in
the program.

Any point in the program means any area of statements. There is one area of general
statements in the main program and then each type of process has its own area of
statements.

All areas of statements can be identified because Ihey start with the word BEQIN and
fi n i s h w i t h t h e w o r d E N D .

Therotoro, when we say a datum is global it means that this datum (the same memory

position) can be used in the main program as well as In any of the processes.
The local data are names which actually reler not to a single datum but to several.
Among this kind of data are the above menllonod x arid y used to keep the coordinates of
the processes.

For oxamplo. there could noi be a single memory posiiicn reserved to the datum x. since
each process of the prcgram (each game rtom) wilt have a different horizontal coordinate, a
dilforori value m Its x variable. That's the reason why there will be a memory position
reserved for the x variable of each process

Thus when we use the name x m a program, we will access a different numeric value
depending of which process uses it. Each process will access Its own x coordinate by the
local variable x.

The global data, on the other hand, aiways refer to a single value. For example, a
global datum of a game could be the player's score. The name "score" will always
reler to this value, no matter which process uses it. This way any process would be able
to modify the player's score and all the processes would access to the same memory
position using this name.

Finally, ihe private data are those which are used exclusively In one process of the
program. For instance, if a game item requires a vanacle to count from 0 to 9 this counter
will be kept in private variable, since llie rest ol the processes do not need to use this
value.

That means thai In a process we define a private datum called 'mycounter', this name will
not mean anything within another process.
Summary

For example, when we speak of the pre-defined local variable angle we will bo referring to
a d a t u m w h i c h i s i d e n t i fi e d w i t h I h e n a m e " a i t g l e " . a n d w h i c h h a s t h e f o l l o w i n g
characteristics:
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• It IS a variable. Ibat Is. a name which reteis to a single numeric value, and not to a list
o1 them or to a records structure.

• It has a local scope, and therefore all processes will have their own angle variable,
each one of therr\ with its numeric value (these can be the same or diflercntj.
• It is a pre-defined datum, this means that it is noi exclusive of a program: all DIV
programs have this datum a predefined.
In addition lo this all we need to know now Is that this is the datum in which the processes of
the games defined their angle to three decimal places.

S.3 Numeric Values and Expreaeiona

In the DlV language, the data can have whole numeric values within the range {2147483648 ... +2147483847). These are the numeric values lor which there is space In a
memory position of the computer.
DIV does not use numbers with decimals. It Is not possible to specify 1,5. a value will pass
from 1 lo 2 directly without intermediate values. It is also important to know that we must not
use commas to separate the thousands, for example, twenty three thousand and forty
should be written 23040 and not 23,040.

When we need lo do a more accurate calculation using a less numeric than the units, then
we have the data used to count in tenths, hundredths or thousandths, and so on. This is

called fixed comma. For example. If we use the local variable x (x coordinate) of a process
in tenth parts, we will be able to specify the coordinate 1.5 units by defining the value of x
as 15 tenth parts, which equals to it.
Every time a program expects a tjumeric value at a specific point, a numeric expression

can also be spocifled.

Numeric Expressions

An expression is basically a mathematical formula which links one or more operands (x, 2.
-7, counter,...) by several operators C. AND. ♦, /....); examples of expressions would be:
2. 2+3 or (x'4)/.3.
As values wc can only use Integers within the range speciliod above and the result ot the
expression will also be truncated within that range.
The operands which can be used in a expression are, besides the numbers, all the data,

functions and items of the programs.
The operators which can be used in a expression are the following: (synonyms o1 the
opoiaior are shown in brackets, it it has any)
• the basic arithmetical operators : () Brackets. + Addiiion, • Subtraction (or negation of
tlio sign), ' Multiplication, / Division and MOD Module (%).
• the logical operators: NOT Binary and logical Nogalion (I). AND binary and logical (&,
48c), OR binary and logical (I, II), XOR (Or exclusive) (<*, "^i).
• the comparison operators: == Comparison, o Different (Is). > Bigger than. >s Bigger
than or equal lo (=>). < Less, <= Less or equal to (=<).
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• the pointers operators: OFFSET Direction or sijde (&), POiNTER Operator o1
addressing (•, [ 1).
• the operators of increments: ++ Operator of irKremeni. - Operator of decrement.

• Itte binary operators:» Rotation to the right.« Rotation to the left.
Note: the function ol each of these operators can t>e learnt later on. You don't need to
worry aboiri it now.

5 . 4 D e fi n i t i o n o f a c o n s t a n t

Constants are a type of names (like the ones given to the data) used as synonyms of
numeric values For instance, we could use a constant called maximum_height as a
synonym ol the numeric value 100

The difference between a constant and a datum is that no computer memory position is
reserved to keep the value ol a constant since such value never changes
(maximum.height will always be 100, once it has been so defined). Thus DIV will replace
(when running a game) every constant with their respective value.

This means it would be the same to use maximum.height as to use 100 in the program.
Constants are used to seo more clearly the list ol a program, in the example given, the
constant will report that the number 100 used in the program is tho maximum height (ol
any object or item in any game).
There are also pre-defined and defined constants in the programs An example ol pre
defined constant could be min.ini, a synonym of the smallest numeric value a datum can
lake in the language (-2147403640), or maxjnt, synonym ol the largest numeric value
(+2147403647). A defined constant In a program would be the one used lor Ihe example
atX)ve maximum_heighl.
When are constants used

Let's say that in a game several limes we set 3 as the maximum number of lives the hero
has. When we wish to raise or reduce that number, we would have to search and replace
that number for the program and we run Itte risk of replacing another number 3 which could

be In the program for something else.
The alternative to this is to state a constant which we could call for example

maximum_iives as a synonym ol the numeric value 3 and to use such constant in the
program instead of Ihe number. Then, when we wish to change this value, all we'll have to
do is replace that number in the constant statement maximum.iives.

Once a constant has been given a value, this value cannot be modified later in the program.
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N a m u

A name is a sequence of alphanumeric characters used to Identity an item in ine program,

such as (he name of a process, of a constant or of a variable. These names can be created
with the following characters:
Symbols; .#»« S P / C * e
Digits: 0123456789

Letters: Bbcdefghiiklmnopqrstuwirxyz
Letters (extended): A g s aaSda eee8 TiK 6686 QDuu 9

Rules to build new names In a program

• the sequence ol characters must only contain characters included in the above list
(except (or the capital letters corresponding to the small letters of the list). The compiler
doesnl care for differences belween capital and small letters (ABc or at>C are the same
name for it).

• Inside each sequence we cannot leave blank spaces, i.e. for the compiler it is not valid as
a name enemy aircraft. It will take that as tv/o names. In this case, the name can be
stated as enemy.alrcraft. and we will use the underlining character (low dash) instead of
a space.

• A name cannot stan with a numeric digit like, for example, 9a. However, after the fust
character every necessary digit can be included in the name (a9 tor instance would be a
valid name).
• The name cannot be the same as one ol the pre-defined Items of the language. To

check this out. you can go to the glossary of terms, or otherwise you can put the edit
cursor on a name of the program and press Ft: if mat name corresponds to an item pre
defined in the language, the system will show a help page about it.
• The same name cannot be used for two different Items. For instance, we cannot give a

constani the name thing and. then, slate a process as PROCESS thlng(x.y):.

S.6 Items pre-defined In the language

Many names and symbols used In the programs have a purpose clearly defined in the

programming language. Thoy are the pre-defined items.
All programs respect a generic structure called syntax. This structure is visible trough
several pre-defined items which appear In specific positions In the progiam.
Reserved Words

Reserved words are names which have been reserved as key words of the programming

language. For instance. PROGRAM is a reserved word which always defines the beginning
of a progiam.
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Reserved words dent riave a difference between capital and small letters. Thus

PROGRAM, is as valid as program, eras Program....
Nevertheless, all examples in OIV Games Studio show the words in capital letters. The only
reason for this Is to help you recognising them more easily.
Pre-detined Data

Pre-defined data are the varables. tables and structures which ail the programs created

Ihrough OIV are going to have. These are basically used to control the different computer
devices and games graphics.

There are global data and local data (there are not pre-defmed private data, these must be
defined In the programs themselves).

Qlobal data are the information which every program needs. They are malr»ly used to
control devices such as the screen, the mouse, the joystick, the keyboard or the sound card.

Local data are the information about the processes of the games. Tho system needs to
know things such as which is the graphic of a process, what position it is on. Us size. Us
angle, its depth plane, etc. Those data must be indicated In local pre-defined variables of
tho processes. They all have a valid value default and therefore only those values we wish
to change will have to be sei.

Pro-defined data of the DIV language are described in Appendix C of this book.
Symbols

Symbols are |usi characters or combinations ol characters which also have a specific
meaning within a program.

In contrast with the reserved words, symbols are not names. They never used any of the
characters which can be pad ol the names (tliose described at 5.5).
Symbols are lor example all the operators which can be used in the numeric expressions.
Symbols are always tne same for all programs. There are not defined symbols in the
programs. The items which can Pe defined in the programs will always be identfied by
names, either constants, data or processes.

5.7 Statements

In this chapter we talk a lot about numeric values, data and expressions ol the programs.
But programming is really done inrcugh statements. Statements are the orders you give the
computer for each game. We have ihe following kind ol statements:
• The assignments are statements used for calculalions. A numeric expression Is
evaluated and the result is assigned to the datum on the left of ihe equation.
• The conditional statements permit to verify If a condition Is fulfilled (for example if a
process Is at some specific coordmaies. II the energy equals zero, etc.) and. in this case,
to execute another group of statements.
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• The loop statements allow to repeal a group of statements lor a certain number of times
or until a coneition is met

• Ttte calls to a function ate the statements which really allow to execute "visible* actions
within a game, such as to put a graphic on the screen, to read the keyttoard, to make a
sound, to change the video mode. etc.

• The calls to a process are very much alike the calls to a function, only that they call one
of the PROCESS blocks of the program itself. Call to processes are generally made to
add a new process to the game {an item such as a bonus, an explosion, an enemy, etc.)
• The control statements are a numtxer of generic statements, such as FRAME, which
allow to visualise next Irame in the game, or RETURN, which allows to finish a process,
or CLONE, which gives you the possit^iify of creating a copy of a process.

Generally in a process there are a loop stalemenl and a FRAME statement. The loop is
used by the process to execute a number of orOers in all the game frames and the FRAME,
which appears like one of the statements inside the loop, is used to visualise the process

graphic In the fonowng frame (next frame). For example:
L O O P

X = x+1;
FRAME;
E N D

The LOOP ... END loop is the simplest; it indicates that the statements inside it must be
repeated indefinitely, once and again. The statement * = x+1; is an assignment used to put
in the local variable x (horizontal coordinate of the process) the result of the expression

X'fl. i.e. it adds one to this local variable and therefore moves the graphic of the process
one point to the right. And the finally, the statement FRAME, will indicate the point in which

ihc process graphic has to be visualised in a Irame of the game.

5.8 Corfdltloni

Conditions are expressions usually like the loiiowing ones:
x<320

sizesslOO AND graphlolO
y=0 OR (x>=1D0 AND x<=200)

They are used within some statements to check the program Oata. For that purpose the
comparison opeiaiois are used. Those are the following:
ss Comparison of equality.

o Companson of difference (also vaiidia).
> Companson ol bigger man.
>s Comparison ol bigger than or equal to (als^o).
< Companson ol less.

<s Comparison ol less or equal to (also3<).
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Brackets ans logical operators can also be used to link several check-outs within a
condition. The logical operators are:

OB it compares that at least one ot the two expressions is true.
AND it compares that two expressions are tfue.
XOB it compares that only one of two expressions is true.
NOT it compares that the followino condition is not met.

Next, some conditions lormulated with these symbols and operators are shown, together

with a description in regular language.
x>0

this condition verifies that x is a bigger than number Iharr 0.
x>=0 AND x<=9

it verifies that x is a number between 0 and 9.
y==x OR y=2*x
it verities that y is equal to x or to 2*x.
xoy AND NOT ys:0

ft verifies that y Is dilferenl from x and that y is not 0-

(x<0 OR x>9) AND ysu
It verifies that and equals z and also that x is not between 0 and 9.

5.9 Comments

A comment is a elanfying note about the program. Comments are not necessary tor the
program to work correclty. There are two kinds of comments:

• OI a single line: they start with the symbol // and finish at the end of the line in which they
a r e d e fi n e d .

• Of severaiiines: they start with the symbol/* and finisli with the symbol •/.
Next is an example program with several comments.

PROGRAM my_gam8: II Comment of a single line.
r

This Is an example of a comment of several lines, in which we can have as many
clarifying notes about the programs as we like.
•/
BEGIN

FRAME;

END II the main program ends.
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All the texts inciudecJ in a comment are ignored by the compiler. It is possible to put as many

comments as necessary in a program and at any point of the program. The comments

starting with /■ and finistiing with V (called comments ol several lines) can also start and
finish In the same line.

5.10 Functions

Functions are a number of names reserved in the language and used as statements to do
many actions In the programs.

The functions which are available in the language are described thoroughly in Appendix B.

Here Is a summary of the available functions classified according to their task and a brief
description of each one of them.

Ail functions are used by simply specitying in a point ol the program Its name and. in
brackets, the values they require to specify the exact function ihey perform.
Functions of Irrteraetlorr between processes

colllslonO - It detects the collision between two processes.
get_angle() - tt gets the angle towards another process.
get_dlet(} • II gets the distance to another process,

get dIstxO • It gets the horlaonial distance of an angle and a distance.
get.dlstyO - If gets the vertical distance ol an angle and a distance,
get Jd() - It gats Identifying codes of a type ol processes.
let_me_a1one() • It eliminates the rest of the processes.

slg"nal() - if sends a signal to another process (for example, to eliminate a process).
Malhematleal functions

abs() - It gets the absolute value.

advanceO ■ It advances the process coordinates In their angle.
fget.angleO - It gets the angle between two points.
fget_df8t() - It gets the distance between two points.
near_angle() - It gets an angle near another in a given increment.
pow() - It raises a number to a power.

randO • It gets a number within a range randomly.
rand_seed() • II initiates a series of random numbers.
sqrtO - it gets the sguare root.

Graphic functions

clear_screen() - It clears the screen

get_plxel() • It gets the colour of a pixel on the screen.
map_block_copy() - It copies a block of a map In another.
map_get_pixe1() - It gets the colour of a pixel in a map.
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map_put() - It puts a graptiic in a map.
map_put_pixel() - It puts a pixel in a map.
map_xput() - It puts a graptiic in a map. witti effects.
put() - It puts a graptiic in ttie screen background.
put_plxel() - It puts a pixel in ttie screen background.
put_screen() - It puts a map as screen background.
xputO - It puts a graptiic in ttie screen background, witti effects.

Music and sound functions

ctiange_sound() - It changes tfie sound piarameters.
is_playing_cd() - It reports if ttie CD is playing.
load_pcm() - It loads a new sound effect.
play_cd() - It initiates playing of a CD-Audio.
set_volume() - It sets ttie volume of tlie mixer.
soundO - It emits a sound effect ttirough ttie card.
stop_cd() - It stops the CD-Audio playing.
stop_sound() - It stops a sound effect.

reset_sound() - It resets ttie system of sound,
u n l o a d n c m fl - I t u n l o a d s a s o u n d o l f o c t .

Entering functions

getJoy_button() - It gets the state of the buttons of the joystick.
getJoy_.positlon() - It gets the position of the axes of the joystick.
keyO - It gets the state of a key.

Functions to use the palette

convert_palette() - It converts the palette of a graphic.
fade<) - It starts a fading effect on the screen.
fade_off() - It fades off the screen.
fade_on() - It fades on the screen.

load.palQ - It activates a new colour palette.
roll_palette() -It makes a colour roll with the palette.

Functions for scroll and mode-7

move_scroll() - It updates the coordinates of a scroll.

refresh_scroll() - It updates the background of a scroll.
start_mode7() - It activates a mode-7 window.
start_scroll() - It activates a scroll window.
stop_mode7() - It stops a mode-7 window.
stop_scroll() - It stops a scroll window.

Functions to print texts

delete_text() - It deletes a text from the screen.
load_fnt() - It loads a font for letters.
move_text() - It moves a text to another position.
wrIteO - It writes down a text on the screen.
unloadJntO - It unloads a font for letters.
wrlte_lnt() - It writes down a numeric value on the screen.

Functions for animations

end_fll() - It ends up an animation.
frame_fll() - It shows next frame of an animation.
reset_fli() - It resets an animation.
start_fli() - It starts an animation FLI/FLC.

Screen reoions functions

deflne_reglon() - It defines a region or window on the screen.

out_reglon() - It reports if a process Is outside a region.

Information about graphics functions

get_polnt() - It gets the position of a control point In a map.
get_real_polnt() - It gets the real position of the control point.
graphlclcJnfoO - It gets Information alwut a map.

Inltlallslno functions

set_fpsO - It defines the number of frames per second in the game.

set.mo^) • It defines the video mode.
load_fpg() - It loads a FPG file with graphics.
load_map() - It loads a map.

unload_fpg() - It unloads graphics from a FPG file.

unload_ma^) - It unloads a map.
Data recording functions

loadQ - It keeps the value of a series of data in a file.
save() • It saves the value of a series of data.
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System tunetlons

exito • II exits from the game.
syslemO • it executes an external command of the system.

Note: You will learn the use of all these functions as you go on creating programs. All of
the functions are rtot at all used in every game; each game uses only those it needs
depending on itie technique and on the effects ft Is going to offer.

You can obtain help in the environment itself about any ol these functions just by typing its
name in a window of a program and then pressing Ft.

5 . 11 P r o c e s s e s

This chapter has alreaoy dealt with processes. There is a difference between the blocks

PROCESS of the programs, which define ttio performance of a specific typo of
processes, and the processes ot the game white running, which are objacts of the game

whose porlormance is governed by one of the blocks PROCESS of the program, depending
on Its type.

PROCESS <name ol the process > (<list ol parameters >)
PRIVATE II Declaration of private data, if there are any.
<deciaration of datum >;

BEGIN // Stan of the statements of the processes
<sia1ement>;

END // End ol the process

The blocks which define data and statements lor a type ot processes must start with the
reserved word PROCESS followed by Its name (the name by which the processes ol that
type are going to be identified) and its call parameter in brackets.

Parameters aie a list of data In which the process is going to receive different values. The
brackets are mandatory even it the process does not have parameters.
After this headirig, there can optionally be a PRIVATE section where the data which are
going to be used exctusively in the process are declared.

And, linally. the code lor the process has to be specified. This code is a sequence ol
statements between the reserved words BEGIN and END.
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A process generally corresponds to a type of item in ttie game, sucfi as a spacestiip, an
explosion, a shot, etc. and within the process code usually a loop is implemented. Within
this loop, all the values needed to visualise such item (graphic, coordinates, etc.) and, then,

by the statement FRAME the order to visualise the object with the set features will be given.

CHAPTER 6: A Practical Example
Lei's gel to itie point. There are still ruany important concepts to be explained but this
ctiapier deals wiitr how to create a gome step by slop.
This chapter gives you a little break after all those boring concepts and computer terms.

The first game is going to be a very simple version of a Space invaders game. This example
will help to explain the general methodology to work with DIV Games Studio.

6.1 The grapNc work

The first thing you need to create a game is an idea and then to create the graphics lor it.
We are not going to give you the graphics because we'd like you to Oo all ot this by yourself,
so we will just give you the necessary guidellnos for you to create those graphics.
Note: do the required graphs for the game (we'll tell you which) quickly. Don't worry If
ihey don't turn up too great: It's only a test.
• Load the palette default of OIV Games Studio (palellcs \ open... indicating div.pal). This
palette will be used by the game. Then select palettes \ show palette... to see it.
• Create a new map of 40 x 40 points, to design the main spacecraft (maps \ new...).
Enter the editor by double clicking on ihe map and create the drawing ol the spacecraft
as a filled inangle pointing up and centered in the map.
All game graphs are to be miroduced in a file FPG which will be loaded later in the game.
• Create a new file called testl.fpg (with option files V new...) and drag the spacecralt
graphc to this file, indicating 1 as graphic code. Create the file in the directory default
(the directory called VFPG withm DIV).

• Now do Ihe same to introduce In the file a star background. Create a map ol 320 x 200
points, select the colour white, Ihe spray tool (the smallest size) and rrtove quickly Ihe
drawing pointer all around the map until you get a dotting more or less consistent. Then
introduce itus graphic in the file with the code 2.
• Finally, create a graphic (any graphic) for the shot of the spacecraft, approximately of 4
X 12 points (with the graphic code 3) and an enemy of (he same size as (he main
spacecralt: all you need is to draw a filled circle (with the code 4).

Once the lour maps are in the file, you can start programming the game. You can close all
the maps to tree space in the desk, since all of them are kept in the file (maps \ close all...).
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6 ^ T h e fi r s t t e s t s

Croaio Q new program (programs \ new... indicating as name ol the lilc testl.prg). an
empty window edition will appear. To start with, iflie ttie lollowing list (you can use capital or
small letters)

PROGRAM testt;
BEGIN
E N D

Triis Is already a correct program in ttio OIV language, aliliough it doesn't do anyttiing. From
now on. tne mam statements ol the program must t>e defined between the reserved words
BEGIN and END SO that the computer will receive itie dltferent commands.

The first thing ls*lo instnjct the computer to load the tile where the graphics have been
introduced; this will be done with the totlowing statement (write It down after BEGIN):
losd_fpg{ "testt .fpg");

This statement calls the function ol the language loadjpgf) which loads the file with the

graphics for the game. Now. create a PROCESS block to control the main spacecraft, right
alter END of the main program.

PROCESS spacecraft 0
BEGIN
END

Then you have 10 Slate In the main program that you wish to create a process of the type
spacecraft, and you caii the process (right after the loading of the fpg fiie) with the following
statement:

spacecraftf);

To display the spacecraft within the program, some of its local variables must be defined in
order to define the position of the graphic for ihe spacecraft. The code of the graphic of the
process must be indicated in the graphic variable, and Its screen coordinates must be
indicated in the x and y variables.

Then you have to use Ihe statement FRAME to display the frames and some kind of loop to
do this several times. Otherwise il the process visualises only one fiaire, Iho program wili
finish too soon. For instance, let's use the toop LOOP .. END. so that the staiemeni
FRAME Is always repealed.

Taking Into account that the graphic of the spacecraft is number 1 , il It Is placed right In the

center of the screen (In the coordinates (160. 100). since Ihe screen default will be 320 x
200 points), the spacecraft process would tie as folfows;
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PROCESS spacecraft ()
BEGIN

graph = t;
x = 160;
and s 100;
LOOP

FRAME;
END
END

Gnren thai several siatemertis can oe pui In ihe same line and thai the spaces to separate
names and symbols are not necessary. Ihe three space variables could be detineO In a
single line such as the following one:

graphs!; xst 60; y=100;
You can debug the program step by siep now lo see how the computer executes all the
statements ot that program; to do that press F12 and. once you are In the program
debugger (described at 2.10), press the button Debug several limes. To ertd press ESC (to
exit Ihe debugger) and ALT+X to exit tho game.

You have already created a program whiclt creates a process and shows Its graphic on the
s c r e e n .

0.3 Moving the spaeecrstt

To move me spacecraft, ail the keys of the cursors will be used. The functron key() can be
used to check rf a key is pressed. We will also need a condrtional statement to specify mat
the spacecraft must only move when certain keys are pressed. Include mese instructions
right before the instruction FRAME of the spacecraft.
IF (keyL right))
Xsx+1;
END

This statement Indicates that when Ihe "right" curser key Is pressed, 1 must be added to the
horizontal coordinate of the spacecrall.
The statement x=x+1; will add 1 to the local variable x. This can also be done with the

statement x^-si; which Is an abbreviation of the one above The conditional statement IF()
. END will execute the statements Inside It when Ihe condition between brackets is tullilled.

Then, me statement above could have also been specified in a single line such as:
IF (keyLright)) x+=1; END;
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You can iry to execute the example with the key FIO. Press right cursor to move the
spacecralt point by point in that Qirection and then ALT-X to return to the desk.
You cah complete the motion ol the aircralt addihg these three statements:
IF(key(_l8tt))x-!i1;END
IF (keyL<3owti)) y+=1: END
IF(keyLup))y-=1; END

If you run the program now you will see that you are ab'e to move the spacecraft around the
screen, even using the diagonals.

To move the spacecraft faster, you can replace the 1 of the lines above by another number,

lor example, let's replace them by 4, And to move the spacecraft with the joystick (if you
have one), you can replace key( right) with joy,right. key(_lefl) with Joy.left. etc.

6,4 Creating more proeesees

Now you can create the processes lor the spacecraft shots. Write the following block alter
the block which controls the spacecraft

PROCESS ^ot(x, y)
BEGIN

giaph = 3;
L O O P

y -a 16;
FRAME;
END
END

You can see an important difference with the spacecraft process. Now, the variables x and
y are specified between brackets. These are called parameters and what they mean is that
when we call the process shot two values must be spedlied In brackets and the process will
take these values in its variables x and y. Therefore, tne process cannot bo called shot();.
Its coordinates will have to t>e inOcaied and it will have to be called for example
shot(t60,200);.
t

The code of this process defines its graphic (code numtier 3) and then it enters a loop
LOOP END (an indeiinite loop) sublracting 16 to Its coordinate y (thus moving the
process 16 points upwards) and shows an frame.

If you execute the program now you won't see the difference with the previous program;
although there is a new PROCESS block, no process of this type appears in the game. The
reason is that the process has not been called in any point of the program.

The shot must be called by the process of the spacecraft, for example when it delects that
the Control key has been pressed. To do that the following statement must be used (right
alter the statements which detected the moves of the ^acecrafl);

IF (keyLcohlrol)) shot(x,y): END
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PROCESS enemy (x, inc_x, inc_y)
BEGIN

graph = 4;
y = -20;
R E P E AT

X += inc_x;

y += lnc_y;
FRAME;
UNTIL (y>220):
END

This process receives three parameters; the horizontal coordinate (the vertical one will be
set by the process itself with the statement y=-20;, twenty points over the screen) and then
two values lnc_x and lnc_y which are two names of invented data (they are two new
names, we could have used any other).

These two data will be exclusive of the processes of the enemy type. In this case they will
be used to define the horizontal and vertical increment of the process per frame, i.e. the

number of points which will change its coordinates x and y.
It will also set its graphic, which was number 4; then the process will stay in a loop, and
each frame will add these increments to its coordinates until the coordinate y Is a number

bigger than 220. Thus the enemy will have for sure exited the bottom of the screen and its
e x e c u t i o n w i l l b e fi n i s h e d .

We'll make the general program create the enemies processes; to do that, after the call to
the spacecraft process, the following statements have to be Included:
LOOP

enemy(rand(0,320),rand(-4.4),rand(6,12)):
FRAME;
END

A loop has also been created (or the main program, so that each frame creates a new
enemy. The FRAME statement is mandatory, because even If the main program hasn't got
any graphic to display In this case, it must anyway pass the images so that the program Is
not stopped.

The function rand(minimum value, maximum value) receives a number randomly which
ranges between the two provided.

This way the enemy(x. inc_x, inc_y process will get a horizontal coordinate at random
between 0 and 320 (any position from the left to the right of the screen), a horizontal
Increment between -4 and 4 (the enemy will be able to move from 4 points to the left to 4
points to the right, in each frame of the game) and a vertical Increment between 6 and 12
(thus the enemy will go down the screen between 6 and 12 points per frame).
You can press F10 to try it. And yes..... It's true, perhaps there are too many enemies. Then
we can reduce the frequency of enemies appearing. Instead of making the main program
create one enemy per frame, we will specify a certain frequency of appearance.
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This can be done several ways. For example, we are going to use a condiiional statement to
verily if the random numtier between 0 and 100 is less than 30. To do that, the call to the
enemy process ol the main program have to be inserted in an IF()... END. as shown below:
IF{rand(0,100)<30)

enemy(rand(0,320),rand(-4.4).rand(6.13));
END

Now. the call to the enemy process will not be made every time, but only In 30% of the

frames, as a general average. The reason lor this Is that on obtaining the numbers
randomly, several of them tietween 0 and 30 could come out consecutively, and then many
numtjer bigger than 30. etc.

6.6 Retouching the program

To include the star background you drew ttefore, you'll use the function put_Bcreen().
indicating after the load of the file FPG in the main program the (cilowing line:
put. screen(0.2);

This function requires two parameters. The first one is the number of the file where the
graphic we wish to use as background is located, the first file loaded In the program Is the
file 0. the second one is 1. and so on. Logically since only one file has been loaded in the
program, this one will be the file number 0. The second parameter is the number ol the
graphic {graphic code) wiihin the lile and the star background was inserted with number 2 In
t h e fi l e .

Now we will use a little tnck to avoid seeing the enemies so much alike: we will change their
size. We will define their local variable size, which indicates their size In percentage (by
delauli IS 100. which Is the original size) as a random number between 25 and 100, this way
some enemies will be bigger than others.
This can also be done in diffsrenl ways: tor instance, a new call parameter can be added In
the enemy processes indicating that instead of three values. Ihey must have four and thai
the fourth one will be in their size vanatilc. The head of the process which controls the
enemies will then be as follows:

PROCESS enemyt*. inc_x, inc_y, size)
Bui now the call has to be modified too so that the fourth value Is sent to this processes as a
random number between 25 and 100 The rand() function will be used again and the call to
the enemy process of the main program will tie as follows:

enemy(rand(0,320),rand(-4,4),rafid(6.12),rand(25,100));
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Tne calls lo very long processes or tunclions (those with many parameters), like this last
one, can be split in several lines so that the program does not go loo wide. This can be
done by dividing the line practically at any position, lor instance:
enemy(rand(0.320),rand(-4,4),
rand(6,12),rand<25.100))i
Instead of modilying the call parameters of the enemy process, the lollowing line could have
been included alter BEGIN of the enemy block:
slzesrand(25.100);

And, as a last retouching lor now, we'll make the spacecraft always appear in the lower part
of the screen. To do thai the statements which used lo allow the vertical move of ihe

spacecraft have to be eliminated (in the y coordinate); these statements were:
IF {key(_down)) y-f=4; END
IF(key{.up))y-=4; END

Once these two lines have been deleted (or commented by a // symbol at their start), the

spacectall have to be placed in the lower pan. To do that, the statement yslOO; of the
spacecraft block (which used to place the y coordinate of the spacecraft in the middle of the

screen) will have to bo replaced with the statement y=lBO; (which places the spacecraft in
the lower pari Of the screen).

6.7 DestiroylnA proeeMes

This example is looking more and more like a real game. We are sure you must bo willing lo
know how to kill lt»e enemies, because it's unconvincing that the shots do nothing lo them.

Wo will not only make the "laser" shots from the spacecraft to eliminate Ihe enemies, we will
also program an explosion to make its destruction more real.
To detect the collision between two processes we use the iunclion colilsion(). which

requires as parameters Ihe indication of the type of processes to verity if there is a

collision. Add the lollowing line in the enemy process loop (anywhere in the statement
REPEAT ... UNTll.0].

IF (collision(TYPE shot)) BREAK; END

The TYPE operator obtains Ihe type of process and indicates afterwards its name. The
colllsionO function iwll indicate if the process of the enemy is colliding with any shot, if that
were Ihe case, the staiemeni BREAK will be executed.

This statement is used to exit from a loop, i.e., when the instruction BREAK is executed,

the enemy processes will exit from their REPEAT ... UNTIL() loop, and they will reach the
END of their BEGIN and end their execution. You can see how the statement BREAK

makes the loop to exit, and it is not necessary lo comply with the y>220) for Ihat.
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To exjl the loop wtien trie collision with the shots Is detected, we could have also modified

(he exit condition of the loop In the sense that the loop would t>e repeated until the
coordinate y were bigger than 220 or until the collision were detected: to do this the

following condition will have to be modified in the UNTIL of the enemies:
UKmL (y>220 OR coHisionfTYPE shot)):
In this case the above conditional statement (IF... END) wouldn't be necessary.
In order to program the explosion we have to create it first. To do that, you must access the
explosion generator (maps \ exploslort generator). Set the size 40 x 40 points (that is the
enomy's size). 6 trames (the value by default) and select as the three colours, top down,
dark red. bright red and yellow.
After pressing Accept, 6 new windows will appear on the desk. You have to drag them In
order onto the file lestl.fpg of the game (following the sequence of the explosion) and
Indicate as codes of the graphics numbers Irom S to 10.
To display in the game, another loop is going to be done in the enemies processes, alter
REPEAT ... UNTILO Thus when they exit from it. the explosion is displayed instead of

ending the program. To do this, the graphic have to pass all values from S to 10. giving a

frame with each one of them. In this case another loop statement will be used: FROM. This

is one ol the easiest and most versatile statements. In this case, add the following
slafement (after UNTIL):

F R O M g r a p h s S TO t O :
FRAME:
END

And we already have the game explosion. The FROM uses a variable as a counter, from an
initial value to a tinal one. and executes the instructions inside (those between FROM and
END) for ait these values of the variable. The explosions will have the same size as the
enemies, they'll be small if the enemies are small or big II ihey are big because the variable
size hasn't t>een modilied and. although the graphic changes, each explosion continues to
be the same process which controls the enemy, with the same data.
What are you wailing for? press FIO again to verify the effect ol the explosions.

6.0 Last minute ehengae

Basically the sample mini game Is finished: now it's up to you to go on advancing and
improvising your own moditications.

Bui before ending this practical chapter, we are going to suggest some inleroslmg
moditications.

For example, to improve the control ol the protagonist spacecraft you can do it with the
mouse. To do that Ihe two IF ... END which controlled the keys ol the cursors by the
siaiemeni *=mouse.x: (which assigns the spacecralt the coordiriaie x of the mouse pointer)

will have 10 be replaced. And to shoot with Ihe mouse, replace We eondiWn ol the following
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PROCESS shot(x,y)
BEGIN

graph=3:
REPEAT

y-=16:
FRAME;
UNTIL (y<0):
END

PROCESS enemy(x,lnc_x,inc_y)
BEGIN

graph=4;
y=-20;

slze=rand(25.100):
REPEAT

x+=lnc_x;

y+=inc_y;
FRAME;

UNTIL (y>220 OR colllslon(TYPE shot));
FROM graph=5 TO 10;
FRAME;
END
E N D

If you have been able to follow this chapter till now, we are sure you will be excited to show

a copy of the program to a friend. To create this copy in a floppy you need a formatted disc
(3'1/2 inches) and to follow the steps described at 2.1 / Creating Installation...
We recommend...

You can press F1 on any name of the system variable, reserved word of the language or
program statement to obtain more information. We recommend to examine the examples
of the language functions, which are very small programs (easier to understand than the
sample games) where you can find a great number of tricks and interesting techniques.
You can go back to point 5.10 of this trook to see the list of functions and thus to be able to
determine those you are Interested In. There are many interesting things: adding scores
(text functions), sliding the screen background (scroll function), adding sound effects, threedimensions effects (mode-7 functions), etc.

We also recommend to go back now to 2.10 to practice with the program debugger, using
the example you have created.
And. of course, we recommend to read chapters 7 and 8 where the rest of the necessary
concepts for programs creation is described.
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CHAPTER 7: Structure Of The Programs
This chapter reviews the syntax of a program in Oeiaii A summary of this syntax can be
found in appendix A.

The most advanced concepts about the program are described in chapter 8. thus avoiding

to mix them with the syntax. However, some of them are used in this chapter. Thus, it is
advisable to consult the following chapter in order to obtain information about identifying
codes, types of processes, states of processes, etc.

7.1 Head ol the program

PROGRAM <name>:

All the programs must start with the reserved word PROGRAM followed by the name of the
program and a symbol: (somicoton). This head is obligatory in all the programs. Before il.
only one or several comments can optionally appear.

7.2 Declaration of conatanta

CONST

<name> = <numeiic vaiue>:

This section of the program is optional, as its purpose deals with setting a series ol
synonymous numeric values.

In a game, for instance, number 3 has been set In one or several points ol the program as
the maximum lives of the leading character. If the aim is to modify this number, increasing
or decreasing it. it will be necessary to look for this number and to replace it in the program.
But there is a risk of replacing other '3' numbers appearing in the program v/ilh different
alms.

An aiiemalive is to declare a constant called, lor instance, maximumjives as a

synonymous ol the numeric value 3 and use that constant in the program instead of the
number. Now. il the aim is to replace this value by another one. it is done simply in the
declaration of the constant maxlmuin_llves.

This section then establishes a list of names that are going to represent a series ol numeric
constants. This section must obligatory start with the reserved word CONST and then, lor
every declared constant, its name followed by the symtiol = (assignment symbol) and a
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constant exptession (numenc value) must appear. After the aeclaralior of every constant
Itie symbol; (semicolon) must appear.

Once a value fias been assigned to a constant, it won't later be possible to modify the
lOffner in the program.

7.3 Declaration of data

In a daia declaration, three dilforcnt kinds of objects can appear, a variable, a table or a
structure.

In general, a variable will store a simple numeric value. A table will sioro a list of numeric

values. And a structure will store a list of records of several fields (such as a list of index
cards with varied information).

Note: AH the data will be declared with a name whicfi. from that moment, will become the
means to access or modify the information contained in those data.

Each data will belong to a specific area, depending on whether its declaration has been
made inside the GLOBAL. LOCAL or PfllVATE sections. These three sections are

optional (they may not appear in the programs it it is not necessary to declare dala of these
types).

II is possible to access all the global data from any point of the program. Local data belong
to all the processes (every process has ils own value in them). Fmally, private data belong
to a Single specific process.

Note; These three sections must always appear in this order (GLOBAL, LOCAL and
PRh/ATE. when all of them appear)

Oeclarallon of global data

GLOBAL

<declaration of datum>;

This section ol the program is optional. Global data, that is to say. the data that can be
used from any point of the program, are declared in this secllon. Therefore, a global
datum can be used for all the program's processes.

The section must start with the reserved word GLOBAL followed by a series ol
declarations of data finished with a symbol; (semicolon).

In general, all those data that establish general conditions of the game related to several
processes are declared as global dala. An example could Do we score obtained by the
player, that could be stored in the score global variatrfe. Thus, any process of the game
could increment it, if necessary.

Declaralion of local data

LOCAL

<declaralion ot <]aium>;

This sectioo o1 ihe pfograms is opiional. as the local data, that is to say. the data (hat alt
the program's processes have arc decinrod here, each one with its own values (such as
Iho X and y predelined local variables detormino Ihe coordinates of all the processes).
The section must start with the resemed word LOCAL followed by a series of declarations
of data finished with a symbol; (semicolon).

In general, the important information of Ihe processes, thai is to say, the data lo be
consulted or modified from other processes, are declared as local data.

The remaining energy of a process (a spacecraft, a shotgun, the leading chatacter. elc.)
could be an example. This infcrmaiion could be stored in the energy local vanaOle. so any
process can access or modify the energy ot the rest (for instance, on colliding with them,
energy could be subtracted).

Note; If a datum declared as local Is lo be used only inside one process, then the former
can be defined as a private datum.

Dcclaralion of private data

P R I VAT E

<decfaration of datum>;

These sections of the programs are opiional. Private data, that is to say. data that are

going to be used exclusively Inside a process, can be declared in this secim
This section can appear either in the mam program or in any other process of ihe program,
as the mam program is also considered as a process.

This section is defined just bolore ihe BEGIN cl the process thai is going to use these daia
and must start with Ihe reserved word PRIVATE lollowed by a series of declarations ol
dala linished with a symbol; (semicolon).

In general, all the data that are going to cciilam inlcrmation necessary only lor a process, as
well as those that can not be accessed from any other process, are declared as private
data.

Those variables that are going to be used as counters in a loop, vanables lo contain angles
or secondary identifying codes, etc. ate normally defined as pnvate data.
Note: If you need to consult or modify a datum declared as prtvale from another process

(daium.idenlifier), then this datum will have lo be declared local fmside the program's
section LOCAL). Thus, all the processes will have the datum and every process can
access its value or ihe value that this datum has in another process.
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Declaration of a variable

(or, if you want to Initialise it)
<name> = <numenc vaiue>

To declare a variable Inside a section, it will be enough to Indicate Its name inside thai
section. In this case, the variable will be initialised at 0 (zero).
If the aim is to initialise the variable at other values, the symbol = (assignment) will be put
after the name of the variable. The constant value at which the variable is intended to be
initialised will be put after this symbol.

A variable Is a cell (or position) of the computer's memory to which we refer by its name and
that can contain whole numeric values.
Declaration of a table

<name> [ <numerlc value> ]
(or, if you want to initialise the table)
<name> [ <numeric value> ] = <fist of numeric vaiues>

(or. If It is initialised without defining its length)
<name> [ ] = <list of numeric values>

To declare a table inside a section, It will be enough to indicate its name followed by the
length of the table in square brackets. In that case, all the positions of the table will be
initialised at 0 (zero).

The table's length is expressed as the maximum value of its index. That is to say. all the
tables range from the position 0 to the position Indicated in the square brackets in their

declaration. For instance, a table declared as my_table[91, will be a table of length 10 (of 10
positions, from my_table|0] to myjable[9]).

If the aim is to initialise the different positions of the table, it Is necessary to put the symbol =
(assignment) after the previous declaration and, after this symbol, a list of numeric values.

If the table Is initialised with a list, then it is not necessary to indicate the table's length In
square brackets, as the compiler will create a table with as many positions as the number of
values included in the list.

A table is a series of cells (or positions) of the computer's memory that is called by Us name,
appearing after it. in square brackets, the number of cell inside the table intended to be
accessed.

For instance, if we declare a table as ttie tcllowing one:
my_table[]=33, -1, 6, -3, 99;

we will be declaring a table whose name is myjable and that has 5 cells (or positions), from
cell no. 0 to cell no. 4. In the previous declaration, cell 0 (my_table[0]) is initialised with the
value 33, cell 1 (my_table[1]) with the value -1, etc.

The language allows us to access cell 0 simply with the name of the table (myjable), as if it
was a variable, omitting the zero in square brackets that should appear after. That is to say,
for the compiler, myjable[01 will be the same as myjable (the first ceil of the table).
Declaration of a structure

STRUCT <name> [ <numeric value> ]
<declaration of datum>;

To declare a structure inside a section, it is

necessary to put the resen/ed word STRUCT
preceding its name. After it, the number of
records of the structure must be indicated, in
square brackets.

(or, it the structure is initialised) IhlsAfter
head
thisdefining
head defining
the name
the name
of the
of the
structure
structure
and the number of records, all the data that

STRUCT <name> [ <numeric value> ] belongs
belongsto
tothe
the structure
structure and
and that
that will
will comprise
comprise its
its

<declaration of datum>; fields, will
be will
declared.
Finally,
thethe
reserved
fields,
be declared.
Finally,
reserved word
word
END must appear to finish the declaration.

END = <list of numeric values>

The records' numbier of the structure is

expressed as the maximum records' number of the structure. That is to say, all the
structures have from record 0 to the record indicated in the square brackets. For instance, a
structure declared as STRUCT my_structure[9), will be a structure of 10 records (from the
record my_struclure[0) to my_structure[9]).
A structure is like an index card file (records), each of them with different written information

(fields). For instance, a structure in which we could include the initial and final positions of a
series of processes of a game could be as follows (an index card file with 10 cards, each of
them indicating the initial (x, y) and the final (x, y) of a process):
SinUCT movement_enemies[9]
xjnitlal:
yjnitial;
x _ fi n a l :
yjinal;
END

This structure, that would be accessed with the
name movement_enemles, has ten records and
four fields in each record (two coordinates that
determine the initial position of the process

(x_initial ,yjinafl, and two that determine the
fi n a l p o s i t i o n [ x j i n a l , y J i n a l ] ) .
fVlovement_enemy[0].xJinal would be used to
access the x final of the first enemy.

The language allows us to access the record 0 of the structure simply with the name of the
structure (movement_enemles.xJinal), omitting the zero in square brackets that should
come next. Ttiat is to say, for the compiler movement_enemies[0].x JInal will be the same
as movement_enemles.xJinal.

Each field of the struaure may be a variable, a table or another complete structure, with its
d i f f e r e n t r e c o r d s a n d fi e l d s .
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If the aim Is to initialise ttie structure (establishing the initial values ot its tieids in the
ditterent records), the symbol = (assignment) must be put after the reserved word END
followed by a list ot numeric values. It the structure is not Initialised in this way, all the tieids
will be put at 0 by default.
Keep In mind that, In order to Initialise a structure, the first values will be the values ot the
tieids of the first record, the following ones those ot the second record, and so on. For
Instance, it the following declaration is made:
STRUCT a[2]
b;
c[i]:
END = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9;

First, it must be taken into account that the structure a[ ] has 3 records (from a[0] to a(2])
and that there are three tieids (b, c{0] and c[1]) in each record. Then, the previous
declaration will initialise the structure in the following way:
a[0].b=1;
a[0].c[0]=2;
a[0].c[1]=3;
a[1].b=4;
a[1].c[0]=5;

D e fi n i t i o n o f a l i s t o t n u m e r i c v a l u e s

The lists ot values are basically a series ot numeric values separated by commas and they
are used to initialise the values of tables or structures.
An example ot a list ot constants is shown below:
1.2, 3,4, 5;

But, besides this basic definition, the use ot the operator DUP is allowed to repeat a sen'es
ot constants a specific number ot times. For instance, the following list:
0,100 DUP (1,2, 3), 0;

It is a list ot 302 constants (0,1,2,3,1,2,3 1,2,3,0). That is to say, the operator DUP
(duplication) allows us to repeat the sequence appearing after it in brackets, the indicated
number ot times.

It is possible to nest operations DUP. For instance, the following list:
2 DUP (88, 3 DUP (0,1), 99);
would be equivalent to:
88, 0,1, 0,1, 0,1, 99, 88, 0,1, 0,1,0,1, 99;
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Moreover, the omission of the operator DUP is allowed; rn other words, 2 DUP (0, 1) Is
oqjivslent 10 2(0,1).

The operator DUP is specially useful to initialise structures. If, lor instance, the aim is to
initialise the following 100 record structure;

STRUCT a(99] with the fields b initialised at 0, me fields c[9] at 1 (ail its

b; positions) and the fields d(9] at 2, the following list of
END

c[9); initialisation would be used,
m .
100DUP(0,
lOOUP(l).
tOOUP(2));

7.4 Main code

The mam code of a program starts with the reserved word BEGIN,

<staiemont>
• number
of reserved
statements
' finishes
with the
word may
END, appear. The mam code
E N D

This code controls the main process of the program, which initialises
the program, controls the loops of the menu and game, and finishes
the program.

An example of a mam code's block is now shown:
PROGRAM my.game;//Head o(f/ie program
GLOBAL

option; //Opiion chosen in the menu.
BEGIN //Beginning of the main code.
Set_mode(m640i480|: //Initialisation.
Set_fps(24, 4):
//... Loads liles. sounds, etc.

REPEAT // Beginning main loop.
option=0: //Control loop of the options menu.
//... Initialises the options menu.
REPEAT

//... Acr/ons to be performed In the menu.
IF (key(_onler)) optiomt: ENO//Playing Is chosen.
IP (KeyLssc)) options2: ENO//Finishing is chosen.
FRAME:

UNTIL (optlon>0);

IF (optionsst) //// the playing option has been chosen.
//... Imlmiises regions, scroff, etc.
//... Creates the game processes.

//... Loop of game's control, waiffrtg torifs end,
E N D

UNTIL {op\ion~2): // End of the main loop.
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let_me_a!one(); //Finishes all the processes.
END //End ol the main code.

//... Declaralion oUhe program's processes.

The end of Ihe main code's execution does not imf^ me end of the program's execution, as

it will continue if there are alive processes. If the aim is to force the end of the program
when the code finishes, it is possible to use, for instance, the let.me.atonef) function just
before the END that marks tfte main code's end. in order to oiiminate the rest ol tfte
processes itiat may remain alive.

The execution of the program can also be finished at any ol its points with the exitf)
luhctlon. which will automatically eliminate all the processes.

7,5 DeclaraRion of procesae*

PROCESS <name> (<list of parameters>)
<Oeclaratlon of private data>
BEGIN

<siatemenl>;
END

A process must start with the reserved word PROCESS followed by its name and its call
parameter in brackets. The parameters are a list ol data in which the process Is going to
receive different values. The brackets are obligatory even if the process has no parameters.
After this head, a PRIVATE section, declaring data to be used by the process exclusively,
may be put optionally.
And finally, the process code, that is a sequence of statements between me reserved words
BEGIN and END. will be Specified

A process normally corresponds with a kind of obieci ot Ihe game, such as a spacecraft, an
explosion, a shot. etc. Inside the process' code, a loop (in which all the necessary values to
display this obiect, such as graphic, coordinates, etc.. will be established) is normally
implemented. Then, with the FRAME statement, the order to display the object with the
established atlribuies is given.
PROGRAM my game;
P R I VAT E

ld2;
BEGIN

id2=my_prooess(160.100)
//...
END

PROCESS my_process(x, y)
P R I VAT E
n ;

BEGIN

graph=1;
FROM n=0 TO 99;
x=x+2;
y=y+1;
FRAME;
END
END

As it can be noticed in this example, when a process is called, it returns its Identifying
code (that, in the example. Is stored in the private variable of the main program Id2).
If the aim is to implement a process In the style of the functions of other languages that
returns a numeric result, then It Is necessary to use the RETURN (<numeric value>)
statement, not using the FRAME statement inside the process, as this statement returns to
the father process (caller), returning the process' identifying code as a return value.
Parameters of a process

The parameters ol a process are basically a list of data in which the process will receive
different information every time it is invoked (called or used) from another process.
The processes can receive parameters in the following types of data:
A predefined local datum (such as x. size, flags....).
A local datum defined Inside the LOCAL section.

A global datum defined inside the GLOBAL section.
A private datum which must not necessarily be declared inside the PRIVATE section.
In all these cases, it is understood that a datum may be referred to a variable, to a specific
position of a table or to an element inside a structure.

As an example of the different types of parameters, a program with a process that receives
five parameters different from the types respectively indicated in the previous list is now

PROGRAM my_game;
GLOBAL

scoresO;
LOCAL

energysO;
BEGIN

my_process(1,2,3,4);
H ...
END

PROCESS myj3rocess(x, energy, score, n)
BEGIN
n...
E N D

II is nol necessary io declare the n private variable, but it could be declared m the fdlowing
way (after the head of the process, and before its BEGIN):
P R I VAT E
n;

Note; Receiving a parameter (such as the global variable score) In a global data is
equivalent to makirtg the assignment (seore=3;) and then, calling the process.

7.6 List of statements

The types of statements existing in the DIV language are shown in this section.

The statements afways appear as a set. from none (which makes no sense) to as many as
necessary. All the statements will sequentially be executed (the first one, the second one,

me third one...), unless the statements mat can control the program's flow (control, loops
and break statements) determine some exceptions.

7.6.1 Assignment statement

The assignment statements are used to calculate expressions and to assign them to a
datum.

<reference to a daiimi> s <expression>;

The datum In which the result of the expression is going to be stored must be indicated,
followed by the symbol = (symbol ot the assignment), as well as Ihe numeric or logical
expression to evaluate when the statement Is executed. After mis statement, the symbol ;
(semicolon) must always be put.

In an assignment statement it is only allowed to assign values to objects such as any kind ot
varlabtes. to a position of a table, or to an element ot a structure.

II IS not possible to assign a value Io a constant, to a function or to a process or. in
general, to any numeric or logical expression.
Now, a program with several assignments is shown.
PROGRAM my game:
BEGIN

x = x-f1;
angle s <angle'3)/2-pV2;

size = (x+y)/2:
z = abs(x-y)'3-pow(x. 2);
//...
END
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This is the basic form of the assignments, even if there are other symbois of assignment
that, instead of assigning a new value to the referred datum, modify its value.
These are the symtx)ls of operative assignments;
+= Adds to the datum the result of the expression

Example: x=2; x+=2; is equivalent to x=4;
-= Subtracts from the datum the result of the expression
Example: x=4; x-=2; is equivalent to x=2;
*= Multiplies the datum by the result of the expression
Example: x=2; x*=3: is equivalent to x=6;
/= Divides the datum by the result of the expression
Example; x=8; x/=2; is equivalent to x=4;
%= Puts in the datum the remainder of dividing it by the result of the expression
Example: x=3; x%=2: is equivalent to x=1;
&= Performs an AND (binary and/or logical) between the datum and the result of the
expression, assigning it as a new datum's value
Example: x=5; x&=6; is equivalent to x=4:
1= Performs an OR (binary and/or logical) between the datum and the result of the
expression, assigning it as a new datum's value
Example: x=5; xl=6; is equivalent to x=7;
''= Performs an exclusive OR (XOR binary andfor logical) between the data and the result of
the expression, assigning it as a new datum's value
Example: x=5; x*=3: is equivalent to x=3;
»= Rotates the datum to the right as many times as indicated by the result of the
expression (each rotation to the right is equivalent to dividing the datum by 2)
Example: x=8; x»=2: is equivalent to x=2;
«= Rotates the datum to the left as many times as indicated by the result of the expression
(each rotation to the left is equivalent to multiplying the datum by 2)
Example: x=2; x«=2; is equivalent to x=8;
Within the category of assignment statements, the increments and decrements of a datum
are also allowed. For instance, if we wanted to add 1 to the local variable x we could do it
either with the x=x+1; or x+=1; statements, or with the operator of increment: x++: or ++x;.

IF (<condltion>)

IF(<concliilon>)
<statement>;

<slatement>;

END

ELSE
<stalement>;
E N D

(or)

The IF slalemeni Is used to execute a block ol staiemonis optionally, wnen a condition Is
complied. In the second alorementioned variant, another block ol statements will also bo

executed (inside the ELSE section) when the condition is not complied.
A program with several IF statements is now shown.

PROGRAM my_ganie:
BEGIN

IP Prert.ese))
exilCQoodbyl', 0);
END

IF (»100ANO x<220)
yay*4;
ELSE

y=y-8;
END

IF (sipe>0)
size=size-i:
END

IF(emef(S)>1000)
z=1;
ELSE

2=-i;
E N D
//...
END

It is possible to nesi IF statements with no limits. That is to say. more IF statements can be
put inside the part that is running when the condition is complied (IF part) or inside the one
that is executed when the condition is not complied (part ELSE).

7^

SWrrCH

ttatement

SWITCH (<numenc e<press>on>)
CASE <range of values>:

SWITCH {cnumeric expiessioro)
CASE <range of values>:

<sialement>;

<stalenient>;

E N D

E N D

D E FA U LT:

E N D

<siatement>;

(or)

END
END

A SWITCH statament is matle up wltn a series o1 CASE sections and, optionally, a
D E FA U LT s e c t i o n .

PROGRAM my_gaiTie;
BEGIN

SWITCH (x)
CASE 1:

*=•1;
END
CASE 2:
x=-2;

Wnen a SWITCH statement is executed, the expression is

tirst evaluated and tnen. if Itte result is wittiin the range ot
values included in ttie first CASE section, its statements will
be executed and the statement will Imish. II the result of the

expression is not in the lirst CASE, it will be looked for in the
second, third, etc. CASE. Finally, if there is a DEFAULT
section and the result of the expression has not coincided
with any ot the CASE sections, then the statements of the
D E F A U LT s e c t i o n w i l l b e e x e c u t e d .

END
CASE 3:
x=-3:
E N D

The SWITCH statement of this program will change the sign
of the X variable if it is equal to 1. 2. 3 or 99. Otherwise, the
statement will put the variable at 0.

CASE 99:
x»-99:
E N D
D E FA U LT:

x=0:
E N D
END
E N D

Rinoe al valuaa of a section CASE

A value, a range ol values minimum .. maximum (it is
important to separate these values by two dots, not by

three), or a list of values and/or ranges separated by
commas may be specified In a CASE section. For ihstance.
the previous statement could hove been expressed as
follows:

SWITCH (x)
CASE 1..3,99:
x=-x;

END
D E FA U LT:
x=0;
E N D
END
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Once one ol the CASE sections of a SWITCH statement has been executed, no more

sections will be executed, even 11 Ihey also specily the result ol the expression, for
instance, in the following statement:

SWITCH (2+2) x=x*1: section will be executed and then, itte statement
CASE

3..5:

y=y-t:

section

won't

be

executed

as,

even

xsx*1: '' 0' "t® evaluotod expression (4) is included in It. it

END IS also included in the previous section, (as 4 is within the

CASE 2.4,6: 'ans® 3.,5).
y=y-i;

END l< IS hot necessary lo arrange the CASE sections according
E N D ' ® l ^ ® i t v a l u e s ( s m a l l e r t o l a r g e r, o r l a r g e r t o s m a l l e r ) , b u t i t

is indispensable that the DEFAULT section (if it exits) is the

last section. There can only be one DEFAULT section.

It is possible lo rwsi SWITCH statements with no limits. That is lo say. new SWITCH
statements (and any other kind of statement) can be put inside a CASE section.

7.6.4 WHILE statement

WHILE (<coridilion>) ^^® WHILE statement implements a loop Thial is to say. it
<stalement>; capabi® o' repeating a group of statements a specific
number of times.

END

in order to implement this loop, the condition that has lo be
compiled tor the group of statements to be executed must

be specitied in brackets, after the reserved word WHILE. All the statements that necessarily
have to be repeated will be put after the specification cl this condition. Finally, the end of the
loop will be marked with the reserved word END (it doesn't matter whether more words END
appear inside ihe loop when they belong lo Internal siaiemenis of that loop).
When a WHILE statement is executed. Ihe specified veillication will be carried out. If Ihe

result is true, the intemal statemenis will be executed. Otherwise, the program will continue
from the END. that marks the end of tho WHILE.

If Ihe intemal statements have been executed (what Is called to make a loop's Iteratloni.
the condition will be venfied again. II it is true, another llerallon will be made (the intemal
statements will be executed again). This process will bo repeated unili it is venlied that the
condition of the WHILE is taise.

if the condilion turns to be false diroctly while a WHILE sialement Is execuled. then the
ihiernal statements will never be executed.

PROGRAM my game;
BEGIN

x=0;

WHILE (x<320)

in this example, the x ipcal variable ( x coordinate of Ihe
process) will be put at zero and then, providing that x Is less
than 320. 10 will be added lo x and a FRAME Mil be
pariormed.

x=x+10:
FRAME;
END
END
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A BREAK statement inside a WHILE loop will immefliateiy linish It. continuing the program
from the statement next to that loop.

A CONTINUE statement inside a WHILE loop will force the crogtam to venty the initial

condition immedialety and. II II is true, to execute again the internal statements from the

Beginning (alter the WHILE). 11 the condition turns to be false, the CONTINUE statement will
finish Itie loop.

The internal statements ol a WHILE loop can be as many as desired, and ol any kind,
ot>vlously including new WHILE loops.

7 . 6 . 5 R E P E AT s t a t e m e i t t

REPEAT
<slatemenl>;

UNTIL (<cQndiilon>)

The REPEAT ... UNTIL( ...) statement Is very similar to the
WHILE statement and also implements a loop.
It must start with itie reserved word REPEAT, followed by

the statements lhat you want to repeat one or more times,
and the end of the statement will be determined by putting

the reserved word UNTIL

followed by the condition lhat has to Be complied tor the

s t a t e m e n t t o fi n i s h .

When a REPEAT siatemenl is exocutod. the internal siatements (those placed between the
REPEAT and the UNTIL) will bo executed first and then, the condiiioh spocitled in the
UNTIL will bo verified, it n is still talse, the internal siatements will be executed again. The

process will be repeated until ihe condilion of the UNTIL turns to be true, continuing then

the execution ol the program after this statement.

Every lime that the internal siatements are executed, a loop's Iteration has been
performed. The REPEAT .. UNTIL(> (the <condltlon> Is com.plled) statement will always
execute the internal statements at least once, as It always venfies the condition alter their
execution.

PROGRAM my_game:
BEGIN

x=0;
REPEAT

xsx*10;
FRAME;
UNTIL ()o320)
E N D

In this example, the x local vanabie <tr coordinate of the
process) will Be put at zero and then. 10 will be added to x
and a FRAME will Bo performed until x Becomes a numtier
Bigger than 320.
A B R E A K s t a l e m e n t I n s i d e a R E P E AT l o o p w i l l

Immediately finish It. continuing the program from the
following statement to lhat loop.

A CONTINUE statement Inside a REPEAT loop will toice the program to make the
verification ol the UNTIL immediately and, it it Is true, it will execute again the internal
statements from the Beginning (alter the reserved word REPEAT). If Ute condition turns to
be true, the CONTINUE statement wiil linish the loop.

The Internal statements ol a REPEAT loop can Be as many as desired, and of any kind,
obviously Including new REPEAT loops.
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7^6

LOOP

(Utecnent

l_OOP The LOOP slatomeni irrplemenis an infinite loop. Thai is
<statemant>; '' Indellnlleiy repeats a group of statements.
gfjQ in order to implement this loop, It is necessary to start with

t h e r e s e r v e d w o r d L O O P, f o l l o w e d t > y t h e s t a t e m e n t s

intended to be repealed continuously, pulling the reserved
word END at tne end.

When a LOOP ... END statement is found in a program, ail the internal siaiements of iMal
loop will repeaterSy be axeeuled from inis position.
In order to finish a LOOP loop, it Is possible to use the BREAK statement which, on being
executed inside a loop of this lund. will force the program to continue from the END.
The CONTINUE statement inside a loop will finish the current iteration and will start the
lollowinp one (the program will go on running after the reserved word LOOP.
PROGRAM my_game;
BEGIN

xsO;
L O O P

IF (keyLesc))
BREAK;
END

*=x*1;
FRAME;

In inis example, the x local variable (x coordinate of the
process) wiil be put at zero and then. 1 will be added to it

and a FRAME will continuously be performed. If the ESC Key
is pressed, the BREAK statement will be executed, finishing
ihe LOOP loop.

The iniemal slatemenis of a LOOP loop can l>e as many as
desired, of any kind, obviously including new LOOP loops.

END
END

7.6.7 FOR statamcnt

FOR (<inj|ialisation>; <condillon>; <increment>)
<slatement>;
END

The FOR slatomeni (replica ol
the
C
language)
also

implements a loop. After the
reserved

word

FOR.

threo

difterent parts must be specified

in brackets, separated by
symbols : (semicolon). These three parts, that are optionai (they can be ominedl. are the
following ones;
Initialisation An assignmeni statement is normally codified in this pan. This kind ol
statement establishes the Inlilal value of the variable that is going to be used as a
counter of (he loop's iterations (each execution of Ihe inner group of sratemenls is called

a loop's Iteration). The assignment statement x=0, that would put the * variable at zero at
the beginning ol the loop (value for the first iteration), is an example.
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Condition. A condition Is specified In ttils part. Just before eacti Iteration, this condition wiil
be checked and, if it is true, the group of statements wili be executed, if the condition is
false, the FOR loop will finish, continuing the program after the END of the FOR loop. An
example of condition can be x<10. that would allow the inner group of statements to be
executed only when the * variable is a number less than 10.
Increment. The increment of the variable used as a counter for each Iteration of the loop

Is Indicated in the third part. It Is normally expressed with an assignment statement. For
Instance, the x=x+1 statement would add 1 to the * variable after each iteration of the loop.

The group of Inner statements of the loop that are going to be repeated sequentialty while
the condition of continuance (second part) Is complied, must appear after the definition of
the FOR loop with its three parts. After this group of statements, the reserved word END will
determine the end of the FOR loop.

When a FOR statement appears In a program, the part of the Initialisation will be executed
first, checking the condition. If it Is true, the Inner group of statements first and. the part of
the Increment then, will be executed, being the condition checked again, etc. If. before any
Iteration, the condition turns to be false, the FOR statement wili immediately finish.

A program with a FOR loop containing the three parts mentioned In the previous sections Is
now shown.

PROGRAM my_game;
BEGIN

FOR ( x=0 ; x<10 ; x=x+1 )
// The Inner statements will be put here.
E N D
END

This loop would first be executed with the
X variable equal to 0. the second one
equal to 1 and the last variable equal
to 9. The part of the Increment would be
executed after this Iteration, becoming x
equal to 10. Then, on checking the
condition of continuance In the loop (x Is
less than 10). If It Is false, the loop will
fi n i s h .

As It has been mentioned, the Ihree parts In tlie definition of the loop are optional. If the
three were omitted:

Then, this loop would be equivalent to a LOOP ... END loop.
Moreover, several parts of Initialisation, condition or Increment can be put In a FOR loop,

separated by commas. At first, all the Initialisations will be executed. Then, all the conditions
of continuance will be checked (if any of them turns to be false, the loop will finish). The
Inner statemenfs and. after every iteration, all the increments, wlii finally be checked.
PROGRAM my_game;
BEGIN

FOR (x=0, y=1000; x<y; x=x+2, y=y+1 )
// The inner statements will be put here.
END
END
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A BREAK statement Inside a FOR loop
will immediately finish it. continuing the
program from the following statement of
this loop.

A CONTINUE statemenl InsiOe a FOR loop wiU force to execute the part of the incremeni
aireclly and tfien, to venfy the condition Of cwiflnuance. It it is true, then the inner
statements will be executed again from the tieginnlng. If the condition turns to be false, then
the CONTINUE statement wili finish the FOR loop.

A FOR loop is practically equivalent to a WHILE loop, implemented in the tollowing way:
PROGRAM my_game;
BEGIN

x=0;

WHILE (x<10)
// The inner statements will be put here.
x=x+1;
END
E N D

Wilh the only exception that a
CONTINUE statement, inside this WHILE

loop, would not execute the part ol the
increment, while it would do so inside a

FOR loop.
If. alter the execution of the initialisation,
■he condition turns to be false directly
inside a FOR loop, no inner statements
will eier be executed.

The inner statements of a FOR loop can be as many as desired, of any kind, obviously
including new FOR loops.

7.6.S FROM statement

FROM <varl8ble> = <numeric value> TO <numenc value>;
<slaiement>;
E N D

(or)

FROM <variabtB> = <numeric value> TO <nometic value> STEP <numeric value> ;
<statement>;
END

The FROM statemenl is the last one implementing a loop. For that, a variable of ihe
process itself ihat can be used as a loop counter Is needed.

The reserved word FROM must be put before Ihe statements that will comprise the inner
group of statements. This word will be foBowed by the name ol the counter variable, the
symt>ol of assignment (=). the Initial value ol the vanabfe. the reserved word TO and,

finally, the final value of the vanable. The symbol ; (semicolon) must be put after mis
declaration of the loop FROM.

The inner group of statements that Is intended to be repeated a specific number of limes is
put after this head defining the conditions of the loop. Finally, the reserved word END will be
put.

The first iteration wiil be performed with the irtitial value in the variable used as a counter.
After this iteration, 1 wili be added to this variable (if the initial value Is less that the final

value). Otherwise 1 will be subtracted from it. After having updated the value ol the
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vanable, it is necessary to pass to the following iteration, provided tlial the value of this
variable lias not reached (or exceeded) the final value of the loop.

The reserved word STEP rnay be put as a second meaning of the FROM statement, aftor
the initial and final values of the statement, This woid must be followed by a constant value

indicating the increment of the counter variable aftor overy iteration of the loop, instead of 1
or -1. which are the increments that will be performed by delault if the STEP declaration is
omitted.

The following example shows a program witfi two loops FROM: one without STEP
declaration (with increment or decrement by default) and the other with it.
PROGRAM my_gama:
BEGIN

FROM *=9 TO 0;
II Inner statements...
E N D

The first loop will be executed 10 times with the x
variable. Its value will range between 9 and 0 in the
diffcreni iterations. By default. I will be subtracted fiom
the variable each time, as the initial value (9) Is bigger
than the final value (0).

FROM x=0 TO 9 STEP 2;
// inner statements...
E N D
END

In the second loop, constant 2 is indicated as the
increment of the variable- Thus, the loop will be executed
5 times with the x variable, wtiose values wilt be 0. 2. 4, 6

and S. respectively, in the consecutive iterations. As it can

be noticed, no iteration will be performed with x being equivalent to 9. even if it is the loop's
final value. By delault. it 2 had not been specified as STEP of the loop. 1 would have been
added to the x vanable attereach iteration.

A loop FROM can always be performed with the FOR
PROGRAM my_game;
BEGIN

FOR (x=9; x>=0; x=x-1 )

statement, as it is now shown (with two loops equivalent
to those of the previous example).

// Inner statements ...
END

FOR ( x=0 : x<=9 : x=x+2 )
//Inner statements...

Note: The Initial and final values of a loop FROM
must be different.

END
E N D

• It the initial value Is less than the final value, it Is not possible to specify a negative value
in the STEP declaration,

• If the Initial value Is bigger than the final value, it Is not possible to specify a positive
value in the STEP declaration.

A BREAK statement inside a loop FROM will Immediately linish it. continuing the progrom
from the lollowing stalomont to this loop (otter tho END).
A CONTINUE statement inside a FROM loop will force the program to increment the
variable used as a counter immediately and then, it tne final value has not been exceeded,
to start the following iteration.

The statements inner lo a loop FROM may be as many as desired, of any Idnd, obviously
Including new loops FROM.
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7.6.9 BREAK Statement

A BREAK statement Inside a loop will immediately llnish it, continuing the program Irom ttte

lollowing statement to that loop. This statement can only tte put inside the following loops:
WHILE, REPEAT. LOOP. FOR or FROM.

A BREAK statement wilt make the program continue its eirocutlon alter the END or the
UNTIL of the loop closer to the statement.

II there are several nested loops (one inside another), the BREAK statement witl only exit
the innermost loop.

PROGRAM my game;
BEGIN
L O O P

In this example, the BREAK statement will exii

the REPEAT ... UNTIL (when the ESC key is
pressed), but not the LOOP ... END

REPEAT

IF (keyLesc)) BREAK; END
II...

UNTIL (x=0);

Important: The BREAK statement ts not valid

to finish IF. SWITCH (or the CASE sections ol
this statement), or CLONE statements.

If...
END
END

7.6.10 tCONHNUE statement

A CONTINUE slaterttent inside a loop will force the program to finish its current iteration and
start the following iteration. We call iteration to each execution ol Ihe set ol statements

internal to a loop (Ihe statements between a LOOP and its END. for instance). This
statement can only be put inside one ol the following loops:
LOOP ... END

A CONTINUE inside this loop will jump to the LOOP.
FROM .. = ..TO .. STEP ..;... END

A CONTINUE inside this loop will perform Ihe increment (STEP) and. if Ihe value indicated
in the TO has not been passed. Ihe program will continue at Ihe beginning ol the loop.
R E P E AT. . . U N T I L ( . . )

A CONTINUE inside this loop will jump to the UNTIL.
WHILE (..)... END

A CONTINUE inside this loop will jump to Ihe WHILE.
F O R { . . E N D
A CONTINUE inside Ihis loop will perform Ihe Increment and Ihe comparison. If Ihe latter is

true, the program will continue at the beginning of the loop. But if it is false. Ihe program will
continue after the END of Ihe FOR.

If there are several nested loops (one Inside another). Ihe CONTINUE statement will lake
effect only In Ihe inner loop.
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P n O G H A M m y. g a m a ;
BEGIN

FOR (x=0,y=0;*<10:i(»*)
IP (x<5) CONTINUE:

In this example, alter the whote loop has been executed, x
will be equal to 10 and y will be equal to S as. providing
mat X is less than 5. the CONTINUE statement prevents

the y**; statement Irom being executed.

END
y*+:
END
END

ImpoiUnI: The CONTINUE statement Is not vaid
InsKie IF. StWITCK (or the CASE sections of this
statement), or CLONE statements (as these
statements do not implemeni loops and. therefore,
they do twl make iterations).

7.6.11 RETURN Statement

The RETURN statement immeOiatety Imishes the current process, as if the END of its
BEGIN was reached.

When this statement is included in the mam code, it will finish the current process. But if

there are alive processes, they will go on running. For instance, the exlt() function can be
used to finish a program and all its processes.
P R O G R A M m y. g a m e ;

A RETURN Inside a process will finish it. killing this

BEGIN

process.

LOOP

IF {key(_esc))
RETURN;

In this example, the RETURN statement will be executed
by pressing the ESC key. linishing the program.

END

FRAME;
END
END

Use ot RETURN to return B value

II is possible to design processes with a performance similar to the funclicns of other
programming languages, that receive a series of parameters and return a value. For
instance, a process receiving two numotic values and returning the biggest one.
For that, this statement must be used with the lollowtng syntax:
RETURN( <exRression>)

tl is also important not to use the FRAME siaiemeni inside the process, as this statement

will immediately return to the catling process Whon the compiler finds the FRAME
statement inside a PROCESS, it directly classes it as a process, ruling out its hypothetical
use as a tunctlon.

The example proposed belore is shown next: an implementation of the mathematical
tunctlon max that returns the greater of its two parameters
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Alter the execution ol this program, the * variable of the
main process will be equal lo 8 (3»5).

PROGRAM my_game;
BEGIN

xsmax(2,3)Mnax(S.4);
END

Important: By default, if the RETURN statement is
used without the expression In bracltels or the

PROCESS max(a.b)

FRAME statement Is used In a process. Its return
value will be Its Identifying code of the process.

BEGIN

iF(a>b)

^

RETURN(a);
ELSE

RETURN(b);
END
END

7.6.12 FRAME atalemeni

The FRAME statement Is an essential pan of the language. A program's mechanics
descrbed below in general terms:

• The main program starts its execution. This process may create more processes
(objects of the game) at any point. All the processes may be finished at any moment,
and they may create or eliminate other processes.

• The games will always be displayed frame by frame. In each frame, the system will
execute ail the processes existing at that moment, one by one. until each one executes
the FRAME statement, which will indicate that it is ready lor the next display (frame).
• In the preparation of each trame, all ihe processes will be executed in the established
prionty order (the priority local variable of the processes determines this order).
PROGRAM iny garae;

Therefore, this statement is similar to an order for the

BEGIN

processes to be displayed.

my.processO:
my processi);
LOOP

IF (i<ey(_asc))

my second_process();
END
FRAME;
END
END

PROCESS my processQ
BEGIN
LOOP

FRAME;
END
END

PROCESS my_secoiid_process()
BEGIN
LOOP

It a process starts its execution and it neither linishes
nor executes this statement, then Ihe program will
become blocked, as there Is a process that is never

ready for the next display. Therefore. Ihe system
won't be capable ol showing the lollowing frame.
|ri this program, the main process (my_game type
process) creates other two processes (my_proce$s
r/pe). From that moment, the three processes will
continuously be executed, each one to their FRAME
statement. But it the ESC key is pressed, then the
main process will create a new process
(my_second_proce8s type) that wi* remain in a

LOOP loop indelinileiy. without executing any
F R A M E . C o n s e q u e n t l y, I h e p r o g r a m w i l l b e

interrupted (Ihe system will report such a situation
alter tew seconds: see the max_process,tlme

global variable).

END
END
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Basically, all trie processes that cotrespond with objects of a garro construct a loop Inside
which, every frame establishes all Its display values <x, y, graph, size, angle,...) executing
then the FRAME statement.
Synchronisation of processes

II Is possible to use this statement with the foUowing syntax:
FRAME( <percentage>)

By putting In brackets a whole percentage, from 0 to 100 or bigger, alter the reserved word
FRAME.

This figure will indicate the percentage of the lotlowing frame, completed by ihe process.
That is to say. the absence of this percentage Is eguivaient to putting FRAME(tOO) (100%
of the work previous to the (oflowing display has been completed by the process).
For instance, if a process executes the FRAME(25) statement in a loop. It will need to
execute it 4 times before It is ready for the next display (as 4"25ti Is the lOCii).
On the other hand, if a process executes the FRAME(400) statement Inside Its loop, alter its
first execution. It will have completed 400% the display. Therefore, even after the display, a
completed 3001° of display will still be missing. For that, in the preparation of the following 3
frames the system won't execute this process, as it is ready lor the display. Then, this
process would be executed just once every 4 frames (unlike the example of the previous

paragraph, in which It was executed 4 times every game's frame).
The processes won't reach the next display unless they give 100%. at least For instance, if
a process always executes FRAME(80) staiemenis. It will execute them twice before the
first dispiay, so it will have completed 1601« (2*60°°) the display. Thorelore. It will have
precompleted 60% (160%-100%| for the next display. For that reason, in the second display
It will only regulre a FRAME(60) statement to be displayed, as this 60°°. plus the remaining
60% of the first display, will be equal to a 140°° completed. Therefore, it will Immediately De
displayed .and a 40°° will be even left to prepare Ihe next frame.

Note; A FRAME(O) statement completing a 0% of the next display only mafres sense
In the two following cases:

• It can be a way to force tfie system to execute In this point Ihe rest of the
processes having the same prfority as the current one and. after them, me system

will execute the latter again.
• It can also be a way to Initialise luncbons suctt as g«t_IdO or colIlsJonO, as they
return some speciTic values for every frame. If the aim is to obtain values again. It
Is possible to execute a FRAME(0) statement that wlfl be inierpreled as a new
frame by these functions.
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The DEBUG siatemeni will call the interactive debugger when ii is eiecuted. II is normally
used 10 debug programs, that is to say. to hnd possible errors of the programs. On some
occasions, it is normally put in the foiiowing points:
• Whore you want to verity that a pad of the program has done what was expected. After
the execution of that pan, DEBUG wiii cail the debugger, from which it is possible to
chock ail the active processes and the value ot aii their variables.

• When you are not very sure whether something can happen in a program, you can put
this statement in that point to report you whether what wo are expecting actuaiiy
happens.

This statement is only used temporanty. until the error that is lookeO lor is found. From that
moment, the statement won't be necessary. Thus, ii can be removed from the program
since it has no additionai effect.

PROGRAM my_game;
BEGIN
II...

IF (xcO)
DEBUG;

In this example, it is verified that, in a specitlc point ot Ihe
program, the x coordinate ot the process is not a negative
number (less ttian zero), if this happens, the debugger will
be called to find out why it has happened.

E N D

When this statement is executed, a dialog tiox appears, offering us the foiiowing options:
• To disable the DEBUG statement, preventing it from being activated in this execution ot
the program.
• To stop the program and enter the detjugger, to be able to examine all the processes
and their variables,

• Or to finish the execution of the program immediately, returning to Its edition in the
windows' graphio environment.
Moreover, if the escape key ESC is pressed in that box, Ihe DEBUG siatomeni will simply
be Ignored, and Ihe program will continue to be executed as usual.
Note: When a program is executed from Uie windows' graphic eitvironmenl. (he
debugger can be called at any momertt by pressing the F12 Key,
On invoking ihe debugger m this way, the program will always be inlerrupled just before
stanmg the processing ot a new itame. Ail ttie processes to be executed will appear before
the next display.
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Chapter 8

Program Creation
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CHAPTER 8: Creating Programs. Advanced Concepts
The last concepts essential to create programs in OIV Games Studio are described in this
last chapter. For lurther information, consult the appendixes and the help hypciiext inside
the graphic environment.

8.1 Types of processes

The blocks of the programs starling with the reserved word PROCESS determine the
performance of a specific process type. Then, when ttie program is executed, any number
of processes of this type will be able lo exist at a specific moment. Each of these processes
will have a different Identifying code. Out all of them are of the same type.
P R O G R A M m y. g a m e ;
BEGfN
II...
E N D

PROCESS spacecraftO
BEGIN
II...
E N D

In this example, lour types c1 processes are defined:
my.game (the type of the program's initial process),
spacecraft, enemy and shot.

The number of processes of each of these types existing in
the game depends on the number of calls made to these
processes.

All the spacecraft type processes will always execute the
statements defined In the PROCESS spacecrattf) of the

PROCESS enemyO

program.

BEGIN

A 'process type* is a numeric code referred to the

II...
E N D

PROCESS shotO
BEGIN
II...
END

name

of

the

PROCESS

that

determfnes

how

the

process works during the game. This numeric code can
be obtained with TYPE <ttame.ot.lhe, proces$>.

TYPE Is an operator delined in the language that, applied
to a process name, returns this numeric code.

For InsIarKe. TYPE spacecratl will bo oquivalonl lo a specific numeric conslani and TYPE

enemy will be egulvaleni to another one.
All the processes have a local voiinblo containing this numeric code, which Is:
reserved.process.lype
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Why Is the process tvoe tor?

Ths process type is used tor several things, as mentioned below:

• For the get_id() (unction that receives a process type (tor instance, get.ld(TYPE
enemy)) as a parameter and returns the rdentilying codes of the processes o( this type
existing in the game at thai moment.
• For the eollislon()function is similar to the previous one. with the proviso that it returns
the identifying codes of the processes with which it is colliding (that is to say. the
graphics of both processes are partially superposed).
• For the signal() function, that may send a sigrral to all the exislmg processes of a
specific type.
• Or to verify, from a process' identifying code, what kind of process it is (type spacecraft,
type shot. etc.).

Note: The operator TYPE can only be used preceding a process rtame of the program or
the word mouse, to delect coliisions with the mouse pointer (collisionlTYPE mouse)).

B.2 IdentHying codes of processes

A process is an object independent of tne program, thai executes its own code and that can
have its own coordinates, graphics, etc Processes of a program can be. lor instance, a
shot, spacecraft or enemy. When something similar to what is below Is input inside a
program;

PROCESS shot(...);
BEGIN
// statements...
END

The statements thai are going to execute the 'shot type" processes (diat Is to say, ihe code
ruling Iheir perfonmance). are specilied.
As it can be noticed, more than one shot type process may exist In a program. Then, how
can Ihey be distinguished? Simply by their identifying code.

Every lime a new process is created ih a game, an identifying code is assigned to this
process. This code is going to bo the exclusive reference of the process until II disappears.
Two diflerent processes will never have the same ideniilying code at the same time.
However, the code that belonged to a process that has already disappeared can be
assigned to a new process (something similar to wnai happens in relation to an i.d ).
The identifying codes are always whole, positive, odd numbers, like 471,1937 or 10623.
All the processes have their own identifying code in ID, that is something similar to a
process' local variable local, with the proviso that II can not be modllieO.
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Moreover, the processes liave the identitying code of the process thai created them (that
called them) In father. They have the identitying code ol the last process they created (the
last one they called) In sot). And so on.
What are the Idenllfvlno codes tor?

Normally, ail the processes need the identifying code of the other processes in order to
interact with them (to see where they are. to modify them, .„),
For instance, it is not possitjie to Subtract energy from the "enemy type" process, as many
or none ol this type ol process may exist, it is necessary to have the specific identifying
code of the enemy process from which you want to subtract energy.

A process accesses ail its own variables simply by their names, such as x. size or graph.
Thus, if the Identifier of a process is known (In son, father or any variable defined by the
user, such as id2), then It is possible to access the variables of lhat process, as (son.x,
lather.slze or Id2.graph) That is to say. the syntax to access local variables ol artother
process is as toliows:

ddentitying_co(fe>.<name_variable>
These variables can normally bo used to consult them or modify them.

It Is not at all possible to access PRIVATE varlsblea of another process at any rate. In
order to access a private variable ol another procoss. it is necessary to change its

declaration to the LOCAL section to transform it into a local variable. Then, any procoss will
bo able to access that variable lusi having the identifying code of the process, as all the
processes will have that vanable.

The Identifiers have more utilities other than the access to alien local variables, such as the
slgnalO function, that can send specific stgnals to a process it its identifying code is known
(tor instance, to eliminate tne process).
There are also other functions, such as coll)sion(). used to detect collisions with other
processes. When this function detects a collision, it relums the identifying code of the
process with which ii is colliding. Once this code is known, it is possible to access the
variables of the process and send them signals.
The get_id() function operates in a similar way to colllslon(). obtaining the identitying code
of a process. But in this case, no collision with it is required.

8.3 Ways to obtain the Identifying code of a procesa

All ihe processes have their own Identifying code m ID (reserved word in the language that
IS equivalent to the Identifying code ol the process).

When a process Is created (Is called), it retums its own Identitying code as return value,

unless It has limshed with a RETUHN(<expression>), That is to say, a process will always
relum its Identifying code when n finishes (when Its END Is reached), when it executes the
FRAME or Ihe RETURN statements without expression in brackets.
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8.4 Call to a proceaa

<process naine> (<list of paramoters>)
In order to call a process, pul iho name ol tne process, followed by a list including as many

expressions separated by commas as parameters ol the process, in brackets. The
brackets are obligatory, even if the process has no call parameters

A call to a process will always return a value that depends on which one ol ihe following
actions Is performed first by the called process.
• It the FRAME statement is executed, then Ihe process will return its Identifying code.

• If the process executes the RETURN(<e*pression>) statement, then the former will
return the result ol this expression.

• II ihe process limshes, either because the END of its BEGIN Is reached or because a
RETURN statement Is executed with no expression, the process will return the
Identifying code that had. But. as Iho process has fmished (killed). It is necessary to
take into account that this identifying code can now be used by any other process
created from now on.

The return value can t>e Ignored, assigned to a variable or used inside an express on.
PROGRAM my_game;
P R I VAT E

In this example, the main process my_game makes two
calls 10 the process my_process. wtilch receives two
parameters In its x and y local vanables.

id2;
BEGIN

my_proc8ss(0,0);

Id2=my_process(320.200);
II...
E N D

PROCESS my_process(x,y)
BEGIN
LOOP

FRAME;
END
END

As the process executes the FRAME statement, it will
return its Identifying code.
It can be noticed how the value returned in the first call to

the process is Ignored (it is not used at all), and how, In
the second call. the Identifying code of
my proces5(320. 200) is assigned to the private variable
ol the mam process Id2.

When a call to a process is made, the execution of the
current process is momentarily slopped, and Ihe code ol
Iho called process Is executed, until it is returned through
one of Ihe three mentioned cases (until it linishes or
exocuios a FRAME or RETURN siaiement).

If the process has (mished with a FRAME siaiement, it will be displayed in the following
frame according to the values esiabllshod in its local variables (x, y. graph....) and, in ihe

preparation of the following Irnmo, this process will go on running Irom the FRAME
statement.
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6.S Hierarchies of processes

When a program siafls to run there Is only one process: the initial process, wtiich starts the
execution o1 the rnain code's statements. But, from this moment, this process can create
new processes that, at the same time can create other processes, destroy them. etc.
In order to clarity the events appearing through a program, we use a simile, treating the

processes as h they were alive beings that are born and killed (when they are created or
destroyed). For that reason, the toilowing terms arc established:
Father, name given to the process that has created another one (mother would have
been a more appropriate name).

Son. process created by another one.
Brothers, processes created by the same father.
Orphan, process whose lather has dead (as it has been either eliminated or linisited).

This vocabulary may be spread as far as your imagination desires grandfathers,
grandsons, uncles, etc.
All the processes have direct access to the identifying codes of the processes with which
they have direct relationship.

Occasionally, reference is made to actions performed by 'the system*. This process,
called div.main. controls the rest. Therefore, it is in charge of creating the initiat process at

the beginning of the execution, of setting the speed execution, the debugger, etc. All the
processes that are orphaned become sons of this process.
The div_main identifier can be obtained with get ld(0). It can be used to send a tree
Signal to all the processes, but this process won't be displayed on screen , even if its x. y.
graph, etc. variables are defined.

8.6 States of a process

Processes are the different elements of a program (objects of the game). They may
experience different states on creating, destroying or receiving specific signals with the
sIgnalO function.
Alive or ewaken pfocesa

A process is alive when it is running (when it is Intorprotlng the siatements located between
Its BEGIN ana its END).
Dead process

A process is dead when it finishes (either Icecause its END is reached in the execution, a
RETURN is executed or because it receives a signal s.klll or s_kill_tree).
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Asleep process

A process may receive the signal s_sleep (or s_sleep_tree). then becoming asleep. In this
stale, this process will appear to be dead. But it is not as. at any moment, it may receive a
signal s.wakeup and return to the alive or awake stales. II is also possible to kill an asleep
process.
Frozen process

The signal s.freeze (or s_freeze_tree) freezes a process. In the Irozen state, the process,
that is still visible, remain blocked. It may be detected by the rest ot the processes (lor
Instance, in collisions), but it is not executed (it stc^s interpreting its code statements). It will
remain in this state until it receives another signal that changes its state or that kills It.
A frozen process may be controlled (moved) by another process, directly manipulating its
variables.
Notes:

When a signal is sent to a process, aiming at changing its state, this signal will have no
ollect betore its following display (FRAME) is reached if the process is running. II the
process is not running, then the signal will have an immediate effect.
No signal must be sent to nonexistent processes (to an ideniitying code that does not
correspond with any process).

This signal will be ignored when the aim is to put a process in the state in which it is already.

8.7 Um of angles In the language

In the language, all the angles are specilled in degree Ihousandihs. For instance:
0 are 0 degrees (to the right)
90000 are 90 degrees (up)
-4SOOO are -4S degrees (down nghi diagonal)

If 360 degrees (360000) are added to or subtracted from any angle, an equivalent angle is
obtained. For instance, the angles -90000 and 2700(X) are equivalent (the angles of -90

degrees and 270 degrees go both downwards)
The constant PI predefined as 18DOOO. 3.1415 radians or. what Is the same, 160 degrees,
can be used as reference. For instance. PI/2 will be equal to 90 degrees (90000)

Some cl the functions dealing with angles are the lollowing ones: get_angle(). get_dlstx(),
get dlstyO, fget_angle(). near_angle(). advance().

All the processes have a predefined local variable called angle which, by default, will be
equal to 0. if its value is modilled. the display's angle ol the graphic of the process will bo

changed (the graphic will rotate in the indicated degrees, from the original graphic).
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8.8 About tiM condlKorts

In general, any expression Is valid as a condition. In ihe language, all the ODD expressions
are Interpreted as true and all the EVEN expressions are interpreted as false.
PROGRAM my_game:
BEGIN

IF(20'2+1)
>ax+1;
END
E N D

In this example, the x=x+l; statement will always be
execuled, as the expression 20*2+1 equals 41. an odd
number.

All Ihe available operators are valid inside a condilron. It is

even possible to make assignments inside a condrtion (the
assignments are operations that return the assigned value
as a result).

All the Identifying codes of processes are odd numbers, thai Is to say. all of Ihem are true.
Therefore. It rs possible to implement conditions as the lollowing one (supposing that Id2
has been declared as a variable, and shot is a process type of the program).
WHILE (id2=gel_ld{TYPE shot))
id2.sizesid2.slze-1;
END

in the condition Id2sget ld(TYPE shot) the result of the get_ld() function is assigned to the

Id2 variaPle. If that lunclion has returned an Identifying code, it will be an odd number and
the condition will be evaluated as true (if get_ld() does not find (more) identifiers of "type
shot' processes, then it will return 0 (which is an even number). The condrtion will be
interpreted as false, and the WHILE slatemert will finish.

The previous statements would decrement the size variable of all Ihe type shot processes
contained In the program.

8.9 Evaluation of an exprasslon
It is important to know the way in which the expressions are evaluated in order to know

where It may be necessary to put brackets indicating the way in which the expression is
intended to be evaluated.

In the language, an expression can contain operators of different levels of priority.

In the evaluation ol an expression, the operators ol priority 1 (If they exist), will always be
processed first, and then, those ol priority 2. priority 3 and so on.

Priontv 1

() Brackets, beginning and end of a sub-expression.
Priontv 2

. Period, operator of access to local data and structures.
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Priority 3

NOT Binary and logical negation (I).
OFFSET Offset (&).

POINTER Addressing operator (*, [ ]).
- Sign negation.
++ increment operator.
- Decrement operator.
Priority 4

* Multiplicatiori.

/ Diyision.
MOD Module {%).
Priority 5
+ Addition.
- Subtraction.

Priority 6

« Rotation to ttie rigtit.
» Rotation to ttie left.

AND Binary and iogicai (&, &&).
OR Binary and logical (I, li).
XOR Exclusiye Or (*. **).
Priority 8

= Comparison,
o Different (l=).
> Bigger.

>= Bigger or equal (=>).
< Less.

<= Less or equal (=<).
Priority 9

= Assignment.

+= Addition-assignment.
-= Subtraction-assignment.
*= Multiplication-assignment.
/= Diyision-assignment.
%= Module-assignment.
&= AND-assignment.
1= OR-assignment.
"= XOR-assignment.
»= Rotation to ttie rigfit-assignment.
«= Rotation to ttie left-assignment.

The operators of priority 3 are known as unary operators. They do not link two operands
(uniike the binary operators such as. for instance, a multiplication), but they just affect the
value of an operator.

Inside the unary operators, those closest to the operand will be executed first. For Instance,
In the expression:

The operand * has two unary operators, the negation of sign - and the logical and/or binary
NOT. Among them, the negation of sign will be executed first, as It is closer to the operand.
From priority 4, all the operators are binary and they will be executed according to their
level of priority. Therefore, when in an expression there Is more than one operator of the
same level (for instance, a multiplication and a division, both of priority 4), they will be
processed from left to right. That Is to say, in the following expression:

The division will be executed first and then, the multiplication (It Is the natural way to
evaluate the expressions mathematically).
The Ohiy exception are the operators of priority 9 (assignment operators), that will be
evaluated from right to left (Instead of from left to right). That is to say. In the expression:

y=0 will be processed first (y will be put at 0) and then, x=y (x will also be put at 0, as y will
now be equal to 0).

As it can be noticed, the assignments worlr like an operator. After the assignment, they
return the value they have assigned as a result of fhe operation.

Appendix A: Summary Of The Syntax Of A Program
This first appendix shows a brief summary of the syntax of a program in the DIV language
which could help to clarify the general structure of a program.
The syntax is shown informally, highlighting the symbols and reserved words which are
essential to the language. The dots indicate that the previous declaration can be repeated
any number of times. Many of the parts of the programs shown here are optional.
An extended and detailed syntax with examples can be found in the help hypertext of DIV
Games Studio (using option help... in the main menu).

PROGRAM <name>;
CONST

<name> = <numerical value> ;
GLOBAL

<declaration of datum>;
LOCAL

<declaration of datum>;
P R I VAT E

<declaration of datum>;
BEGIN

<statement>;

<Declaration of process>

<Declaration of datum>
There are three kinds of declaration of datum:
<Deciaration of a variabie>
<Declaration of a table>
<Declaratlon of a structure>
<Declaration of a variable>

<name> = <numerlcal value>

<Declaration of a table>

<name> [ <numerical value> ] = <list of numerical values >
<Declaratlon of a structure>

STRUCT <name> [ <numerlcal value> ]
<declarallon of datum>:
END = <llst of numerical values >
<Declaralion of process >

PROCESS <name> (<lisl of parameters>)
P R I VAT E

<declaratlon of datutn>;
BEGIN

<statement>;

<Slatement>

We find the following kinds of statements:

<Statement of assignment>
<Statement IF>«
<Statement SWITCH>

<Statement LO0p>
<Statement
<Statement
<Statement
<Statement

FROIift>
REPEAT>
WHILE>
FOR>

<Statement BREAK>
<Statement CONTINUE>
<Statement RETURN>
<Statement FRAME>

<Statement CLONE>
<Statement DEBUG>
<Call to a function >

<Call to a process >
<Statement of assionment>

<datum> = <numerical expression>
<Statement IF>

IF (<condition>)
<statement>:

(or otherwise)
IF (<condition>)
<statement>;
ELSE

<statemenl>;

<Statement SWITCH>

SWITCH (<numerical expression> )
CASE <range of valu8s>:
<statement>;

(or otherwise)

SWITCH (<numerical expression> )
CASE <range of values>:
<statement>;

D E FA U LT:

<statement>;

WHILE (<condition>)
<statement>;

< S t a t e m e n t R E P E AT >
REPEAT

<statement>;
UNTIL (<condition>)
<Slatement LC>OP>
LOOP

<statement>;
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<Statement FROM>

FROM <variable> = <numerical value> TO <numerical value> ;
<statement>;

(or otherwise)
FROM <varlable> = <numerical value> TO otumerical value> STEP <numerical
\/alue>;
<statemenl>;

<Slatemertl FOR>

FOR (<inltialisatlon>; <concjltlon>; <lncrement>)
<statement>;

<Statement CONTINUE>

<Slat6ment RETURN>

(or otherwise)
RETURN( <numerical expresslon>)
<Statement FRAME>

(or otherwise)

FRAME( <nurnericai expression>)
<Stalement CLONE>
CLONE
<statement>:

<Slalemenl OEBUG>
DEBUG
<Call 10 a orocBss >

<name> (dist ot patameiers>)
<Call to a function >

<name> (dist of parameters> ]
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Appendix B: Functions Of The Language
The functions available in DIV Games Studio are described in this appendix. It is also

possible to consult them, in an interactive way, in the help hypertext where, moreover, a
sample program for every one of these functions is shown and explained.
absf <exDression> t

Returns:

The absolute value of the expression.
Description:

Calculates the absolute value ol the expression passed as a parameter. That is to say, if the
result of the expression Is negative, it will change its sign; if it Is positive, It will not change it.

advancef <distance>)
Description:

Advances the process in its angle (the one shown by the angle local variable) as many
points as the expression (distance) passed as a parameter shows.

The distance can also be a negative number, in that case, the graphic of the process will
move forward (its coordinates x and y) In the direction opposite to its angle.
Notes:

Keep in mind that the angle is specified in thousandths of a degree.
This function is always equivalent to the two following statements:
x+=get_distx(angie,<dlstance>);
y+=get_disty(angle,<distance>):
That is to say, this function only modifies the coordinates of the process. It is possible to use
the two previous statements when the aim is to advance the process In an angle different
from the one shovm by its angle variable. It will be useful when the aim is to make the
graphic of the process advance in a direction without rotating.
For instance, to make the process advance 8 points in a direction (that could be obtained In
a private variable like angle2) but rotated to another direction, (the one showed in angle),
the following statements would be used:
x+=get_distx(angle2,8);
y+=get_disty(angle2,8);
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a

V

Description;

To use this function it is essential to have a 16 Bit sound card installed.

The use of this function only makes sense after using the sound() function, used to emit
sounds.

Change_sound() modifies a sound that is being played through one of the channels,
adjusting its volume and its frequency once again.
The channel is the channel code returned by the sound() function when it is called. The
16 channels may even sound at the same time, with the same sound or with different

sounds. Therefore, every time that a sound is emitted it will possibly be emitted through a
different channel.

Every channel has its volume and frequency levels established at all times.

The volume is a value between 0 (minimum volume) and 512 (maximum volume) that
determines the power with which the sound of that channel will be heard.

The frequency is a value that affects the speed at which the sound is heard through the
channel. That is to say, it controls the bass and treble of the sound. This value ranges
between 0 (bass) and 512 (treble).

clear screenf

Description:

Clears the screen background, that is to say, the graphics that would be drawn on it with the
put(), xputO, put_plxel() and put_screen() functions.

Returns:

The Identifying code of a process or 0.
Description:

This is the language's function used to detect collisions between graphics.
it verifies if the current process (executed by this function) collides with one of the type
shown as a parameter. That Is to say, it verifies if the graphics of both processes are
touching, at least partially.

In case of collision, it will return the Identifying code of the process with which the current
process is colliding. Otherwise, the function will always return 0.

If the current process collides with several processes of the specified type, the col1lslon()
function will return the rest of the identifiers in the successive calls made to It.

To obtain In this way ail the Identifying codes of the processes that collide with the current
one, the FRAME statement must not be used between two consecutive calls to the

colllslonO statement, t/i/hen a process executes a FRAME statement, this function wiil
return all the identifying codes of colliding processes from the first one,

Somelhitjg similar happens if a call to the function is executed, specitymg a different type of
process. If, after that, collisions with the previous type are detected, this function wiii also
return all the codes from the first one,

II the aim is to obtain the Identifyicrg codes of the processes of a specific type, even if
there IS no collision with them, it is necessary to call the get Jd() function.

But if the aim is to check the proximity between two processes whose graphics are not
necessarily colliding, then the get_dlst() function will have to be used.
Notes:

When the mouse pointer is being displayed in the program (assigning the code of the

conespontbng graphic in the mouse structure), it is possible fo see it the pointer collides
with the current process using this function, lor instance, in the following way:
IF (colllslon(TYPE mouse))
//The process collides with the mouse pointer'
END

On deiecfing the collision with the mouse pointer, it wiil not be done with the whole

graphic used as a pointer, but only with its main control point (number 0). usually called
mouse holspol.
Important:

TTils furwUon Is useful to detect collisions between graphics of the screen or of a scroll

' w i n d o w.

It is not possible to use this function to detect collisions with pnxesses that have no

graphic (a valid code assigned to its graph variable) or t>etween graphics of a mo<Je-7
window (with its ctype variable assigned to the value c_ni7).

' Therefore, it is essential that both, the current process and the process of the ^>ecifled

I type, have a graphic defined.

convert D«letter<file>. <QraDhlo, <OFFSET new palfltte>)

Description:

Changes the colour map of the <9raphle> of the indicated <flle>.
The <OFFSET new_palette> is the address, inside the computer's memory, of a 256 value
table where the new order of the graptiic's colours will be Indicated.

If ttie table witti the new palette is like the following one:
new_palette(255|=0, 1, 2. 3, 4 254, 255:

then the graphic would not be transformed. If, for Instance, in position 3 of the previous table
(new_palette[3)) we put a 16 (Instead of a 3), by calling this function with the OFFSET of this
table, colour 3 would be replaced by colour 16 in the graphic.

The graphics loaded with the load_map() function will be used as if they belonged to the
first file (the code 0 file).

If a process wanted to replace the colours of its graphic, it should be first necessary to
create a table with the new colours order and then, call the function with the parameters:
convert_palette( fiie, graph,<OFFSET new_palette>)
Using the file and graph local variables of the process itself as parameters of the
convert_palette() function.

aerine reoioni<numper of reQion>. oo. <v>. <widih>, <heiaht>)

Description:

Defines a new display region inside the screen (something similar to a window). The regions
are rectangular zones of the screen inside which some specific processes, scroll or mode-7
windows will be displayed.
The region number must range between 1 and 31. It is possible to define up to 31 different

screen regions that, later can be assigned to different processes (establishing their region
local variable at the new numt>er) as their display window. They can also be used as a
framework for a scroll or mode-7 window, indicating it in the corresponding parameter of the
start_scroll() or start_mode7() functions.

Region number 0 must not be redefined, as it will always tie the entire screen, a window at

the (0, 0) coordinates, of the same width and height of the screen. This Is the region in
which all the processes will be displayed by default, as its region local variable is always
equivalent to 0 by default.

d e l e t e t e x t f < 1 e x 1 i d e n t i fi e o l

Description:

Definitively deletes a text from the screen if the text identifier is specified as a parameter.
This identifier is a numeric code returned by the write() and writejnt() functions when they
are asked to write a text.

If alLtext is specified as a parameter, all the texts will be deleted from the screen.

Description:

Finishes a FLI/FLC animation displayed on the screen and frees up the computer's memory
that it was occupying.
Notes:

The FLI/FLC animations start with the start_fli() function.

Only one animation can be loaded in the computer's memory.
It Is not necessary to wait for the animation to finish In order to unload it from the memory.

exlt(<messaQe>. <retum code>l

Description:

The game finishes by killing all the processes immediately and going back to the operating
system (or to the DiV environment) with a message and a numeric code (the one Indicated
In the expression of the second parameter).
The message is a text in Inverted commas that will appear as a farewell message for the
player when the game Is over.

The return code Is valid to use programs external to DIV Games Studio (such as BAT
batch processing files), to determine the action that must be performed after the game has
been executed.

When the exlt() function Is used, it is not necessary to have previously unloaded any
resource, such as files, maps, sounds, etc., since the system automatically finishes all the

All the programs will stop running if the ALT+X key combination is pressed at any moment.
This operation Is equivalent to forcing the execution of the exlt() function, but without
displaying any message and with the return code 0.

fade(<% red>.<% Qreen>.<% blue>,<s&eed>

Description:

Starts a fading of the game's palette colours until the display percentages (from 0% to
200%) of the red, green and blue components, shown as parameters, are obtained.
The last parameter Indicates the speed at which the colours' fading will be performed. It is
normally defined by a number, from 1 (very slowly) to 10 (very quickly).

If a number bigger than 64 or equal to it is indicated as speed, the fading will be performed
instantaneously.
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The fading will gradually be performed In the successive displays of the game (In the
following frames).

If the three components are set at 0, a fading to black is carried out. If they are set at 200, a
fading to white will be carried out. Finally, the original colours of the game palette will be
recovered if the components are set at 100.

A value less than 100 In a component will fade Its colour, whereas a value higher than 100
will saturate the colour.

Keep In mind that the fading Is not carried out by executing the fade() function, but it Is
carried out In the following FRAME stafements. While a fading Is carried out, the predefined
fading global variable will be equivalent to true (an odd number that, In this case, will be 1)
and when the fading Is over (finally obtaining the specified colour display values), this
variable will become equivalent to false (an even number, number 0).

Description:

Carries out a fading of the screen's colours to black. The game slops until the screen
becomes completely black. Carrying out a fading to black Is called to fade the screen off,

The fade_on() function Is used to fade the screen on again (undo the fading to black).
Note:

The fade() function can fulfill the same function without stopping the program or at different
speeds. At the same time, It can produce other more advanced palette's effects.

Description:

Carries out a screen colours' fading to its natural situation. In the successive displays of the
game (on reaching the FRAME statement) the colours will gradually be appearing until they
are perfectly seen. This action is called to fade the screen on.

The fade_offO function is used to fade the screen off (to carry out a fading to black).
Notes;

The fade() function can fulfill the same function at different speeds. At the same time, it can
produce other more advanced palette's effects.

All the games automatically carry out a fade_on() at the beginning of the execution.

Returns:

The angle between two points.
Description:

Returns the angle existing from point 0 (xO, yO) to point 1 (x1, y1).
Keep In mind that the angle is specified in degree thousandths. The function always returns
a value between -180000 and 180000 (an angle between -180 and 180 degrees).

Any valid numeric expression can be defined as coordinates of both points (xO. yO, x1, y1).
Notes:

The get_angie() function is used to obtain the angle from a process to another one,
instead of befween two points.

The fget_distO function is used to obtain the distance between two points, instead of the
angle.

Returns:

The distance between two points.
Description:

Returns the distance existing from point 0 (xO.yO) to point 1 (x1,y1).

Any valid numeric expression can be specified as coordinates of both points (xO, yO. x1.
yi).
Notes:

The get_dist() function is used to obtain the distance of a process to another one,
instead of between two points.

The fget_angle() function is used to obtain the angle between two points, instead of the
distance.

This function may be used to detect collisions between processes due to their proximity,
even if the coilision() function is normally used to this purpose. The last function detects
when two processes have their graphics overlapped.

For instance, with the processes displayed inside a mode-7 window (see start_mode70),
the coliisionQ function can not be used, being necessary to obtain the distance between
the processes (normally with get_dist()) to verify if they collide with each other (if their
distance is less than a distance already determined).
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Returns:

True if the animation goes on and false if it has finished.
Description:

Shows the following frame of a FLI/FLC animation started with the start_fli() function. This
function retums 0 if the animation has already finished.
During the program's execution, it will be possible to execute but one FLI/FLC animation at
the same time. That is to say, it will not be possible to execute two animations
simultaneously.

The animation frame will only be displayed in the following frame of the game (when the
FRAME statement is reached). Therefore, if a loop is made and Inside it the frame_fli()
function (but not the FRAME statement) is called, the animation will not be displayed on
the screen.

Returns:

The angle towards another process.
Description:

Retums the angle trom the current process (the one that called this function) to the process
whose identifying code is passed to it as a parameter.

Keep in mind that the angle is specified in degree thousandths. The function always returns
a value between -180000 and 180000 (an angle between -180 and 180 degrees).
Notes:

The fget_angleO function is used to obtain the angle tretween two points, instead of
between two processes. If the identifying code of the process Is stored, for Instance, In a
variable called id2, then the call to the function:
get_angle(ld2)
would t)e equivalent to:

fget_angle(x,y,id2.x,id2.y)

Obtaining the angle from the (x, y) coordinates of the current process, to the (x, y)
coordinates of the process whose identifying code is Id2.

The get_distO function is used to obtain the distance to another process, instead of the
angle.
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>t distf<identifvina code>1

Returns:

The distance to another process.
Description;

It returns the distance between the current process (the one that called this function) to the
process whose Identifying code is passed to it as a parameter.

if the process has defined Its local variable resolution, it is important that the process to
which the aim is to obtain the distance has It defined at the same value. That is to say, if

both processes use the coordinates In hundreds Instead of units (with resolution=100), the
distance between both will also be obtained in hundreds. But if the value of that variable
differs in both processes, the result of the get_dlst() function will make no sense.
Notes:

The fget_dist() function Is used to obtain the distance between two points, instead of
between two processes. If the identifying code of the process is stored, for instance, in a
variable called id2, then the call to the function:

get_dist(id2)
Would lie equivalent to:
f g e t _ d l s t ( x , y, i d 2 . x , i d 2 . y )

Obtaining the distance from the (x, y) coordinates of the current process, to the (x, y)
coordinates of the process whose identifying code Is id2.

The get_angle() function Is used to obtain the angle to another process, instead of the
distance.

This function may be used to detect collisions between processes due to their proximity,
even if the colllsionO function is normally used to this purpose. The last function detects
when two processes have their graphics overlapped.

For instance, with the processes displayed inside a mode-7 window (see 8tart_mode7())
the collisionO function can not be used, being necessary to obtain the distance between
the processes to verify if they collide with each other (if their distance is less than the
distance already determined).

Returns;

The horizontal offset of the vector (angle, distance).
Description;

Returns the horizontal distance (in the axis of the x coordinate) from the angle and
distance (over this angle) passed as parameters. That is to say, it returns the distance
covered in horizontal by the vector made by the angle and length (distance or vector
module) indicated. Keep in mind that the angle is specified in degree thousandths and any
valid numeric expression may specify the distance.
The function used to calculate the vertical distance, instead of the horizontal one, is
get_dlsty().
Notes:

if the aim is to advance the coordinates of the process a distance in a specific angle, the
following statements may be used:
x+=get_distx(<angie>,<distance>);
y+=get_d i sty(<angie>,<d istance>);

if the angle in which the aim is to move the process is the one contained in its angle local
variable, then this operation could be performed with the advance() function in the following
way;

advance(<distance>);

The get_distx() function is equivalent to calculating the cosine of the angle and multiplying
it by the distance.

qet_dlstv(<angle>, <distance>)
Returns;

The vertical offset of the vector (angle, distance).
Description;

Returns the vertical distance (axis of the y coordinate) from the angle and distance (over

this angle) passed as parameters. That is to say, it returns the distance covered in vertical
by the vector made by the angle and length (distance) indicated.
Keep in mind that the angle is specified in degree thousandths. Any valid numeric
expression can specify the distance.
The function used to calculate the horizontal distance, instead of the vertical one, is
get_distx().

get lov button(<number of button>>

Returns:

True (1) if the button is pressed, False (0) if it is not.
Description:

This function requires the joystick number button (from 0 to 3) as a parameter, and retums
true (an odd numerical value) if it is pressed at that moment.
If the button is not pressed, the function retums false (an even numeric value).

Some joysticks have only 2 buttons. In this case, they will be number 0 and 1 buttons. In
computers with two connected joysticks, the second joystick will have buttons number 2 and
3.

There are other ways to use the joystick. The easiest one is to use the joy structure, since
in it there are four records that continuously show the state of the joystick buttons.

Returns:

The position of the joystick axis.
Description:
This function returns the coordinate in which the axis specified (with a number from 0 to 3)
of the analog joystick is placed,
0 axis - Main X axis.
1 axis - Main Y axis,

2 axis ■ Secondary X axis,
3 axis - Secondary Y axis.

The joystick coordinate may vary, depending on the type of joystick and on the computer in
which it is executed. Anyhow, it is a number that usually ranges from 4 to 200,
approximately.

The main and secondary axes may be integrated in a single joystick, on some occasions

(flight commands with pedals, etc.). In computers having two connected joysticks, joystick 1
will be the main axis and joystick 2 will be the secondary one.

There are other ways to use the joystick. The easiest one is to use the joy structure, when

an analog reading of the joystick (its coordinates) is not required. That is to say, when it is
enough to know if the joystick is at the center, to the right, down, etc.
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Returns:

The current coordinates of the control point (in the variables whose offset is indicated as
the last two parameters).
Description:
This function returns where, at that moment, a control point of the current process' graphic
is in the system of coordinates used by the process itself (see ctype local variable),

evaluating the original location of the point, the current coordinates of the process, their
size, angle, etc.
A control point is a point that can be defined in the graphic editor (painting tool), in the
option designed for this function.
The function needs the address (that is obtained with the offset operator) in the computer's
memory of two variables in which it will return the x and y position of the control point.
The graphics loaded with the load_map() function will be used as if they belonged to the
first tile (the tile with the 0 code).
Notes:

This function is normally used to have some important points of a graphic located. For
instance, if we have defined a process whose graphic is a man with a gun that can be
scaled, rotated or that can perform different animations, we could define a control point in
the barrel gun's point-to know at any time Irom where the bullets must leave when shooting.
It the original graphic was inside a scroll region (see start_scroll()) then the returned
coordinates will also refer to that scroll region.

The get_polnt() function retums the position where a control point was originally placed
in the graphic, unlike the get_real_polnt() function, that returns its current position.

Returns:

The required Information about the graphic.
Description:
Returns the required information about a graphic of a file.
Information:

g_wlde - The function will return the original width of this graphic if g_wide is put as third
parameter.
g_helght - The function will return the original height of the graphic.
g_x_center - The function will return the x coordinate of the graphic's center.
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g_y_center - The function will return the y coordinate of the graphic's center.
The graphics loaded with the load_map() function will be used as if they belonged to the
first file (the file with the code 0).

Returns:

True (1) if the CD is playing, or false (0) if it is not.
Description:

This function is used to determine whether the CD is piaying a song.
It returns True (an odd number) if fhe CD is playing a song. Otherwise, it returns Faise (an
even number).
Its most widespread use is to play a song indefinitely.
Note:

The volume of cd-audio reproduction may be controlled with the setup structure and the
set_volume() function.

kev(<kevboard code>)

Returns:

True (1) if the key is pressed and false (0) if it is not.
Description:

Retums true (an odd number) if the key, indicated as parameter, is pressed at that moment.
Otherwise, it returns false (an even number).

The input parameter will normally be the name of the key with the _ (underlining) symbol
ahead. For instance, to read the [A] key, the function must be called key(_a).
Access the keyboards codes in appendix 0.6 to see the whole list of the keyboard codes
that may be used as parameter of the key() function.
Notes:

There are three predefined global variables thai can also be used to control the keyboard,
and they are the following ones:
scan_code - Code of the latest key that has been pressed. This code is a numeric value
that directly corresponds with the constants of keyboard codes, used as parameters of the
keyO function.

ascii • ASCII code of the latest pressed key.
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Description:

Sends a s_klll signal to all ttie processes, except the one executed by this function.
Therefore, all the processes, except the current one. will be eliminated.
This function Is normally used from the main process, when a game Is over, to delete all the
processes (shots, enemies...) that remain active, and to recover the control of the program.
A call to let_me_alone() could always be replaced by a series of calls to the signalO
function with the s_kill signal. For that. It would be necessary to know either the types of
processes Intended to be deleted or their Identifying codes.
Notes:

To check the active processes of a program at a specific moment, you must access the
debugger by pressing the F12 key.

The exlt() function Is also used to Immediately finish a program, returning to the system.

Description:
Loads a data block from an archive on the disk to the program's memory.

For that, the function requires the archive name and the offset. Inside the computer's
memory, of the variable, table or structure stored on the disk (the datum offset may be
obtained with the OFFSET operator).

The offset of the same datum specified when the archive was stored with the save()
function must be specified.

The archive names may be given by specifying a path, which must be the same as that
used with the save{) function to store the archive. Nevertheless, It Is not necessary to
specify a path. It Is Important that the archive Intended to be loaded has been previously
created, as an error will occur If the aim Is to load a nonexistent archive (even if this can be
ignored, continuing the program's execution).
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load fnMorchive name>)

Returns:
The loaded font code.

Description:

Loads an archive with a new characters font (*.FNT) of the disk (a "font" with a new set of
graphic characters).

The function returns the font code that can be used by the wrlte() and wrlte_lnt() functions
to write a text.

The archives' path can be specified with the font. Nevertheless, it won't be necessary If the
archive with the letter font has been generated in the directory by default (XFI^fT).
The archive with the new font has to be created with the game's colour palette to be
displayed correctly. Otherwise, the colours will appear changed.

l o a d fi ) a ( < a r c h l v e n a m e > >

Returns:
R e t u m s t h e l o a d e d fi l e c o d e .

Description:

Loads an archive with a (".FPG) file. A file means a graphics library (or collection).
An FPG archive with a graphics library may contain from no graphic to 999 graphics. Every
graphic included in the library will have a numeric code, the graphic code, a number that
ranges from 1 to 999, and that Is used to Identify the graphic Inside the file.
It Is possible to load as many graphics' files as necessary, providing there is available
memory (this function has to be called several times to load several files).
The function retums the file code, that can be used by many functions that require a
graphic. For that, it Is necessary to Indicate to them the file code In which the graphic Is and
the graphic code Inside the file.

The archives' path can be specified with the graphics file. Nevertheless, It won't be
necessary if the file Is in the directory by default {\FPG).
Notes:

The unload_fpg() function allows us to free up the computer's memory occupied by the
graphics' file when It Is not going to be used any longer. For that. It also requires the file
code, in order to know which file we want to unload from the memory.
It Is not necessary to unload the file from the memory before
before finishing
finishing the
the program,
program.
since the system will do It automatically.
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Returns:

The loaded graphic code.
Description:

Loads a MAP archive with a graphic in the computer's memory . The function requires the
archive name as a parameter. In inverted commas.
The graphic code is returned as return value, which is a numeric value that must be

specified to use the graphic, In the graph variable or. In general. In all the functions
requiring a graphic code among their parameters.
It is possible to load as many graphics as necessary. Every time one Is loaded, the function
will return the corresponding code (the first graphic loaded will have the code 1000, the
following one the code 1001, etc.)
It is possible to specify the path to the archive with the graphics' file. Nevertheless, If the file
is in the directory by default (\IVIAP), it won't be necessary.
important:

When the fiie code to which that graphic belongs is required Inside a function, the code 0
(which is the code of the first file FPG that is loaded in the program) must be indicated.
When different graphics have been loaded, keep in mind that if they have different palettes,
every one of them must previously be activated with the load_pal() function, indicating the
name of the file (fi^AP) as a parameter, before using the graphic.
Graphics created with different palettes can not simultaneously be used.
The unload_map() function allows us to free up the computer's memory used by the
graphic when it is not going to be used for a specific time. For that purpose, it also requires
the graphic code to know which is the graphic to be unloaded from the memory.
It Is not necessary to unload the graphic from the memory before finishing the
program, as the system will do It automatically.
To load several graphics all at once in a program, they must be included inside a graphics
file (FPG) and loaded with the load_fpg() function.

load pal(<archive name>1

Description:

Loads a colour palette of the disk (from a PAL, FPG, MAP or FNT archive) defining the 256
colours displayed on the screen.

From that moment, the game will be seen with the colours set indicated by that palette.
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If, at the moment of loading the palette, the program already had a different one assigned,
then a fading of the screen colours to black will be carried out. Then, the new colour palette
will gradually appear in the following frames of the game.
The archive path may be specified with the palette. Nevertheless, it will not be necessary if

the file is, by default, in the directory (that, depending on the type of archive, will be: \PAL,
\FPG,\IVIAP or\FNT).

The program will automatically read the palette of the first of these types of archives loaded
in the program, even If the load_pal() function is not used. Then, this function will be used
when the program uses several different palettes to change from one to another.
Note:

A palette can not be unloaded from the computer's memory, since it does not occupy any
space in the memory.

load pcmforchive name>. <cvclic>f
Returns:
The loaded sound code.

Description:
Loads a sound effect from a PCful archive of the disk. The archive name must be replaced

by the sound effect as a first parameter. As a second parameter, the <cyclic> must be
replaced by 1 if the sound must indefinitely be repeated, or 0 if it must be played only once
(when it is required with the sound() function).
The function retums the sound code that must be used by the sound() function to play that
sound through a channel.

The archive path may be specified with the sound. Nevertheless, it will not be necessary if
the sound is In the directory by default (\PCIVI).
Notes:

The unload_pcm() function allows us to free up the computer's memory occupied by the
sound when it is not going to be used any longer. For that it also requires the sound code
in order to know which sound we want to unload from the memory.

It Is not necessary to unload the sound from the memory before finishing the
program, since the system will do it automatically.

Description:

The map_block_copy() function allows us to transfer a rectangular block from a graphic to
another one.
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The graphic from which the rectangular region is taken is called origin graphic and the
destination graphic is the one in which this block will be copied. That is to say, this function
allows us to copy a part of a graphic (origin) to another one (destination). The parameters
are the following ones, in order:

<(lle> • Both graphics must come from the same graphics file. The file code must be
specified as first parameter (see load_fpg()). The graphics loaded with the load_map()
function will be used as if they belonged to the first file (the file with the code 0).
<destination graphio - code of the graphic in which the block is going to be put.
<x destination>, <y destination> - (*, y) coordinates at which the aim is to put the block
inside the destination graphic.
<origin graphio - code of the graphic Irom which the block is going to t>e taken.
<x>, <y> - starting coordinates of the block inside the origin graphic.
<width>, <height> - dimensions of the block that is going to be transferred.
This function will modify the indicated graphic, but only its copy that has been loaded in
computer's memory. The original graphic, that is stored in the FPG or MAP archives of
disk, will remain unchangeable. For that reason, if at a specific moment of the game
aim is to recover the original state of the graphic, it is necessary to unload it from
memory (with the unload_fpg() or unload_map() functions) and then, load it again.

the
the
the
the

Note:

When a graphic is put inside another one that is being used as a scroll region's background,
it will not automatically appear on screen unless the refresh_scroll() function is used.

Returns:

The colour of the pixel (0..255).
Description:

Allows us to obtain the colour of a graphic's specific pixel, as a return value of the function.
For that purpose, it requires the <file code> in which the graphic is stored, the <graphic
code> inside the file and the (*, y) coordinates of the graphic's pixel whose colour intended
to be obtained.

The graphics loaded with the load_map<) function will be used as if they belonged to the
first file (the file with the code 0).
Notes:

This function is normally used to detect zones inside the graphics. This technique is called
hardness maps and it allows us to use two different graphics, one with the picture and the
second with the zones to detect, painted in different colours.

For instance, in a game with spacecraft, the zones that take energy away from the
spacecraft when passing over it with a specific colour (for instance, colour 32) could be
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painted In this hardness map. Then, the colour would be obtained from the hardness map
over which the spacecraft is and, if it is 32, energy would be taken away from it.
That is to say, there would be two different pictures: one of them visible, with colours (the

background picture over which the spacecraft moves in the game, and the other, the
hardness map that would only be used to obtain colours from it with the
map_get_pixel() function, identifying so the zone of the original picture over which the
spacecraft Is.

Description:

Puts a graphic inside another one. The graphic that Is going to be copied is called origin
graphic and the destination graphic Is that Inside which the origin will be copied. That is to
say, this function allows us to copy a graphic (origin) Inside another one (destination).
Both graphics must be in the same file. The parameters are the following ones. In order;
<f!le> - file code with the graphics library that contains both graphics. The graphics loaded
with the load_map() function will be used as If they belonged to the first file (the file with the
code 0).
<destlnatlon graphio - code of the graphic inside which the other one is going to be put.
<origin graphio - code of the graphic that Is going to be copied In the destination.
<x>, <y> - coordinates inside the destination graphic where the aim is to put the origin
graphic. The center (or control point numljer 0) of the origin graphic will be located In these
coordinates.

This function will modify fhe Indicated graphic, but only Its copy that has been loaded in
computer's memory. The original graphic, that Is stored In the FPG or MAP archives of
disk, will remain unchangeable. For that reason, if at a specific moment of the game
aim Is to recover the original state of the graphic, it Is necessary to unload It from

the
the
the
the

memory (with the unload_fpg() or unload_map() functions) and then, load it again.
Notes:

The map_xputO function is a version a little more complex than the map_put() function, but
with much more utilities. Thus, the latter allows us, moreover, to put rotated, scaled, mirror
and transparent graphics.
The map_block_copyO function must be used to put a part of a graphic (instead of the full
graphic) inside another one.
When the map_putO function (or any other similar) Is used to modify a graphic that is being

used as background of a scroll window. It is possible that the graphic you have put does not
immediately appear on screen. To solve this problem, you must use the refresh_scroll()
function.
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Description:
Allows us to modify the colour of a specific pixel of a graphic. For that, the <flie code> where

the graphic is stored, the <graphic's code> inside the fiie and the (*, y) coordinates of the
pixei whose <coiour> is intended to set are required.

The graphics ioaded with the load_map() function wili be used as if they belonged to the
first fiie (the file with the code 0).

This function wili modify the indicated graphic, but only Its copy that has been loaded in the
computer's memory. The original graphic, that is stored in the FPG or MAP archives of the

disk, wlii remain unchangeable. For that reason, if at a specific moment of the game the
aim is to recover the original state of the graphic, it will be necessary to unload it from the
memory (with the unload_fpg() or unload_map() functions) and then, load if again.
Notes;

The map_put() or map_xput() functions may be used to put a full graphic inside another
one (and not only at one pixel). The map_block_copy() function may be used to put just a
part of a graphic inside another one.

When the map_put_pixel() function is used to put a pixel in a graphic that is being used as
background of a scroti window, if is possible that this pixei does not immediately appear on
screen. To solve this problem, you must use the refresh_scroll() function.

Description:

Extended version of the map_put() function.

Puts a graphic inside another one. The graphic that is going to be copied is called origin
graphic and the destination graphic is that inside which the origin wili be copied. That is to

say, this function allows us to copy a graphic (origin) inside another one (destination).
Both graphics must be in the same file. The parameters are the following ones, in order:
<file> - fiie code with the graphics library that contains both graphics. The graphics loaded
with the ioad_mapO function will be used as if they belonged to the first fiie (the file with the
code 0).

<destlnation graphio - code of the graphic inside which the other one is going to be put,
<origin graphio - code of the graphic that is going to be copied in the destination,

<x>, <y> ■ coordinates inside the destination graphic where the aim is to put the origin
graphic. The origin graphic is going to be copied at these coordinates, from its upper left
corner.
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<angle> - angle (in degree thousandths) In which the origin graphic is going to be copied;
the normal angle Is 0.

<si2e> - size (in percentages) in which the original graphic is going to be copied; the
normal size is 100.

<f!ags> - Indicates the mirrors and transparencies with which the original graphic wiil be
copied in the destination: the values are the following ones:
0-Normal graphic
1-Horizontal mirror
2 - Ve r t i c a l m i r r o r

3-Horizontal and vertical (180°) mirror

4-Transparent graphic
5-Horizontal transparent and mirror

6-Ver1ical transparent and mirror
7-Horizontal and vertical transparent, mirror

This function will modify the indicated graphic, but only its copy that has been loaded in the

computer's memory. The original graphic, that is stor^ in the FPG or MAP archives of the
disk, will remain unchangeable. For that reason, if at a specific moment of the game the
aim is to recover the original state of the graphic, it will be necessary to unload it from the
memory (with the unload_fpg() or unload_mapO functions) and then, load it again.
Notes:

The map_xput() function is a little more complex than the map^put() tunction. which is
easier to use when it is not required to put rotated, scaled, mirror and transparent graphics.
The map_block_copy() function must be used to put a part of a graphic (instead of the full
graphic) inside another one.

When the map_put() function (or any other similar) is used to modify a graphic that is being
used as background of a scroll window, it is possible that the graphic you have put does not

immediately appear on screen. To solve this problem, you must use the refresh_scrollO
function.

move scrollfcscroll number>l

Description:

Forces to scroll automatically and immediately. This function is rather advanced and, for that
reason, it could be difficult to understand its purpose.

As a parameter, the function requires the <scroll number> from 0 to 9 that was indicated in
the start_scroll() function as first parameter when the scroll started.
This function is used when a scroll region is automatically controlled, as the camera field of
the scroll structure corresponding to the identifier of a process has been defined.
The purpose is to force the (xO, yO, x1 and y1) values of that structure to be updated, if this
function is not used, these values won't be updated until the following game's frame. That is
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to say. when a scroll is aulomatically controlled and another process needs to know the
value of the coordinates of that scroll before the next frame (normally to be located in a
position in keeping with the background movement), do as follows:
1 - The scroll starts with start_scroll().
2 - The process that will be used as camera Is created and its Identifying
code is put in the camera field of the scroll structure.

3 - A very high priority must be set for this process, for it to run before the
rest of the processes (putting in its priority local variable a positive whole
value like, for instance. 100).

4 - The move_scroll() function will be called just trefore the FRAME
statement of the process' loop used as camera.

Thus, you will guarantee the previous execution of this process and. just at the end. the
updating of the values (xO. yO, x1 and y1) of the scroll structure, so the rest of the
processes may use these variables already updated.
The most widespread use of this function the aim Is to have more than two backgrounds
in a scroll window. For that, a series of processes simulating a third or fourth plane are
created. The position of their coordinates will depend on the exact position of the scroll in
every frame.

m o v e t B X t ( < t e x t i d e n l i fl e o . < x > . < v > >

Description:

IVIoves a text towards other screen coordinates, The text Identifier and the (x. y) screen
coordinates towards which the text must be moved are specified as parameters. The
identifier of fhe text is a numeric code returned by the write() and write_int() functions
when they are required to write a text.
The centering code specified in the wrlte() or wrlte_lnt() functions will remain when this
function is used.

The specified coordinates always deal with the screen and may be in or out of it. It Is
necessary to use the text_z global variable to modify the z coordinate of the texts (the
depth plane In which they appear).
Note:

To delete a text definitively, the text Identifier is also required, and the delete_textO
function must be used for that.
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Returns:

A new angle closer to the final angle.
Description;

Brings an angle closer to another one at the given increment. The function returns the new
angle.

It is used when the aim is that an angle (<angle>) gradually varies until it becomes another

angle (<final angle>). For that, the function needs the original angle, the final angle and
the angular Increment that is going to be added to or subtracted from the original angle.

Keep in mind that all the angles are specified in degree thousandths. The angular
Increment is txjt a small angle (such as one degree (1000) or five (5000).

out r6aloni<idBntifvinQ code>. <reQlQn numper>i

Returns:

True if the process is out of the region or False if it is not.
Description:

This function determines whether a process is out of a screen region. For thaf, the function
requires the identifying code of the process and a number of region.
The screen regions can be defined with the define_region() function and they are simply
rectangular zones of screen.

Region number 0 can not be defined, as it will always tie equivalent to the entire screen.
Therefore, if 0 is specified as a second parameter, this function detemnines whether a
process is out of the screen (if it is not seen).

In case that the process' graphic is out of the specified region, the function returns True (an
odd number). Otherwise, if the graphic is seen in that region, even partially, the function
returns False (any even number).

The process whose Identifying code is indicated must have its graphic correctly defined
(nonnally in its graph variable). Otherwise, the system will notice an error, since it is not
possible to calculate the dimensions of a graphic if the process lacks it.

olav cd(<track numbeo. <mode>)
Description:

Starts playing a cd-audio track. The track number (from 1 to the number of songs contained
in the cd) must be indicated. The way to do it is as follows:
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Mode:

0 - To play the song and then stop,
1 - To play this song and then the following ones.
Notes:

To have a song indefinitely playing, a loop must be implemented, using the is_playlng_cd()
function to determine when the song is over.

The cd-audio reproduction volume can be controlled with the setup structure and the
set_volume() function.

Returns:

The first expression raised to the second one.
Description:

Caiculates the resuit when the first expression is raised to the second one.

For instance, pow(3. 2) will return 9. which is 3 squared, that Is to say, 3=, or 3*3.
Note:

Tal<e into account that in the language it Is only possible to use integers within the
(min_int... max_int) range. Therefore, when the result of the function exceeds this range,
incorrect results will l>e shown. In this case, the system won't notice any error, so much
care must be taken.

Description:

Puts a graphic in the screen background. The function requires the file code in which the

graphic is stored, the graphic code inside the same file and the (*, y) coordinates at which
the graphic Is Intended to be put.

The graphics loaded with the Ioad_map0 function will be used as if they belonged to the
first file (the file with the code 0).

If the center graphic was not specified (setting Its control point number 0 from the painting
tool), the coordinates will be referred to the position or the screen in which the graphic
center will be located.

The graphics displayed on the screen background like this will be within the game's display
under all the processes, scroll regions, texts, etc.

If the aim is to have a graphic over some others, It must be created as a new process and
Its z variable must be established, indicating the priority of Its display.
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The clear_screen() function must be used to clear the screen baclrground
Notes:

If the graphic that is intended to be put is merely a baclrground screen, it is easier to use the
put_screen() function, since it does not require the screen coordinates, because it will
automatically center the graphic on the screen.

The xputQ function is a little more complex than the put() function, but has more features
since, at the same time, it allows us to put rotated, scaled, mirror and transparent graphics.

To put a graphic inside another one (instead of in the screen background), the iTiap_putO or
map_xput() functions must be used.

Description:

Establishes the colour of the pixel located in the background screen's (*, y) coordinates.
That is to say, it sets a pixel of the indicated colour in the indicated coordinates.

The pixels put with this function in the background screen will be displayed in the game
below all the processes, scroll regions, texts, etc.

If the aim is to see a pixel over other graphics, you must create a new process, assigning
the picture of a point (in its graph variable) as a graphic and fixing its z variable with the
priority of its printing.
To clear the background screen, the clear_screen() function must be used.
Notes:

To read the colour of a specific background screen colour, the get_pixel() function must be

used, returning a number tjetween 0 and 255 corresponding to the order of the colour inside
the palette.

The put() function must be used to set a graphic on the screen, instead of a simple pixel.
It is also possible to set the colour of a pixel in a specific graphic, instead of in the
background screen, by using the map_put_pixel() function.

out screen(<file>. <araphic>)
Description:

Establishes the background screen. The function requires the file code in which the graphic
is, and the own code of the graphic intended to be displayed in the background screen
i n s i d e t h e fi l e .

The graphics loaded with the load_map() function will be used as if they belonged to the
first file (the file with the code 0).

The function does not require any coordinate as a parameter since, if the graphic size (in
pixels) is different from that of the screen, the former will simpfy be displayed centered in the
f a t t e r.

The clear_screenO function must be used to clear the screen bacfrground.
Note:

If the aim is to display a graphic on a specific part of the screen or a graphic that is not
centered, the putO may be used, fyforeover, the xput() function allows us to display rotated,
scaled, mirror and/or transparent graphics in any screen region.

randkminimum valuB>. <maximum valu6>>

Returns:

A random numeric value.

Description:
Returns a random number (chosen at random) between the minimum value and the
maximum value, both included.

This function is normally used to set all Ihe parameters intended to be varied in a game

when it is restarted. For instance, the coordinates of an enemy may be initialised with
random numbers, so it may appear in a different position in every game.
This function has another use. Thus, if we want that an action does not atways occur, but

that it has a certain probability to occur, we normally use a statement of the following type:
IF(rand(0,100)<25)
// Action ...
E N D

In this case, the action will take place, on average. 25 per cent of the times the IF
statement would be executed. The reason for that is that, on obtaining a random number

between 0 and 100, this numtier would be less than 25 in a fourth of times, approximately.
Note:

By default, the values relumed by the rand() function will completely be different in every
execution of the program. If we want to have always the same series of numbers, we may

use the rand.seedQ function, specifying a number behind which the series of numbers
returned by the rand() function will always be predetermined.

rand seccH<numeric value>>

Description:

This function sets a seed for the generator of random numbers (the numbers generated by
he rand() function).

The seed can be any integer within the range (min_lnt... max_int). If the seed is set, ail
the numbers generated by the rand() function will be the same in every execution of the
program. That is to say, after having been established an origin seed, the rand() function
will return a series of numbers predetermined for this seed.

Description:

This function is used when a graphic that is being used as a background of a scroll region
has been modified with the map_put(). map_xput(), map_biock_copy() or
map_put_pixei() functions, in order to update it.

The parameter required by the function is the <scroll numbet> that was specified when the
scroll started with the start_scroii() function.

When a graphic that is being used as background of a scroll is modified, it is not
automatically updated on the screen. On the contrary, it is necessary to call this function for
that purpose.

Once the graphic has been modified, it wiil remain like this during the rest of the program
execution, unless the graphic is unloaded from the memory (with the unload_fpg() or

unioad_map() functions) and loaded again. In this case, the original slate of the graphic will
be restored.
Note:

It can be noticed that, if the displaying graphic is at some coordinates out of the screeh. it
won't tje necessary to call this function, because the parts of the scroll that are gradually
appearing on-screen are automatically refreshed.

Description:

This function rewinds an FLI/FLC animation to the beginning. This animation started with
the start_fli() function.

After having called this function, the animation will be displayed again from the beginning (to
display every frame of the animation, you must call the frame_fli() function).
The use of this function deals with the possibility of stopping an animation and repeating it

again from the beginning, without uhloading it (end_fil()) and loading it again.

If the aim is to perform an animation indefinitely, restarting when it Is over, then It Is not

necessary to use this (unction, since it will automatically be done with trame_fll(), it you
keep on calling once the animation is over.

Only one animation can exist at the same time. Thus, it is not necessary to specify any
parameter tor this function.

reset soundO

Description:

Advanced function, only tor very expert users. Resets the sound system.
This function is used to activate new parameters of the sound hardware.
The following values of the setup global structure must be established:
setup.card
setup.port
setup.lrq
setup.dma
setup.dma2

This function is normally used inside the sound setup programs.
To activate the rest of the values of the setup structure, those referred to the mixer volume,
the set_volumeO function must be called. The values to establish the volume are the
following ones:
setup.master
setup,sound_fx
setup.cd audio

H<nttial colouo. <number of colours>, <increment>l
Description;

Rotates a range of palette colours. This function is used to create movement effects in static
graphics, like the effect of flowing water.

To use this function, it is first necessary to create graphics that use a range of consecutive
colours of the original palette, in a perpetual cycle (for instance, colours ranging from 0 to
15, painting something with the colours 0,1, 2, 3 14,15, 0,1, 2,...).

Then, it is necessary to take care that those colours are not used by other graphics that are
going to appear on the screen at the same time, if you do not want to implement the effects
on them,

"^ssar
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The increment (third parameter) is normally 1 to perlorm the rotation in a direction and -1 to

perform it in the opposite direction, but other values may be used to perform the colours
cycle at higher speed.

To perlorm a cycle of colours from 0 to 15, it would be necessary to specify 0 as <initiai
colour> and 16 as <number of coiours>.
Notes:

II the aim is to determine the palette with which the cycle ol colour must be performed,
this palette must be loaded from an archive with the load_pal() function.

To perform other palette effects without replacing some colours by other ones in cycles, the
fade() function must be used. This function allows us to perform many colours lading and
saturations at different speeds.

There are two simplified versions of this last function that allow us to carry out a fading to
black (fade_oft()) and to undo it (fade_on()).

saveforchive name>. <OFFSET datum>.
Description:

Saves a data block Irom the program memory to a file in the disk, to recover it later, when it
is required, with the load() lunclion.
For that, the function requires the archive name, the offset (inside the computer memory)
ol the variable, table or structure stored on the disk (the datum offset is obtained with
OFFSET <datum name>) and the number of memory positions that this datum occupies
(which may be obtained with sizeof(<file name>)).

It is possible to save several data (variables, tables or structures) if they have consecutively
been defined inside the same section (GLOBAL, LOCAL or PRIVATE), in this case, the
OFFSET of the first datum must be indicated as a second parameter, and the additioh of
the sizeofO of ail fhe data must be indicated as a third parameter.

It is not necessary to specify a path together with the archive name.

set fps<<n. of frames tier second>. <n. of allowed omission5>

Description:

This function regulates the games' speed: it defines the game's number of frames per
second that will be displayed.

By default, the display will be regulated at 18 frames per second, which means that if a
process moves a pixel per every (FRAME), it will move on-screen at a speed ol 18 pixels
per second.

This funchon may establish the number of Frames Per Second (FPS) from a minimum of 4

to a maximum of 200; in general, no more than 24 frames per second are necessary to
obtain a fluid and slight movement.

The second parameter, maximum number of allowed omissions, is referred to how the
program must preferably work when it is executed in a computer fast enough to calculate
the required number of frames per second. It works as follows.
Number of allowed omissions.

0 - The game will go at slower speed when it is executed in a computer too
slow. That is to say, it will display the frames per second that the computer
has had time to calculate.

1 - If the computer can not calculate all the frames, it is allowed to

occasionally omit any frame to try to keep the game's relative speed. The
game movements will become a little more abrupt, but faster.

2 or more - The game is allowed to omit as many consecutive frames as It

is indicated in this parameter to maintain the original relative speed of the
game. For instance, If the number of omissions Is set at 4 and in the game
a process moved one pixel by one, in a very slow computer it could move
even in four pixels at a time.

set mode<<new videomode>l

Description:

Establishes a new video mode for the game execution. The allowed videomodes that may
be specified as a parameter are the tollowing ones:
m320x200 - VGA standard
m320x240 -XMode
m320x400 - X fylode
m360x240 -XMode
m360x360 - X Mode
m376x282 - XMode
m640x400 - SVGA VESA
m640x480 - SVGA VESA
m800x600 - SVGA VESA
m1024x768 - SVGA VESA

When a change of the videomode in the program is made, a fading to black (of the
program's colours palette) will automatically be performed and in the following displays, the
colours palette will gradually be restored. That is to say, set_modeO always performs a

fade_otf() just before changing the videomode and a fade_onO just after having changed it.
By default, all the programs start with the 320 by 200 pixel activated mode
(set_mode(m320x200)).

By using the set_modeO function, all the scroll and mode 7 windows that were activated in
the game, as well as all the processes displayed inside them, will be deleted.

set

volumen

Description:

Advanced function, only for very expert users. Adjusts tfre different volume controls
managed by the mixer of the system sound.

To adjust the volume, the following values of the setup global structure must be set;
setup.master - General volume
setup.soundjx - Sound effects volume
setup.cd_audio - Cd-audio music volume

This function is normally used inside the sound setup programs, or even In the rest of the
programs, normally to adjust the CD_Audio music volume.
To activate the rest of the values of the setup structure (those referred to the sound card's

parameters) the reset_sound() function must be called with the following defined values of
the structure:

setup.card
setup.port
setup.lrq
setup.dma
setup.dma2

sianai<<id>. <sianal>)

Description:

Sends a signal to a process (an object of the game). This function Is mainly (but not only)
used to destroy (to kill) a process from another one, sending it a s_kill signal.
Any process may send a signal to another one, provided that the former has the identifying
c o d e o f t h e l a t t e r.

The signal types that may be sent to a process are the following ones;

s_klll - Order to kill the process. The process will not appear In the following frames of
the game any longer.

s_sleep - Order to make the process dormant. The process will remain paralysed,
without executing its code and without being displayed on screen (nor being detected try
the rest of the processes), as If it had been killed. But the process will continue to exist in
the computer's memory.

sjreeze - Order to freeze the process. The process will remain motionless without
running its code. But it will continue being displayed on screen and It will be possible to
detect it (in the collisions) by the rest of the processes. The process will continue to exist
in the computer's memory, even If its code Is not executed.

s.wakeup - Order to wake up the process. It returns a slept or frozen process to Its
normal state. The process will be executed and displayed again from the moment that it

receives this signal normally. A process that has been deleted (killed) can not be
returned to its normal state, since it does not exist in the computer's memory any longer.

A process can also send these signals to itself, taking Into account that the Identifying code
of a process is always ID (word reserved In the language to this purpose). The statement
would be as follows:

signal(ld,<signal>)

Self-deleting a process in this way, sending a s_kill signal to itself, will not instantaneously
destroy the process, but in the following (FRAME) display. The RETURN statement can be
used to immediately delete a process. All the signals sent to processes will be
Implemented just before the next display of the game, that is to say, in the next FRAME
of the game (not instantaneously).
Together with these four signals, there are other four signals that directly correspond to the
previous ones. They are: s_klll_tree, 8_sleep_tree, s_freeze_tree and s_wakeup_tree.
These signals are sent not only to the indicated process, but also to all the processes that
It has created. That is to say, if a s_klll_tree signal is sent to a process, the latter and all its
descendants (sons, grandsons,...) will be deleted as well as all the processes created by it
and the processes created by the latter.
An exception to these last four signals is when there is an orphan process, that is to say, a

process whose father (the process that called It) is already dead. The orphan processes will
not receive the signal when it is sent to a process from which they are descended as, on
their father having disappeared. It won't be able to send the signal to the processes it
created.

Note:

When a process is created, the system defines the son variable of the father with the
Identifying code of the son, and the father variable of the son with the identifying code of the
f a t h e r.

Description:

This second meaning of the signal function is similar to the previous one, with the exception
that, Instead of sending a signal to a process from its identifying code, it allows us to send a
signal to all the processes of a specific type or to them and their descendants, when the
used signals are of the type s_kllLtree.

For instance, if several processes of the enemy type exist or may exist in a game, and the
aim is to freeze these processes (without freezing their descendants), the following
statement will be used:

signalfTYPE enemy. s_freeze);
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As it can be noticed, It is necessary to have the identifying code of a specific process in
order to send a signal to it. To delete a group of processes, it is necessary either that they
are of the same kind, that this group is made up of a process and its descendants, or that all

their identifiers are known (in order to send them the signal one by one).
It is possible to send a signal to a type of process, even if no process of this type Is being
executed In the game. But if a signal is sent to a process that has already been killed, with
its identifying code (first meaning of the signal statement), there is a risk that the identifying
code is now used by another process, which is going to receive the signal. This happens, for
instance, when the aim is to kill a process that has already been killed, as it is possible that
another different one is being killed
Note:

If the aim is to delete all the processes except the current one, the let_me_alone() function
may be used. This function sends a s_kili signal to all the processes, except the one that
executed this function.

soun(i(<sound code>. <volume>. <freau

Returns:

The channel number through which the sound is played.
Description:
Plays the effect whose sound code is specified as first parameter. At first, the sound must

have been loaded from a PCfVI archive with the load_pcm() function. This function returns
the sound code corresponding to this effect.

As a second parameter, it is necessary to specify the volume at which the sound is
intended to be reproduced, taking into account that 0 is the minimum volume, and 256 the
maximum volume.

As the third parameter, you must specify the frequency (speed) at which the sound is
intended to be reproduced, being 256 the standard frequency that will reproduce the original
sound. With lesser values, the sound vriil be reproduced with more accentuated bass. On
the contrary, with higher frequency values, it will be reproduced with more accentuated
treble.

The function returns the channel number that can be used by the stop_sound() function to
stop the sound and by the change_soundO function to modify its volume or frequency.
There are 16 sound channels. Thus, up to 16 sounds may be simultaneously played.

Returns:

The entire square root of the expression.
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Description:
Calculates ttie square root of the expression passed as a parameter, truncated to an
I n t e g e r.
For Instance, as a result, sqrt(IO) will return 3 and not 3.1623, which Is the real value
(approximately) of the square root of ten.

Returns:
The animation's number of frames.

Description:

Starts a FLI/FLC animation contained In the specified archive, in the coordinates (*. y) (the
upper left coordinate of the display window must be specified).

The path can be specified In the orchive name>. The path is not necessary if the archive is
in the DIV Games Studio directory or In a subdirectory whose name coincides with archive
extension (for instance. "fii\anima.fli").
The screen must hold the whole animation. That Is to say. if the animation occupies the

whole screen, the videomode must be fixed at first with the set_modeO function, starting
then the animation at the (0. 0) coordinate with the start_(ii() function.
For your information, the function returns the number of frames that the whole animation
comprises.
The system will automatically activate the colour palettes that the FLI/FLC animation could

have. This can cause problems dealing with the representation of other graphics or fonts of
the program, if they had beeh drawn with a different palette.
if the aim is to combine other graphics with animation on-screen, the latter must have just

one colour palette (which Is normally called "palette low FLI/FLC") and the graphics must
have been drawn with that same palette.
Once the animation has started, its frames will gradually be shown with respective calls to
f r a m e _ fl i ( ) .

It Is possible to have but one active animation at every time. Therefore, after having
started an animation with start_fll() and having been displayed with frame_fll(), this
animation must finish with the end_fll() function before starting another different animation.
Note:

The reset_fliO function allows us to rewind the animation, so that the frame_fll() function
continues to execute it from the beginning.
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reaion>. <height of horizon>l

Description:
This is an advanced function wtiich requires a skillful user.

Creates a mode-7 display wrindow. That is to say, it displays a three-dimensional graphic in
a folded plane. In order to obtain this effect, this function will be called with the following
parameters:
<m7 number> - Up to 10 mode-7 windows can be created on-screen, numbered from 0 to

9. If the aim is to create but one, the best thing is to define window number 0. This number
will be necessary later to modify the window parameters, as the system will need to know
which one of the possible 10 mocfe-7 windows is intended to modify.
<file> - The graphics intended to be folded in the window must be in a file whose file code

must tie specified here, as a second parameter of the function. The graphics loaded with the
load_map() function will be used as if they belonged to the first file (the file with the code 0).
<graphic> - The third parameter must be the code of the main graphic that Is going to be
folded in the window and It must belong to the file previously indicated.

<external graphio - Here, it is possible to indicate either a 0, if the aim is not to see any
graphic beyond the graphic folded In the perspective, or a graphic code of the same file

that will be shown in the perspective beyond the main graphic, until it gets the horizon. The
height and width of this graphic must be powers of two, not higher than 8192 (these powers
of two are: 1,2,4. 8, 16. 32. 64. 128. 256. 512. 1024, 2048, 4096 and 8192). For instance, it
can be a 64 pixel width by 32 pixel height graphic. This graphic will also be shown folded.
<reglon number> - Here, the rectangular screen region In which the mode-7 Is going to be
shown, will be indicated. If 0 is indicated as a region number, this region will be shown on
the whole screen. The rest of regions must previously be defined with the deflne_reglon()
function (a region is but a rectangular zone of the screen).
<Height of the horizon> - The last parameter to indicate will be the distance, in pixels, from
the upper part of the window, where the horizon line is intended to be put. If the camera is
placed above the folded plane, then nothing will be displayed above the horizon line (this
space is normally filled with another scroll or mode-7 window). Otherwise, If the camera is
placed below the plane, then nothing will be shown below this horizon line.

Besides the call to the function, some values of the m7 global structure must be
Initialised for the window to work correctly. This is a structure of 10 records (one for
every possible mode-7 vrindow) and every record has the following fields:
Camera - Identifying code of the camera

Height - Height of the camera
Distance - Distance of the camera

Horizon - Height of the horizon
Focus - Focus of vision

Z - Depth plane
Colour - Exterior colour

Important;
In order to activate the mode 7 window it is essential to start the camera field as,
without this field, the window can not determine from where the folded plane must l>e

The camera will be placed in the folded plane, at the indicated distance of the process
whose Identifying code has been set in camera, orientated at its angle itself (the one
indicated by its angle local variable). The height at which the camera is located with
respect to the trottom will be that indicated in the height field.
See the help about the m7 structure for further information atiout these issues, or about
how to access them.

How to visualise process graphics in mode 7.

To create a process whose graphic is displayed In the mode 7. its ctype local variable must
be defined as c_m7 (type of coordinate as mode 7 coordinate), which will be done with
the following statement:
ctype=c_m7:
After this, the process will be displayed in the mode 7 with its graphic (graph) scaled
depending on the distance at which it is. The process must only modify its x and y variables
to move through the folded plane.

W h e n a p r o c e s s b e l o n g s t o t h e m o d e - 7 ( t h a t I s t o s a y. t h e v a l u e c _ m 7 h a s b e e n
assigned to its local variable ctype):

• Its X and y variables will be referred to the folded main graphic's point above which the
process graphic will be placed.

• Its r variable will lose Its effect, as the graphics will appear in strict order of depth. This
variable will only be useful to indicate display priorities in graphics exactly placed in the
same depth plane.
• The process will automatically be deleted when the mode 7 window, to which the

process belongs, is deleted with the stop_mode7() function, or when the videomode Is
changed with the set_mode() function as, by doing so, the mode 7 windows will also be
deleted.

If there were several mode 7 windows, the process would be displayed In all of them by

default. If the process had to be displayed just in one of them. Its cnumber local variable
should be then defined. For Instance, If there were 6 mode 7 windows (from number 0 to
number 5) and the aim was to display a process only In windows 0 and 2, the following
statement should be included In It:

cnumber=c_0+c_2;
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For a process to have several graphics (several views), depending on the angle from which
it is observed, its graphic must be defined with the xgraph local variable (instead of the
graph variable). To define this variable, it Is necessary, at first, to create a table (of any
name), first indicating the graphic's number of views and then the graphics codes for
these views, starting with angle 0 and in an counterclockwise direction. For instance:
GLOBAL

views_car[ ]=4,100,101,102,103;

The table views_car would define 4 views: graphic 100 for angles near 0 degrees, graphic
101 for angles near 90 degrees, graphic 102 for angles near 180 degrees, etc.
And then, the xgraph variable must be initialised in the process code with the following
statement:

xgraph=CFFSET vlews_car:
To get an example about what we have just seen, examine some of the DIV Games

Studio's sample games that use this technique. Thus, read the comments about these
programs (for instance, see the program Speed (or dummies).

s t a r t s c r o l l ( < s c r o l l n u m b e r > . < fi l e > .

hio. <backaround i

phio. <number of

reqlon>. <lockinQ indicator>l

Description:
This function has a certain complexity, requiring a skillful user.

Creates a scroll window, in which it will perform a view against a background graphic (the
decor of the game). That is to say, by using a graphic bigger than the display window as a
game background, a part of this graphic can be showed and shifted in any direction.
To obtain this effect, this function will be called with the following parameters:
<scroli number> - Up to 10 scroll windows can be created on screen, numbered from 0 to

9. If the aim is to create only one, the best thing is to define window number 0. This name
will later lie necessary to modify the parameters of the window, as the system will need to
know which one of the 10 possible scroll windows is intended to change.
<fiie> - The graphics that are intended to t>e shown as a background or d§cor in that
window must be in a file whose file code must be specified here, as a second parameter of
the function. The graphics loaded with the load_map() function will be used as if they
belonged to the first file (the file with the code 0).

cgraphio - The third parameter must be the code of the main graphic that is going to be
displayed as a background In the window and that must belong to the file previously
indicated. This graphic is normally the main ddcor of the game on which the action will be
developed. It is a graphic bigger than the display window, that will be shifted in one or
several directions and on which the graphics of the game will be placed.
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The scroll window will be Initially placed with the control point number 0 of this graphic in
the upper left corner, when this point has been defined in the graphic editor.
<background graphio - Here, 0 will be indicated if the aim is to obtain a single scroll plane

(a single background graphic), or another graphic code if it is intended that it appears as
scroll background (deeper), behind the foreground, in order to see this background plane, it
is essential that the main graphic (foreground) has parts painted in colour number 0 of the
palette, as these transparent zones will allow us to see the background graphic through
them.

<region numbeo - The rectangular screen region in which the scroll Is going to be shown
will be here indicated. If 0 Is Indicated as a region number, it will be shown on full screen.
The rest of regions must previously be defined with the define_region() function (a region
is but a rectangular zone of the screen).
<locking indicator> - A value defining whether each of the two scroll planes Is horizontally
and vertically cyclical will be here indicated. For instance, a plane is horizontally cyclical
when, on leaving the picture on the right, the picture appears on the left. To obtain this
value, the following quantities must be added:

+ 1 - It the foreground Is horizontally cyclical
+ 2 - It the foreground Is vertically cyclical
+ 4 - If the background is horizontally cyclical

+ 8 - If the background is vertically cyclical
That is to say, 0 it none of the two planes must be cyclical, 15 (1+2+4+8) it both planes must
be cyclical in both axes, 12 (4+8) if only the background must be cyclical, etc.
When a (foreground or background) graphic is smaller than the display window, the system
will force it to have a cyclical scroll plane. Otherwise, the scroll window could not be
completely filled, without cyclically repeating the graphic (tile).
Besides the call to the function, some values of the scroll global structure must be
initialised for the correct working of the window .This is a structure of 10 records (one
for each possible scroll window) and every record has the following fields:
xO, yO - Foreground coordinates
x1, y1 - Background coordinates
z - Depth plane

camera - Identifying code of the camera
ratio - Background's relative speed
speed - Foreground's maximum speed
regloni - Rrst screen region

region2 - Second screen region
There are two ways to program the movement of the scroti windows:
• Manually, modifying in each frame of the game the fields xO, yO, x1 and y1 of this
structure (the scroll planes' coordinates).

• Automatically, for wfiat the Identifying code of a process Is needed in the field camera
of this structure. From then, the system will be in charge of following the graphic of this
process in the scroll window.
See the scroll structure either for further Information about these fields, or to know how to
access them.
How to display processes' graphics in the scroll,

in order to create a process whose graphic is displayed in the scroll window, it is necessary
to define its ctype local variable as c_scroli (type of coordinate as scroll coordinate),
which will be done with the following statement:
ctype=c_scroll;

After that, the process will be displayed in the scroll with its graphic (defined in the graph
local variable). The process must modified only its * and y variables to scroll.

When a process belongs to the scroll (assigning the value c_scroll to its local variable
ctype):

• Its X and y variables will be referred to the point of the foreground's graphic on which the
graphic of the process will be placed.
• Its z variable will be now referred to the variables z of the processes that also belong to
the same scroll window. That is to say, each time that a scroll window is displayed, all

the graphics that belong to it (ranged by their z) will t)e displayed just after it. Then, the
processes that don't belong to that scroll window will continue to be displayed.

• The process will be automatically eliminated when the scroll window to which the
process belongs is eliminated with the sfop_scroll() function. Or when the videomode is
changed with the set_modeO function as, on doing so, the scroll windows will be also
eliminated.

If there were several scroll windows, the process would be displayed by default in all of

them. If it had to be displayed only in some of them, its cnumber local variable should t>e
defined. For instance, if there were 6 scroll windows (numbered from 0 to 5) and the aim

was to display a process only in windows 0 and 2, the following statement should be
included in it:

cnumber=c_0+c_2;
In order to observe an example of what it has been said, the best thing is to examine some

of the sample games of DIV Games Studio that use this technique. Thus, the reader is
directly referred to the comments of these programs (for instance, see the example
Helioball).
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Description:

Turns the CD-Audio off. slopping tfie song tfiat was playing. Tfie songs are reproduced witti
tfie play_cd() function.
Note:

Tfte cd-audio reproduction volume may be controlled witfi the setup structure and the
set_volumeO function.

stop mode7f<number of m7>>

Description:

Deletes the mode 7 window whose number (from 0 to 9) Is passed as a parameter. This
<m7 number> was Indicated as first parameter In the start_mode7() function, and it Is
necessary as there can be up to 10 different mode 7 windows, and the system needs to
know which one Is finishing.

On deleting a mode 7 window, all the processes that exclusively belong to that window will
be killed automatically. These processes have their ctype variable with the c_m7 value and
they are not displayed In any other mode 7 window.
Important:

On changing the videomode with the set_mode() function, all the mode 7 windows (and
their processes) will also be deleted. In this case, it is not necessary to use this function
(stop_mode70).
Note:

The creation of a mode 7 window Is a somewhat advanced process and it requires to start
several parameters, like that of the camera, some of them required by the start_mode70
function and some others contained in the m7 global stnjcture (like the m7,camera
variable).

stop 8croll(<scroll numbet>)

Description:
Deletes the scroll window whose number (from 0 to 9) is passed as a parameter. This

<scroll number> was indicated as first parameter in the start_scroll() function and it is
necessary since there can be up to 10 different scroll windows, and the system needs to
know which one Is finishing.

On deleting a scroll window, all the processes that exclusively belong to that window will
automatically disappear. These processes have their ctype variable with the c_scroll value
and they are not displayed In any other scroll window.
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Important:

On changing the videomode with the set_mode() function, all the scroll windows (and their
processes) will also be deleted. In this case, it is not necessary to use this function
(stop_scroll()).
Note:

The creation of a scroll window is a somewhat advanced process and it requires the start of
several parameters, some of them required by the start_scrollO function and some others

contained in the scroll global structure (like the scroll.xO variable).

Description:

Stops the sound that is being played through the channel, passed as a parameter.
The required <channel number> Is the value returned by the sound() function when the
reproduction of a sound effect starts.
There are 16 sound channels. Thus, up lo 16 sounds may simultaneously be played.
Note:

To slop a sound gradually, turning its volume down little by little, several calls to the
change_sound() function must be made to slightly reduce the channel volume until It

reaches level 0. Then, the stop_sound() can be called lo definitively slop the sound.

Description:
Executes the operating system's command passed as a parameter.
Notes:

One of the utilities of this command is, for Instance, to delete a temporary archive that has
been created in the program, calling the command of the system DEL <archive name>.

The system can be blocked depending of the executed commands. In these cases you
must reset the computer. There is no guarantee dealing with this function running, due to
the multiple incompatibilities that can appear between the external commands and the
manager of Internal processes of DIV Games Studio,

Description:
Unloads from the memory the font (the type of letter or the set of graphic characters)
whose code is passed as a parameter.

It is not necessary to unload the graphic before finishing the program, as the system will
do it automatically.

So. a graphic must be unloaded from the memory only when it is not going to be used for a
specific time and when the aim is lo free up the occupied space in the computer's memory

to load other resources (other graphics files, sounds, fonts, etc.). which will make sense only
with graphics ol a certain size, that is to say. big enough so as to be worth freeing up the
space they occupy.
Note:

The graphics individually loaded with the load_map() function will not be unloaded when file
number 0 (with code 0) is unloaded with the unloadJpgO function, even if these graphics
are used as if they belonged to it.

Description:
Unloads the sound whose code Is passed as a parameter from the memory. This <souhd

code> is the value returned by the load_pcm() function when a new sound effect is loaded
in the memory.

After having unloaded a sound effect, much care must t>e taken not to go on using in the
program this effect (its code) lor the sound() or unload_pcm() functions. Otherwise, the
program could become blocked.
It is not necessary to unload the sound from the memory before finishing the program,
as the system will do It automatically.

Therefore, a sound must be unloaded from the memory only when It Is not going to be used
for a while and when the aim is to free up space occupied in the computer's memory to load
other resources (other graphics liles, sounds, fonts, etc.). which will be logical just with

sound effects of a certain length, that is to say, big enough so as to be worth freeing up the
space they occupy.
Note:

The stop_sound() functioh must be used to stop a sound effect, but keeping it in the
memory in order to be played again when desired.

<font> - The font code or type of letter that is going to be used. Here, you must put either
0 when the aim is to use the system's font (white, small font, 6 by 8 pixels), or the font code
returned by the load_fnt() function when a new font is loaded in the program.
<x>, <y> - The coordinates referred to the screen in which the text is going to be displayed,
fi r s t i n t h e h o r i z o n t a l a x i s a n d t h e n i n t h e v e r t i c a l o n e .

<centerlng code> - This code determines the position of the text specified by the previous
coordinates. Its values are:

0-Upleft 1-Up 2-Up right
3-Lett 4-Center 5-Right
6-Down left 7-Down 8-Down right

For example, if a text is written at the 160, 0 coordinates and with the centering code 1 (Up),
then the text will center in the column 160 and it will be displayed from line 0 downwards.
Or, if the aim Is to have a text in the upper left corner, it must be displayed at the 0, 0
coordinates and with centering code 0 (Up left).
<text> - The text to be written as a literal (that is to say, a text in inverted commas) will be

specified as last parameter.

The displayed text will remain on-screen until it is deleted with the delete_text() function,
that requires as parameter the identifying code returned by write<).
The write_lnt() function must be used to display the numeric value of a variable (such as
the score of the player).
The texts will remain unchangeable on screen even if graphics are displayed on it or
processes' graphics pass before or behind them.
Notes;

The depth plane in which the written texts appear is controlled through the text_z global
variable, that is useful to regulate which graphics must be seen above the texts and which
ones must be seen below them.

Then, it will be possible to move the texts towards another position if necessary, by using
the move_text() function, which also requires the identifying code returned by wrlte() as
parameter.

When fonts loaded from archives FNT are used, the colours' palette used to generate
these fonts must be activated (see load_pal()). Otherwise, the colours may appear
changed, being the text incorrectly displayed.

write lnt(<font>. <x>. <v>. <centerino code>. <OFFSET variablo)
Returns:

The identifying code of the text that has been written.
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Description:
This function is used to show the numeric value of a variable. For that, it requires the
following parameters:

<font> - The font code or type of letter that is going to be used. Here, it is necessary to
put either 0 when the aim is to use the system's font (white, small font. 6 by 8 pixels), or the
font code returned by the ioad_fnt() function when a new font is loaded in the program.
<x>, <y> - The coordinates referred to the screen in which the numeric value is going to be
displayed, first in the horizontal axis and then in the vertical one.
<centering code> - This code determines the position of the numeric value specified by the
previous coordinates. Its values are:
0-Upieft 1-Up 2-Up right
3-Left 4-Center 5-Right
6-Down left 7-Down 8-Down right

For example, if a numeric value is written at the 160, 0 coordinates and with the centering
code 1 (Up), then the numeric value wili be centered in the column 160 and it will be
displayed from line 0 downwards. Or, if the aim is to have a numeric value in the upper left
comer, it must be displayed at the 0, 0 coordinates and with centering code 0 (Up left).
<OFFSET variabie> - The offset inside the computer's memory of the variable whose value

is intended to be displayed, must be specified as last parameter (the offset of the data is
obtained with the OFFSET operator).

The displayed numeric value wili remain on-screen until it is deleted with the deiete_text()
function, that requires as parameter the identifying code retumed by write_int().
Important:

During the time that the value of the variable appears on screen, this value will automatically
be updated every time the variable is modified. For that, new calls to write_int() are not
n e c e s s a r y.

The writeQ function must be used to display any kind of alphanumeric text (a fixed text).
The texts will remain unchangeable on screen even if graphics are displayed on it or
processes graphics pass before or behind them.
Notes:

The depth plane in which the written texts appear is controlled through the text_z global
variable, that is useful to regulate which graphics must be seen above the texts and which
ones must be seen below them.

Then, it wili be possible to move the texts towards another position if necessary, by using
the move_text() function, which also requires the identifying code retumed by write() as
parameter.
When fonts loaded from archives FNT are used, the colour palette used to generate these

fonts must be activated (see ioad_pal()). I^therwise. the colours may appear changed,
being the text incorrectly displayed.
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Wa r n i n g :

It is not possible to display an expression, as it is shown below:
writejnt(0,0,0,0,OFFSET variable + 1);

To display the value of the variable plus 1. That is to say, if the aim was to display this value,

it would be necessa^ either to add 1 to the variable or to create another variable, assigning
it the value of the original variable plus 1, for instance:
variable2 = variable + 1;
writeJnt(0,0,0,0.OFFSETvariabie2):

in this case, you should take into account that you had to update the value of the variabie2
at least once every FRAME of the game, as by changing variable the value of var!abie2 will
not automatically be updated unless the varlabie2 = variable + 1 statement Is again
executed.

anoie>. <size>.

Description:

Advanced version of the put() function to put a graphic on the screen background. This
function requires the following parameters, in order:

<tile> - file code with the graphics library that contains both graphics. The graphics loaded
with the ioad_map() function will be used as if they belonged to the first file (the file with the
code 0).

<graphio - code of the graphic inside the file that is going to be displayed on screen.
<x>, <y> - coordinates dealing with the screen where the graphic is intended to be put.
These coordinates reveal the position in which the graphic center (or the control point
number 0, if it is defined) will be placed.

<angie> - angle (In degree thousandths) in which the graphic is going to be displayed; the
normal angle is 0.

<size> - size (in percentage) in which the graphic is going to be displayed; the normal size
is 100.

<fiags> - indicates the mirrors and transparencies with which the graphic will tje displayed;
the possible values are the following ones:
0-Normai graphic
1-Horizontal mirror
2 - Ve r t i c a i m i r r o r

3-Horizontai and vertical (180°) mirror

4-T ransparent graphic
5-Horizontai transparent and mirror
6-Verticai transparent and mirror
7-Horizontal and vertical transparent, mirror
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<region> - Number o( region (window inside the screen) in which the graphic must be
displayed. This value will normally equal 0 to display the graphic at any position of the
screen. The define_region() function must be used to define a region.

The graphics displayed in this way on the background screen will be in the game display
below all the processes, scroll regions, texts, etc.
If the aim is that a graphic is above others, it is necessary to create It as a new process
and fix its z variable with the priority of its display.
The clear_screen() function must be used to clear the screen background.
Notes;

The put() function is a simplified version of the xput() function, and it is useful when you do
not want to rotate, scale, mirror or display the graphic with transparencies.

The map_putO or map_xput() functions must be used to put a graphic inside another one
(instead of the screen background).

If the graphic intended to be put is just a screen background, it is easier to use the
put_screenO function, as it does not require the screen coordinates because it will
automatically center the graphic on screen.

Appendix C: Data Predirmed In The Language

C I - P r e d l fi n a d G L O B A L S t r u c t u r w

GLOBAL STRUCT lov

This gloBal structure is used to control the joystick. It contains a series of logical fields
related to the programming of this device: the stale of the buttons {whether they are pressed
or not) and the state of the mam lour confrol directions.

To access these fields, the riame of the field must be preceded by Ihe word joy and the
symbol . (period). For Instance, to access the left field (which indicates whether the left
contrci Is pressed), It is necessary to use joy.left.

left - This field will be at 1 when the joystick is orientated to Ihe left, and at 0 in the
opposite case.

right - This field will be at 1 when the joystick is orientated to the right, and at 0 in the
opposite case.

UE. - This fleid wiil be at 1 when the joystick is orientated up. and at 0 m the opposite case.
down • This field will be at 1 when the joystick is onenlated down, and af 0 in Ihe opposite
c a s e .

For Instance, to perforrri an action in a program when the joystick Is moved to the right
(joy.rlght), a statement like the following or>e must be Included in ihe code:
IF (joy.rlght)
// Action to perfonn (statements)
END

For diagonal positions, the two Itelds comprising this diagonal must be verified, For

Instance, to perlorm an action when the joystick Is in the upper right diagonal, the toiiowing
statement wlil be used:

IF (joy.up AND joy.rlght)
// Action to perform (statements)
END

buttonl. button2. butfon3 and button4 - These fields indlcale Ihe state of up lo four
joyslick's buttons, being af 1 when the respective button Is pressed, and at 0, when It is not.
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Some joysticks only have 2 buttons. In this case, they will be buttons number 0 and 1. In
computers with two connected joysticks, the second joystick will have the buttons number 2
and 3.

Note: When an analogical reading of the joystick is required (to know the exact coordinates
at which the joystick Is located), It will be necessary to use the get Joy_positlon() function.
Obviously, this function will only be useful in an analogical joystick, and It won't work In the
digital ones.

GLOBAL STRUCT m7

This 10 record structure contains certain fields dealing with changeable parameters of the
mode 7 window. The ten records have the same field names, but each of them modifies

the parameters of a different mode 7 window (as up to 10 windows of this type may be
activated).

A mode 7 window could be defined as a screen region that shows a graphic plane three-

dimenslonally folded (for instance, like a sheet of paper with a picture horizontally
positioned, displayed on screen with a virtual bottom (or top).
For a record (numbered from 0 to 9) of the m7 structure to make sense, that mode 7

window (from 0 to 9) must first be activated with the star1_mode7() function (see this
function for further Information about the mode 7 windows).

It is understood that the fields of this structure are complementary to the call parameters of
this function. In order to observe a practical example of a mode 7, It is possible to access
the help about the start_mode7() function.
How to use the m7 structure:

To access these fields, the field name must be preceded by the word m7, the number of
record In square brackets and the symbol, (period).
For Instance, If two mode-7 windows, number 0 and number 1 were Initialised, the camera
variable of both windows could be accessed as m7[0].camera and m7[1].camera,

respectively. When the mode-7 window number 0 Is accessed. It Is also possible to omit the
number of windows In square brackets. That Is to say, the m7,camera variable and the
m7[0].camera variable are, to all ends, the same for the language.

camera - Identifying code of the process followed by the camera. To move the camera
that controls the mode-7 view, only a mode-7 process must be created, a process having its
local variable ctype=c_m7, and its identifying code must be put In the camera variable of
this structure. After so, only the x, y and angle local variables of this process must be
modified and, for Instance, the advance() function must be used to move the camera
forward.

For the mode 7 window to be activated, it is essential to initialise the camera field. Without

this field, the window can not determine from where the folded plane must be seen.

height - Height of the camera. This variable of the structure manages the distance to which

the camera Is placed from the bottom. By default, its value equals 32. Any positive number
will make the camera be placed upper as the number Is greater. If a negative number (less
than zero) is put in the height field of this structure, then the camera will be placed below
the folded plane, showing a "top" instead of a "bottom".
Two mode-7 images can be created within the same region: one as top and the other as
bottom (one with positive height and the other with negative height). In this case, it Is
Important to establish the z variable of the m7 structure of both, thus to determine the
depth plane In which each one must be painted.

distance - Distance from the camera to the followed process. The perspective of the camera
will always be positioned slightly behind the process whose identifier has been put In the
camera field of the structure. This is done for the graphic of the process used as a camera to
be seen, just In case this process has defined it (In its graph or xgraph local variable).
By default, the camera will tie positioned at 64 points behind the process. "Behind" means a
ptoint placed at the Indicated distance from the graphic In the angle opposite to that one to
which the process Is orientated. For instance, if the process Is facing right, 64 points to Its
left.

horizon - Horizon's height. This Is the same value as that indicated as last parameter of the
start_mode70 function. Its initial value will equal to the one indicated In the call to this

function. The utility of this variable Is to make tfte horizon go up or down In every frame of
the game, depending on the needs of the latter.

On changing the horizon's height, the "facing up" and "facing down" effects will be
obtained in the mode 7 window.

focus - Focus for the camera. This variable controls the perspective of the camera. By
default. Its value equals 256, but any value ranging from 0 and 512 may be put, obtaining
different distortion effects of the three-dimensional plane.
That is to say, this field controls the angle got by the camera focus. The greater this value
is, the closer all the objects (processes) placed in the folded plane will be seen.

z_- IV1ode-7 display priority. To Indicate the depth plane In which this window must be
painted, with respect to the rest of processes. By default, this variable will equal 256, which
means that, as the processes have their local z variable at 0 by default, the mode-7 window

will be painted In a greater (deeper) depth plane, being the graphics of the processes
painted above the window. This situation may change by modifying the z variable of the

window (for instance, putting it at -1) or the z variable of the processes (for instance, putting
It at 257).
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colour - Colour for the mode-? exterior. When, in the call to the start_mode7() function,

any external graphic is not specified (the fourth call parameter Is put at 0), this variable will
control the colour in which it is aim to paint the exterior. In other words, the colour that the

screen must be painted in beyond the graphic that is being folded (beyond its limits).
By default, this field is initialised at 0, which is normally the black colour in the colour palette.
Therefore, if this field is not assigned another value (and an external graphic is not defined)
the screen will be seen in black beyond the foreground.

This global structure is used to control the mouse. It contains a series of fields related to the
programming of this driver, such as the screen position, the pointer graphic, the state of the
buttons, etc.

In order to access these fields, the name of the field must be preceded by the word
mouse and by the symbol . (period). For instance, in order to access the field *
(horizontal coordinate of the mouse pointer), it is necessary to use mouse.x.
X. V - Horizontal and vertical coordinates of the mouse. It will be necessary to read only
these two fields (mouse.x and mouse.y) to know the position of the mouse cursor on
screen. To position the mouse at other coordinates (to force its position), assign the new
c o o r d i n a t e s t o t h e s e t w o fi e l d s .

graph ■ Graphic code assigned as a mouse pointer. By default the mouse won't be
visible. To make it visible, it is necessary to create the graphic that is going to be used as a
pointer in the graphic editor, to load it in the program (with the load_fpg() or load_map()
functions, depending on whether this graphic has been stored in a tile FPG or in an archive
MAP) and finally, to assign its graphic code to this variable (mouse.graph). Then, the
mouse pointer will tie seen on screen.

The center of the graphic will appear at the mouse.x, mouse.y coordinates, unless its
control point number 0 has been defined in the graphic editor. If this point (usually called
hot spot) is defined, then it will appear at the coordinates indicated in the fields mouse.x
and mouse.y.

For instance, if an arrow is created to depict the mouse pointer (as it happens dealing with
the mouse pointer of DiV Games Studio), the hot spot (control point number 0) will be
defined in the upper left comer of the graphic, as it is the active point inside the graphic.
Then, when the mouse was located at the (0, 0) coordinates, for instance, the "tip of this
arrow" would precisely be located at those coordinates.

file - File code containing the graphic. The file code containing the graphic of the mouse
pointer is defined in this field. It Is not necessary to indicate a value here if fhe graphic was
loaded from an archive MAP, or if it is stored in the first archive FPG loaded in the

program. Otherwise, mouse.flle will have to be assigned the file code that returned the
load_fpg() function on loading the file that contains the graphic of the mouse pointer.

z - Priority of ttie graphic display, indicates the depth plane in which the graphic of the
mouse pointer must be displayed. By default this field will be equal to -512, which implies
that the pointer will t)e seen above the rest of graphics and texts. The bigger this field
is. the deeper the mouse pointer will be located.

If the aim was to make a graphic of a process appear above the mouse pointer, suffice
would be to assign an Integer less than -512 (for instance, -600) to the local z variable of
that process.

angle - angle with which the graphic of the mouse pointer will be seen. The value of

mouse.angle by default is 0, which implies that this graphic won't be seen rotated, unless a
new angle Is assigned to this field.

Keep in mind that the angles must be specified in degree thousandths. For Instance, the
mouse.angle=90000; statement will make the pointer appear rotated 90 degrees.
size - Size of the graphic In percentage. By default, this field will be equal to 100 (the
graphic will be seen 100%). Then, It Is not necessary to Indicate another value here, unless
the aim Is to scale the graphic (to display it expanded or reduced).
If, for Instance, the aim was to double the original size of the graphic (being displayed at
200%), the mouse.slze=200; statement should be used.

flags - In this field, different values will be indicated when the aim is to mirror the graphic of
the mouse (that is to say, horizontally or vertically inverted), or to display It as a (semi)
transparent graphic. The possible values that can be assigned to the mouse.flags are the
following ones:
0-Normal graphic (value by default)
1-Horizontal mirror
2-\/ertlcal mirror

3-Horizontal and vertical mirror (180°)

4-Transparent graphic
5-Transparent and horizontal mirror
6-Transparent and vertical mirror
7-Transparent, horizontal and vertical mirror

region - Graphic's clipping region. A value must be assigned to this field just when the aim
Is to make the mouse pointer visible only Inside a region (a rectangular zone of the
screen). In order to achieve it. It Is necessary first to define this region with the
define_reglonO function and then, to assign the number of the region that has been
defined to this field (mouse.reglon).
By default, this value will be equal to 0, that is a number of region referred to the entire
screen. Therefore, the graphic will be seen on the whole screen.

left, middle and right - These three fields store logical values (0 or 1) depending on
whether the mouse buttons are pressed or not (they correspond with the left, central and
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right mouse buttons). Normally, only two buttons of the mouse (left and right) are activated,
being Ignored the state of the central button. This depends on the mouse driver installed In
the computer.

For Instance, to perform an action In a program when the mouse left button is pressed
(mouse.left). It Is necessary to include the following statement In the code:

IF (mouse.left)
// Action to perform (statements)
END

GLOBAL STRUCT scroll

This 10 record stnjcture contains certain fields related to changeable parameters of the
scroll windows. These ten records have the same field names, but each of them modifies

the parameters of a different scroll window (as up to 10 windows of this type can be
activated).
A scroll window could be defined as a screen region that only shows a part of a graphic

bigger than that window (this graphic is normally the decor or background of the game).
The scroll is the movement of that vinndow through the graphic In any direction, being
displayed the entire graphic little by little, section by section.
For a record (from 0 to 9) of the scroll structure to make sense, that scroll window (from

0 to 9) must first be activated with the start_scroll() function (for further information about
the scroll windows, see this function).
It Is understood that the fields of this structure are complementary to those of the call
parameters of this last function.
How to use the scroll structure:

To access these fields, the field name must be preceded by the word scroll, the record's
number In square brackets and the symbol, (period).
For Instance, If two scroll windows, number 0 and number 1, are initialised, it can be

possible to access the camera field of both windows as scroll[0].camera and
scroll[1].camera, respectively. Moreover, when the scroll window number 0 Is accessed, it
Is possible to omit the window's number In square brackets. That is to say, the
scroll.camera and the scroll[0].camera variables are, to all intents and purposes, the
same for the language.

xO, vO - Coordinates of the scroll's foreground, when the scroll ISN'T automatic (the camera
field has not been defined). These are the fields that will have to be modified In order to
move the scroll window's foreground.
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These two fields store the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the upper left corner of the
scroll window (the point of the foreground's graphic that will be seen in the window's upper
left corner).
When the camera field of this structure has been defined, the movement of the scroll
window will be automatic: thus, they are read-only fields. In order to check where the scroll

Is at every moment (see the move_scroii() function).

x1. v1 - Background's coordinates, when a graphic for the background has been defined.
When the scroll ISN'T automatic (the camera field has not been defined), these are the

fields to modify in order to move the background of the scroll window.
When the camera field of this structure has been defined, the movement of the scroll

window will be automatic; thus, they will tie read-only fields, and the definition of the
background's movement speed will depend on the ratio field of the same structure.
z - Scroll display priority, to Indicate the depth plane In which this window must be painted,
with respect to the rest of processes. By default, this variable will equal 512, which implies
that, as the processes have their local z variable at 0 by default, the scroll window will be

painted in a greater (deeper) depth plane, being the graphics of the processes displayed
atjove the window. In order to vary this situation, it is possible to modify either the z
window's variable (for instance, putting it at -1) or the z processes' variable (for instance,
putting it at 600).

camera - It is not necessary to initialise this field, as it will be initialised when the aim is that
the scroll is automatic, that is to say, that the system deals with it to follow a process (a

game's graphic) always. For that, it is necessary to put the process' identifying code in this
field. Thus, the shift of the scroll window will pass to be controlled automatically by the

system, always trying to center the graphic of this process in the window. This process must

have the ctype lo^ variable with the value c_scroil.

By default, this field will equal 0, which implies that the scroll won't foltow any process,
unless the identifying code of a process is assigned to camera. When it is done, this
process will be known as the scroll's camera process.
Note: A series of fields are now shown only for automatic scroll windows. It means that
for those fields to make sense (and, therefore, effect), the camera field of this structure has

to be defined previously with the identifying code of the process that Is going to be
centered in the scroll. These values will affect the way in which the process called scroll
camera is going to be followed.

ratio - Automatic scroll windows. When two scroll planes have been defined in the call to

the start_scroil() function. In this field it is possible to define the movement speed of the
background with respect to that of the foreground. By default, this value will equal 200,
which implies that the background will move hall the speed of the foreground; if It is defined
as 400, it will move at the fourth part (four times slower), 100 at the same speed. 50 at
double speed of the foreground, etc.
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sfieed - Automatic scroll windows. Maximum speed of ttie scroll foreground, wfilcti will

equal 0 by default. It means ttiat no speed limit is imposed. If a limit is imposed, specifying
ttie maximum number of points ttiat the foreground can be shifted for every game's frame,
the camera process will be uncentered in the scroll window when it is moved at a higher
speed.

''eqlom - Automatic scroll windows. Scroll lock region, whose value by default equals -1,
which means that there is no lock region. If this field is defined with a number of region (a
rectangular zone of the screen previously defined with the define.reglonQ function), then
the system won't scroll as long as the camera process remained Inside it.

reglon2 - Automatic scroll windows. External region ol the scroll. By default, its value is
equal to -1, which means that there Is no external region. If this field is defined with a

region's number and a maximum speed has been defined in the speed field, then the
system will Ignore that speed limit when the camera process is going to exceed from this
region (it is done in order to continue to see the process (for its graphic to be visible always

within the scroll window).

Note: If the two regions (reglont and reglon2) are defined, region 1 Is normally lesser than
region 2 (the first one Is contained in the second one). It will imply that:
• The background won't shift (the scroll won't be performed) while the camera process'
graphic is Inside region 1.

• If the maximum speed has been defined, then a scroll will be performed to try to restore
the graphic of the camera process to region 1, but without exceeding the imposed speed
limit.

• If the graphic of the camera process tried to exceed from region 2, the imposed speed
limit would be ignored in order not to allow It.

GLOBAL STRUCT setup

This is a very advanced data structure, which is not at all necessary to create a game, no
matter how difficult It is, as DIV Games Studio's process manager will nomially take charge
of the sound hardware automatically.

All the fields referred to the sound hardware are automatically updated by the program if you
have a sound card, provided that the BLASTER or GRAVIS environment variable is property
initialised.

This one record structure contains a series of fields divided Into two groups: the first one, to
activate new parameters of the sound hardware installed in the computer, and the second
one to adjust the different volume controls managed by the sound system's mixer.
The reset.soundO function must be called to activate the new parameters of the sound
hardware Inserted in this structure (in the card, port, irq, dma and dma2 fields).

The set_volume() function must tje called to activate the new volume levels inserted in the
structure (in the master, sound_fx and cd_audlo fields).
This structure is normally used inside the sound system setup programs.

Note; To access these fields, the field name must be preceded by the word setup and by

the symbol. (period). For instance, setup.master must be used to access the master field
(which indicates the mixer's general volume level).

card - Indicates the type of sound card installed in the computer. The program accepts
cards of the Sound Blaster (tm) and Gravis Ultra Sound (tm) families, as well as all those
100% compatible with them.

The values that this field can take are the following ones, depending on the sound card type:
Without card or sound = 0
Sound Blaster 1.5 = 1
Sound Blaster 2.0 = 2
Sound Blaster Pro = 3
Sound Blaster 16 = 4
Sound Blaster AWE = 5
Gravis Ultra Sound = 6
Gravis Ultra Sound MAX = 7

port - Indicates the computer's communications port in which the data of the sound card
must be written and read.

The values that this field can take are the following ones, depending on the port assigned to
the sound hardware:
0x210 = 0
0x220 = 1
0x230 = 2
0x240 = 3
0x250 = 4
0x260 = 5

Irg - This field indicates the number of IRQ (Interrupt request) assigned to the active sound
card.

The values that this field can take are the following ones, depending on the IRQ used by the
card:

IRQ 2 = 0
IRQ 3 = 1
IRQ 5 = 2
IRQ 7 = 3
IRQ 10 = 4
I R Q 11 = 5
IRQ 12 = 6
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IRQ 13 = 7
IRQ 14 = 8
IRQ 15 = 9

^ma
- TheIn
direct
access
(DMA)
channel's
number
the sound
card must
be
indicated
this memory
field. This
field can
take
values from
0 toused
10, by
directly
depending
on the
channel's number.

dma2 - Some sound cards have a second direct memory access channel faster than the

previous one, of 16 bits, commonly named HDMA, DMA2 or DMA16. Like In the previous
field of this structure, this second channel can take values from Oto 10 depending on the 16
bit channel's number used by the card.

faster - This field contains the output general or master volume of the card. A number

ranging from 0 (minimum volume) and 15 (maximum volume) must be here indicated. By

default, the value equals 15, the maximum volume. Turning the master volume down will

affect the sound effects' volume as well as the CD audio music reproduction's volume.

sound fx - This field controls the volume to which the sound effects executed with the
soundQ functions are reproduced.

This volume is Independent from that used with the sound functions. The former is general
for all the sound effects. On the contrary, the latter (volume indicated in the functions) is
specific for every sound.

The values of this field also range from 0 (minimum volume) and 15 (maximum volume). By
default, the value will be equal to the maximum volume.

cd audio - This field controls the volume of the music that will be reproduced from the
audio tracks of a CD ROM or Compact Disc.

Similar to the two previous fields, the values of this field can also rage from 0 (minimum
volume) and 15 (maximum volume). By default, the value will be equal to the maximum
volume.

C2 - Pradlflnsd GLOBAL Table*
GLOBAL

tlmerll

This is a 10 position global table, irom Umer[01 to llmerig], and each o1 these 10 positions
is a counter o( second hundredths thai is automatically incremented.

At the beginning ol the program, ihoso 10 couniors will be put at zero They are used to
time within a program. For that purpose, thoy can bo put at zero at any time.

There are 10 counters so lhat the user can dedicate each ol them to perform a dilferant

action inside the game, no matter which ones of the 10 couniers are used. Normally, i1 the
program only needs one counter (most of the times), that numbered 0 (llmer[0)) is used, as
the language allows us to omit the zero in square brackets in this case. That is to say. if only
one counter is needed, rt is possible to use timer simply.

For instance, to implement a process that 5 seconds alter the beginning ot Its execution (it it
had been called) performed a specific action, it would be constructed In a way similar to the
lotlowing one (by using, for instance, the counter timer(9)):

Note 1: As timing is performed in hundredths of a second, these couniers can be
incremented in 1. 2, 3. 4, etc, in every frame of the game That is to say. the user can not

wait for timer(9) to equal 500 exactly, as a frame could indicate 497 hundredths passed

(since it was put at zero with lmer(9]=0;) and the following frame 502 hundredlhs, without
having passed through value 500.

Note 2: If is also important to note lhat much care must be taken to prevent several
processes ot the program Irom usrng the same counter for dilfereni purposes.
If. for Instance, a process.exampleO was created, in every frame of the game these

processes would never manage to execute the acllcn of the five seconds, as each ot them

would put the counter llmer[9] at 0 at the beginning ol their execution, thus invalidating the
liming of the previous processes.

Bearing in mind lhat the counter timor[9| is GLOBAL, lhat is to say. it is the same for all the
game's processes, if a process puts it at 0, it will be put at 0 for the rest of the processes.
Note 3: Finally, much care musi be laken regarding the conditions similar to IF
(tlm9r(9)>=500)..., as these conditions won't only be activated once every 5 seconds, but
they will be activated always alter the first 5 soconds
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C3 - PredmiMd GLOBAL Variables

GLOBAL asell

This global variable always indlcatas the ASCII code of the last pressed key In the last
game's frame.

The ascll variable will be at 0 if no key has been pressed In the previous frame of the game.
The ASCII codes are a list of characters (letters, numbers and symbols) numbered from 0 to
255 that have been standardised. The codes less than 32 are called control charaolers;

from 32 to 127 appears the international set of characters; and from number 128. appears
the extended set ol characters (according to the PC standard).

Therefore, an ASCII code Is referred to the character «iat has been created with the last

keystroke (or keystroke combinatKpns. in those cases such as letters bearing a stress
mark).

Important: There is another predefined glottal variable, called scar»_code. which also
contains the code of the last pressed key. But. unlike ascil. this new variable stores the

scan code of the key. That is to say. II Indicates which key has been pressed and not
which character has been generated by It (like ascil).

There are some constants designating these keys codes (keyboard scan codes). The key()
function of the language is normally used in order to verify whether a key is being pressed
or not. This function receives one of these keys codes as a parameter, and returns 0 It the
key Is not pressed or 1 If it Is pressed.

GLOBAL

dump

type

This global variable indicates the frame dump on screen types that must be performed in
every frame ol the game.

The term dump means that the game s frames are sent to We monitor (to the video memory
ol the graphic card).

There are two applicable types ol dump which directly correspond with two constants that
can be assigned to the dump_type variable.

partiaLdump • When indicated with the following statement, partial dumps will be
performed:

dump_typespartlal_dump;

Only the graphics thai are updated, that have changed wiW respect to the previous frame,

will be flumped on screen in this mode. It is advisable to activate this dump In order to gain
speed when a game (or one section of it) Is programmed without a scroll or mode 7 window
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occupying the entire screen. That is to say, either when the game shows graphics'
movements against a fixed background or when the active scroll or mode 7 windows are
smaller than the screen.

complele_dump - When indicated with the following statement, complete dumps will be
performed:

dump_type=complete_dump;

In this mode, the entire screen will be dumped no matter whettier the graphics have

changed or not. This mode is slower than the partial dump. Nevertheless, it must be used
when the game has a scroll or mode 7 window occupying all the screen.

By default, the value of dump_type is complete_dump. Thaf is to say, if no other value is
indicated in this variable, complete dumps on the screen will be performed after each

game's frame (which is normally slower than pertorming partial dump).
The dump type can be changed during a program's execution as often as necessary,

according to the requirements of the stages (or sections) under execution at each moment.

Note: There is another glottal variable also related to DIV Games Studio's management on
screen. This is called restorc_type and it defines the type of restoring that must be

performed on screen after every game's frame (which graphics or texts must be deleted).

GLOBAL fading

This global variable indicates if a screen fading (a gradual change of the game's palette
colours) is being performed at a specific moment. Its value will be:
false (0) - If a fading Isn't being performed.
true (1) - If a fading is being performed.

The purpose of this variable is to be able to determine the end of a screen fading started
with the fade() or fade_on() functions.

On using these functions, a fading of the palette's colours will start, gradually coming closer
to the definitive colours in the next frames of the game. That is to say, in every FRAME
statement a part of the fading will be performed.

When a fade is started, the fading variable will automatically become equal to true (1) and
when it is finished, it will recover its original value, false (0).

Note f: Generally, this variable is used to control the fade() function, and verify whether the

fading has already been executed (performed). For instance, to stop the program's
execution until the fading is finished, which can be done with a statement as follows (just
after the call to the fade() function):

WHILE (fading)
FRAME;
END

Literally this statement defines: "wfille ttie fading continues to be performed, a new

frame must be displayed".

Note 2: All the programs perform a fade (fade.onQ) at the beginning of fheir execution

(automatically). Therefore, this variable will be put at true (1) at the beginning of all the

programs until this initial fading doesn't finish (while the screen "fading on" is being
performed).

G L O B A L l o v fi l t e r

This global variable Is used to define the filter applied to the read joystick's coordinates.
It is defined as a percentage from 0 % to 99 %. By default, joy.fllter will equal 10 (a 10%
filter vnll be applied).

The purpose of applying this filter to the joystick's coordinates Is to make its movements

gentler and to avoid possible "Irregularities" In the coordinates' reading. Those joystick's
coordinates must be obtained with the getJoy_posltlon() function. The ]oy_fllter variable
will only be useful when the latter function is being used.

The bigger the filter applied to the joystick Is, the gentler the movements of the latter will be.
But, at the same time, its answer will take longer.

Note: It can be noticed how. for small values of joy_fllter. many "Irregularities" appear In
the reading, and for very big values (like 95%) the coordinates' reading Is much gentler and
regular, but slightly slower.

It Is essential to have a joystick (or gamepad) connected to the computer for this variable to

be useful. If the joystick is connected during the program's execution, the system won't

detect it (It must be connected from the beginning).

GLOBAL lov status

The state of the joystick (or gamepad) connected to the computer Is indicated in this global
variable. These are the values that this variable takes by default:

0 - If the joystick reading system is disabled. This value means that a
joystick connected to the computer either has not been found at the
beginning of the program's execution, or has been disconnected.

1 - If the joystick reading system is active. This Is the Initial value by
default, but If the joystick Is disconnected (or there is no joystick

connected), the reading system will be disabled (indicating 0 In the
joy_status variable).

tf the system Is disabled, It can be reactivated by simply assigning 1 to ]oy_status (with the

]oy_status=1; statement). But If, after a limited time, no joystlclr Is detected, the system wil
be disabled again.

There Is a special mode In which the joystick reading system won't be ever disabled. This
mode Is simply defined by assigning 2 to |oy_status.
joy_status=2; II Activates special mode
Nevertheless, much care must be taken as. If the joystick reading system Is activated In this

way, and there Is no joystick connected to the computer, the game's execution may be
siowed

down.

Note: To read the joystick in the programs, the global joy structure is normally accessed.
This structure always indicates Its offset and the state of Its buttons (whether they are
pressed or not).

GLOBAL max process^time

Programs are provided with an anti-btocking system that will make the manager of
processes of DIV Games Studio Interrupts Its execution when a process exceeds the
maximum execution time in a game's frame.

This maximum time Is Indicated In the max_process_time global variable In hundredths of
second. By default. Its value Is 500 hundredths (5 seconds).

That Is to say, when a process takes longer than the Indicated time In executing a FRAME
statement (which Indicates that the process Is ready for the following frame of the game), an
execution error will arise,

Note: The utility of the possibility of changing this variable, assigning a new value to It, Is to
avoid this error In the programs in which there Is a process that must be doing calculations
for a long time.

The following statement must be used to order the process' manager, for Instance, not to
Interrupt a process, unless its execution In a frame Is longer that 30 seconds:
max_process_time=3000:
As 30 seconds are 3000 second hundredths.

Note: Keep In mind that the time used by every computer to do the program's calculations Is
different. Therefore, this value must be defined with a certain margin. In order to avoid to
exceed the maximum execution time when the game Is executed In slower computers.
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GLOBAL restore

This global variable Indicates the restoring type that must be performed after each frame on

The term background restoring means to recover the screen zones In which graphics
have been painted or texts have been written in the previous frame. That Is to say,
'unpaint" the graphics and "unwrite" the texts (delete them).
There are three applicable restoring types which directly correspond to three constants that
can be assigned to the restore_type variable.
no.restore - The fastest one, the background is not restored (-1)
partlaLrestore - Average, partial restoring (0)
complete_restore - The slowest one, complete restoring (1)
By default, the value of restore_type equals complete_restore. That Is to say, if a different
value is not Indicated In this variable, a complete screen restoring will take place after each
frame of the game.

This restoring mode (complete) is the slowest one out of these three modes. Thus, It will
surely t)e possible to gain speed in the game's execution (for It to be faster In slow
computers), if a different value Is assigned to this variable. For instance, the following
statement must be used to Indicate a partial restoring:
restore_typo=partlal_restore;

This statements orders the process' manager of DIV Games Studio to partially restore the
screen background (only those screen zones where graphics or texts have been put) after
the foltowing frames of the game.

The no_restore type (not restoring the screen background) Is the fastest mode. However, It
Is only applicable when the game develops Inside a scroll or mode 7 window occupying the
entire screen. Otherwise, the graphics will leave signs (of the previous frames) on moving
through the screen.

The restoring mode can be changed under a program's execution as often as necessary,
according to the requirements of the stages (or sections) under execution at each moment.
Note: There Is another global variable also related to DIV Games Studio's management on
screen. This Is called dump_type and It defines the type of frames dump that must be
performed (what Information must be sent to the monitor after every frame of the game).

GLOBAL scan code

This global variable always Indicates the scan code of the last pressed key In the last
frame of the game.
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The scan_code variable will be at 0 if no key has been pressed in the previous frame of the
game.

This variable is often used to wait in a program for the user to press any key with a
statement similar to the following one:
WHILE (scan_code == 0)
FRAME;
END

This statement indicates that, while no key has been pressed in the previous frame (while
scan_code equals 0), the frames of the game must continue to be displayed.
The scan codes are simply a numeric list of the PC's keys. These codes can slightly vary
(in any key) regarding different keyboards, as there are keyboards of different languages,
with a varied number of keys (101,102..), etc.
However, almost all the codes of the main keys remain constant. There is a predefined list
of constants (synonymous for these codes) in the language that can be seen by accessing
the help about keys codes (or keyboard scan codes). These numeric values will precisely
be assigned to the scan_code variable when the respective keys are pressed in the
program.

Important: There is another predefined globaf variable, called ascll, which also contains the
code of the last pressed key. But. unlike scan_code, this new variable stores the ASCII

code (character) generated by the key. That is to say. it indicates which character has
been generated by the last pressed key and not which key has t>een pressed (like
scan_code).

The keyO function of the language is normally used in order to verify whether a key is being
pressed or not. This function receives one of these keys codes as a parameter, and returns
0 if the key is not pressed or 1 if it is pressed.

GLOBAL shift status

The state of different special keys, such as ALT, CONTROL, etc. is indicated in
predefined global variable.

Each of these keys have the following code assigned:
Right SHIFT key = 1
Left SHIFT key =2
CONTROL keys = 4
ALT and/or ALT GR keys = 8
SCROLL LOCK key = 16
NUM LOCK key = 32
CAPS LOCK key = 64
INSERT key = 128

The shitt_status variable will contain the addition of all the codes of the pressed or
activated keys.

For instance, if the ALT key was pressed and the CAPS LOCK was activated, the
shift_status variable's value would equal 72 (8+64).

In order to verify whether a key like ALT Is pressed, it is not possible to check that
shlft.status is equal to 8, as It would imply that ALT Is the only pressed or activated
special key.
A correct verification would be carried out as follows:

IF (8hlft_status AND 8 == 8)
// The [ALT] key Is pressed ...
END

Note: The key() function is normally used to verify whefher a key Is pressed. But it is not
possible to determine with this same function whether keys such as CAPS LOCK are
activated, but only if they are pressed or not.

There are two variables containing the code of the last pressed key; scan_code (scan code
of the last pressed key) and ascll (ascii code of the last pressed key).

GLOBAL text z

The depth plane in which the texts must appear on screen is indicated In this global variable.
That Is to say, it Indicates what must appear above the texts and what below them.
The depth planes can be any integer within the range (minjnt... max_int) and, the greater
the number is, the deeper the text or graphic will be placed.

By default, the processes' graphics have their local z variable at 0 , the texts text_z at -256
and the mouse pointer has mouse.z at -512 by default.

That means that, by default, if these values are not modified, the texts will appear above the
processes' graphics and the mouse pointer above the texts.
If, for instance, the aim was that the texts appeared above the mouse pointer (opposite to
which has been established by default), two things could have been done:
a) To place the pointer's plane lower than the texts' plane (a greater
number), such as, for instance: mouse,z=-200; (as -200 is a number
bigger than -256).
b) To place the texts' plane upper that the polriter's plane such as, for
instance, text_z=-600; as -600 is a number lesser than -512 and, thus, a
lesser depth plane (less deep).

Note 1: The text_z variable is GLOBAL for all the texts. That Is to say. It is not possible to
define texts in different depth planes.

Note 2: The texts can only be displayed with the wrlte() (alphanumeric texts) function or
with the wrIteJntO (variables' numeric values) function.
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C 4 - P r w S fi n M l L O C A L S t n j c t s m

LOCAL

STBUCT

r—fvad

In this structure, different variatHes el internal use (used by the manager of processes of
DIV Games Studio) are stored.

They are local variables reserved for the system. It is not necessary to know these
variables, as most of them are rvjl useful to create programs.
Important: The modification ol the values of these variables will probably provoke the
blocking ol the computer, an incorrect working ol the manager of processes or problems
on using many ol ihe iniernal [unctions. Tfterefoie. no responsibility Is assumed for ihe
hypotneiical problems derived from an incorrect use ol the reserved structure.

process Id - Ideniifying code of the process. This value is normally obtained with the
r e s e r v e d w o r d I D a n d t h e v a l u e o l i h i s fi e l d m u s t n o t b e m o d i fi e d .

Id scan - It Is internally used on detecting collisions in order to save the Identifying code of
Ihe lasi process that has collided with the current process.

process type • Type ol the current process, normally obtained with the operator TYPE,
later rndicaiing the process name.

type scan • It is iniernaliy used to delect collisions or obtain identifying codes of processes
ol a specific type.

status - Present state ol the process. The values that Ihis field can adopt are the followng
o n e s :

0 • Non-existent process.

1 • Process that has received a signal (s^kill).
2 ■ Alive or awake process (s_wakeup).
3 - Asleep process (s.sieep).

4 • Frozen process (S.freeze).

param offset - Offset of the computer's memory in which the parameters received by the
process are located.

prooram Index • Program's counter. Offset Of the computer's memory in which the fust
statement that must execute the process in the next frame is focateO.
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is_executed - It indicates whether this process has already been executed in the current
frame.

Is painted - It indicates whether the graphic of the process has already been painted in the
current frame of the game.

distance 1 - Vertical distance of the process (reserved for processes displayed in a mode 7
window).

distance 2 - Horizontal distance of the process (reserved for processes dispiayed in a
mode 7 window).

frame percent • Percentage of the following frame completed by the process. This value
will be useful when the FRAME statement is used indicating a percentage. Otherwise, it will
simply be equal to 0 (0%) when the process has not been executed and 100 (100%) when it
has already been executed.

box xO. box vO - Upper left coordinate of the graphic in the previous frame of the game
(where the graphic was placed at screen coordinates).
box x1. box v1 - Lower right coordinate of the graphic in the previous frame of the game.
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C S - P r e d i l i n e d L O C A L Va r i a b l e s

LOCAL angle

This is a predelmed LOCAL variable, which means thai each process will have ils own value
in lis angle variable.
The angle local variable defines d>e angle in which the graphic of the process must be
seen, indicaiing an angle with regard to the original graphic in degree thousandths.
By default, the value of this variable will be equal to 0 (0 degrees) lor all the processes, but
when the graphic is modified, it will rotate to adjust to the new angle.
The angle may be delined as any integer within the range (min.lnl... max .lnl)

Some examples of the angles thai define certain values in the angle local variable are now
shown (keep in mind that the angles are expressed in degree ihousandtlts):

•180000 - Angle to the left

-90000 • Angle downwards
-45000 • Angle of the diagonal dowiVhghi
0 • Angle to the righl
+45000 • Angle of the diagonal nghbup
*90000 • Angle upwards
*160000 • Angle 10 the left
*270000 • Angle downwards

Imponani; When the aim is to rotate the graphic of a process. It Is advisable to paint II
orientated to the right, as it will be displayed like this by default (wiih the angle local
variable equal to 0).

Thus, when another angle is specified, the graphic will appear exactly orioniatod towards it.
For instance, a graphic that has been drawn to the right can be seen orientated upwards (to
tho angle of 90 degrees) by indicating the lollowing statement:
angle=90000: // 90 degree thousandths (90 degrees).

That IS to say, it a graphic was painted orientated towards another angle, (for instance,
downwards), it would Pecome onentaled downwards by default. In the angle 0. which can

provoke confusions when if comes to orientating the graphic towards another angle.
Note: To make ihe graphic of a process advance its coordinates x. y towards its angle (ihe
one spccilied angle in the local variable of the process) a specific distance, the advanceO
function can be used.

The graphc of a pnxess must be indicated assigrmg a graphic cotte to the graph local vanatjte.
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LOCAL bigbro

This is a predefined LOCAL variable, which means that each process will have its own value
in its bigbro variable.

This variable always contains the Identifying code of the process created by the father jusi
before creating the current process after it. That is to say, when the process that called the
current one had created another one before, this variable will indicate which one is it.

Inside the language, elder brother is the name given to this process. For further
information, see the hierarchies of processes In the language.
This variable will be equal to 0 if the father process (the one that called the current one) has
not created any other process before. II it has created one, or more than one, bigbro will
indicate the identifying code of the last one.

Note: The Identifying code of the younger brother is indicated in the predefined smallbro
local variable.

LOCAL

cnumljcr

This is a predefined LOCAL variable, which means that each process will have its own value
in its cnumticr variable.

The local cnumber variable is exclusively used when, in a game, several scroll windows
or several mode 7 windows simultaneously appear on screen.
• For further information about the scroll windows, see the help about the start_scroll()
function, which is used to activate them in the program.
• For further information about the mode 7 windows, see the help about the
start_mode7() function, which is used to activate them in the program.

The cnumber utility lies on indicating In which of these windows the graphic of the
process must be seen. Obviously, this variable must be defined only In processes visible
inside the scroll windows or the mode 7 windows. This variable is useless for the rest of

the processes (screen processes or processes with no graphics).

If the process must be seen in all the windows, then it won't be necessary to modify this
variable, as the value of cnumber (0) by default precisely Indicates so.
Up to 10 windows of both types may be activated, numbered from 0 to 9. There are ten
predefined constants used to define the value of cnumber. These are c_0, c_1, c_2, ....
c_9 and directly correspond with the 10 possible windows of these types.

cnumber must be assigned the addition of the constants corresponding with the
windows in which the process must be visible.

For instance, if there are 4 scroti windows numbered 0, 1, 2 and 3 in a program, and the
aim is to define that a specific process must be only visible in windows 0 and 2, the following
statement must be used:

cnuml>er=c_0+c_2:

The value of cnumtier can be changed during the process execution if necessary.

Note: Keep in mind that for the graphic of the process to be seen in all the windows, it is not

necessary to do anything, as it is the option by default.

LOCAL ctvpe

This is a predefined LOCAL variable, which means that each process will have its own value
in its ctype variable.

The system of coordinates used by the process is indicated in this variable. That is to say.
it shows how the process' coordinates (contained in the x and y local variables) must be
interpreted.

It is possible to use three different systems of coordinates, directly corresponding with three
constants that can be assigned to the ctype variable.
c_screen - Screen coordinates
c_scroll - Scroll coordinates
c_m7 - Mode 7 coordinates
By default, the ctype value is c_screen. used for the process' graphic coordinates to be
interpreted as referred to the screen, where the upper left comer is (0. 0).

With the following statement. c_scroll will be assigned to ctype:
ctype=c_scroll;

For the process' graphic coordinates to be interpreted as referred to a scroll window, with
coordinates located above the foreground's graphic.
With the following statement. c_m7 will be assigned to ctype:
ctype=c_m7;

For the process graphic coordinates to be interpreted as referred to a mode 7 window, with
coordinates located above the main graphic, three-dimensionally folded in that window.

Note: There is another local variable that also affects the way in which the process
coordinates must t)e interpreted. This variable is resolution, which establishes the
resolution (scale) in which the coordinates are defined.

LOCAL father

This is a predefined LOCAL variable, which means that each process will have its own value
in its father variable.

This variable always contains the identifying code of the process that created (called) the
current process (the one that has this variable). That is to say. it indicates which process
called it.

Inside the language, father process is the name given to the process that calls another one.
The process that has been called receives the name of son prooess. For further
Information, see the hierarchies of processes in the language.

The DIV's manager of processes is the process named dlv_maln. Its function is to create
the main process of the program (PROGRAM) at the beginning of the game's execution.
Therefore, It will be the father of the main program, as well as the father of all the
processes that become orphaned (processes whose father has been killed or finished
before them).

Note: The Identifying code of the son process is indicated in the predefined son local
variable.

L O C A L fi l e

This is a predefined LOCAL variable, which means that every process will have its own
v a l u e I n i t s fi l e v a r i a b l e .

In the case that several graphics' files FPG have been loaded in a program, the file local
variable indicates which file contains the graphic that the process is using.
The graphic of a process must be indicated by assigning a graphic's code to the graph
local variable.

If just one file has been loaded in the program, it won't be necessary to assign any value to
file, as the code of the first loaded file will equal 0 and this is the value of the variable by
default.

If the graphic has been loaded with the load_map() function, it won't be necessary to assign
any value to file either, as the graphics loaded with this function are used as if they
belonged to file number 0 (to the first one that is loaded in the program).
When more than a file is loaded, it is necessary to indicate in each process in which one its
graphic is stored. It is done by assigning the file code returned by the load_fpg() function
(on loading this file FPG) to the file local variable.

Note: Normally, if several files are sequentially loaded in a program, the first one will have
code 0, the second, code 1, the third, code 2 and so on.
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In general, if several files are used. It Is a good practice to ftave the same number of global
variables (named, for instance, fllel. flle2. ...) containing the code of each of the files, to
use them in the processes when it comes to defining its file variable (the file FPG that must
be used).

The variables would be defined inside the section GLOBAL in the following way:
GLOBAL

fl l e l ; / / F i r s t fi l e ' s c o d e
flle2: // Second file's code

Next, these variables would be assigned the file codes on loading them with the load_fpg()
function in the following way (supposing that the names of the files Is namel.fpg.
name2.fpg, etc.):

flle1=load_fpg("name1.fpg"): // Files loading
fi l e 2 = l o a d _ f p g ( " n a m e 2 . f p g " ) ;

These files are generally loaded at the beginning of the program. Later, the used file would
only have to be defined inside each process with the following statement (supposing that the
process uses graphics stored in the file namel.fpg):
fi l e = fi l e 1 / / T h e fi r s t fi l e i s u s e d

Note: Keep in mind that defining the file local variable is futile, unless a graphic's code is
assigned to the graph local variable.

LOCAL

fl a g s

This is a predefined LOCAL variable, which means that every process will have its own
value in Its flags variable.
The flags local variable indicates the mirrors and transparencies of the displayed graphic in
the processes. The possible values are the following ones:
0-Normal graphic.
1 - H o r i z o n t a l m i r r o r. 2 - Ve r t i c a l m i r r o r.

3-Horizontal and vertical mirror (180°).
4-T ransparent graphic.
5-Transparent and horizontal mirror.
6-Transparent and vertical mirror.
7-Transparent. horizontal and vertical mirror.
By default, the value of the flags variable is 0. That is to say. if it is not modified, the graphic
will be displayed opaque (not transparent or mirror).
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The terms mirror and transparency are now defined:
• Horizontal mirror, the graphic will be horizonlally flipped. That is to say, if it was facing
ieft. It will face now right and vice versa.
• Vertical mirror, the graphic wiii be verticaiiy flipped. That is to say. If it was facing up, it
wiii face now down and vice versa.

• Transparency (or ghost-layering), the graphic wlil be dispiayed semitransparent. That

is to say. It wlil be possible to see what Is placed behind the graphic, as If It was a
coloured window, unlike the opaque graphics normally displayed.
For instance, the following statement must be used to display a transparent graphic of a
process:

fl a g s = 4 ;

Note: The graphic of a process must be Indicated assigning a graphic code to the graph
local variable.

LOCAL graph

This is a predefined LOCAL variable, which means that each process will have its own value
in its graph variable.
Normally, most of the processes correspond with a graphic object displayed on screen that
wiii be placed at the Indicated coordinates In the x and y local variables. It Is necessary to
define which graphic corresponds with this process by assigning a graphic code to the

graph local variable.
By default, this variable will be equal to 0. which implies that no graphic wiii be dispiayed for
this process.

The graphics must first be created in the graphic editor of DiV Games Studio (with the
option "New..." of the maps menu) and then, they can be saved in an archive MAP

(containing this graphic), or in a file FPG together with other graphics (it is possible to
create a new file with the option "New..." of the files menu).

That is to say, the graphics used in a program may come from an archive MAP (that
contain Just one graphic) or from a file FPG (that may contain many graphics).

The same graphic may be used In a program by many processes at the same time.

Archives MAP

in order to use a graphic from an archive MAP in the program, it must be loaded by calling
the ioad_map() function, which will return the graphic code that must be assigned to the
graph variable.
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Th« graphic codes returned by this function are simply integers from 1000.
A GLOBAL variable is normally used to save this graphic code and ttien, it is assigned to
the graph variable.

Files FPG

In order to include a graphic that has been done In the graphic editor in a file FPG, it Is
necessary to drag the graphic window to the file window (click on the graphic, move to
the file and release). Then, the program will ask for the graphic code, so an integer ranging
from 1 and 999 must t3e included here.

Thus, to use the graphic in a program, the file FPG that contains it must first be loaded with
the loadJpgO function, assigning then the graphic code to the graph variable.

it won't be necessary if only one file is loaded, as the file variable equals 0 by default in ail
the processes and 0 will always be the first file's code loaded in the program.

Note: There are more local variables related to the graphic of a process. The most
Important ones are mentioned below:
Graph - Graphic code.
File - File code.

X, Y - Graphic coordinates.
Z - Depth plane.

Angle - Graphic angle.
Size - Graphic size.
Flags • Mirrors and transparencies.

Region - Display window.

LOCAL height

This is a predefined LOCAL variable, which means that each process wiii have its own value
in its height variable.
The local height variable is exclusively used in the processes that belong to mode 7
windows. That is to say, processes that have their coordinates' system inside a three-

dimensional window (its local variable ctype=c_m7).
it is used to define the height at which the graphics of the processes must be placed above

the three-dimensional plane. The local z variable is not used for this purpose, as It is used
to define the depth plane of the graphics (even if it is now useful only for processes placed
at the same coordinates).
The height of the process can be defined as any integer within the (minjnt ... maxjnt)
range, even if positive numbers are normally used, as the height of the bottom is 0 and

processes are placed above It. "

By default, the value of the height variable is 0 for all the processes, which means that if
another value Is not specified, the graphics of fhe processes will appear just above the

bottom of the mode 7 (above the plane three-dimensionaliy folded).
The graphic's base will first be placed In the indicated height of the process, unless
control point number 0 is defined. In this case, this point will be placed In that height.

Note: For further Information about the mode 7 windows and how to place graphics Inside
these windows, see the help about the start_mode7() function, which is used to activate
them In the program.
This variable can tje used for any other purpose In the non mode 7 processes, as the
system will completely Ignore It.

LOCAL priority

This is a predefined LOCAL variable, which means that each process will have Its own value
in Its priority variable.
In the preparation of each frame, all the processes will be executed In the priority order
established by the priority local variable.
The higher the value of priority In a process Is. the sooner It will be processed In each

frame. The priority value may be established as any integer within the (min_lnt... maxjnt)
range. For Instance, to establish the priority level of a process at 10. the following statement
must be used:

prlorlty=10;
All the processes active In the program having the same level of priority will be executed

in a undetermined order that, moreover, may vary from some executions of the game to
others.

By default, the priority local variable will be Initialised at 0 In all the processes created in the
program. Thus. It will be possible to execute them In any order, if the value of this variable Is
n o t d e fi n e d .

If the priority of a single process Is fixed at a positive number, such as 1. It will be executed
before the rest of the of the processes. On the other hand. If It is fixed af a negafive number,

such as -1. then It will be executed after the rest (supposing that the priority variable of the
rest has not been modified, so Its value Is still equal to 0).
When the processes priority must be established?

When a process needs to use data of another process for its calculations. It Is normally
advisable to execute It after the latter, defining Its lowest priority for the data of the second
process to be updated when they are read.
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For instance, if process B must place its graphic 8 pixels lower than the graphic of process
A, the priority of A must be greater than that of B, for the latter to be executed first.
Thus, when process B obtains its y coordinate by adding B to the one of process A, this
calculation is done with the y coordinate of process A already updated for the following

frame (to ensure that in each frame, the y coordinate of process A first, and then that of
process B will be established).
For that purpose, suffice would be to define either the priority of A as 1 or the priority of B as
-1, since by default both priorities are at 0.

Note: The priority level of the process has nothing to do with the depth plane in which its

graphic appears on screen, as this plane is indicated In the local z variable. That is to say,
the fact that a process is processed before does not mean that the graphic is painted
before.

LOCAL region

This is a predefined LOCAL variable, which means that each process will have it own value
in its region variable.
The region local variable defines the zone of the screen in which the graphic of the process
must be visible, indicating the number of region.

A region is a rectangular zone of the screen, such as a window, associated to a number.
By default, this variable will be equal to 0 in all the processes, making reference to region
number 0 that is the entire screen.

That is to say. by default the graphics of the process will be visible in the whole screen (at
any point of the screen in which they are placed).

At the beginning, only region number 0 is defined. To define new screen regions, it is
necessary to use the define_reglon() function.

For instance, for the graphic of a process to be visible only inside a 100 by 100 pixel box
placed in the upper left comer of the screen (at the coordinates 0, 0), first the new region
should be defined in the following way, supposing that region number 1 is defined:
def ine_reglon(1,0,0,100,100);

and then, the number of region (1) should be assigned to the region local variable of the
process with the following statement:
region=1;
The regions may be redefined at any moment inside a program. That is to say, they can
change their position or size if necessary.
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Note: The graphic of a process must be indicated assigning a graphic code to the graph
local variable.

LOCAL resolution

This is a predefined LOCAL variable, which means that each process wiii have its own value
in its resolution variable.

Normally, the coordinates of a process (indicated in the x and y local variables) are defined
in screen pixels.
The resolution local variable must be used when the aim is to define the coordinates in
units smaller than the pixel.

That is to say, this variable indicates the precision of the process" coordinates.
By default, the variable will equal 0 and the coordinates will be specified in pixels.
The greater the value of resolution is, the smaller (and more accurate) the unit in which the
coordinates are interpreted will be. Some examples are show below:
r e s o l u t i o n = 1 ; - T h e c o o r d i n a t e s a r e s p e c i fi e d i n p i x e l s ( s i m i l a r t o
resolution=0, which is the value by default).
resolution=10; - They are specified in tenths of pixel.
resolution=100; - They are specified in hundredths of pixels.
resolutlon=2; - They are specified in hail pixel.

For instance, a process located at 160, 100 with resolution equal to 0 (or 1), will be in the
same position as a process located at 1600,1000 and with resolution equal to 10.

The value of resolution is normally defined as a positive Integer multiple of 10 (10. 100,
1000,...).
In short, when the value of resolution is defined, the processes' manager ol DIV Games

Studio will divide the coordinates of the processes between resolution when it comes to
painting their graphics on screen.

Important: fwluch care must be taken when, in a program, there are several processes with

different resolutions of coordinates, as some functions, such as get_dlst() (used to obtain
the distance between two processes), will return Incorrect results when two processes
using different resolution of coordinates are accessed.

It is normally advisable that ail the processes active in the game, at least all that Interact
(that are detected, modified or that can be collide) use the same resolution.

LOCAL size

This is a predefined LOCAL variable, which means that each process will have its own value
in its size variable.

The size local variable defines the size in which the graphic of the process must be seen.
This size is a percentage related to its original size.
By default, the value of this variable will be equal to 100 (100%) for all the processes, and
when the graphic is modified, it will scale (reducing or expanding its size) to adjust to the
new size.

That is to say, to double the size of the graphic displayed, it will be necessary to specify
200%. The following statement will be used for this purpose:
slze=200;

Therefore, if this value is lesser than 100. the graphic will be seen smaller; otherwise, it will
be seen bigger.

At first, there is no limit for the graphic size, but if the size local variable is put at 0 (0%).
then the graphic of the process won't be seen.

Note: The graphic of a process must be indicated assigning a graphic code to the graph
local variable.

This is a predefined LOCAL variable, which means that each process will have its own value
in its smallbro variable.

This variable always contains the Identifying code of the following process created by the
father of the current process after it. That is to say. when the process that called the current
one calls later another one. this variable will indicate which one is called now.

Inside the language, younger brother is the name given to this process. For further
information, see the hierarchies of processes in the language.

By default, this variable will be equal to 0 until the father process makes a call to another
process. At this moment, the new process (the younger brother of this one) will be created,
indicating its Identifying code in smallbro.
Note: The Identifying code of the elder brother is indicated in the predefined bigbro local
variable.

LOCAL son

This is a predelined LOCAL variable, which means that each process wiil have its own
value in its son variable.

This variable always contains the identifying code of the last process created (called) by
the current process. That is to say, it indicates which is the last process called.
Inside the language, father process is the name given to the process that calls another one.
On the other hand, son process is the name given to the process that has been called. For
further information, see the hierarchies of processes in the language.

By default, this variable will be equal to 0 until the process makes a call to another process.
At this moment, the new process will be created indicating its identifying code in son.

Note: The Identifying code of the father process is indicated in the predefined father local
variable.

LOCAL xoraph

This is a predefined LOCAL variable, which means that each process will have Its own value
in its xgraph variable.

This is an advanced level variable. Thus, its use requires certain experience.

The xgraph local variable (extended graphic) allows us to use multiple graphics. To
define the graphic of a process as a graphics set among which it is necessary to see the
most appropriate with the angle's process (specified in the angle local variable).

That is to say, if the xgraph variable is defined, the graph local variable which normally
defines the graphic of the process will be ignored and one graphic or another will be used
depending on the angle variable.

Therefore, on changing the process' angle the graphic of the process won't appear
rotated, but it will use this angle to select the process' graphic (inside the defined set).

By default the xgraph variable will equal 0 in ail the processes, which indicates that they are
not going to use multiple graphics.

The utility of the multiple graphics lies on the possibility of creating games in perspective,
where the change of an angle in the process doesn't implied a rotation of its graphic, but the

replacement of the graphic by another one painted in a different perspective (painted with
another angle inside that perspective).
How to use the multiple graphics.

1 - First, the different pictures that are going to represent the process' graphic have to be
painted with different angles in perspective. The latter will be a finite number of graphic's
views, such as 4, 8,12, etc., (or any other integer bigger than 1),
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Take into account that If 4 views are defined, a different view will be defined every 90
degrees, if 8 views are defined, every 45 degrees, etc.

2 - It is necessary to put these graphics in order according to their angles. First, the graphic
corresponding with angle 0 (towards the right) and then, the rest in a clockwise direction.

3 - A table, generally GLOBAL, must be created and initialised with the following values:
Number of graphic's views,

Graphic's code for angle 0 (first view),
Code of the following angle (second view).

The name given to this table makes no difference. For instance, if a multiple graphic is
defined with 4 views, which must be the graphics with the codes 10, 11, 12, and 13, the
definition of the table could be as follows:
GLOBAL

table_graphic1 [ ]=4,10,11.12,13:

4 - Finally, the offset of this table must be assigned inside the computer's memory to the
xgraph local variable of the process, which is done with the following statement (inside the
process in question):
xgraph=OFFSET table_graphic1;

The OFFSET operator is used to obtain the offset of a program s datum in the memory.
Once the multiple graphic has been defined, in each frame of the game the system will
use the graphic corresponding with the angle closest to the process' angle (the one
indicated in its angle variable).

The xgraph variable must be put at 0 again in order to disable the multiple graphic system
in a process.

Important; If any graphic's code is put with a negative sign inside the table that defines the

set of graphics, then this graphic will appear horizontally flipped. That is to say, if the
graphic was facing right, it will appear facing left, and vice versa.
Note: The multiple graphic system is normally used in mode 7 windows, as in the folded

three-dimensional plane the graphics must be seen in a different way, according to the
angle from which they are observed.

For further information about this teohnique, see the start_mode7() function used to
activate a mode 7 window in the program.
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LOCAL X, LOCAL v

These are predefined local variables, which means that every process will have its own
value in its x and y variables.

These local variables of the processes define where their graphic (defined in the graph local
variable) must be placed.

The X local variable defines the process' horizontal coordinate, which may be defined as

an integer within the range (min_int ... max_int), putting the positive coordinates to the
right and the negative ones, to the left.

The y local variable defines the process' vertical coordinate, which may be defined as an
integer within the range (min_int ... max_int), placing the positive coordinates downwards
and the negative ones, upwards.

By default, these coordinates will be specified in pixels, referred to screen coordinates,
where the upper left comer is the point placed at (0, 0).
Ty p e o f c o o r d i n a t e s .

There are several systems of coordinates that may be used by the processes and that are
defined with the ctype local variable. The coordinates related to the screen are the system
by default.
Resolution of the coordinates.

The resolution local variable indicates the precislcn of the process coordinates. By default,
this variable will be equal to 0 and the (x, y) coordinates will be specified in pixels.

The higher the value of resolution is, the smaller (and more precise) the unit in which the
coordinates are interpreted will be. Some examples are now shown;
resolutions!; - The coordinates are specified in pixels,
resolutions! 0; - They are specified in tens of pixels,
resolutions! 00; - They are specified in hundreds of pixels.
resolution=2: - They are specified In half pixel.

Note: A different type and resolution of coordinates may be either defined for each process
or changed while executing if necessary.

Important: When a graphic is placed at some specific coordinates, it is the graphic center
that will normally be placed at these coordinates.

This can be changed by defining in the graphic editor control point number 0 of the
graphic cf the process (whose graphic code is Indicated in the graph variable).
If the contrcl point has been defined, it will be placed at the specified coordinates.
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For instance, if control point number 0 Is placed in the upper left corner of the graphic,
and then, the graphic is put at the (100, 100) coordinates, the upper left comer of the
graphic will be placed at these coordinates.

L O C A L z

This is a predefined LOCAL variable, which means that each process will have its own value
in its z variable.

The z local variable defines the depth plane in which the process graphic must t>e placed on
screen (the graphic is defined in the graph local variable). That is to say, it defines what
must appear above the process' graphic and what under it.

Any integer within the range (min_int ... max_lnt) may be used as a depth plane. The
greater the number is, the deeper the graphic will be placed.

By default, the depth planes are arranged in the follovring way:
(■f) Greater depth

+512 - Scroll windows (see scroll) ].z)
+256 - Mode 7 windows (see m7( J.z)
0 - Graphics of the processes (local z)
-256 - Texts (see text_z)
-512 - Mouse pointer (see mouse.z)
(-) Less depth

That is to say, the z local variable that defines the depth plane of the processes' graphics
will be initialised at 0. The processes' graphics will be placed below the mouse pointer and
texts, and atiove the scroll and mode 7 windows (if the values are not modified by default).
All the objects (texts, graphics, windows, ...) placed in the same depth plane will appear on
screen (on being superposed) in an undetermined order, that may vary from some
program's executions to some others.

If the aim was, for instance, that the graphic of a process appeared above all the objects of
the program, a depth plane could be fixed for it above the rest (as -1000), with the following
statement:

z=-1000;

At the beginning, all the processes have their z variable at 0, then the graphic of the
processes will appear in any order if the plane in which each of them must be placed is not
d e fi n e d .

The depth plane of a process may be modified (by assigning a new value to its z variable)
as often as necessary inside a program.
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The depth planes of the rest of objects (windows, texts and mouse pointer) may also t)e
modified at any stage of the program.

Note 1: The processes that belong to a scroll window (having its variable ctype=c_scroll)
will be painted in the depth plane of the scroll window. Nevertheless, inside that window,
all the graphics of the processes will appear in order, according to their depth plane.
That is to say, the process' depth plane (indicated as usual in the z variable) will be referred
to the scroll window in which the process appears (see start_scroliO)-

Note 2: The processes that belong to a mode 7 window (having its variable ctype=c_m7)
will appear in that window In order, according to the depth order In the threedimensional plane ignoring the value of their z local variable.

The only sense of the z local variable in mode 7 processes Is to define the order in which
the processes exactly placed at the same coordinates of the folded plane must be

superposed. That is to say, if two processes are placed in the three-dimensional plane at
the same coordinates, then it will be possible to define, through the z variable, which one
must appear above the other (see start_mode7()).
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E

- P r e d l fl n e d C O N S TA N T S

Keyboard codes

These conslams are noOTally used as a parameter o( the key{) function, to inflicate which
key Is the one iliat the user wishes to kttow whether It is pressed.

it can also be used to compare the scan.code global variable, that contains the code ot the
last key that has been pressed, with these values.

The character _ (undertlning) followed by the name ol the key. Is normally used to designate
each constant. For Instance, lor the A key. tt>e constant referred to its code will be _a.
The whole list ol these constants, with their respective values. Is as follows (according to ihe
standard arrangement of me keyboard).

_esc st (ESC) or escape
_M = 59 (Fl) or (unction 1

_'2 =60 [Fsj or function 2
=6f [FSJorfuncikjnS

_f4 = 62 (F4) or function 4
_f5 = 63 [F5] or function 5
.f6 = 64 [F6] or function 6
= 65 {FTI or function 7

..f8 =66
_f9 = 67
. 11 0 = 6 6
.Ml = 87

|F6] or function
[F9) or function
(F10) or function
(Fl 1] or function

6
9
10
11

J12 =88 (F12)orlunclion 12(0E8UGGEFI)
_pm.scr = 55 [PRINT SCREEN]
_8CfOll.lock =70 ISCROU.LOCK1
_wave =41 (lor CI key
_1
=2
Number
"I*
key
_2
=3
Number
"2"
key
=4 Number *3" key
_4
=5
Number
'4'
key
_5
=6
Number
'S'
key
_6
=7
Number
*6"
key
_7
=8
Number
*7"
key
_8
=9
Number's*key
_9
=10
Number'9'key
..0
= 11
Number'0'key
_mlnus = 12 Symbolkey
_pluB = 13 Syinlx)! •+* key
.backspace
Jab = 15
_q
=16
_w = 17
_e

=

18
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= 14 Delete(<-) key
Ta b u i a t o r f TA B ) k e y
Letter
'Q'
key
Letter "W" key
Letter

"E"

key

_numJock
_c_backslash
_c asterisk

= 69 [NUMLOCK]ornumericlock

_c_up

= 53 Symlx>l [/] of tfie numeric keytxiard
= 55 Symbol [*] of ttie numeric keytxiard
= 74 Symtxil [-] of the numeric keyboard
= 71 [HOME] of the numeric keyboard
= 72 Up cursor of the numeric keyboard

_c_pgup

= 73 [PGUP] of the numeric keyboard

_c_lett
_c_center
_c_rlght
_c_end
_c_down
_c_pgdn
_c_lns
_c_dol

_c_plus
c e n t e r

= 75 Lett cursor of the numeric keyboard
= 76 [5] key of the numeric keyboard
= 77 Right cursor of the numeric keyboard
= 79 [END] of the numeric keyboard
= 80 Down cursor of the numeric keyboard
= 81 [PGDN] of the numeric keyboard
= 82 [INS] of the numeric keyboard
= 83 [DELETE] of the numeric keyboard
= 78 Symbol [+] of the numeric keyboard
= 28 [ENTER] of the numeric keyboard

It is indifferent to use these constants or the numeric values that they represent. That is to
say, it is possible to call the key() function, to verify whether the A key is pressed, such as
key(_a) or key(30) (in the previous list, it is possible to verify that 30 is the numeric value of
the constant a).

These constants are used to indicate the videomode in the set_mode() function.
Each constant indicates the videomode in the following way: first, the letter m and then, the
horizontal and vertical resolution of the mode, separated by an x. The values defined for
these constants are the following ones:
m320x200

= 320200

m320x240

= 320240

m320x400

= 320400

m360x240

= 360240

m360x360

= 360360

m376x282

= 376282

m640x400

= 640400

m640x4a0

= 640480

mSOOxSOO

= 800600

ml024x768

=1024768

N u m b e r s o f w i n d o w ■C o M t a n t » ; c 0 . . . c 9

These constants are used to be assigned to the predefined cnumber local variable that is
used to define the scroll or mode 7 windows in which the graphic of a process must appear.
This will only be necessary when several scroll or mode 7 windows have been
activated, and It ISN'T aimed to display the graphic of the process in all of them.
Up to 10 windows of these types may be defined, numbered from 0 to 9. and that directly
correspond with the constahts c_0, c_1, c_2 ... c_9.

For the graphic of a process to appear only in one of these windows, the corresponding
constant must be assigned to Its cnumber locai variable. For Instance, If the aim was for the
graphic of a process to appear only In (scroll or mode 7) window number 3, the following
statement would be Included In its code:

cnumber=c_3:

If the aim for the graphic of a process is to appear in several of these windows, then the
constants must be added. For instance, for a process to appear in the windows 0, 4, and 5,
the following assignment will be performed:
cnumber=c_0+c_4+c_5;

For the graphic to appear in all the windows, suffice will be to assign 0 to the cnumber
variable. It won't be necessary if this variable has not been modified, as it is its value by
default.

The values equivalent to these constants correspond with the following powers of 2:
c_0
c_1

= 1 scroll / mode-7 number 0

c

2

= 4 scroll / mode-7 number 2

c_3
c_4
c_S
c_6
c_7

= 8 scroll / mode-7 number 3

- 2 scroll / mode-7 number 1

= 16 scroll / mode-7 number 4
= 32 scroll / mode-7 number 5
= 64 scroll / mode-7 number 6

c

B

= 128 scroll / mode-7 number 7
= 256 scroll / mode-7 number 8

c

9

= 512 scroll / mode-7 number 9

true

This constant is used to indicate true values, to initialise logical variables or to define logical
parameters. That Is to say, It must be evaluated as a condition.
Its value is 1 and, as in the language all the odd numbers are interpreted as true, this
constant will be evaluated as a condition that is always complied (true).
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This signal transmits the imperative order sleep to the processes. It is used to make a
process dormant. An asleep process vi/ill not appear in the following frames of the game, tiut
it won't be eliminated, as it happens with the signal s_kill. Indeed, this kind of process may
wake up at any moment with a signal s_wakeup.

That is to say, on sending a signal s_sleep to a process, the latter will not appear in the
following frames of the game (until it Is awaken or eliminated).
The constant s_sleep_tree is directly linked to this constant, with the proviso that, on
sending this signal, the former will make dormant the indicated process and Its sons, which
are the processes created by it.

s freeze

This constant is used as a parameter of the slgnal{) function (to send signals to the
processes). Its value is 3.

This signal transmits the imperative order freeze to the processes. It is used to freeze

(immobilise) a process. A frozen process will continue to appear in the following frames of

the game, but it won't be processed, so it will remain immobile. This process can be
reactivated at any moment if a signal s_wakeup is sent to it.
That is to say, on sending a signal s_freeze to a process, the latter will stop processing
(stop interpreting its statements) in the following frames of the game (until it is activated or
eliminated with s_klll).
The constant s_(reeze_tree is directly linked to this constant, with the proviso that, on
sending this signal, the indicated process as well as its sons (which are the processes
created by it) will be frozen.

This constant is used as a parameter of the signal() function (to send signals to the
processes). Its value is 100.

This signal Is used to eliminate a process and all the process created by it, by sending the
imperative order kill to them. This is a version of the signal s_klll, which eliminates a
process, but not the processes that it had created.

That is to say, the signal s_klll_tree will eliminate the process and all its descendants.
Thus, none of them will appear any longer in the following frames of the game.

s wakeup tree

This constant is used as a parameter of the sIgnalO function (to send signals to the
processes), its vaiue is 101.
This signal is used to wake up a process and all the processes created by it, by sending the
imperative order wakeup to them. This is a version of the signal s_wakeup, which wakes a
process up, but not the processes that it had created.
That is to say, the signal s_wakeup_tree will wake up the process and all its descendants.
Thus, all these processes will return to their normal state in the loilowing frames of the
game.

Processes that have been made dormant with the signal s_sleep_tree or frozen with the
signal s_freeze_tree can be woken up (reactivated).

s sleep tree

This constant is used as a parameter of the slgnal() function (to send signals to the
processes). Its value is 102.

This signal is used to make a process and ail the processes created by it dormant, by
sending the imperative order sleep to them. This is a version of the signal s_sleep, which
makes a process donnanl, but not the processes that it had created.
That is to say, the signal 8_sleep_tree will make the process and all its descendants
dormant. Thus, all these processes will disappear in the following frames of the game (but
they won't be eliminated).
These asleep processes can be woken up (reactivated) with the signal 8_wakeup_tree.

8 freeze tree

This constant is used as a parameter of the slgnalQ function (to send signals to the
processes). Its vaiue is 103.
This signal is used to freeze (immobilise) a process and all the processes created by it, by

sending the imperative order freeze to them. This is a version of the signal 8_freeze, which
freezes a process, but not the processes that It had created.

That is to say, the signal s_freeze_tree will freeze the process and all its descendants.
Thus, all these processes will stop processing in the following frames of the game (they will
remain immobile, as they won't execute their statements).
These frozen processes can be unfrozen (reactivated) with the signal s_wakeup_tree.
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all text

This constant is used as a parameter of the delete_textO function, to delete all the texts
displayed in the program with the wrtteO and wrlte_lntO functions.

That is to say, the following statement must be executed in order to make disappear all the
texts displayed on screen:
delete_text(all_text);

The value assigned to this constant is 0,

This constant is used as parameter of the 8top_8oundO function, to stop all the sound
effects previously activated with the sound() function.
That is to say, the following statement must tre executed in order to stop all the sound
channels, active at a specific moment:
8top_80und(all_sound);
The value assigned to this constant is -1.

This constant is used as a parameter of the graphlc_info() function, to ask for information
about the width (in pixels) of a specific graphic. Its value is 0.

q

height

This constant is used as a parameter of the graphlc_infoO function, to ask for information
about the height (in pixels) of a specific graphic. Its value is 1.

This constant Is used as a parameter of the graphlc_lnfoO function, to ask for Information
about the horizontal center of a specific graphic. Its value is 2.
The horizontal center of a graphic will be half the width (in pixels), if control point number
0 (graphic center) has not been defined in the painting tool.

This constant Is used as a parameter of the graphlc_lnfo() function, to ask for information
about the vertical center of a specific graphic. Its value is 3.
The vertical center of a graphic will be half the height (in pixels), if the control point
number 0 (graphic center) has not been defined in the painting tool.

c

screen

This constant is used to be assigned to the predefined ctype local variable used to define
the type of coordinates that a process will have. Its value is 0.
This is the value by default of ctype, used for the coordinates of the graphic of the
process to be interpreted as if they were referred to the screen. The (0,0) coordinate is the
upper left comer.

c scroll

This constant is used to be assigned to the predefined ctype local variable used to define
the type of coordinates that a process will have. Its value is 1.
This is the value assigned to ctype, used for the coordinates of the graphic of the process
to tje interpreted as if they were referred to a scroll window, to coordinates with respect to
the foreground's graphic.

For further infonnation about the scroll windows. It is possible to access the start_scroll()
function used to activate them.

c

m7

This constant is used to be assigned to the predefined ctype local variable used to define
the type of coordinates that a process will have. Its value is 2.
This is the value assigned to ctype, used for the coordinates of the graphic of the process
to be interpreted as if they were referred to a mode 7 window, three-dimensionally folded in
t h a t w i n d o w.

For further information about the mode 7 windows, it is possible to access the
start_mode7() function used to activate them.
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This constant is used to be assigned to the predefined dump_type global variable used
to define the type of dump that will be performed on screen, its value is 0.
The following statement is used:
dump_type=partlal_dump;

This statement indicates to the manager of processes of DIV Games that the following
dumps must be partial.

Dump Is the name given to the system of sending the game's frames to the monitor (to the
video memory of the graphics card).
There are two types of dumps:

Partial: Only the graphics that are updated and that have varied with regard to the previous
frame will be dumped on screen. It is advisable to activate this dump in order to gain speed
when programming a game (or a section of It) without a scroll or mode 7 window occupying
the whole screen. That is to say, either when the game shows graphics movements against
a fixed background or when the active scroll or mode 7 windows are smaller that the screen.

Complete: All the screen will be dumped, irrespective of whether the graphics have
changed or not. This is the dump by default and it is slower that the partial dump.
However, the complete dump must be used when the game has a scroll or mode 7 window
occupying the whole screen.

complete

dump

This constant Is used to be assigned to the predefined dump_type global variable used to
define the type of dump that will be performed on screen. Its value is 1.

This is the value by default of the dump_type variable. To establish this value, it is
necessary to use the following statement:
dump_type=complete_dump;

This statement indicates to the manager of processes of DIV Games that the following
dumps must be complete.

This constant is used to be assigned to the predefined restore.type global variable used to
define the type of restoration that must be applied to the screen background after each
game frame. Its value is -1.

The expression background restoration deals with the operation of restoring the screen
areas in which graphics have been painted or texts have been written in the previous frame.
That is to say. to delete both the painted graphics and the written texts.
The following statement must be used to establish this value:
restore_typo=no_restore;

This statement indicates to the manager of processes of DIV Games Studio that, after the

following game's frames it is not necessary to restore the screen background.
If the background is not restored, speed will be gained in the execution of the game (that
will go faster in slow computers). But this mode of restoration (no_restore) can only be
applied In games or in their sections In which there is a scroll or mode 7 window
occupying the whole screen.

partial restore

This constant is used to be assigned to the predefined restore_type global variable used to

define the type of restoration that must be applied to the screen background after each
game frame. Its value is 0.
The following statement must be used to establish this value:
restore_type=partial_restore:

This statement indicates to the manager of processes of DIV Games Studio that, after the

following game's frames only the screen areas in which graphics have been painted or
texts have fieen written must be restored.

This mode of restoration (partlai_restore) is faster than a complete restoration (option by

default), but it must only be applied in games, or In their sections, in which there ISN'T a
scroll or mode 7 window occupying the whole screen.

This constant is used to be assigned to the predefined restore_typo global variable used to

define the type of restoration that must be applied to the screen background after each
game frame. Its value Is 1.

This is the value by default of the restore_type variable and, it is the slowest mode of
the three available restoration modes. The following statement must be used to establish
this value:

restore_typo=complete_restore;

This statement indicates to the manager of processes of DIV Games Studio that, after the

following game's frames the screen background must completely be restored.
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This mode of restoration (complete_restore) is the siowest one (and it is the option by
defauit). Therefore, it can be changed by another one in order to gain speed in the
execution of the game (so it wiii go faster in siow computers).
As a matter of fact, this mode of restoration is only interesting for games (or for their
sections) that DON'T have a scroli or mode 7 window occupying the whoie screen, but that
have a great number of graphics moving through the screen.

ESC+Control

• To exit the graphic environment to the operating system.
- To exit the graphic environment to the operating system.

ALT+S

- To execute a session ot the MS-DOS operating system.

ESC

- To cancel a dialog box.

ALT+X

Enter

- To choose the selected control of a window or box.
• To activate the selected control.

F t

■ To invoke the help window.

TA B

F12

- To save the selected program.
- To open a program.
- To save and execute the selected program.
- To compile the selected program.
- To save and debug the selected program.

C o n t r o l + A LT + P

- To save a snapshot of the graphic environment {DIV_*.PCX)

F2
F4
F10
F i t

COMMON COMMANDS IN THE QAMES

ESC-fControl - To exit the game.
A LT + X - To e x i t t h e g a m e .

Control+ALT+P - To save a snapshot of the game (SNAP'.PCX)
Ft 2 - To invoke the program's debugger.
Pause - To stop the game momentaneously.

- To s e e o r e d i t d a t a .

- To debug statement.
-To set a breakpoint.

- Invoke the debugger / Advance frames.
- To e x e c u t e t o t h e n e x t f r a m e .
- To s e i e c t b u t t o n .
- To a c t i v a t e b u t t o n .

- To exit the debugger.

COMMANDS IN THE PROGR/

Generic commands.

- To go to the beginning of a program's process.
- To expand the size of the seiected program window.

Basic movement and edit commands.
Cursors

-

Basic

movement

of

the

cursor.

Home - To go to the beginning of the iine.
End - To go to the end of the line.
Pg.Dn. - Foilowing page.
Pg.Up - Previous page.
Insert - To toggle between insert and overwrite.
D e l e t e - To d e l e t e t h e c h a r a c t e r u n d e r t h e c u r s e r.

Backspace - To delete the character previous to the cursor.
TA B - I n s e r t a t a b i n d e n t .
S h i t t + TA B - To r e m o v e a t a b i n d e n t .
Control+Delete,Control+Y - To delete the current line.
Control+Rlght - Following word.
Controi+Left - Previous word.

Control+Pg.Up - To go to the beginning of the program.
Contrcl+Pg.Dn. - To go to the end of the program.
Control+Home - To go to the beginning of the page.
Control+End - To go to the end of the page.

Search and replacement commands.

A LT + F, C o n t r o l + F
A LT + N . F 3 . C o n t r o l - i - L
A LT + R . C o n t r o l + R

- To s e a r c h f o r a t e x t .

- To repeat search.
- To replace text.

Blocks commands 1

ALT+A - To tag ttie beginning or end of a permanent block.
A LT + U - To u n t a g t fi e p e r m a n e n t b l o c k .
ALT+C - To copy thie block to the current position.
ALT+M - To move the block to the current position.
A LT + D , A LT + G - To d e l e t e t h e b l o c k .

Blocks commands I
Shift+Movement

- To tag volatile block (Movement keys: Cursors, Control + Right,
Control + Left, Pg.Up, Pg. Dn., Home, End).

Control+lnsert

-To paste block.
- To copy block.

Shift+Delete

- To c u t b l o c k .

Control+X

- To c u t b l o c k .

Control+C

- To copy block.
- To paste block.

Shift+lnsert

Control+V

- To d e l e t e b l o c k .

?MMANDS IN THE GRAPHIC I

Generic commands.

F 1 - To I n v o k e t h e h e l p w i n d o w .
E S C - To e x i t t h e g r a p h i c e d i t o r .
C u r s o r s , O P / Q A - M o v e m e n t o f t h e c u r s o r.
Spacebar • Equivalent to click with the left mouse button.

Shift+Movement - 8 by 8 pixel movement.
Shift+Left button - To take colour from screen.

W, S - To c h o o s e c o l o u r w i t h i n t h e c u r r e n t r a n g e .
S h i f t + W, S - To c h o o s e c u r r e n t r a n g e .
Control+Cursors - To choose colour and range.
Backspace

- To u n d o .

Shift+Delete

-To repeat action (redo).
■ To select the transparent colour.
• To highlight the transparent colour.
■ C o l o u r s w i n d o w.
■ M a s k w i n d o w.

■Tochange the zoom percentage.
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To o l s e l e c t i o n c o m m a n d s .

F1
F2 F3
F4 F5
F6 -

-

Dotting
bar.
Pen, for tiand drawing.
Straigtit
lines.
Multiline, stringed lines.
Curves
bezler.
Multicurve, stringed curves.

F7 - Rectangles and boxes.
F8 - Circles and circumferences.
F9
Paint
s p r a y.
F10 - Filling of surfaces.
F 11

-

F12

- To

Shift+F1

Blocks

undo
-

To

and
write

edit.

redo

actions.

texts.

Stiift+F2 - To position control points.
Stiift+F3 - Dotting bar

S p e c i fi c

commands.

C o n t r o l - To m o v e s e l e c t i o n ( b a r : t o s e l e c t b l o c k ) .

Control - To level width and height (bars; rectangles and circles).
D - To s m o o t h ( b a r s : p e n , l i n e s , c u r v e s a n d s p r a y ) .
H - To h i d e t h e c u r s o r ( b a r : o f f s e t b l o c k ) .

+ , - - To v a r y s t r e n g t h ( b a r : m u l t i c u r v e ) .
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Appendix E: Formats Of Archives
This appendix contains technical information for programmers using other languages. This
information is not necessary to develop video games with DIV Games Studio,

'p'.'a'.T
1A0D0A00
Version

3 bytes (ascii
4 bytes (hex)
1 byte (0).

Subtotal: 8 bytes.

256 colour components:
1 byte (0..63).
1 byte (0..63).
1 byte (0..63).

Subtotal: 768 bytes.
Range of colours (+7761

16 definitions of range :
Number of colours 1 byte (8,16 o 32),

Type of range 1 byte (0:direct, 1 -2-4-8 editable each "n" colours).
Fixed 1 byte (0:no, 1:yes)
Black colour 1 byte
Colours in the range 32 bytes (according to type).
Subtotal: 576 bytes.

Iot|yj|||^^||j
Note: To export other formats, which lack the information about the range of colours, to
DIV Games Studio files, the 576 bytes of the ranges must be defined as shown:
16,0,0,16 dup (0),
16,0,0,16 dup (16),
16,0.0,16 dup (32),
16,0.0,16 dup (240)

These 576 bytes cannot be defined as zeros or they would make the file not valid.
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3 bytes (ascii).

'rp'.'a'.'p'
Ve r s i o n

4 bytes (hex).
1 byte (0).

Width

1 word,

Height

t word.

1A0D0A00

Code of the graph 1 double word.
Description 32 bytes (ascliz).
Subtotal: 48 bytes.
Palette (-ntS)

(See file PAL)
Subtotal: 768 bytes.
Ranges of colours (+816)
(See file PAL)
Subtotal: 576 bytes.
Control Points (+1392)

Number of points 1 word.

Description of point x Number of points
Coordinate
Coordinate

x
y

1
t

word.
word.

Subtotal: 2+(4 x points number) bytes.
Graphic f^ap (-ftS

ints number

Points of the map Width x Height bytes.
Subtotal: Width x Height bytes.
l i n t s n u m b e r W I[ W i d t h X H e i i

Head(±0)
'I'.'p'.'g' 3 bytes (ascii).
1AODOAOO 4 bytes (hex).

Version 1 b^e (0).
Subtotal: 8 bytes.

(See PAL file)
Subtotal: 768 bytes.
Ranges of colours (-f/ys)

(See PAL file)
Subtotal: 576 bytes.
Graphic Maps contained In tfre file (-ft352)
To the end of the file, description of a graphic map.
Code of the graphic.
Length of the record In bytes.
Description

1 double word.
1 double word.

N a m e o f fi l e

32 bytes (ascliz).
12 bytes.

Width

1 double word.

Height

1 double word.

Points number

1 double word.

Description of point x Points number.
Coordinate

Coordinate

x

y

1

word

1

word

Graphic Map
Points of the map

Width X Height bytes.

Subtotal (per each map): 64-K4 x points number)+(Wldth x Height)
Total: 1352 + Records of the maps.
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PRG Files are in the standard format of text ASCil MS-DOS.

3 bytes (ascii).
4 bytes (hex).
1 byte (0).

r, ' n ' , ' f
1A0D0A00
Ve r s i o n

Subtotal; 8 bytes.

(See PAL file)
Subtotal: 768 bytes.
Ranqes of colours 1+T76)
(See PAL tile)
Subtotal: 576 bytes.
Information of the font (+1352)

Groups of characters included in the font 1 double word.
+1

Numbers.

+2 Capital letters.
+4 Small letters.

+8 Symbols.
+16 Extended.

Subtotal: 4 bytes.
F o n t Ta b l e ( + 1 3 5 6 )

256 Structures of the characters, as they are described:
Width

of

the

character

1

double

word.

Height of the character 1 double word.
Vertical

Slide

1

double

word.

O ff s e t o f t h e g r a p h i c i n t h e fi l e 1 d o u b l e w o r d .

Subtotal: 4096 bytes.

E a c h c h a r a c t e r c o m e s i n t h e o f f s e t i n d i c a t e d i n t h e fi l e .

Map of the character

Width X Height bytes.

To t a l : 5 4 5 2 + A d d i t i o n o f t h e 2 5 6 f W i d t h x H e i a h t )

GENERAL CONTENTS

The CD-ROM is divided into three main directories: DAT^i, INSTALL and GAMES.
The DATA directory contains all the main archives of DIV Games Studio which will be
detailed later in this appendix.

The directories INSTALL and GAMES contain the sample games of DIV separately. They
allow you to play with them even if they are not instailed as a tool. Both directories contain in
turn 15 sub-directories more, one for each of the games.
ALIEN - Alien Suprimer
B I L L I A R D ■ To t a l B i l l i a r d s

BLASTUP - Blast'em up
COINS - World Bottle Caps Championship
STEROID - Steroid

SPEED - Speed for Dummies
SOCCER - Soccer
CHECKOUT- Checkout
F O S T I AT O - F o s t i a t o r
GALAX

-

Galax

PUZZLE - Puzzle 'o' matic
NOID

-

Moid

M A LVA D O - T h e c a s t l e o f D r. M a l v a d o
HELIOBAL- Helioball

In the game versions included in INSTALL there is a program called INSTALL.EXE within
the subdirectory of each game. This is the program you have to execute in order to install
the game independently In the computer (without need of Installing DIV Games Studio
too).

However, the directory GAMES contains several versions of these games already installed
which can be run directly from the CD-ROM. The games which have been executed from
the CD-ROM will work all right but they won't include the sound effects. To hear these you'll
have to install these games in the computer hard disk.

C O N T E N T S O F D ATA

This is the main directory and it is divided into the foilowing sub-directories,
DAT - Archives of data of DIV sample games.

DLL - Dynamic link libraries programmed in 0 for DIV.
FLI - Animations of some of the sample games.
FNT - Archives of fonts of the sample games.

FPG - Files of graphics of the sample games.
HELP - Archives of the electronic help of DiV.
IPS - Types of basic letters for the font generator.
INSTALL - Archives required to create installations.

MAP - Sample games graphics and libraries.
PAL - Several archives with generic colours palettes.
PCM - Sound of the sample games and tutorials.
SETUP - Archives required for the sound set-up.
SYSTEM - Generic archives of DIV Games Studio.

The CD-ROM directories you may wish to access after the program has been installed in
the computer are: IFS, to access the letter fonts; MAP, to access the graphic library; and
PCM to access the sound library.

A summary of the contents of the directories IFS and MAP are shown below so that you can
localise the archives of these directories quickly.

CD-ROM GRAPHIC LIBRARIES

in the directory of DATA\MAP\LIBRARY in the CD-ROM are many maps with graphics
which can be freely used in new videogames created with DIV Games Studio. This directory
is divided into 12 subdirectories which correspond with the different map categories. These

TEXTURES
3DMAN

- Textures for tiles, fillings, etc.
- Human animations in different perspectives.

SPACECRAFT - Several maps with spatial graphics.
EXPLOSIO - Several types of explosion
BLOCKS - Building blocks,
FACES - Several types of faces.
CARS - Car graphics and other related to them.
DECOR - Decor graphics for games.
BACKGROUNDS- Several decorating backgrounds.
GAMES - DIV Sample games graphics.
COUNTRIES - Maps of several countries.
MISCELLANEOUS- Collection of assorted graphics.

DIV Games Studio On The Web

DIV Arena Ms been sei up on the Internet to support the growing community of DIV Games
Studio Users.

Pay It a visit, and be part of the community: WWV^,0IV-Afi6NA.C0M

WHAT WILL YOU FIND THERE7
•

Advice

• New Demos
•
•

Latest

News

Forum

• Extra Textures, graphics, and sounds
• Additional code

• Tutonals

• And above all else... a thriving communityl

NOTE

We kindly ask you to let us know anything you consider inieresling lor us, such as unofficial

OtV Websites (In order to Include Iheir links on DIV ARENA), new DLL libraries lor DIV (see
README.TXT file ol Ihe DLDSOURCE directory), auxiliary tools, etc.

We believe it is very important lor everyone interested in this product to have the opportunity
to contact each other so that good development teams can be created: one can specialise
in graphics, another in programming, another in design and so on. Just an idea, but more
heads are better than one.
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